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PREFACE.

This book is not written for professional students or

scientific men, though it is hoped that even readers

of this class may find it not altogether uninteresting

or unworthy of their notice. It is written expressly

for that section of our intelligent Church members

and adherents, whose minds have been brought into

contact with the religious doubts and difificulties of

the age, and have in some measure felt them
;
and

not less for those who, as Christian teachers and

counsellors, are called on from time to time to deal

with such doubts and difficulties as they arise in the

minds of others.

The special design of the book has to a great

degree determined its character. It is not meant

to be a '

System of Christian Evidences
;

'

for such

treatises, from their very nature, are far too minute

and full for the readers in view. Its purpose is

rather to take up some of those points which are

not only fundamental, but at the same time well

fitted to meet present needs, and which are easily
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grasped and held fast by an intelligent mind. I

need scarcely say that the object specially aimed at

accounts for the greater fulness of statement and

use of colour and illustration than might in other

circumstances have seemed necessary. It further

explains why the different studies, even at the risk of

a little repetition, have been made as self-contained

as possible, so that they might admit of being read

independently of each other.

The particular position taken up in the book is

to be carefully noted. It starts from Theism, or

the belief in a personal God, as its accepted basis.

Its design is to aid in removing obstacles out of the

way, and in conducting the earnest reader from the

position of Theism into the central truths of Chris-

tianity and a reasonable faith therein. At the same

time, it lies quite beyond its sphere to attempt any

full and systematic statement of the Christian

doctrines, and, least of all, of those of the second or

third rank.

In a field which has been so long and so fully

investigated by able thinkers, but little that is new

can be expected. What I have aimed at has rather

been an adaptation of existing material to the pre-

sent times and forms of thought. Accordingly much

that I have attempted to say has been well said by

others before
;
but wherever there is conscious in-
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debtedness calling for notice, it is acknowledged.

Wherever a quotation is of any length, or of special

importance for the argument, the reference is carefully-

given. Wherever it has been deemed desirable to

illustrate a point at length by quotations, this has

been done in the Appendix.

I have gratefully to acknowledge the handsome

way in which Messrs. Nisbet & Co., London, have

allowed me to make use of articles which had

appeared in the British and Foreign Evangelical

Review, and in the Catholic Presbyterian. This

refers more especially to a considerable portion of

the material in the Fifth and Seventh Studies.

I have also to express my cordial thanks to my
friends, Professor Calderwood, LL.D., of Edinburgh

University, and the Rev. Professor Johnstone, D.D.,

of the United Presbyterian College, for valuable aid

in the form of revision,
—aid most willingly offered

and not less efficiently rendered.

MORNINGSIDE,

Edinburgh, October 1883.
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STUDIES IN THE CHRISTIAN

EVIDENCES.

Christianity and Physical Science.

That there is in the present age, both within and

without the Church, a dechne of faith in the grand

facts and doctrines of Christianity, is a remark

so common as to seem to not a i^Qw to be the

merest commonplace. It is at once the lamenta-

tion of many Christians on the one hand, and the

exultant boast of many unbelievers on the other.

And it is not to be denied that the age has its own

share, and much more than could be desired, of such

sceptical tendencies and positive unbelief, whether

existing in the more nebulous or more condensed,

the more unformulated or more formulated state.

Indeed, it would be both eminently weak and dan-

gerous to deny it
;
for we can guard against the evil

B
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only by knowing it, and can rectify it only by dis-

covering what it is, where it lurks, and what are

the means to be used by way of correction. Still,

we have good reason to believe that it is by no

means the case that there is a more deep and wide-

spread unbelief existing at present in the country

than has existed in some previous ages ;
for example,

the latter portion of the preceding century. No

doubt the cloud of the present may seem to us

much larger and darker, because we see it close at

hand,—right above our heads,—and feel its baleful

shadow, whereas in the case of the past we see it or

hear of it only in the remote distance. But if we com-

pare the testimony of competent witnesses, who lived

in the central fog of eighteenth century unbelief, with

the state of things in the present day, we shall find

that it is in appearance rather than reality that the

unbelief of the present age is greater. Judge Black-

stone, a thoroughly competent and trustworthy wit-

ness, has left it on record that *

having a curiosity

to know how matters stood in regard to religion, he

went to every London church of note, but could not

have discovered from what he heard whether the

preacher were a follower of Confucius, or of Maho-

met, or of Christ.'^ This is a statement sufficiently

suggestive ;
and we may safely affirm that no man

^ See Contemporary Review, March 1880, p. 515.
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could say anything approaching to it in regard to

the churches of London or Edinburgh at the present

day.

In the case of many in connection with the Church

whose minds are in a somewhat uncertain state, this

uncertainty has arisen, not so much from definite

and positive arguments against Christianity, as from

a certain tone of mind and way of looking at re-

ligious things. If they examine their own minds,

probably they will not find there positive, formulated

reasons on which they are consciously resting in

support of their scepticism. The cause is of a more

subtle kind, whether we call it the '

spirit of the age,'

or by any other name. The literature in which such

men indulge is of a sceptical tendency, perhaps
flavoured with insinuations and sneers against re-

ligion and all very pronounced religious life and

work. The influence of this reading is not unlikely

backed up and intensified by the special atmosphere
of the society which they keep. And living and

moving and having their being in such an air, they
find the result to be only too certain. Not more surely

does the hand take the colour of the dye in which

it is daily working ;
not more surely does the body

become deteriorated in health by the infectious or

unwholesome atmosphere which it breathes, than the

mind, by the very laws of its nature, becomes lowered.
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chilled, enfeebled, in its tone of faith by such influ-

ences. It may be the case that men who are con-

firmed in the faith, and can discount such unhealthy

literature at its true worth, may pass through such

reading unscathed
;
but for those whose minds are

yet in the plastic state, the state of formation, it is

almost impossible to escape without receiving more

or less of subtle injury.

Another source whence this widespread feeling of

uncertainty arises, may be found in the modes of

proof, and the tests of certainty, which are in the

highest favour at the present day. The age is pre-

eminently a scientific age. The scientific methods

and instruments of proof have attained to solid and

splendid results, and hence the tendency is to look

on scientific methods as the only trustworthy and

legitimate kind of proof Not more surely were the

Middle Ages the era of Scholasticism, and the favourite

mode of proof that of the scholastic logic, than the

present age is the era of science and scientific proof.

Accordingly, men seek, and expect to have, scientific

methods of proof for everything in religion ;
and

what cannot be so proved, they are only too ready

to relegate to the limbo of mere fable and myth.

They forget that so-called scientific proof cannot

possibly be had for everything ;
cannot possibly be

had for things which lie beyond the special and
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legitimate domain of physical science. They forget

that, from the very nature of things, scientific proof

is restricted just as specially to physical truth, as

mathematical proof is to mathematics, or historical

proof to historical events, or proof by consciousness

to our states of mind, or proof by moral intuition

to principles or actions as right or wrong.

When we pass outside the Church, we find that

the prevailing unbelief of the age manifests itself

mainly as Atheism or Materialism. It may assume

various phases and various names, but ultimately it

comes very much to the same thing. It culminates

in the express denial of a personal God,—a God

possessed of self-consciousness, intelligence, moral

nature, and will. As such, we may call it Atheism.

But Atheism is only a negative word, and gives

merely the negative view of the typical modern

unbelief. It also aspires to a positive name, and the

possession of a positive theory of the universe. That

name and theory is Materialism, according to which

the ultimate source and explanation of all things is

to be found in matter and force. Even the Pantheism

which is held as a theory by some philosophers, is

practically reducible to substantially the same thing.

Though it may assume various phases, in every case

it distinctly implies the denial of a personal God,

just as really as Materialism. It may speak of God,
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but it does not mean by the name a personal God

possessed of consciousness, intelligence, moral cha-

racter, and free-will. It means at the most only a

great blind nature -power, impulse, or ' stream of

tendency,' pressing itself onward and outward in

the universe, somewhat like the unintelligent life of

a tree. For all practical purposes
—and it is in this

aspect especially that we have to deal with it at

present
—it is the same thing as atheistic Materialism.

It believes in no God but nature and the universe,

with its totality of matter and force. The universe

is its own creator, preserver, and governor. But as

Materialism is the theory more easily and vividly

grasped, just because it appeals more directly to the

bodily senses, it is, and is likely to be, at least for

some time to come, the most widespread form of

unbelief.

There are some who doubt whether there is any
such thing as a genuine Atheist or Materialist in the

world. They think that such a character is a moral

and intellectual impossibility. But this is a grave

mistake. We have no right as Christians to insinuate

or believe that all Atheists or Materialists are mere

hollow pretenders, professing for some small reason

or other to be such, when in reality they are not.

We have no reason to doubt that there are many
Materialists as genuine and strong in their particular
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convictions as honest Christians are in theirs. It

may indeed seem to us incredible, as we look on the

human person, soul and body, with all its wonderful

and complicated arrangements, order, and adaptation

of means to end, that any one can consider it seriously

and thoughtfully, and suppose that it could have

come into being without a working intelligence

behind it. It may seem to us not less incredible

that any fair mind can contemplate the mathematical

order existing everywhere in the universe without

inferring the presence of an intelligent God therein,

just as it would seem to us incredible that a mathe-

matician, cast upon the shore of an unknown island,

could discover the figures of Euclid's propositions

on the sand without at once inferring the recent

presence of civilised man. All this, we repeat, may
seem to us well-nigh incredible. Nevertheless, it

would be utterly wrong to rush to the conclusion

that men who deny the existence of a personal God,

and attribute everything to mere matter, do not truly

believe what they profess to believe. There are

eenuine Materialists and Atheists, men who are such

by intellectual conviction, by virtue of reasons which

seem sufficient to their logical understanding. No

doubt they may be misled by some mental twist,

idiosyncrasy, or bias, or by taking a very one-sided

view of the evidence
;
but the fact is not the less
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a fact. The human mind can reason itself into

convictions, which are not only paradoxical, but

even directly contrary to its instinctive and primary

beliefs. We may safely say, for example, that the

existence of an external world is one of our in-

stinctive and primary beliefs
;
and yet there have

been men, of the highest philosophic power and

character, who have doubted, or even denied, the

existence of the external world. In like manner,

we should not be astonished to find men who

absolutely deny the existence of God, who passion-

ately declare that there is and can be no such being

as God, though His existence may seem to us to

be an instinctive and primary belief, necessarily

awakened in us by the intelligent contemplation of

the universe.

But while Christian charity leads us to make the

above statement, truth at the same time requires us

to make a counter-statement. There can be just as

little doubt that Atheism often springs from moral

causes
;
from the heart more than from the head ;

from the moral character more than from the force

of reason. A man, we shall suppose, has sunk

into selfishness and indulgence in sin, perhaps even

in sensual vice. He has a deep, real, all but irre-

sistible liking for his favourite pleasure or besetting

sin. It is the desire of his heart, the thought of
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his mind, the theme of his imagination, the dream of

his sleep, the occupation and enjoyment of many of

his waking hours. But at the same time conscience

is not utterly dead within him, and it occasionally

disturbs him with terrible mutterings and forebod-

ings. It tells him of his unworthy life, of his sin

and guilt, and threatens him with a righteous con-

demnation and punishment. It whispers in his ear

that if there be a God at all, he must be liable to

His just displeasure, and he knows it in his heart.

This dark thought haunts him like a dismal spectre

by night and day, making him uneasy and miserable

sometimes in the midst of his sin, more frequently

and more deeply so after it is over. In order to

attain to peace of mind, he must give up either his

sin or his lingering belief in a holy and righteous

God. He cannot think, however, to give up his sin
;

he is so enthralled by the love of it, so completely

bound with its iron fetters. Like many men, he

has got just enough of belief in God to make him

miserable in a life of sin, but not enough to convert

him effectually from it. In these circumstances, he

naturally desires that there should be no God, no

judgment, no hell, in order that he may be able to

sin with impunity, without fear, and without dis-

turbance. The wish by and by ends in being father

to the thought ;
for so liable is human nature to
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become the victim of bias, that what such a man

ardently wishes, and finds it his supposed interest to

beheve, he soon persuades himself to believe. He is

ready to listen eagerly to every argument that may
tell against the existence of God, and which thus

falls in with his wishes : he shuts his mind to all con-

siderations that prove His existence
;
and he finally

ends by persuading himself that there is no God.

His sin and selfishness lead him to Atheism. Just

as men are sometimes brought into Christianity by
the sense of guilt, and the fear of judgment and of

hell, so there are others who are by the same

motives led into Atheism. The saying of Fichte is

in very many cases extremely near the truth :

' Our

system of thought is frequently only the history

of our heart.'

It is not an uncommon boast among some of the

more decided opponents of positive Christianity, that

all the foremost scientific men of the present day
are unbelievers or Materialists. But the adherents

of our Churches have no reason whatever to be

overwhelmed with dismay, and frightened out of

their faith by any such boast. Though, unfortun-

ately, many genuine scientific men belong to the

unbelieving ranks, yet it is by no means the case

that this is true of the class as a whole. In proof

of this, we cannot do better than quote from a writer,
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whose name will be accepted at once as that of a

first-class scientific man and a thoroughly competent

witness. Professor Tait of Edinburgh, in reply to

an article by Mr. Froude, in which the allegation

just referred to was maintained, speaks as follows :

' When we ask of any competent authority who were

the "
advanced," the "

best," and the "
ablest

"
scientific

thinkers of the immediate past (in Britain), we can-

not but receive for answer such names as Brewster,

Faraday, Forbes, Graham, Rowan Hamilton, Her-

schel, and Talbot. This must be the case, unless

we use the word science in a perverted sense. Which

of these great men gave up the idea that nature

evidences a designing mind.-' But perhaps Mr.

Froude refers to the advanced thinkers, still happily

alive among us. The names of the foremost among
them are not far to seek. But, unfortunately for

his assertion, it is quite certain that Andrews, Joule,

Clerk - Maxwell, Balfour Stewart, Stokes, W'illiam

Thomson, and such like, have, each and all of

them, when the opportunity presented itself, spoken

in a sense altogether different from that implied in

Mr. Froude's article. Surely there arc no truly

scientific thinkers in Britain further advanced than

these!" Even Professor Tyndall himself records

his declaration that
'

it is not in hours of clearness

^ International Review^ Nov. 1878, pp. 725 f.
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and vigour that this doctrine [Material Atheism]

commends itself to his mind
;

that in presence of

stronger and healthier thought it ever dissolves and

disappears, as offering no solution of the mystery

in which we dwell.' ^ This and similar utterances

on the part of earnest scientific men, who are com-

monly regarded as Materialists, may well lead us

to the exercise of cautious charity, and remind us

of the saying of Jacobi concerning himself: 'With

the heart a Christian, though with the intellect a

heathen.'

But even admitting that the majority of first-class

scientific men were Materialists, for us to doubt the

truths of Christianity on that account would be quite

unreasonable. We speak at present of those who are

merely physicists, and have devoted no special study

or examination to the historical and critical evidences

of Christianity. The well-deserved eminence which

such men have attained in the field of physical science

does not make their testimony in the least degree

more worthy of weight than that of other men, in the

department of historical and critical evidence
;
and

that for the obvious reason that they are entirely out

of their special field. Because a man is an eminent

chemist and nothing more, that does not make his

word of any authority in mathematics. Because a

^
Belfast Address, p. viii.
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man is a splendid mathematician, that does not make

him an authority in chemistry. Because a man is a

great geologist, it does not follow that his testimony

is of any special importance in astronomy ; just as it

does not follow that, because a man is an authority

in astronomy, he is therefore also an authority in

geology. So, on the same principle, because a man

is an eminent physicist, that fact alone does not tend

in itself to make him an authority in historical or

Biblical criticism, any more than the fact that a man

is eminent in the department of historical or Biblical

criticism necessarily makes him an authority in physi-

cal science. In such cases, while the eminent

specialists arc trustworthy authorities in their re-

spective departments, they entirely cease to be so

whenever they pass into another department which

is altogether strange. In this new field their special

eminence counts for little or nothing ;
their testimony

is simply that of an outsider, and not for a moment

to be compared with that of even a very ordinary

specialist in this department. In other words, just

as the testimony of a very ordinary geologist is of

far higher value in geology than that of the most dis-

tinguished theologian who is nothing but a theologian ;

so the testimony of a very ordinary theologian is of

far higher authority in the theological field than that

of the most eminent geologist who is nothing but a
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geologist. We must accordingly distinctly guard

against the common but grievous fallacy of supposing

that because eminent scientific specialists are high

authorities in their respective fields, therefore they

must also be of equally high authority in the totally

different and foreign fields of theology and Biblical

criticism.^

But it may be said that this Scepticism, or the

rejection of the great facts and truths of Christianity,

is not confined to mere physicists, who have never

specially examined into questions of historical criti-

cism. It is to be found strong and pronounced in

men who have given a large amount of attention to

such questions. We have it in such men as Baur

and Strauss, Renan and the author of Supernatural

Religion. And this is true. But then, in these and

similar cases, the explanation is to a large extent

plain and simple. These men were philosophers

before they were critics, and always philosophers

more than critics. They had determined the ques-

tion of supernatural or no supernatural in the sphere

of philosophy before they approached the field of

Biblical criticism
;
and in each of the cases mentioned,

they had determined the question in the negative.

Baur declares it to be a '

purely philosophical ques-

tion.'^ Strauss lays it down as a fundamental canon

1 See Appendix, Note I.
^ Kriiische Untersuchungen, p. 225.
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that 'an event cannot be historical which is incon-

sistent with the known and otherwise universal laws

of phenomena.'^ Renan states categorically that

' the gospels are shown to be partly legendary,

because they are full of miracles and the super-

natural
;

'

and again,
'

It is an absolute rule of criti-

cism to grant no place in historical narratives to

miraculous circumstances.'
^ The author of Super-

natiiral Religion affirms that the miraculous is

'

antecedently incredible,' and '

emphatically excluded

by the whole constitution of the order of nature,' and

the like.' In other words, their starting-point is, that

there is and can be no supernatural. It is a pre-deter-

mined question, and hence, when they come to New
Testament criticism, they must of necessity explain

away, in the best manner they can, everything that

savours of the miraculous. That is to say, instead of

looking at the evidence for the grand facts and truths

of Christianity, they foreclose the question by declar-

ing that there is no supernatural, and therefore the

gospel narratives must be mythical and fictitious, just

because they contain a large element of the miraculous.

The supernatural is the very subject under proof, and

they reject the evidence for it, just because it contains

'^ Leben Jesu, vol. i. p. 103 (1837); compare New Life 0/ Jesus,

p. xii. (Authorized Translation).
*
Viedejhtis, p. xv., 12th edition; Les Apotres, p. xlvii.

3
Siipei-natural Religion, vol. ii. pp. 4S0 f., 3rd edition.
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the element of the supernatural ;
as if the supernatural

could ever be proved by anything short of the super-

natural ! In view of this, it is not a thing to

be very much wondered at that such men should

be disbelievers in the grand truths of Christianity.

The necessity of their philosophy required it, and

therefore the phenomenon need not occasion great

perplexity.

But so far as physical science, strictly so called, is

concerned, it cannot possibly either directly prove or

disprove any of the great verities and doctrines of the

Christian faith. This will clearly appear, when we

consider what are the special instruments which it

employs in the discovery of truth, and what is the

special field of its investigation. If we ask what

are the special instruments which it uses, the answer

must be, the physical senses. Its method may be

generally described as the method of investigation by

the trained, accurate, intelligent, and patient use of

the physical senses. Even when it uses the most

refined instruments as tests by which to discover the

existence of the most delicate and subtle forces, it

still depends on the thoughtful use of the bodily

senses for its results. But if the instruments of dis-

covery used by physical science are the senses, it

necessarily follows that the field of investigation

must correspond to its instruments. In other words,
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it must be the physical universe of matter and force,

which alone can be perceived by the physical senses.

This is indeed implied, and even expressed, in the

name phj'sical science.

But if the instruments of physical science be the

senses, and its special field the material universe, it

follows that it can neither directly prove nor dis-

prove the grand spiritual truths of Christianity. Its

instruments, the physical senses, are, from their very

nature, utterly incapable of perceiving these truths.

They may perceive the things which are seen and

temporary ;
but they cannot perceive the things which

are spiritual, unseen, and eternal. The senses singly,

or taken all together, can no more directly perceive

such things, than the eye can perceive a sound, or the

ear perceive a colour
;
and that for the same reason,

namely, the utter want of capacity. No scientific test,

however delicate, can discover the presence of God,

as it discovers a current of magnetic or electric force.

No physical eye, however scientifically trained, can

discover the facts of the atonement, or justification

by faith, or the judgment, or the immortality of the

blessed in heaven. When the unbelieving astronomer.

La Place, declared that he had scanned the whole

heaven with the telescope, but had found no God,

this is exactly what we might have expected. If he

had announced to the world, that he had discovered
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some ocean of subtle substance which he affirmed to

be God, we might safely have affirmed in reply, that

it was a delusion
;
for God is a pure Spirit,

' whom

no man hath seen, nor can see.'

But while mere science cannot discover the truths

of religion, because its instruments are not of the kind

necessary for their discovery, it cannot discover them

for the further reason, which, indeed, is immediately

implied in the above, that they are beyond its proper

domain. This domain, as we have seen, is the

physical universe of matter and force. But the fun-

damental truths of religion belong to the region of

the unseen, the spiritual, the supernatural, which is a

totally different sphere, lying quite beyond the horizon

of physical science. Hence we see the force of Mr.

Huxley's statement, that
' Science is neither Christian

nor unchristian, but extra-Christian,' that is, occupying

a sphere, in a certain sense, outside of Christianity.

From all this, it surely follows that science,

strictly so called, can no more give direct testi-

mony, either the one way or the other, in regard to

the spiritual and supernatural verities of our religion,

than the eye can give direct testimony in regard to

sound, or taste, or the inhabitants of an unseen

star in the infinite depths of space and the historical

events which are being transacted there.
'

Eye hath

not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into
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the heart of man the things which God hath pre-

pared for them that love Him
;

but God hath

revealed them unto us by His Spirit.'^

There must, of course, be border territories where

science and revelation meet, and where the materials

and interests of both are mixed up together. In

regard to such borderlands, as in the case of border-

lands elsewhere, there may be room and necessity for

no small disputation, before we can carry out the true

Christian principle of rendering unto science the

things that belong to science, and to revelation the

things that belong to revelation.

We have a notable instance of this border territory

in the Bible narrative of the creation. We find men

everywhere asking the question, some insultingly,

some sorrowfully, some anxiously, But does not

science really come into direct and hopeless collision

with revelation as to the account of creation given in

the first chapter of Genesis ?

Now we may safely reply that even here it does not

and cannot. The first chapter of Genesis, like all the

rest of the Bible, is written not to be a revelation of

science, but of religious truth. It is not written pri-

marily to make known to us the order of physical crea-

tion, but the grand religious truth that the earth and

its contents were created,and that God was the Creator.

^ See Appendix, Note II.
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It Is written to teach us that the universe, and all

objects therein, are not independent existences, far less

deities, but mere creatures of God's hand, and there-

fore not proper objects of worship. Its design is to

sweep away all idolatry and mere nature-worship,

and to lay a solid foundation for the worship of God

alone. It is meant to teach us that we owe our

origin to God as our Creator, and therefore owe Him

also our absolute obedience and homage ;
that all

creatures are God's creatures, and therefore we must

beware how we use them
;
that God is everywhere

throughout His creation, and therefore we are ever

surrounded by His omnipresence. Its object very

specially is to show that it is one and the same God

who is the Creator of man and all things, the God of

providence and history, and the God of redemption,

and that therefore through all there is but the one

only, the living and the true God. It is most cer-

tainly this all-important and distinctly religious pur-

pose that is the supreme object of the first chapter of

Genesis, and not the revelation of the scientific facts

concerning the order of creation.

We may safely go farther, and say that the first

chapter of Genesis, by laying it down as a funda-

mental truth that the universe is the creation of

God, gives a religious foundation to physical science.

It declares distinctly that nature is the revelation
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and work of God as really and truly, so far as it

goes, as the Bible itself can possibly be. Accord-

ingly it must clearly be our duty to study this first

and simpler revelation of God as well as the second

and higher. Over against
' Search the Scriptures,'

the first chapter of Genesis practically writes and

inculcates
'

Study nature, for it is God's revelation.'

But this study of nature, of matter and force and

their laws, of life and its organisms, is just physical

science. Hence this chapter is really the religious

charter of science, which gives it an authoritative

place in the religious sphere alongside of the study

of the Bible, and invests it with a religious sanction

and significance. The religious standing thus given to

science, it is our sacred duty fully to recognise, it is

our sin thoughtlessly to ignore or despise. As surely

as any man believes the truth taught in the first

chapter of Genesis, that all nature is the creation of

God, so surely is he under the most religious obliga-

tion to believe every truth of nature fully ascertained

by science. To refuse this is a sin against this

chapter, a sin against the God of creation, an act of

deep religious unbelief.^

The order of creation laid down in the chapter

just referred to, let us suppose for the moment, may

^
Compare Geikie, Hours ivith the Bible ; Creation to Patriarchs,

P- 39-
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or may not be exact as a matter of fact, may or may
not be the real order of creation, but only a poetic

and realistic way of putting the truth, such as we

find employed elsewhere for the sake of vividness

and purposes of teaching, only a part of the form in

which the revealed truth is set, in order to make the

picture more living, bold, and memorable, corre-

sponding in some measure to the drapery in the

parables of our Lord. In any case, it falls to science

to give us, if it can, certain information in regard to

the order and details of creation, and thus contribute

decisive aid to the final solution of the question.

When science has made known to us the truth of the

matter, it will be our religious duty to accept its

teaching, for this field lies within its proper domain.

The essential Bible truth of the chapter, that God is

the Creator of all things, can never be touched by

science, for it is totally beyond its range ;
but it is

within its range to ascertain the order and details of

creation, and when it has reached sure results in

regard thereto, we are bound absolutely to accept

them as the very truth of God. What we have to

be certain about is, that the results be really scientific

truth, and not a mere hypothesis. With this view

distinctly before us, it is obviously our wise and

proper course as Christians to possess our souls in

patience, and quietly wait until science has arrived
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at absolute certainty,
' He that believeth shall not

make haste.' If science should ever be able to prove

that the actual order of creation was different from that

given in Genesis, there will be no occasion for dismay.

It will only be in harmony with the unquestionable

fact, that the Bible is primarily a revelation of special

religious truth, and not of physical science.'

At the same time, we by no means hold that science

has as yet demonstrated that the order in the first

chapter of Genesis must be considered as belonging

to the realistic, poetic, or parabolic form or clothing

of the truth to be taught. It seems very clear that

the account in Genesis is unique among the cosmo-

gonies. It is free from the fables and monstrosities

to be found in the cosmogonies of Greece, and India,

and even Babylonia. And how does this happen ?

It is clear that the date of the creation, as indicated

here, is of indefinite antiquity. And how does this

happen ? Once more, it is clear that the order is one

of progression from the lowest to the highest types

of organisms, as is the case in nature. And how

comes this to happen ? There appears to be from

the very 'beginning' a general agreement in the

order
; for, though the geologic ages overlap each

other, so that they are not bounded by any sharp

lines, yet they seem to agree essentially with the

^ See Appendix, Note III.
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order of Genesis. How, again, does this happen to

be the case .'' Genesis represents man as the last

and crowning step of creation, which also seems to

be a truth of science. And how does this happen ?

Lastly, it would appear both from Genesis and science

that, since the advent of man, God has had an age of

Sabbath rest from creating new species. And how

does Genesis turn out to be correct here also ? Surely

we may well say that it is more than wonderful that

an author, writing in the midst of wild and fabulous

cosmogonies and scientific night, should have hit by
mere chance on so many elements of truth and sober-

ness in regard to such a difficult question. Surely the

whole suggests a higher hand than that of Moses.^

In close connection with this question as to

creation, and, indeed, forming a most important

element in it, is that of evolution, or the so-called

development hypothesis. This is the explanation

of life and living organisms chiefly relied on by

materialistic Atheists in our time, for the banish-

ment of an intelligent Creator from the universe.

Accordingly, because of the company which the

hypothesis is so often found to keep, and in which

it is such a favourite, many have come to look upon

it with intense suspicion, and ask the question,

Is it not utterly and essentially atheistic ? Does it

^
Compare Newman Smyth, 0/c/ Faiths in Nriv Light, chap, iv.
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not banish the Creator for ever from the universe ?

But this hypothesis does not necessarily do any such

thing. Even though it were scientifically proved

that evolution from lower forms to higher was the

method of creation, it would not change the relation

of God to creation in any substantial degree. So

very obviously is this the case that the most distin-

guished evolutionists have clearly seen and admitted

its consistency with the doctrine of a personal God.

This is true of Wallace, and Darwin himself, and the

author of the Vestiges of ike Natural History of

Creation. J. S. Mill very explicitly states that
'

the

theory, if admitted, would be in no way whatever

inconsistent with creation.' ^ Professor Calderwood,

from the distinctly Christian standpoint, is no less

emphatic. He says :

'

It is obvious that, even if this

theory were accepted in the form in which it is at

present propounded, not only would the rational

basis for belief in the divine existence and govern-

ment not be affected by it, but the demand on a

Sovereign Intelligence would be intensified.'
^

It

would be easy to multiply authorities
;
but it is un-

necessary, for it can hardly be questioned that the

evolution theory leaves the relation of God to creation

essentially where it was before.'

' Three Essays on Religion, p. 174.
^ See Appendix, Note IV.

* Science and Keligio7i, p. 21.
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For what is evolution or the development hypo-

thesis, viewed from the theistic or Christian point

of view ? It is not a real and independent cause or

power in itself, and therefore it can originate no-

thing, and can account for the existence of nothing.

It is only a mode of operation, the method supposed
to be employed by the true Cause or Creator in

carrying out His work of creation.^ It means that

God, instead of creating new forms all at once out of

inanimate matter, made use of lower forms, working
in and on them so as gradually to push them up into

higher forms. His power, His intelligence, His will

wrought in the lower forms, ever giving them higher

potency, pressing them upward, and directing their

upward course, and moulding from within and without

new organisms to suit the new stage.

Now it is surely plain that there must be very

much the same intelligence, power, and will expended
on the part of God in the case supposed, as in that

of immediate creation. In both cases there is needed

just as much as will produce the result, and nothing

more or less. The only essential difference is that

in the one case the divine operation is extended

over a vast period of time, whereas in the other it

is concentrated. But it matters not how long a man
takes to climb a hill,

—an hour, a day, or a year. It is

^ See this well thought out in Fairbairn's City of God, pp. 58 if.
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a certain law of physics that he must expend exactly

as much force in the one case as in the other, neither

more nor less. It matters not whether the builder

finish the house in a month or in ten years. He has

to expend very much the same intelligence, power,

and work on it in the one case as in the other. The

fact that he raises it slowly stone by stone in no way

radically changes the problem. By spreading the

intelligence and power over the years we do not get

rid of them. We only make their movements slower,

and therefore less observable. But, in either case,

very much the same amount must be expended, the

amount necessary to produce the result. And so

with God in nature according to the Christian theory

of evolution. The fact that He works slowly does

not do away with His work. It is as necessary in

the slow process as in the immediate one
;

and

to think that because the process proceeds so slowly,

therefore it proceeds without God, may be as shallow

a fallacy as to suppose that, because the house is

built slowly, therefore it is built without a builder,

and even builds itself.

It is quite certain that there is no moral necessity

as yet laid on Christians to accept evolution as a

scientific certainty, even the highest scientific men

themselves being judges. In the whole history of

man we have no unquestionable case of spontaneous
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generation of life, or the origin of a distinctly new

species. We have no experimental proof of either

the one or the other, in spite of human ingenuity

and observation. The experiments of Pasteur and

Tyndall may, for the present, be confidently regarded

as having annihilated those of Bastian, which were

fondly supposed to have demonstrated spontaneous

generation. The brain mass of man in the present

day does not differ materially from that of man

in the earliest known ages. Moreover, when we go
back to those ages, we find that the impassable gulf

between man and the highest ape remains practically

undiminished and the same. The average brain of

man in the present day is more than three times that

of the highest ape ;
and it was the same in the earliest

period of which we have any knowledge. There is

no trustworthy proof of mere development gradually

bridging over the gulf. Once more, our mathe-

matical physicists seem to have demonstrated that

the world has not existed in the present state nearly

long enough to allow time for the slow processes of

an imperceptible evolution.^ But in any case we

ought not to give way to alarm, and should allow

science to work out the problem calmly for itself.

If evolution should ever be demonstrated to be the

method adopted by God in creation, Christians will

^ See Appendix, Note V.
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only have reason to thank science for the discovery

of the truth
;
and we may rest assured that science,

in the very process of proving evohition, will also

educe proofs, that this is after all the method

which affords the highest manifestation of creative

wisdom.

Christians, as we have already seen, are bound by

their allegiance to Him who is the Truth, to seek the

truth, and, when they have found it, to be loyal to it

whatever may betide. Their inmost spirit should

ever be that expressed in the passionate cry of

Augustine,
' O Truth, Truth ! thou knowest how the

inward marrow of my soul longeth after thee.' We

ought therefore to be prepared most thankfully to

accept the truth by whatsoever channel it may come.

Accordingly, instead of hating and reviling science,

we should remember that we have much reason, as

Christians, to thank it in the past, for correcting

erroneous views which had mingled with current

exegesis and theology, and we should be modest

enough to expect that the same thing may possibly

happen again in the future. There was a time when

men devoutly believed that the sun rose in the east,

moved through the heavens, and set in the west, and

even thought this view demonstrated by the Bible.

But science has corrected this mistake, by showing

that the earth moves round its own axis
;
and surely
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as Christians it becomes us to thank science for

revealing to us the actual truth in the case. There

was a time when the earth, and not the sun, was

regarded as the fixed centre of the solar system ;
but

science has demonstrated the truth of the Copernican

view, and swept out of existence for ever the

Ptolemaic system with ' centric and eccentric scribbled

o'er, cycle and epicycle.* There was a time when

the earth was regarded as only six thousand years

old or so
;
but science has demonstrated that millions

of years have elapsed since the creation. There was

a time when it was held that the earth had gone

through its main creative stages in the space of six

days of twenty-four hours each
;

but science has

demonstrated that each stage occupied myriads of

years. Science has corrected these and similar

mistakes which mingled with traditional exegesis and

theology. They lay within the proper domain of

science, and it has now given a final and trustworthy

deliverance in regard to them. And clearly it is our

duty, as Christians, to be grateful for the truth thus

discovered, to accept it cordially, and frankly to

acknowledge our high obligations to science for cor-

recting the errors and revealing the real facts.

When we look at the past, we may well learn

another very important lesson which may be of use

in the future. That is, that Christianity has never
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had any great difficulty in appropriating to itself and

its service the corrections of science, and adjusting its

relations to new and real discoveries
;
and this for

the simple reason that they were the truth. Many
Christians were greatly terrified at the overthrow of

the old Ptolemaic system of astronomy, which made

the earth the centre of the universe. But, not to

dwell on the fact that Copernicus, who thought out

the true scientific view, was himself an ecclesiastic

and the very humblest of believers, we may safely

say that no Christian of sense has any difficulty

nowadays in accepting the Copernican system as

true. There was no small dismay, and not a little of

the rash cry of heresy, when geologists began to

maintain the antiquity of the earth with most of its

various species of plants and animals. But now, no

Christian of a healthful mind has any great difficulty

in accepting the fact of the earth's antiquity, and

thankincr science for the truth. And so will it be

with the real discoveries of science in the future where

they turn out to collide with the views of traditional

theology. Whatever flutter they may cause at first,

Christianity will soon be able to adjust itself to them,

and Christians will have reason to be thankful to

science for revealing the very truth, and giving us

a fuller and clearer manifestation of the creative

wisdom of God.
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In view of all that has been said, it will appear

clear to the thoughtful mind that there is no need for

the feverish, blind, and unreasonable dread which

possesses and excites not a few Christians in regard

to physical science. She is not, and from the nature

of the case cannot be, the foe of true religion, any

more than geology can be the foe of mathematics,

or astronomy the foe of mental philosophy or poli-

tical economy ;
and this just from the fact that her

kingdom lies in a totally different sphere. Her

special kingdom, as we have seen, is the physical

universe, and there she reigns legitimately supreme.

There she is at home and speaks with authority, and

we must accept her clearly and fully ascertained

results as the truth. We are bound to do so, as

Christians, by our loyalty to truth and the God of

truth. But when science forsakes her own special

domain, and passes into
' the regions beyond,' then

she is out of her own kingdom, and ceases to speak

with authority. When she enters the metaphysical

sphere, the spiritual or supernatural sphere, she

ceases to be physical science, and becomes meta-

physical or theological speculation under the false

name of physical science. She may amass many

physical facts and principles which imply and point

to great spiritual truths, and which may help the

cautious and penetrating theological thinker to cor-
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rect imperfect views of the truth received by tradi-

tion
;
but she cannot of herself directly reach such

truths so as either to prove or disprove them. She

cannot be an authoritative witness in regard to them

cither one way or another, any more than a man who

is blind can be a witness in regard to the colour of a

person's dress who has just passed him at a distance.

It is therefore utterly erroneous to suppose that true

science can ever injure true religion, and it is un-

reasonable to entertain a blind fear or hatred against

her because of such a supposition. To do so does

not imply faith in Christianity, but a want of faith in

it
;
a want of faith in truth and the God of truth. In

short, the blind dread of science is sheer distrust of

God, and a very real form of unbelief.'

^ See Appendix, Note VI.

D



II.

Of Intellectual Difficulties in Religion.

While the way of salvation is so very plain that

even a child can apprehend it, it is not to be denied

that there are many intellectual difficulties in con-

nection with Christianity. It ought even to be

frankly admitted that these difficulties are great both

in number and in magnitude. But, unfortunately,

there is a class of people who, from some mental

idiosyncrasy, or peculiarity of training, keep looking

at these mysteries only, or at least supremely, peering

into the deep and unfathomable well, until they

become bewildered by the darkness. They are

drawn as by a morbid spell to fix their troubled

mind upon the difficulties alone, until perhaps they

end by regarding Christianity as an absurd, irrational,

and incredible system, not even ' a cunningly devised

fable,' and are fain to seek refuge from their per-

plexity in Scepticism or sheer Atheism. Just as the

moth keeps fluttering around the flame until it is

consumed by it, so their minds keep hovering around

these difficulties until they prove their undoing. The
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object of the present study is to deal with these diffi-

culties in a practical way, and show what is the wise

and healthful mode of regarding and treating them.

To many honest thinkers it is at first sight a

matter of the greatest wonder that there should be

any difficulties at all in a religion like Christianity,

which professes to be a revelation from God to man
;

and they are ready to say, How much easier it would

be to be a Christian, if only all mysterious doctrines

were swept out of Christianity !

But instead of its being a reason for wonder

that there are difficult doctrines in the Chris-

tian system., such doctrines are just what we might

naturally expect. If any man were to declare

that he had discovered or invented a religion

which kept clear of all such doctrines, we might

safely say that this very fact would show it to

be a false and shallow religion ;
for a religion that

has to do with such mysteries as sin, and God, and

atonement, must of necessity contain difficult doc-

trines. If any religion avoids them, it can only do so

by avoiding to grapple with those grand and awful

problems which lie at the root of all genuine religion

and thus entirely failing to accomplish its end.

These difficulties, accordingly, instead of being an

occasion for wonder, arc just what wc might natu-

rally expect, and instead of being an argument against
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Christianity, rather turn out, so far, to be an argu-

ment in its favour.

We may sometimes meet with people who are

ready to declare that they are not under obligation

to believe, and will not believe, what they cannot

fully comprehend. But this is a principle which the

slightest reflection will show to be utterly unsound

and untenable. We must believe what we apprehend

or see to be true, whether we can comprehend it or

not
;

for our belief depends on sufficient evidence,

and not on complete comprehension of the object or

event. It is a matter of sufficient evidence, and not

of complete logical analysis or comprehension. Let

us take, for example, our own personal existence.

We must believe it on the evidence of our conscious-

ness, though we cannot comprehend in the least the

mystery of our existence. We know the fact that we

do exist, but the how we cannot understand. We
need only to reflect for a moment to be convinced of

the truth that creation is teeming with mysteries which

we must accept on the evidence of our senses, but

which we cannot in the least comprehend. In the

eloquent language of J. S. Mill,
' Human existence is

girt round with mystery ;
the narrow region of our

experience is a small island in the midst of a bound-

less sea, which at once awes our feelings and stimu-

lates our imagination by its vastness and obscurity.
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To acid to the mystery, the domain of our earthly

existence is not only an island in infinite space, but

also in infinite time. The past and the future are

alike shrouded from us
;
we neither know the origin

of anything- whicli is, nor its final destination." In

short, all nature is full of mysteries, from the common

dust beneath our feet up to the rolling world, and the

still more mysterious soul of man. And surely if

Nature, the first and lower revelation of God, is full of

mysteries, the principle of continuity would lead us

to expect that Christianity, the second and higher

revelation, should contain similar and even greater

and more numerous mysteries, as leading us into

deeper depths. In any case, to quote the words

of Leibnitz,
'

the man who in divine things will be-

lieve nothing except what he can fully measure

with his understanding, must narrow down the idea

of God.'

It is natural, first of all, to inquire whence these

difficulties arise. And we answer, that they partly

arise from the objects contemplated in religion. One

of these objects is God. He is indeed the prime

object presented to us in religion, and in Him it

lives and moves and has its being. But God is a

being of such exalted nature that we ought to be

prepared to meet with mystery in any religion that

' Three Essays on Religion, p. 102.
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professes to give us a revelation of Him. Mystery is

indeed inseparably connected with the idea of God,

and a God in whom there is no element of mystery,

but who is perfectly comprehensible to us, would be

no God at all, but a being inferior to ourselves. And

accordingly the Bible invariably represents God as a

being involved in mystery, and makes no pretensions

to clear it away. We find the patriarchs at the dawn

of revelation speaking of Him as a mystery.
' Canst

thou by searching find out God ? Canst thou find

out the Almighty unto perfection .?' Ages pass away
and the light of revelation becomes fuller

;
but still

the Psalmist has to say,
' Clouds and darkness are

round about Him.' And even when we come to the

New Testament age, and the days of Him who is

'the image of the invisible God,' the mystery is not

cleared up ;
for is not Christ Himself declared to be

the great
'

mystery of godliness
'

? Indeed, the main

difference in this respect between the Old Testament

and the New is, that in the former God is generally

represented as a mystery because of the darkness,

and in the latter because of the excessive light of

glory in which He dwells.

There are many elements in the character of God

which necessarily make Him mysterious to us. We
can select only one or two as instances. And evi-

dently one source of the mystery is the fact, that He
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is a pure and formless Spirit.
' God is a Spirit.'

When we refer to this as a source of mystery, we do

not mean to say that spirit is to us really more

mysterious, or less clearly and fully comprehended

than matter. On the contrary, there is the best

reason to hold that this is not the case
;
and if any

one doubts it, he can settle the matter very easily

for himself. He has but to take a quiet half-hour,

and think out all the properties of matter which he

knows, and put them down in one column, and then

all the properties of spirit, such as consciousness,

thought, memory, conscience, feeling, imagination,

will, and the like, and put them down in another

column by themselves
;
and he will find, perhaps to

his astonishment, that the second column is just as

extensive and intelligible as the first. In other

words, we have, to say the least, just as clear and as

extensive knowledge concerning spirit as we have

concerning matter. Even Mr. Huxley, with his

usual honesty, admits it to be an indisputable truth

that our knowledge of the soul is more intimate and

certain than our knowledge of the body,^ and a

fortiori of matter in general. Still there can be little

doubt that, as a rule, men are so much accustomed

to use their physical senses, and to think by means

of forms or symbols, that it is a difficult thing for

^
Essays Selectedfrom Lay Sermons, etc., p. 139.
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them to think clearly of a pure and formless Spirit

like God.

Another element in the nature of God which

involves Him in mystery is His infinity. We are

apt to overlook the meaning of infinity, and because

the word is familiar to eye and ear, and slips easily

over our tongue, to suppose that we fully understand

it. But it really means without all limits, and there-

fore beyond the possibility of our comprehension.

Perhaps by an eff"ort of recollection, we may be

able to recall the time when the idea of the infinite

first dawned upon the soul. We stood on a shoreless

sea, or looked up into the deep blue sky, and as we

endeavoured in thought to fathom the dim space

around or above, the idea of the infinite was borne

in upon our mind. We can, perhaps, remember the

strange thrill and amazement of the soul at the birth

of the new thought, and how we felt overwhelmed

with the great and awful weight of mystery. Every

one who has had such a vivid perception of the

infinite will be prepared to expect that an infinite

God must of necessity be a mystery. How much

more when we remember that in Him there is not

only infinity, but infinity, as it were, piled upon

infinity
— infinite duration, infinite power, infinite

knowledge, omnipresence in infinite space, infinite

holiness, infinite love, and many more infinites
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besides
;
for is He not the absolutely infinite One ?

Indeed, we soon become bewildered in our attempt

to realize Him, and begin to understand the saying

of the old Greek poet, who declared that the longer

he thought about God, the greater the mystery

appeared.

Another object contemplated in religion is man.

But we may be ready to say, surely we must be at

home here at least, and all this department of the

field must be free from difficulty. Yet how far is

this from being the case—for
' what a mystery is

man to man !

'

Although psychologists have been

engaged in the study of the human soul for ages,

the mystery is very imperfectly cleared up. It is

just like what the maps of Africa are, which were

constructed thirty or forty years ago. There is a

little fringe around the shore, which is more or less

accurately mapped out, while the vast interior is

marked '

unexplored territory.' And so even yet

with the human soul. There is much of unexplored

territory within it, great deeps which have been little

broken up.
' We are fearfully and wonderfully

made.' Our coming into life is a mystery, our

departure out of it a mystery, and all the course

between is a perfect web of mystery. In the

language of Goethe, the great German poet and

thinker, 'Man is a mysterious being; [of himself]
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he knows not Avhence he comes, nor whither he

goes ;
he knows httle of the world, and least of all

of himself.' And surely when we remember that

Christianity has to do with man, who is a mystery,

and -with God, who is the mystery of mysteries, we

should not be surprised to find that it contains

intellectual difficulties. Rather we should expect to

discover in it 'things hard to be understood,' and

which we must be content, in the present life, to know

only in part.

But these intellectual difficulties arise not merely

from the nature of the objects contemplated, but

also from the finiteness of the human mind which

contemplates them. There is no mystery about

God to Himself, just because ' His understanding is

infinite.' And much more must He fully compre-

hend man, who is the finite work of His own hands.

But it is far otherwise with man. His mind is very

limited, and the question at once arises, How can such

a finite mind ever comprehend an infinite Being in

all His infinity? And the answer must be that the

thing is impossible. Some positive and important

knowledge concerning the infinite God such a mind

may possess, but to comprehend Him fully is impos-

sible. Finite space cannot contain infinite space ;
the

part cannot contain the whole : man cannot take up

the ocean in the hollow of his hand, or clasp the
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ponderous globe in his arms
;
and so his finite mind

cannot comprehend the infinite Jehovah, or the

little plummet of his reason sound the infinite ocean

of Deity. And hence we are forced to the conclu-

sion, that it is impossible in the very nature of things

for God to give a revelation of Himself to man

which shall be clear of all difficulty. Before this can

be the case, man must become God.

And how oueht we to conduct ourselves in view

of these difficulties ? We ought plainly, for one

thing, to recognise the limits of human thought.

The mind may be brought to rest in regard to a

truth in two ways. It rests when it fully compre-

hends it
;

but it will also sink into rest when it

clearly sees that the difficulty is beyond the limits

of human thought, and therefore utterly insoluble.

It is indeed very much the same with the investi-

gator of truth as it is with the mountain-climber.

When the climber comes to the mountain which is

the object of his attack, if he finds it accessible

at all, he will not rest satisfied until he has mastered

it, stands upon its summit, and enjoys the noble

prospect. But when he comes to it and finds it

obviously unscalable, then he ceases to waste his

strength upon it, sits down satisfied in its awful

shadow, and admires in wondering reverence its

sublime peaks and precipices. And so with the
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mind and any truth or problem which is the object

of its contemplation. If the truth seems soluble,

it will not rest content until it has mastered it, taken

its stand upon its summit, and surveyed the new

landscapes beyond. But it will also rest content and

cease to weary itself in vain, when it has discovered

that the truth is absolutely insoluble, and beyond the

limits of human thought. It will then be ready to

sit down in its sublime shadow, and in its mysterious

presence give way to feelings of reverence and

adoration.

It does not lie within our scope at present to

prove the authority or trustworthiness of the New

Testament : but it does lie within it to guard against

an error, into which not a few are ready to fall in

reference to the New Testament. Because they find

many difficulties there, and things which are flatly

contrary to their prejudices and likings, they proceed

at once to throw it aside as a forgery or fiction. But

this is a most unreasonable procedure, such as no

practical man would follow in secular things. Per-

haps we cannot see this more clearly than by an

illustration. It not unfrequently happens when a

wealthy man's testament is opened and read after

his death, that some of his relatives are displeased

and disappointed. They have been left out alto-

gether, or they have got very small sums
;

while
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Others whom they dislike or think without any claims

at all, have got far too much. But because they are

disappointed with the will, and its contents do not

exactly fall in with their views, this is no reason why

it should at once be set aside. If the will is properly

drawn out, legally attested, and unquestionably

genuine, this settles the matter. The parties con-

cerned must be content with its terms, however much

they may be disappointed and displeased with them.

And so, after finding out on its own appropriate

evidence the authenticity and trustworthiness of the

New Testament, we are not at liberty to reject it

because of its difficult and disagreeable doctrines.

To do so may be rationalism, but it is not reason-

ableness.

It may be well to utter a word of warning here

against supposing that because certain doctrines are

mysterious they are necessarily uncertain. There

are some who incline to believe that the mysterious

is always more or less doubtful, that mysterious and

doubtful are very much the same thing. But this is

a great mistake, for a matter is not necessarily more

doubtful in the least because it is mysterious. If

one of our travellers were to tell the natives of

Central Africa, that in Britain long trains, many
scores of tons in weight, might be seen flying through

the country at the rate of forty miles an hour, and
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no living creature attached to draw them
;
or if he

were to tell them that a man can sit in London and

converse with a friend in New York, the words pass-

ing instantaneously along the bottom of the Atlantic

Ocean,—they would certainly regard these statements

as mysterious, and perhaps as absolute untruths : but

we know that our railway system and the Atlantic

telegraph are undeniable facts. We see then that

a doctrine is not necessarily uncertain because it is

mysterious. A mystery may be quite as certain as

the very simplest fact. As we have already seen,

certainty is all a matter of sufficient evidence, and

not of mere intellectual comprehension.

What then we have got to do with these difficult

doctrines is to believe them on their own appro-

priate and sufficient evidence, and leave the solution

of the mystery in the hands of God. If we accept

the Bible as God's authoritative word, and find a

difficult doctrine clearly contained in it, and educed

from it by all reasonable interpreters, we must accept

it as true
;
and it is quite unscientific and irrational

to explain it away, or begin to pare it down to the

measure of our mind and wish. What God requires

us in the first place to do, is to find out, receive, and

be loyal to the truth, and not to solve mysteries. To

take an illustration : we cannot comprehend the

mystery of the Trinity, but we find it clearly taught
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in the New Testament, and therefore we are bound

to accept it whether we can comprehend it or not.

We cannot reconcile fully the two opposite polar

doctrines of God's decrees and man's freedom. But

we find the former taught in the Bible and in history,

and the latter in the Bible and our consciousness,

and therefore, on their respective evidences, we are

bound to accept them both. We may not be able

to follow out the intricate inter-working of the two

truths
;
but we are not called on to do so, for we are

saved by believing the truth, and not by solving

mysteries. Nay, we are expressly told that a man

may
' understand all mysteries and all knowledge,'

and yet be nothing. In short, we must hold fast the

truth attained, and leave the mysteries in the hand

of God, to be cleared up in His own good time and

way. This is at once the genuine spirit of true

science and true philosophy, as well as of true

theology and common sense.

In view of the whole state of the case, we may
well utter a word of respectful caution to many of

our younger Church adherents against being moved

by mere intellectual difficulties at once to renounce

Christianity. It is well in such cases that thoughtful

people should remember that here, if anywhere, they

may have reason to bear the difficulties they have,

rather than 'fly to others that they know not of.'
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If they think that the difficulties of Christianity are

greater than those of the competing systems, it is

merely because they are not yet acquainted with the

latter. They know the difficulties of Christianity

because they have often heard them insinuated, or

dunned into their ears by its loud opponents ; but, if

they were only half as well acquainted with the

difficulties of the anti-Christian systems, they would

find that they are still greater and still more nume-

rous. Atheistic Materialism, Pantheism, Positivism,

Secularism, Scepticism, and the like, all present intel-

lectual difficulties greater than those of Christianity,

and moral difficulties vastly greater. They leave un-

touched all the grand and pressing enigmas of life, and

make all its sad shadows, its sorrows and sufferings,

its bereavements and trials doubly dark. They have

not a single ray of hope and light to cast on the

darkness of death, but rather deepen the blackness

into
' a horror of great darkness.' Rousseau, in a

striking passage, pictures out the different species of

Atheists as met in conclave to explain the secret of

the universe, and Clark, at the close of their different

proposals, enunciating the idea of God. Such an

idea, he says, only needed to have been propounded

last of all to command universal acceptance and

admiration as the grand solution. Then he adds,

in words which we may freely translate and apply to
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Christianity,
' The elements in Christianity which are

incomprehensible to the human mind are less in

number than the positive absurdities of other systems.

The insoluble objections are common to them all,

because the mind of man is too limited to solve them.

Accordingly, they prove nothing against Christianity

more than against other systems. Ought not, then,

that system which alone explains everything to be

preferred when it has no more of difficulty in it than

the others, especially when it vastly excels them all in

the direct proofs of its truth ?'^

The difficult doctrines of our religion are not with-

out their advantages, and it may be well to mention

two or three.

It is obvious, for example, that they have a great

educative or training power. As every one knows,

there are two modes of education possible and prac-

tised. The one is commonly called cramming, accord-

ing to which the scholar has all his difficulties solved

for him, and only passively receives the results or facts.

The man who is educated on this system may have a

large store of knowledge ;
but his intellect will be

undeveloped, and he will be feeble in practical

sagacity and independence of thought and action.

The other mode is that of training, in which the

teacher wisely brings the scholar into contact with

^
£mile, Livre IV. p. 316 (Firmin-Didot).

E
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difficulties, and encourages him to solve them for

himself. The result is, that in wrestling with these

difficulties the mind wrestles itself into full and

manly vigour, the intellect is well developed, and

practical sagacity and independent thought and

action become natural to the man. Now, in like

manner, these difficult doctrines are most useful as a

means of high and manly training in the religious

sphere. We can conceive of God having revealed to

us only a few plain and simple facts as the whole

doctrinal system of our religion ;
and such a system

might have been the means of saving us
;
but it

could not have reared a race of vigorous and intel-

lectual Christians. This species of Christians can

be fully reared only in the midst of brave and manly

wrestling with difficulties, which above most things

tends to make us strong. It is the great doctrines

alone that fill and expand the mind, that bring us up

to perfect manhood,
'

to the measure of the stature of

the fulness of Christ.'

But the difficult elements in Christianity are also

useful as a means of training men in some of the

most important Christian virtues. They tend, for

one thing, to train the mind in faith. They present

a field in which we must learn to trust God even

when we cannot fully comprehend Him, in which we

must be content to walk by faith, and not by sight.
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They also afford a very efficient means of training

the soul in humility. They remind us that we are

but of yesterday, and know nothing ;
that we are very

finite creatures, utterly unable to fathom the depths

and scale the heights of God and His universe. They
furthermore train the soul in the exercise of habitual

reverence. This highest and sublimest of all human
emotions can live and grow only under the shadow

of the mysterious, the infinite, and the unscalable.

The presence of 'the little hills' may awaken

pleasure, but it is the presence of the sublimest Alps,

the Matterhorns, the Monts Blancs, the Schreckhorns,

whose snowy sum mitSi reach far up into the lonely

blue, which alone can awaken reverence. And, on

the same principle, it is not the plain and simple

truths of our religion, but rather its infinite heights

and depths of mystery, which awaken and nourish

the sublimest reverence and awe.

But obviously also these difficult doctrines tend to

awaken and keep up intellectual interest, and make

provision for intellectual enjoyment for ever. The

mind has an instinctive desire for new knowledge.

When it has exhausted any subject, then to be happy,

after a due rest, it must pass on to something new.

If it were possessed already of all knowledge, obvi-

ously in looking forward to the future, the springs of

interest and of hope would to a large extent be dried
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up, and it would have nothing in prospect but a com-

paratively uniform and uninteresting eternity. But

in these mysteries we see that this cannot be the

case, for it has an inexhaustible field before it for its

investigation. It will be drawn on from one discovery

to another, advancing from the summit of one grand

mystery, now solved, to another, like a giant stepping

from mountain peak to mountain peak, nearer and

nearer to the infinite Jehovah, the intensity of interest

ever deepening with the deepening eternity.



III.

Of Revelation and Inspiration, and the

Difficulties connected therewith.

There can be little doubt that man is by nature

formed to be a religious being. The religious

capacity or instinct is a primary and essential part

of his original constitution, and it is the crowning
element which emphatically distinguishes him from

the lower animals. Our own consciousness clearly

testifies to the fact that we possess religious capaci-

ties and emotions
;
nor can this be denied even by

those who have ceased to profess adherence to any

special form of religion. But the fact is still further

proved by the universality of religion throughout the

human race. Every tribe yet discovered, whose

manners and customs have been carefully investi-

gated, possesses religion in some form or other
;
and

if there be any tribes which do not, they can only

be such as have sunk to the very lowest state of

degradation. To say that religion is the invention

of designing priests is no explanation of the pheno-
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menon. In the first place, it is not true that this is

the origin of rehgion ; for, as Herbert Spencer says,

'A candid examination of the evidence quite nega-

tives the doctrine maintained by some, that creeds

are priestly inventions.'
^ And, in the second place,

even if the assertion just referred to were true, it

would be far from proving that man is not possessed

of a religious capacity by nature. Rather it would

prove the very opposite ; for, it might be asked, why

was there a demand for religions to be invented, and

why were they so universally accepted after they

were invented, if there be no religious capacity and

instinct inherent in man .-*

But if man has religious instincts, capacities, and

cravings, it is natural to expect that there must be a

religion to meet and satisfy them. We find that the

principle of adaptation is carried out in the universe,

and that every instinctive craving and capacity im-

plies and has its own corresponding object. The

eye implies light, the ear implies sound, hunger

implies the existence of food, natural affection objects

of natural affection, and the desire for knowledge a

universe where this desire can be satisfied. On the

same principle, we may reasonably expect that

the religious instinct or capacity implies a religion to

meet and satisfy it.

^ First Principles, p. 14.
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But it may be said that our religious instinct must,

like the other instincts, be met, if met at all, in the

sphere of mere nature. We have no right, it may be

argued, to look for a supernatural revelation of

religion to meet our religious craving, any more than

a miraculous supply of food to meet our hunger, or

of scientific truth to meet our craving for knowledge.

But this is by no means the case
;
for while it is true

that our religious instincts, like the others that

belong to our constitution, are real instincts, it is

also true that they distinctly differ from them in

being spiritual and supernatural. Accordingly, while

the objects which meet our physical instincts all

belong to the physical universe, and are directly

within our reach, those that meet our religious in-

stincts belong to the spiritual and supernatural

sphere, which cannot be directly reached by us, and

can be known with practical certainty only by revela-

tion. In view of this consideration, we may reason-

ably suppose that our religious nature warrants us to

cherish at least the expectation of a divine revelation.

That such an expectation is reasonable is surely

attested by the fact, that the human race has ever

been on the outlook for supernatural revelations, and

ready cordially to receive those presented to it, even

though they should be forgeries or merely supposed

revelations. And when we contemplate the fearful
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mistakes which men have made in religion through

want of an authoritative revelation, as may be seen

everywhere in heathendom, and still more when we

contemplate the high and momentous interests at

stake, it must be confessed that such a revelation is

needful in a supreme degree, and most devoutly to

be wished.

It is quite vain to reply that the light of nature is

enough to guide the earnest inquirer with practical

certainty in regard to the matter, and that we have

but to look into the depths of our consciousness, to

question our religious nature, and consult the oracle of

reason. The anxious seeker, alas ! finds no satisfac-

tion, no practical assurance here. He looks around,

and he sees that those who profess to be guided by

reason have arrived at the most different results. The

directions which they take, and the conclusions to

which they come, are about as numerous and divergent

as the lines which we can draw outwards from one and

the same centre. Which of these divergent lines is

the earnest seeker to follow ? Which of them is the

true, colourless light of reason ? Is it the stark

Atheism of Feuerbach or Bradlaugh .? Is it the coarse

Materialism of Haeckel ? Is it the Pantheism of

Spinoza, Schelling, or Hegel ? Is it the Positivism

of Comte, and the worship of collective humanity?

Is it the Agnosticism of Herbert Spencer ? Is it the
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Deism of Professor Newman ? Or is it the more

ethereal and lofty Theism of James Martineau ? Is

he to believe that man has a soul, or is he not ? Is

he to believe that man perishes at death, or that he

is certainly immortal? Or is the most that is per-

missible the bare possible hope of immortality, which

was the utmost that John Stuart Mill could admit?

Is he to believe that heaven and hell are both realities,

or is he not ? Amid such inextricable confusion and

diversity, and especially on such essential questions,

it is evident that a reasonably certain revelation is a

vital need. In proportion as we believe in a God of

fatherly love and mercy, in the same proportion shall

we be inclined to believe that He will come to our

aid by a special revelation if He can. To some it

may even appear utterly improbable, next to in-

credible, that such a God would leave man, His poor,

lonely, ignorant child, 'an infant crying in the night,'

without extending to him His hand, or giving him

the torch of revelation to light up his path. The

inadequacy of human reason, the character of God,

and the vital importance of the matter at stake, all

alike point distinctly in the direction of a special

revelation. This revelation, we believe, has been

given us in the Bible, and more especially, so far as

we of the present dispensation are concerned, in the

New Testament.
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It has been objected that an external or 'book'

revelation of religious truth is an impossibility. We
are writing at present only for those who are at least

Theists, and therefore believe in the existence of a

personal God. To such there can clearly, one would

say, be no impossibility in the matter. There can be

no impossibility of making such a revelation on the

part of God. We ourselves can communicate new

truth to men around us, and surely the infinite God

can do the same, only in an infinitely higher degree.

We can communicate truth to other human minds

with tolerable efficiency, even though we are com-

pelled to do so indirectly through means of arbitrary

speech, spoken, written, or printed ;
and surely God,

to whom all hearts and minds are directly open, can

at least do the same. How He may do so we may
not be able exactly to analyse or explain, but one

would think that what is possible for man in his

imperfect artificial way, must be still more possible

for God in His own direct and perfect way. And on

the other hand, once the revelation has been com-

municated to the recipients, and by them expressed

in an intelligent and permanent form, there is nothing

on the part of man to prevent him from deriving

unspeakable profit from it. The student receives the

vast bulk of his mathematics and history from books,

so that these books become essentially to him a
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written revelation of mathematical and historical

truth. On the same principle, why should not the

New Testament be to the Christian a revelation of

new truth in the sphere of religion ? Man, it ap-

pears, can give to man a revelation of new truth
;
and

to say that God cannot do the same, is to say, as one

has pointedly expressed it, that 'what is possible

with man is impossible with God.'
'

It may be said at once by some. This lands us

directly in the theory of inspiration, which is just the

grand initial difficulty and stumbling-block. But it

must be distinctly understood that at present we

have nothing whatever to do with any special theory

of inspiration, orthodox or otherwise. We are, as it

were, only approaching the New Testament and the

grand truths which form the substance of Chris-

tianity, and it is clear that we cannot as yet

logically have any definite theory of inspiration.

Such a theory is, indeed, not one of the first doctrines

that a man logically receives, but, as a rule, one of

the very last. At any rate, we must have a reasonable

historical belief in the New Testament before we can

logically have any full and definite theory of inspira-

tion
;
for surely it is plain that we must first of all

have a general confidence established in the New Testa-

ment, if our theory on the subject before us is to rest on

^
Compare Eclipse of Faith, p. 63 (Sth edition).
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its teaching as a foundation. We cannot expect that we

should have some special supernatural proof granted

to us at the outset, in the form of miracle, or personal

revelation, or inspiration, that the New Testament is

divinely inspired. We will not venture as Protestants

to say, that a man must accept the doctrine of in-

spiration merely on the dictation and authority of the

Church. If we are to have a scriptural faith in the in-

spiration of the New Testament, and a truly scriptural

theory of it, we can get these only from the New Testa-

ment itself; and it is obvious that we cannot logically

do so until we have a reasonable belief in its general

truthfulness. But once we have attained to such a

belief, we are logically prepared to accept its testi-

mony in regard to inspiration as well as other matters.

It is a very great mistake on the part of religious

teachers to begin Christian instruction in the case

of dubious, but thoughtful and anxious seekers after

truth, by insisting at the very outset on the reception

of some hard and fast theory of inspiration. It is to

be feared that there are religious teachers who do so,

who place their theory on this subject in the fore-

ground, and almost require acceptance of it at once as

indispensable to the study of Christianity, if not to

salvation. But in doing so, we may safely say they

act illogically, and peril the chances of Christianity,

in the case of the doubting, on a doctrine which is
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not really fundamental or in the first rank. In

adopting this course, they are guilty of the same

mistake as a general would be, who would stake the

fate of his country on the taking of some outpost or

fortress of the second or third order, while there were

many of the first class, both vastly more powerful and

defensible, remaining behind. It is quite certain, in

any case, that the apostles in their teaching adopted

a totally different plan. They did not come to their

inquirers with a definite theory of inspiration, to

which they demanded assent at the very outset, and

before they proceeded to take another step. On the

contrary, their practice was to begin with a plain, bold

statement of the fundamental and soul-saving truths

and facts of the gospel. Their first supreme object was

to get men saved, and then they left them to learn

or work out afterwards their theory of inspiration.

Perhaps, however, the question may be put here by

some,
'

Is it meant that a theory of inspiration is not

necessary to be believed in order to salvation ? Can

a man be saved without holding any definite theory

of inspiration ?
' To these questions we must un-

hesitatingly answer in the affirmative. Thousands

have been saved who never heard of the doctrine

under consideration, and thousands arc being saved

in our churches who have, to say the least, no very

definite theory on the subject. Thousands have been
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saved who never even saw the New Testament, not

to speak of having formed any theory in regard to its

inspiration. We must ever bear in mind, and boldly

declare, that men are saved by personal faith in the

Lord Jesus Christ as exhibited in the gospel, and not

by any theory of inspiration. If a man has such

faith, then he is assuredly in the way of salvation,

whether he has any definite view or not in reference

to the doctrine in question. Indeed, it is only when

a man has attained to personal faith in Christ, that he

is prepared for approaching this doctrine; only then

does he attain to the proper standpoint from which

to study it, and only then does he see it with the

proper light falling upon it, so as to enable him to

arrive at a right conclusion.

There are three very distinct views which may be

held in regard to the doctrine of inspiration. There

is, first of all, what may be called the traditional

orthodox view. According to this theory, the writers

were under the direct supernatural influence of the

Holy Spirit, who so effectually directed and con-

trolled their mind and language, that the result was

an infallible revelation of the will and truth of God,

equally infallible in all the details which they

explicitly teach for our faith, whether historical,

geographical, moral, or doctrinal.^

^ See Appendix, Note VII.
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Another position, which seems also tolerably defi-

nite, is what we may call the theory of Religious

Inspiration. According to this view, the object which

God has in the New Testament is to teach religion,

and therefore the inspiration extends only to the

religious element. The phenomenon exhibited may
be represented somewhat thus : God selected men,

and put them by His providence into the very best

position for knowing the outward historic facts, and

being both eye-witnesses and ear-witnesses. Then

He moved their minds by an irresistible impulse to

write
;
He bore in, breathed in upon their minds the

religious truth which they were to write, and so

directed their minds in writing that they gave an

infallible and trustworthy statement of religious truth.

At the same time, because His object was not to

reveal scientific, geographical, or even historical truth

(except so far as it was essential to Christianity), they

were left very much to their own information on such

matters. Accordingly, their statements in regard to

them are the common views of the age in which they

lived, the views of thoroughly truthful men, but which

may be sifted and even corrected by rea;;onable criti-

cism. This theory seems also to give a comparatively

definite and logical position, and, so far as the residuum

of religious or theological truth is concerned, it gives

us very much the same results as the preceding.
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There is yet a third and still lower ground which

may be taken. We mean the position that the

writers are merely authoritative witnesses of what

they saw and heard and received, without any super-

natural presence of the Spirit to guide them in writ-

ing. In short, they are merely thoroughly qualified

witnesses of the highest moral character, whose testi-

mony is to be received very much like that of other

perfectly trustworthy witnesses.

There can be no fair doubt that even this low

ground logically admits of reasonable certainty in

regard to all the great facts and truths of the gospel.

It admits of the same certainty as we possess in re-

ference to other well-accredited events of past history,

certainty reaching such a high degree that there can

be no valid or reasonable ground for doubt. For

example, if an intelligent jury be engaged on the trial

of a man accused of murder, and five or six com-

petent witnesses bear clear and concurrent testimony

to his guilt, th(!y will unanimously agree to bring in

a verdict of guilty. They will do so without misgiv-

ing, even though they know the witnesses are not

infallibly inf.pired, but are liable to make mistakes.

They will do so even though there may be some

points in regard to which one or more of the wit-

nesses may appear to be in mistake, and not a few

poinds in regard to which there may be a measure of

;
/
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apparent mystery and confusion which cannot be

satisfactorily cleared up. Even in these circumstances,

the whole jury may attain to such a high measure of

certainty, that they have no doubt remaining in their

minds in regard to the essential facts, to such certainty

indeed, that they do not hesitate to bring in a verdict

of guilty, even though it is to cost a fellow-creature

his life. From all this we may clearly see that, even

if the New Testament were not inspired, but only the

composition of thoroughly qualified and trustworthy

witnesses, immovable certainty might be produced on

the mind, such certainty as we possess in regard to

the lives of Caesar, or Napoleon the Great, or the

best-accredited events of past history.

These three are quite distinct and logically con-

ceivable views in regard to inspiration. We do not

for a moment say that they are all equally scriptural

or correct
;
but we say emphatically that they are all

views which may be held by a man who has saving

faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. A man must not there-

fore think of saying, because he cannot attain to the

first view, and can rise no higher than the third, that

therefore his case is hopeless, and he need not trouble

himself any more in regard to Christianity. On the

contrary, when a man has got the length of even the

third or lowest view, he has got enough to lead him

into a reasonable faith in all the great events and
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soul-saving truths of the gospel, in other words,

enough to lead him into personal salvation. When-

ever we get a man up to the point of accepting the

New Testament as the testimony of thoroughly com-

petent and trustworthy witnesses, the first grand step

is gained, and we can begin to press home upon him

with effect the matter of his personal salvation.

It is by no means an uncommon thing for some of

the more extreme teachers of the high orthodox

school, to declare and maintain that there is no

logical halting-place for a man between verbal inspira-

tion of the most rigid type on the one hand, and

absolute scepticism on the other. It is not at all an

uncommon thing to find such speakers and writers

at times constructing very pointed and strongly-

expressed dilemmas to show that the inquirer is shut

up by a stern necessity either to the one extreme or

the other. But such a course of procedure we may

safely believe to be not only quite unwarrantable, but

even quite erroneous.

The average man of fair and honest mind, who

looks at realities rather than formal syllogisms, sees at

once, by the higher logic of common sense and practi-

cal instinct, that such a style of arguing is false. He

knows that there is a sound and trustworthy pathway

between absolute verbal inspiration on the one hand

and absolute scepticism on the other. He knows
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that between these two there is the middle way of

reasonable moral certainty, that practical certainty

by which we are guided in regard to the general

affairs belonging to human life. We have no in-

spiration to guide us in reference to the truths of past

history, such as, for example, the leading events in

the life of Alexander the Great, or Caesar, or the first

Napoleon ;
but it does not therefore follow that we

are left in absolute scepticism in regard to these

historic personages. In a trial for murder, the wit-

nesses produced are not infallibly inspired, but the

jury are not on that account necessarily left in a state

of helpless doubt in regard to the guilt of the prisoner.

We have no infallible certainty in the ordinary

matters which make up three-fourths of our daily life,

and yet we are not left in hopeless uncertainty with

reference to them. On the contrary, the historian

is practically certain in regard to the lives of Alex-

ander, Cjesar, and Napoleon ;
the jury bring in a

confident verdict of guilty against the prisoner at the

bar
;
and we feel reasonably certain in regard to

the common affairs of our everyday life. In such

matters as these, we clearly have a middle way
between absolute certainty on the one hand and

absolute scepticism on the other. Indeed, it is only

for a comparatively small proportion of practical

truth that we have such certainty as amounts to
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anything like the absolute infallibihty of verbal

inspiration. And surely it is reasonably conceivable

that a man may have high certainty with regard to

the historical facts and doctrines of Christianity

without believing in verbal inspiration. Accordingly,

though a man may not see his way to adopt this

doctrine in its highest type, it by no means follows

that he must be shut up to absolute scepticism. He

may still hold by the middle way of moral evidence,

which produces that practical certainty with which we

have to content ourselves in matters of history and of

human life and conduct,

Eut the mode of reasoning just referred to, besides

being unwarrantable and erroneous, is dangerous, and

productive only of evil. We shall see this at once, if

we consider how it is likely to act in the case of the

thoughtful inquirer who has not yet attained to belief

in verbal inspiration, and has serious difficulties in

regard to the doctrine. Such a person comes across

the dilemma referred to above, acutely and strongly

put, and what is likely to be the consequence? It

may be that by his practical common sense he sees

at once that the argument, though very clever, is not

sound, and immediately he loses all confidence in the

trustworthiness of the author. Or it may be that he

is possessed of a timid mind, and, being filled with a

just horror of absolute scepticism, he shuts his eyes
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firmly, and commits himself at once and for ever to

verbal inspiration, not as the result of sound convic-

tion, but of mere blind dread. In so doing he un-

questionably suffers moral injury. Or, once more, it

may be that the thinker is of a strong and impatient

mind. When such a man in his state of doubt meets

the dilemma, he may say, I cannot possibly accept

this doctrine of verbal inspiration, and as this dilemma

shows that there can be no middle way in the matter,

I must just be content to cast myself into the arms of

absolute scepticism. In this case the clever argument

is productive of enormous spiritual evil.

It is quite certain that we are not shut up by any

stern necessity of an a priori kind to one or other of

the two extremes, to verbal inspiration or absolute

scepticism. We may reasonably hold to the middle

way of practical common-sense certainty. As Chris-

tians, we may, without doubt, have unspeakable

ground to thank God that He has given us in the

Bible a higher certainty than this, and that we have

by His grace attained to it. But it does not therefore

follow that we are warranted to denounce the inquirer

who is in doubt in regard to inspiration, and to

declare dogmatically that there is no possible halting-

place between the verbal type of it on the one hand

and absolute scepticism on the other. Rather we

should urge him, on the ground of that which he sees
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to be true, to enter without delay within the sacred

circle of Christianity, where alone he can be in the

true position, and have the true light for arriving at

a satisfactory conclusion in regard to the scriptural

doctrine of inspiration.

But it may be said that even revelation and

inspiration conjoined have not succeeded in giving

man reasonable certainty in regard to religion. Does

not the very multitude of the Christian sects show

that the matter is just as doubtful as ever? Are not

the Churches just as hopelessly divided as the philo-

sophers or system-makers ? We answer that this is by
no means the case. Although the different sections

of the Church are separated from one another out-

wardly, the division is more superficial and apparent

than deep and radical. While the philosophers, as we

have seen, are hopelessly divided in regard to the

most fundamental questions, such as the existence

of God, the soul, immortality, and the like, on all

fundamental questions the Churches are at one.

They are rather separate streets, squares, and

quarters of the same great city of God, than sepa-

rate and hostile cities. In any case, the underlying

basis of union in their common faith, spirit, and life

is ten times greater and of a hundredfold more

importance than the superficial accidents which sepa-

rate them. In looking down from the summit of
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Ben Lomond on the lovely lake over which it pre-

sides, the traveller sees its southern end all dotted

over with islands, separated from each other by

reaches of flashing water. But at the basis these

islands are all united, and consist of the same mother

rock
;
and the waters of separation only require to

be removed in order to make this plainly visible.

And so we may safely affirm that the various

branches of the Holy Catholic Church are all essen-

tially one, and at one in regard to the fundamental

truths of Christianity ;
and we only require to look

beneath the surface in order to discover that this is

the case.

We cannot see this radical agreement and unity

in regard to the essentials of Christianity better than

by looking into any of our Church hymn-books.

We see there the unity of the faith and of the Spirit

demonstrated in a very interesting and instructive

way by the variety of Churches from which the

hymns have been drawn. In looking into the

hymnals of the three great Presbyterian Churches of

Scotland, we find therein distinctively Christian hymns
from the Greek Church, 'Art thou weary, art thou

languid, art thou sore distressed
;

'

from the Roman

Church,
'

Jerusalem the Golden
;

'

from the German

Church,
' Whate'er my God ordains is right ;

'

from

the Episcopal Church,
' Rock of Ages, cleft for me ;'
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from the Wesleyan Church, 'Jesus, lover of my
soul;' from the Congregational Church, 'When I

survey the wondrous Cross
;

' from the Moravian

Church,
* Hail to the Lord's Anointed

;

'

as well as

from the Presbyterian Church,
'

I lay my sins on

Jesus.' Surely all this is very instructive, and

demonstrates the essential agreement and unity of

the Church and the Church's faith, notwithstanding

the outward division and the so-called 'war of sects.'

It matters only in a secondary degree in what street,

or square, or quarter of the holy city a man may

live, provided only he be really a citizen and live

within its walls.

I



IV.

EARLY HISTORICAL TESTIMONY TO THE AUTHEN-

TICITY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The object of the following study is to give a brief

and clear statement of the early historical testimony

to the authenticity of the New Testament. In other

words, it is an attempt in some degree to answer the

question,
' What historical evidence do we possess

for accepting the leading books of the New Testa-

ment as genuine and authentic productions of the

Apostolic Age?' The subject, therefore, is one

neither of experimental nor internal, but almost

solely of external, evidence. The field before us is

of vast extent, and can be discussed within our

present limits only in a very general way. Accord-

ingly, we must in the sequel content ourselves with

marking out boldly the leading outlines of the argu-

ment, without descending into minute details.

Christianity is not a purely natural religion which

may be thought out in all its details by mere human

reason, working on the materials which lie before it
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in nature, physical and mental. On the contrary,
it is a religion which comes down upon nature

from a higher sphere, in order to correct fallen and

disordered nature. That is to say, it is a super-

natural revelation, a revelation which comes out of

the heavenly sphere, and therefore its contents can

be known only from books or oral tradition. Very

especially it is a religion which has its foundation in

certain great supernatural facts, such as the incar-

nation, life, work, death, resurrection, and ascension

of Jesus Christ. But these facts, though supernatural,

just because they are past facts can be known to us

only by historical evidence in the form of books or

oral tradition. In so far as we are concerned in this

nineteenth century, we may drop oral tradition out

of sight, and confine our attention to the evidence of

books. But since the alleged historical facts and

revealed truths of Christianity are contained in the

New Testament, the question at once narrows itself

to this : 'What historical evidence have we for accept-

ing the books of the New Testament as the genuine
and authentic production of the Apostolic Age ?

'

It is probable that the vast majority of Christians

accept the New Testament as authentic and trust-

worthy, on the general testimony of the Church in

the age in which they live. They look around and

find a great society existing in the world, known as
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the Christian Church. It is spread over a great

many countries, and it exists in many different sec-

tions—Protestant, Roman Cathohc, Greek, Armenian,

Syrian, Coptic, and the like. But however much

these sections may differ from each other, and how-

ever bitter their mutual antagonism may sometimes

be, there is one thing on which they all agree. They
all accept the New Testament as the genuine pro-

duction of Apostles and apostolic men, and fall back

upon it as their grand foundation and authoritative

charter. And this united testimony is not weakened

in any way by the fact of divisions existing in the

Church, but rather greatly strengthened thereby, as

being the testimony of jealous rivals.

On the general ground of the united testimony of

the divided Church, Christians, as a rule, accept at

first the books of the New Testament as genuine

and authentic. Nor is there anything unreasonable

in this procedure. On the contrary, it is highly

reasonable. It is very much the same ground as

that on which men generally accept the facts of past

history, and books that have come down to us from

distant ages. If we ask the average man why he

accepts such historical facts as the battle of Marathon,

or of Bannockburn, or the leading events in the life

of Alexander the Great, or of Luther, he will likely

reply that it is on the ground that they are accepted
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by the general run of historians. If we ask on what

ground he accepts Hamlet as the production of

Shakespeare, the Pilgrim's Progress as the work of

John Banyan, or Paradise Lost as that of Milton, he

will very likely reply that it is because they are

accepted as such by the general literary world. This

is quite a reasonable answer, and it is the only one

which the vast majority of men, even of educated

men, can give. In very much the same way

Christians, as a rule, accept the books of the New

Testament at first on the general ground of the

concurrent testimony of the Church, and this ground,

so far as it goes, is one which is quite reasonable.

When we inquire what is the nature of this

evidence, and what intelligent account can be given

of it, the answer must be that it is mainly a case of

historical evidence. That is, it is very much the

same kind of evidence as that on the ground of

which we accept any other book or historical fact

coming down from the past. It is not, therefore, a

question with which mere physical science, distinc-

tively so called, has anything to do
;

for it lies

entirely beyond its proper domain. According to

the principles laid down in a previous study,

physical science has just as little to do with the

realm of historical criticism, as historical criticism

has to do with the realm of physical science.
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Physical science, such as geology, for example, has

nothing whatever to say in regard to such historical

facts as the battles of Marathon and Bannockburn.

Physical science, such as astronomy, for example,

can determine nothing whatever as to whether

Hamlet is really the work of Shakespeare, or Para-

dise Lost the work of Milton. It can determine

nothing whatsoever in regard to such questions, for

they lie entirely beyond its horizon, in the totally

different sphere of historical criticism. In like

manner, physical science has nothing whatsoever to

say either for or against the authenticity of the

books of the New Testament. It is an investigation

which belongs to the totally different department of

historical criticism and evidence.

It would be a very easy matter to begin at the

present century and trace our New Testament back

from century to century, until we arrive at the

ancient Church. But the work would be weari-

some, and it is quite unnecessary. We are able to

take a single leap over fourteen or fifteen centuries

by the aid of three very ancient manuscripts of the

New Testament, which, by a gracious Providence,

have come down to our day. At this stage of our

investigation, we cannot do better than cite these

venerable and most valuable witnesses to give their

testimony.
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Before calling these witnesses into court, it will be

proper to make a few remarks by way of intro-

duction. Of course, before the art of printing was

invented, the New Testament, like other books, could

be multiplied only by being written or printed with

the pen. This employment of printing books with

the pen formed one of the chief occupations of the

monks during the darkness of the Middle Ages,

and many specimens of their handiwork, beautifully

executed and illuminated, have floated safely down

to our day. Books so written are called manuscripts.

Now there are many manuscript copies of the New

Testament, which have come down to our time from

very early ages. It is a well-known fact that many
works belonging to the classic literature of ancient

Greece have been preserved to our day, almost

enough to form a small library. But Tischendorf,

a learned German, lately dead, who had perhaps

more knowledge of ancient manuscripts of the New
Testament than any man of our generation, declares

that ' Providence has ordained for the New Testa-

ment more sources of the greatest antiquity than

are possessed by all the old Greek literature put

together.' He here refers, of course, to versions, and

references in the early writers of the Church, as well

as manuscripts. The fact so emphatically stated is

one of the very highest importance, and ought to be
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deeply impressed upon the mind as a means of

strengthening our faith. It shows that Biblical

scholars have abundance of material out of which to

construct a trustworthy Greek New Testament.

The first of the three ancient manuscripts which

we cite as a witness is that which is called the

Alexandrine. It receives its name from the fact

that, in the seventeenth century, it was brought from

Alexandria, in Egypt, in which city it had very

probably been written. It is now preserved in the

British Museum in London. It is written, or printed

with the pen, in neat capital letters. It is agreed

among scholars that it is about 1400 years old, so

that it takes us back by a single leap to the year

450 or so. It is not quite complete, being somewhat

mutilated by age and wear
;
but it contains portions

of all the books of the New Testament, and shows

us most explicitly that the Church possessed the

same New Testament about the year 450 as we now

possess.

The second ancient manuscript whose testimony

we adduce is the Vatican manuscript. It is so

called because it is preserved in the Pope's library

in the Vatican at Rome. Like the Alexandrine,

it is written in capital letters, though they are not

formed quite so beautifully. It is, however, some-

what older, its age being over 1500 years, so that it
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carries us back at once to about the year 350 or so.

It is unfortunately incomplete, wanting Revelation

and some of the smaller epistles ;
but it bears

unmistakable testimony to the fact that the New-

Testament of that early age was substantially the

same as we now possess.

The third manuscript which we cite as a witness

is, if possible, one which is more interesting than

either of the two preceding. It is that which is

known among scholars as the Sinaitic manuscript.

It is so called because it was discovered in the year

1859 3.t Mount Sinai, in the old monastery of St.

Catherine there. Tischendorf, the German scholar

already referred to, was on a mission to the East

in search of manuscripts, when he had the honour

assigned him by Providence of discovering this

inestimable treasure in that ancient convent. The

circumstances connected with its discovery are quite

romantic
;
but of course we cannot enter into them

at present. He succeeded in securing it, and it is

now safely deposited in the Imperial Library at St.

Petersburg. It is the most beautifully printed of all

the three. It is about 1500 years old, having been

written probably about A.D. 350. It contains the

New Testament complete ;
and thus it affords us the

most explicit testimony that the New Testament of

that early age was the very same as we now possess.
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We have cited these three venerable witnesses from

the three capitals of Christendom,—the first from

London, the capital of Protestantism
;
the second

from Rome, the capital of Roman Catholicism
;
and

the third from St. Petersburg, the capital of the

Greek Church ;
and we see that their testimony is

most explicit. It is not only explicit, but it perfectly

agrees ;
and it demonstrates that the early Church

possessed and used the same New Testament with

ourselves about the year 350, or 250 years after the

death of John and the close of the Apostolic Age.

We are now ready to take another step back,

and here we come to the main part of our argument.

Let the reader try to transfer himself in thought to

the second half of the second century of our era.

That is, we are now to contemplate the period

extending from A.D. 150 to A.D. 2Cxd. The Apostle

John, it is believed, died about the year 100, so that

we have now before our mind the period extending

from fifty to one hundred years after the death of John

and the end of what may be called the Apostolic

Age. We have therefore before us a period when

men, not a few, were still alive who had seen and

conversed with John, and when multitudes were still

living who had seen and conversed with those who

had seen and conversed with him. Such is the age

to which we are now introduced.

(i
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But before proceeding to call our witnesses, let us

look for a little at the Church in this early period.

It had spread over the length and breadth of the

Roman Empire, and even into India and Ethiopia,

and other regions beyond its boundaries. Probably

it had not as yet the majority of the population in

any large city or province, and very likely its entire

adherents may have fallen short of two millions.

Nevertheless, it had gained a footing in almost

every city from Britain in the north to Ethiopia

in the south, from Persia in the east to Spain in

the west.

It must also be remembered that the books of the

New Testament were habitually read on the Lord's

day in the assemblies of the faithful throughout the

Church. This is a fact which is not denied and not

deniable. The sacred books were thus kept con-

stantly before the eyes and minds of the ancient

Christians, so that they could easily detect whether

any old and acknowledged book was rejected or

lost, and whether any new and unauthorized book

was introduced. In other words, this universal

system of reading the New Testament in the public

meetings of the Church enabled all Christians to

act as guardians of the New Testament and faithful

witnesses to its integrity. We can easily see how

impossible it would be in the present day to intro-
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duce any new book into the services of the Church,

or drop any important one altogether, without all

Christians noticing it and raising a loud and universal

protest. In those early ages, when the New Testa-

ment Scriptures, although not in the hands of the

people, were read much more extensively in the

public services than they are now, we may safely

conclude, in like manner, that no new book could

be introduced or old one expelled, without awaken-

ing the attention of the entire body of Christians.

What, then, is the testimony of the Church of the

second half of the second century to the leading

books of the New Testament ?

Wc can, of course, directly ascertain what was the

New Testament of this early age only from the re-

presentative authors who lived at the time. Happily
a considerable number of books have come down to

us, the works of Fathers and other men eminent in

the Church during that period. There were also

some translations of the New Testament already
made from the Greek into other languages before

the year 200. We now proceed to cite as witnesses

some of these Fathers and Versions, and examine

them as to the books which were then accepted in

the Church as genuine and authentic. We cite them

from different countries, and even from different

continents, in order to show all the more con-
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clusively and impressively, that the entire Church,

throughout its length and breadth, accepted sub-

stantially the same New Testament as ourselves.^

The first witnesses which we cite are from the

Continent of Europe, and the first of these is the

Church of ancient France. We call as the repre-

sentative and mouthpiece of that Church Irenaeus,

the bishop of the well-known city of Lyons. He

was a native of Asia Minor, and had sat at the feet

of Polycarp, who had sat at the feet of the Apostle

John, and he probably sealed his testimony with his

blood by dying as a martyr in A.D. 202. He was a

somewhat extensive author, and his works which

have been preserved to our day are enough to form

a very considerable volume. That he is a witness of

the highest character and value is beyond all possi-

bility of contradiction. And his testimony is full and

explicit. He mentions all the four Gospels ;
and so

clear and decided is the confidence of the Church, in

his day, in regard to the matter, that he declares

there are and can be only four. But as nothing

gives the modern mind such a firm assurance as a

few statistics, even though they should be imme-

diately forgotten, we venture to give the following

statistics of his quotations. They will be found to

be at least approximately correct, and we believe

^ See AppendLx, Note VIII.
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rather under than over the mark.^ He mentions

Matthew, and he quotes from him, either directly or

by way of reference, about i8o times; Mark, and

quotes from him about 15 times; Luke, and quotes

from him about 125 times; John, and quotes from

him over 80 times. It is therefore beyond all doubt

that Irenaeus and the Church of France in this

early age accepted our four Gospels, and them

alone. But our witness mentions also the Acts

of the Apostles, and quotes from it about 50

times
; Romans, and quotes from it above 60 times

;

I Corinthians, and quotes from it upwards of 70

times; 2 Corinthians, and quotes from it 17 times.

He mentions also Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians,

Colossians, and Revelation, and quotes from all of

them frequently. He also mentions and quotes from

many of the smaller Epistles. Such is the testimony

of Irenaeus, bishop of Lyons, and witness of the Church

of France. It is most explicit, and proves incon-

^ It is proper to state the method adopted in arriving at the results

given in the following statistics. I employed the indexes of Scripture
references given in the works of the respective Fathers in Clark's

Ante-Nicene Christian Library. I took the trouble to turn up more
than a hundred references in each of the authors from whom statistics

are given, ascertained in this way the relative trustworthiness of the

references, and calculated the general results accordingly. With the

exception of the references in Plippolytus, from which a considerable

deduction has to be made, the others may be confidently accepted very
much as they stand in the indexes. At all events, a deduction of five

or ten per cent, will be ample.
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testably that already this distant Church in the latter

half of the second century, from fifty to a hundred

years after the close of the Apostolic Age, possessed

the same New Testament as we now possess.

We now pass over the Alps into Italy, and inquire

what was the New Testament of the Italian Church

in this early age. We cite three witnesses as repre-

sentatives of this Church. The first is an ancient

list of the New Testament books called the Mura-

torian Canon, because it was discovered and pub-

lished by Muratori at Milan, in the year 1740. This

interesting old canon or list of sacred books belongs

to about the year 170, and therefore falls within our

period. It is a very imperfect production ;
but it

bears explicit testimony to all the books of our

New Testament, except Hebrews, James, i and 2

Peter, and 3 John. The second witness which we

cite in regard to the Italian Church is the ancient

Latin Version of the New Testament. Already, at

this early period, a translation had been made into

Latin for the use of the Christians who spoke that

language. Perhaps it had been made originally in

North Africa, but an edition of it was already current

in Italy. We know the books which it contained

from some very ancient manuscripts and the refer-

ences in the ancient Latin Fathers. It contained

substantially the same books as are mentioned in
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the Muratorian Canon, The third witness is Hip-

polytus, whose chief work was discovered within the

memory of the present generation. He was a leading

presbyter, and probably a schismatic bishop at Rome.

He died as an old man and a martyr about A.u.

237 ;
so that much of his manhood fell within our

period. Of his numerous works, enough has been

preserved to form a considerable volume. And there

can be no doubt as to his testimony ;
for it is full

and explicit. He quotes from Matthew, directly or

indirectly, more than 50 times
;
from Mark, about 6

times
;
from Luke, about 25 times

;
from John, about

50 times
;
from Acts, 7 times

;
from Romans, about

10 times
;
from i Corinthians, about the same

;
and

in a similar proportion from most of the other

Epistles, until we come to Revelation, from which

he quotes about 18 times. When we take the

testimony of Hippolytus along with that of the

Muratorian Canon and the ancient Latin Version,

we can have no hesitation, on the evidence of such

witnesses, in concluding that the Italian Church in

the second half of the second century already pos-

sessed substantially the same New Testament as

we now possess.

We next pass from Europe over to Africa. Right

over against Italy, in and around Carthage, in the

region of the modern Algeria and Tunis, a flourish-
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ing Church had existed from the dawn of Chris-

tianity. It was the Church which afterwards num-

bered among its bishops such men as Cyprian and

Augustine. At the period under review, it could

already boast of one of the most distinguished

Christian writers of the age. We mean Tertullian,

the first in time of the great Latin Christian authors.

He was born probably about A.D. i6o, and died pro-

bably about 220
;
so that his testimony is valid for

our special period. We cite him as the representative

witness of the North African Church. And his

testimony is most explicit and abundant. His extant

works are somewhat extensive
;
and in them he

refers to, or quotes from, all the books of the

New Testament, except Philemon, 2 Peter, 2 and

3 John. But as nothing gives the mind such a

substantial and vivid view as a few figures, it may
be well again to state a few approximate statistics.

He quotes from, or refers to, Matthew, about 400

times
; Mark, about 80 times

; Luke, about 500

times
; John, about 240 times

; Acts, about i ro

times; Romans, about 160 times; i Corinthians,

about 350 times; 2 Corinthians, about 120 times;

and so on proportionately through all but the very

smallest Epistles, until we come to Revelation, from

which he quotes about 80 times. Such evidence as

that just given requires no comment. Tertullian
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and the North African Church clearly testify that

they used our present New Testament in the second

half of the second century.

We pass eastward along the northern coast of

Africa, until we come to Alexandria, in Egypt. In

this ancient city, Christianity was planted in the

Apostolic Age. There existed there already a

flourishing theological school, which produced a

number of famous Fathers and Christian authors.

We have more particularly to do at present with

the well-known Clement of Alexandria, who falls

within our special period. Like Tertullian, he left

somewhat extensive writings behind him, many of

which have survived to our day in the original

Greek. They contain quotations from, or refer-

ences to, almost every book in the New Testament,

the exceptions again being such small Epistles as

Philemon, 2 Peter, and 3 John. He quotes from

Matthew, or makes reference to his Gospel, about

180 times; he quotes from Mark, above 20 times;

from Luke, about iio times; from John, above 60

times
;
from Acts, about 20 times

;
from Romans,

about no times; from i Corinthians, about 150

times
;
from 2 Corinthians, more than 30 times

;

and in a similar proportion from all the remaining

Epistles, with the exceptions already mentioned,

until we come to Revelation, which he quotes about
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12 times. The outcome of all this testimony is

very plain. The Church of Alexandria, the most

learned, critical, and scientific Church of the age,

acknowledged, beyond all contradiction, the same

New Testament in the second half of the second

century as we now possess in the nineteenth.

We now enter the Continent of Asia, in which

most of our sacred books had their origin. We

begin by citing the ancient Syrian Church as a

representative witness. In Syria, the country lying

to the north of Palestine, bounded on the west by the

Mediterranean, and stretching away eastward to the

Euphrates and beyond it, Christianity was already

planted in the Apostolic Age. But as the Syriac

language was totally different from Greek, being in

fact a language cognate to the Hebrew, a translation

of the New Testament soon became a necessity.

Accordingly we find that a translation was made

into Syriac at a very early date, probably in the

first, certainly in the second half of the second

century. This very ancient version, slightly modified,

not only exists to the present day, but is the

' authorized version
'

used by all the different sec-

tions of the Syrian Church— sections which go

back to the fourth century. It is known by the

name of the Peshito. It contains all the books of

our present New Testament, except 2 and 3 John,
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2 Peter, Jude, and Revelation. This testimony might

be further corroborated by that of Syrian authors

belonging to this period, of whom some remains have

been preserved to our day. But the Peshito itself

is a sufficient witness, and testifies most explicitly

to the fact that the Syrian Church already possessed

substantially the same New Testament as ourselves,

probably in the first, and certainly in the second

half of the second century.

From Syria we may pass northward to Asia

Minor, and cite the Church of this region as a

witness. Irenaeus, whom we have already examined

as the representative witness of the Church in France,

was a native of this region, and passed his early

youth, he tells us, under the instruction of Poly-

carp, bishop of Smyrna, who was the disciple of

the Apostle John. He speaks of no divergence

in regard to the leading sacred books as existing

between the Church of Asia Minor and that of

France. He rather teaches the very opposite ;
so

that his testimony may be fairly regarded as imply-

ing that substantially the same books were accepted

by the Church of Asia Minor as were accepted by

the Church of France^ and as arc accepted by our-

selves. But, in addition to his testimony, we shall

immediately sec that long before the second half of

the second century, the leading New Testament
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books can be proved to have been in current use in

the Church in question. In other words, we conclude

from circumstantial evidence of the very strongest

kind that in the second half of the second century the

Church in Asia Minor used substantially the same

sacred books as the Church in the nineteenth century.

Let us now endeavour to sum up this evidence,

and ascertain the conclusion to which it points. We
must remember that the evidence adduced is not

that of individual, private, isolated men. It is the

evidence of the Churches to which the writers

belonged, of which they were office-bearers, and

which they represent. Accordingly, the first con-

clusion evidently is, that already in the second half

of the second century—from 150 to 200—and within

fifty years or so of the Apostolic Age, the Church,

over all its length and breadth, from Syria in the

east to Italy in the west, from France in the north

to Egypt in the south, beyond all contradiction

possessed substantially the same New Testament as

we at present possess.

The testimony just adduced is extremely strong,

though at first it may be somewhat difficult fully to

realize its strength. It is that of a continual, organ-

ized society, whose life flows on without a break.

The Church began with the Apostles. It spread out

from Jerusalem ;
it continued to live and grow
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without the least interruption, Hke a healthy human

being. It might change its members to some extent,

from year to year, by death at the one end and con-

versions at the other, just as the human body changes

its constituent particles of matter. But amidst all

this it retained its continuity and identity, just as

the human body retains its continuity and identity,

though it is said to change its substance entirely

every seven years. We might in a way regard the

Church as a gigantic mystic man— 'the body of

Christ'— living on continuously through the ages,

changing its constituent particles slowly, but con-

stantly keeping up an unbroken continuity of life.

Its testimony, accordingly, is, in a manner, like that

of an intelligent being who keeps on living through

the ages, but whose eye becomes not dim, nor his force

abated through the lapse of years. We might even

say that it is like that of several independent mystic

men; for the Churches of Rome, Alexandria, Syria,

and Asia Minor assuredly had an independent con-

tinuity of existence from the Apostolic Age, so that

their testimony is also largely independent. Keep-

ing this organic, living continuity of the Church vividly

before our mind, we may most certainly accept the

testimony of the Church in the second half of the

second century, as valid not merely for the age in

which it was given, but for eighty years before—that
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is, for the Apostolic Age. In other words, the testi-

mony of the Church in the period specified, is vahd

in the highest degree for the ApostoHc Age, the age

of the apostles, and bears that the leading books of

the New Testament are the genuine and authentic

production of that age.

We may be pardoned for dwelling a little longer on

this step of the argument, because of its importance.

Perhaps we may feel its power still more vividly if

we look at the matter thus. Let us start with the

year 150. We have already seen that the Church

most certainly accepted the leading books of our

New Testament at that date. But the vast majority

of Church members living in A.D. 150 were living in

149, so that the testimony of the continuous Church

in 150 is valid for 149. Again, the Church of 149 is

the continuous Church of 148, 147, 146, 145, so that

the testimony of the Church of 149 is valid for 145.

But the majority of members of the Church in 145

were in it in 140, so that the testimony of the

Church of 145 is valid for 140. That is, the Church

of 140 accepted the same New Testament substan-

tially as the Church in 145 and 150. Again, the

majority of Church members in 140 were members in

135 ;
their testimony is therefore valid for that date,

and carries that the Church then accepted the same

sacred books. Thus we may pass on from year to
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year, because of the vital organic continuity of the

Church, until we reach back to the Apostolic Age,

feeling firmly safe at each step ;
and conclude, with

the highest certainty attainable in historic evidence,

that the New Testament books are the genuine pro-

duction of the age of the Apostles. Nowhere is there

any break in the life of the Church, as if all its mem-

bers had died out at any date, and, after an utter

gap, the Church had been somehow started anew.

In that case the argument would not have held with

such force. But the continuity is most assuredly

uninterrupted
—the vast majority of the members of

any given year overlapping the members of several

previous, and also of several succeeding years ; nay,

forming a constituent part of the membership of

several preceding and succeeding years, so as to trans-

mit the sacred books with an unbroken tradition.

This living continuity, the vast majority of presby-

ters and members of one year overlapping on the one

side those who die, and on the other those who are

admitted in the same year, makes it next to impossible

that any book once accepted should have been lost or

rejected, and that any new and forged book should

have been surreptitiously introduced. We only

require to contemplate how utterly impossible such

an incident would be in the present day, to see how

impossible it must have been even then. And what
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makes the argument stronger still is the fact that

even the most determined scrutiny by the most

hostile critics has not succeeded in pointing out the

date, place, and circumstances after the Apostolic

Age, in which any book of the New Testament was

forged and palmed off upon the Church as genuine,

and finally inserted in the list of sacred books.

Perhaps it may help the reader to see more clearly

and feel more vividly the force of the argument, if we

adduce as an illustration the fate of the later works

of Aristotle. He was, as every one knows, by far the

greatest philosophical thinker, with perhaps only one

exception, of all antiquity. His works, which are

written in a strong and characteristic style, some

time after his death entirely disappeared from the

view of the world. They had been carried away
from Athens to Asia Minor by a man of the name

of Neleus. This man died, and the manuscripts

remained in possession of his family. But when the

kings of Pergamus began to collect their famous

library, and were everywhere gathering up books for

this purpose, the family of Neleus, afraid to lose their

precious treasure, hid the manuscripts in a cellar.

There they lay for a period of one hundred and fifty

years, during which they seem to have been utterly

forgotten by the world, or at least given up for lost.

But when they were again found and brought to
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light, learned men had no difficulty, from a great

variety of grounds, in coming to the certain con-

clusion that they were the genuine works of Aristotle.

And this though they had been utterly hidden out of

sight for a hundred and fifty years ! If learned men

could attain to such assurance in regard to the works

of Aristotle, which had entirely disappeared for a

hundred and fifty years, much more may we trust

the testimony of the Church in the second half of the

second century in regard to the genuineness of the

books of the New Testament, when we consider that

this testimony extends back only over eighty years

or so, and that the sacred books were not buried out

of sight, like those of Aristotle, but publicly read in

the meetings of the faithful on the Lord's day through-

out all the Church, north, south, east, and west.

But we are not left to bridge over the gap between

A.D. 1 50 and the age of the Apostles simply by an

elaborate argument. We have also direct evidence

of the utmost value. Happily a few small books

and fragments have come down to us even from that

early period, the period between the Apostles and

A.D. 150. In these literary remains we find explicit

testimony to our New Testament books as already

existing and forming the spiritual food and the palla-

dium of the Church. Of the works of Justin Martyr,

who was born in Palestine about A.D. 100, wrote at

H
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Rome about 140 and later, and suffered martyrdom

there about 166, enough has come down to us to form

a fair-sized volume. His works are not addressed to

Christians, and are not of such a nature as to admit

of extensive quotation from most of the New
Testament. But in his remains he refers explicitly

to the Gospels, though he does not mention the

evangelists by name, and quotes from them all,

although, like the ordinary preacher, often from mere

memory. Indeed, his references to the life of our

Lord are so numerous and abundant that a very full

narrative might be constructed out of them.^ He

mentions also Revelation, and if he does not quote

from the Epistles, it is because they do not lie in his

way. This testimony of Justin is valid possibly for

Palestine and certainly for Rome, and for the first

half of the second century.

Another writer whom we can adduce as witness

from this period is Papias, the bishop of Hierapolis

in Asia Minor, a Church mentioned in the last chapter

of Colossians, He lived and flourished in the early

part of the second century, say about 120, and was

the contemporary, if not the disciple, of the Apostle

John. He certainly overlapped the Apostolic Age.

Only a very few fragments of his works have come

' See Sanday, The Gospels in the Second Century, pp. 91 ff.; West-

cott, The Canon of the New Testa>?ient, pp. lOl ff. (4th edition).
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down to us, the whole of which might be printed

on a single page. But from these fragments and the

few notices preserved in ancient writers, we know that

he used Matthew, Mark, and probably John, i John,

I Peter, and Revelation, This testimony is largely

supplemented by that of Polycarp, martyr-bishop of

Smyrna, also in Western Asia. He was both a

contemporary and disciple of the Apostle John, so

that his life also overlaps the age of the apostles. A
small epistle of his has come down to us, WTitten

probably about the year 115. It is not quite so large

as Colossians, and yet it contains upwards of forty

quotations from, or references to, our New Testament,

taken in all from ten or twelve books. The testi-

mony of Papias and Polycarp is valid for the Church

in Asia Minor at the beginning of the second century.

We mention only another contemporary of John,

Clement of Rome. His life lay largely within the

Apostolic Age. He wrote an Epistle to the Corin-

thians, which happily w-e still possess entire. It

dates from about the year 95, so that it is probably

as old as some of the books of the New Testament.

In this Epistle we find many sayings of our Lord

which are found in our present Gospels, though

Clement does not refer explicitly to the Gospels as

his source of quotation. But he distinctly implies,

cither by quotation or allusion, the existence of
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Romans, i Corinthians, Ephesians, Hebrews, James,

and I Peter. Such is the testimony of Clement, and

it is obviously valid for Rome and the close of the

first century.

The testimony just adduced might even be con-

siderably increased, if we were to descend into minute

details. But the above will be sufficient to bridge

over the chasm between the second half of the second

century, in which the testimony is full and irresistible,

and the Apostolic Age or close of the first century.

The witnesses just adduced, especially when viewed

in the light of our previous argument, distinctly show

that about the year loo the same sacred books as we

possess at present were known and received in the

Church. But this was a time at which the Apostle

John was just dead, and, in any case, when multi-

tudes were living who overlapped the Apostolic Age,

who had themselves been the disciples and friends of

the apostles, and who had even seen and used the

original manuscripts. We therefore conclude that the

leading New Testament books must have been the

genuine and authentic productions of apostles and

men of the Apostolic Age.

Before leaving this department of the subject, it

may be well to remark that it would be a grand

mistake to suppose that we now have all, or even

one-tenth part, of the evidence on which the early
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Churches accepted the books of the New Testament

as tlie genuine productions of their authors. The

vast bulk of the evidence which they had before

them, and on which they came to their decision, has

been lost for ever. Only the decision remains, with

some stray and, for the most part, accidental facts of

the evidence. But that is just what might have been

expected, and it should in no way shake our faith.

When we look back on great trials or events of past

history, we sometimes see that we possess the decision

of the judges or of the age in regard to them but not

the facts on which it was founded. Yet we have

little difficulty in accepting as trustworthy the decision

of competent contemporaries when that decision is

consentient. And so it is here. The mass of

evidence has disappeared, but the decision remains.

We know that the Churches in Rome, Egypt, Syria,

and Asia Minor, Churches which had a continuous

existence from the days of the apostles, and had all

the facts before them, substantially agreed. The case

has been tried, as it were, by different independent

juries, in widely distant parts of the world
; they

unite in returning practically the same verdict
;
and

surely we may accept the agreement, or rather unani-

mity, of the verdict as a reasonable substitute for the

lost details of the evidence.

We now pass on to notice briefly the testimony of
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the ancient heretics to the sacred books of Christianity.

In doing so, we shall cite our witnesses only from the

first half of the second century. We know that

heretics had already appeared upon the scene in the

days of the apostles, and they were only far too

numerous still. One positive benefit, however, which

they achieved for the Church in all succeeding ages

was to leave behind them their decided testimony to

the Christian Scriptures. In their case we have to do

with the testimony of men who, for the most part,

lived outside the Church, who were more or less

hostile to orthodox Christianity, and therefore were

sure to criticise its sacred books with no favourable

eye. In the view of many, perhaps of all, this fact

should make their testimony more valuable, as being

that of men free from all friendly bias, as being in

some degree the testimony of enemies.

Now it is a singular and important fact that

their testimony is very explicit. They fall back, as a

rule, for their support on the same sacred books as

the Church itself. So far as we can judge from their

scanty remains, they seem to quote more largely from

them than the orthodox, and certainly some of them
,

speak more profusely about them as
*

Scripture,'

using the very same method of quotation as they do

in regard to the Old Testament. And this mode of

procedure is most significant ;
for it implies that the
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Christian Scriptures were accepted by the Church of

the age as the authoritative books, on which every

system of doctrine must of necessity be founded.

We adduce the testimony of only two heretical

teachers from this early period, from A.D. 100 to 150.

The first witness whom we cite is Marcion. This

man was a native of Pontus, in the north of Asia

Minor, and a son of the bishop of Sinope, a maritime

city in that region. He was born about the year 100,

and afterwards removed to Rome, where he was

already known as a full-blown leader of heresy about

140. And what is his testimony in regard to our

New Testament .'' We know, on the best of evidence,

from different sources, that he positively accepted an

abbreviated Luke and the first ten Epistles of Paul.

But one of the great accusations brought against him

was just the fact that he mutilated or rejected sacred

books which the Church regarded as authoritative.

In addition to the books which he positively accepted,

he bears distinct testimony, by a tolerably explicit

rejection of them, to the other three Gospels and

Revelation. In other words, about the year 140,

Marcion, the heretic, bears explicit testimony to

three-fourths of our present New Testament; and

this testimony may be regarded as valid even for

remote Pontus, and certainly for Rome and the more

central regions of the catholic Church.
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We cite as witness only another and still more

ancient heretic. His name is Basilides, and his chief

sphere of life seems to have lain in Egypt. He

flourished about A.D. 120, and, without doubt,

overlapped the Apostolic Age by a number of

years. A few very small fragments of his writings

have come down to us in the form of quotations by

the Fathers who wrote to refute his opinions. He

laboured to support his views by the authority of the

New Testament, and he often quotes from it, and

generally as Scripture. We have explicit proof from

the fragments and references which we still possess,

that he accepted at least Matthew, Luke, and John,

Romans, i and 2 Corinthians, Ephesians, Colossians,

and I Peter
;
that is, decidedly more than one-half of

our present New Testament. Of course it is not to

be inferred for a moment that, because no allusions

are made to the other books in the scanty remains

which survive, they did not exist or were not

acknowledged by Basilides. In other words, we see

that this ancient heretic bears most important testi-

mony to our sacred books, and it is the testimony of

a man who not only was outside the pale of the

Church, but whose life reached back into the Apostolic

Age.

The conclusion from all this is very forcible. It

means that the Christian Scriptures were so firmly
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established, so widely accepted, and so well authenti-

cated by evidence which could not at that time be

controverted, that even heretics felt compelled to

accept them and make the attempt to found their

systems upon them. We may be well assured that if

they had known them to be forgeries, they would

have followed a different course, and shown them up

as such. But not even Marcion, who rejected some

of the books, pretended to do so, so far as we know,

because they were forgeries, but only because in his

view they were too Judaistic and one-sided. We

may therefore extend to the New Testament generally

the saying of Irenaeus in his great work, Against

Heresies :
' So great is the certainty in regard to the

Gospels, that even the heretics themselves bear testi-

mony to them, and every one of them starting from

these Gospels endeavours to found his teaching

thereupon.'

But after all, it may still be said, Is it not quite

possible that the books of our New Testament may
have been forged about the beginning of the second

century ? To this we answer, quite apart from the

preceding evidence, that the thing is all but impos-

sible. We know very well what the authors of that

period could do, and there was not one of them

capable in the least degree of forging books like

those of the New Testament. We have but to read
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the New Testament carefully, and then go on to read

the Christian literature of this age, in order to see

and feel at once what an unspeakable chasm exists

between the two. In passing from the Christian

Scriptures to these productions we are coming down

from heaven to earth.^ Something like this is felt by

all thoughtful readers, and frankly acknowledged

even by such hostile writers as F. W. Newman. We
know of no man, at the opening of the second

century, who could forge a single book of the New

Testament. But the New Testament must have been

written by at least seven or eight different authors.

This must appear evident, even to the most uncritical

reader, from the difference of style in the books. If

therefore our sacred books were forgeries of this

early age, there must have been several forgers at the

work. But if there was not one man capable of

carrying out such a forgery, much more certain is it

that there were not seven or eight. If it, nevertheless,

be said that the names of those able forgers have been

forgotten, while the names of far feebler men have

been preserved, we may safely answer that this is

well-nigh incredible. We can scarcely conceive that

the Church should have utterly forgotten the names

of its seven or eight ablest authors, and preserved the

names of men who, while they were heroic Chris-

^

Compare Rogers, Superhuman Origin of the Bible, p. 354.
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tians, were nevertheless possessed of only average

abilities, and very moderate literary power. This

consideration of itself makes the hypothesis of whole-

sale forgery all but incredible, and even impossible.

How difficult it is to explain and account for things,

when people will not accept the simple, reasonable

truth !

To sum up : when we remember the unbroken

continuity of the life and testimony of the Church,

and the agreement of that testimony so early as the

second half of the second century, in remote

countries of Europe, Africa, and Asia
;
when we

bear in mind that the New Testament was the very

foundation and life of the Church, that precious

palladium for which it lived, and for which it will-

ingly shed its best martyr-blood ;
when we consider

that the sacred books were constantly read in the

assemblies of the faithful, so that they were familiar

to the eyes and ears of all, and also that no lynx-

eyed enemy has been able to point out the occasion

posterior to the Apostolic Age when any of the

books were surreptitiously introduced
;
when we

remember that, by means of the scanty fragments

which survive, we can trace them back into the

Apostolic Age, and that even the heretics who lived

on the very border of that age, unite in bearing the

most explicit testimony to their existence and
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authority ;
and when we further reflect that Church

History knows of no man in the first half of the

second century capable of forging a single im-

portant book of the New Testament, not to say the

whole of it
;
we may surely see that the proof is

about as strong as we can reasonably expect. No
doubt we no longer possess all the details of the

evidence on which the early Church accepted the

sacred books
;
but if we do not possess these details,

we have the decision of the jury ;
we might say, not

of one jury, but of many, and some of them un-

favourably prejudiced. Men skilled in legal and

historical evidence do not hesitate to accept as most

trustworthy testimony the old charter of an ancient

family or city which has been hid out of sight in the

muniment chest for a century or two
;

with how

much more confidence may we accept the united

witness of Christians and heretics in the second cen-

tury to the authenticity of the New Testament,

which is the charter of the Church, the true family

and holy city of God, when we remember that

only a few years had then passed away since this

sacred charter was actually written out, and that,

by the constant exhibition and reading of it on the

Lord's Day, it was kept continually before the eyes

and the minds of the Christian people !



V.

The Testimony of the Unquestioned
Epistles of Paul.

The argument contained in the previous study may-

seem to many too distant, too long and difficult

to master and remember, for men involved in the

hurry and hard driving of a fast and feverish age.

We can suppose such persons ready to ask, Is

there no more brief and simple argument, which can

be easily grasped and held as it were with the hand,

by which we may be reasonably assured in regard to

the ground of our faith ? Are there not some New
Testament books, for example, which arc so well

authenticated, and so undeniably genuine, as to com-

mand the unwavering assent of all reasonable and

competent men, believers and unbelievers alike ?

To this question we now proceed, first of all, to reply

emphatically in the affirmative, and thereafter we

shall go on to deduce the legitimate and very impor-

tant consequences.
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We pass, in the present study, from the testimony

of the ancient Church and ancient heretics to the

testimony of modern unbehevers and hostile critics.

It is well known to all that the New Testament,

during the last hundred years, has been subjected to

the fiercest criticism, of the most minute and search-

ing description, and not unfrequently by men whose

eyes were preternaturally sharpened by the extreme

of bitter antagonism. With the common ruck of

ignorant and ribald enemies, whose minds have

been utterly blinded or maddened by hatred of

Christianity, and who can in no sense be regarded

as authorities by competent men on either side, we

have at present no concern whatever. There are

hostile critics who, for their splendid scholarship,

laborious investigation, and reasonable spirit, clearly

stand out as representative men, and are universally

acknowledged on both sides as such. With these

we shall follow the same course as in the previous

argument, and cite as witnesses a few of such

acknowledged representatives, selected also from

representative countries.

The object immediately before us at present is,

to discover what are the books which the school of

extreme negative criticism leaves remaining un-

touched as unquestionably authentic productions of

the Apostolic Age, and of the authors whose names
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they bear. We take no books whatever into con-

sideration in this study, except those which such

critics unanimously admit to be undeniably authentic.

These books, it is well known, are the first four

Epistles of Paul—Romans, i Corinthians, 2 Corin-

thians, and Galatians—and the Revelation of John.

We fix our attention first of all, and more especi-

ally, on the four Epistles of Paul which we have just

mentioned, and which the reader w^ill do well to

impress upon his mind. We have now to show that

they are unhesitatingly accepted as authentic by the

learned school of negative criticism with which we
have at present to do. In order to do so more

effectively, we proceed at once to cite as witnesses

the three highest representatives of the school in

Germany, France, and England respectively.

We begin with Germany, and summon Baur as the

representative witness. He was for many years

professor at Tubingen in Wurtemberg, and hence his

followers are sometimes called the Tubingen School.

He died in 1861. He was perhaps the most dis-

tinguished scholar and the ablest critic that the

negative school has as yet produced, and he may
be regarded as its head and grand authority in the

present generation. But the testimony of Baur is

most abundant and explicit. He says :
— '

In the

Homologumena [or acknowledged books of the New
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Testament] there can be reckoned only the four

great Epistles of the Apostle [Paul], which take

precedence of the rest in every respect
—the Epistle

to the Galatians, the two Epistles to the Corinthians,

and the Epistle to the Romans. TJiere has never

been the slightest suspicion of unaiithenticity cast upon

these four Epistles, and they bear so incontestably the

character of Pauline originality, that there is no con-

ceivable ground for the assertion of critical doubts in

their case^ ^ This testimony is strong and emphatic

in the highest degree, and is well worthy of being

read a second time. We may just mention, in pass-

ing, that Strauss, whose name is perhaps more widely

known in this country than that of Baur, and who

created such a sensation in 1835 by his Life offesus,

frankly admits the same thing. He speaks of it as

a well-known fact, in regard to these Epistles, that

their
'

genuineness is not contested.' ^

We pass from Germany to France, and cite as

representative witness, Renan, the author of the

romantic Life offesus, which startled the Christian

world about twenty years ago almost as m.uch as

the earlier work of Strauss had done. But in regard

to his testimony to the four Epistles under con-

sideration, the head and representative of the French

^
Paulus, der Apostel, p. 276. English Translation, vol. ii. pp. no f.

^ Der alte und der neiie Glaube^ 8te Aufl., p. 41.
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School is no less emphatic and categorical than

that of the German School. He speaks of these

Epistles as '

indisputable arid tmdispiitcd (epitres

incontestables et incontest6es) ;' and adds, 'We have

nothing to say of these Epistles [in the way of

adverse criticism] ;
the severest critics, such as Baur,

accept them without objection.'
^ In another place

he speaks of them as
'

being texts of an absolute

authenticity, ofcomplete sincerity, and without legends ;'
^

and once more he characterizes them as being,
'

by
the acknowledgment of all, of indubitable authen-

ticity.'
3 He accepts as genuine several other Epistles

of Paul, in addition to these four
;

but what we
have to note at present is his emphatic testimony
to Romans, i and 2 Corinthians, and Galatians, as

incontestably genuine productions of the apostle.

From France we return to England. As the

representative witness of the Home School of ex-

treme unbelieving criticism, we cite the anonymous
author of the work called Supernatural Religion.

Like the representatives of Germany and France, he

announces himself as 'accepting the Epistles to the

Galatians, Corinthians, and Romans, in the main, as

genuine compositions of the Apostle Paul.'^ The

expression,
'

in the main,' refers probably to the

^ Saint Paul, p. v.
"
Les ApStres, p. xxix.

* Les Evangilcs, p. xi.
•
Supernatural Religion, vol. iii. p. 323.

I
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last two chapters of Romans, which he agrees with

Baur in rejecting. He also declares in another pas-

sage :
— * As to the Apostle Paul himself, let it be said,

in the strongest and most emphatic manner possible,

that we do not suggest the most distant suspicion of

any historical statement he makes. We implicitly

accept the historical statements, as distinguished

from inferences, which proceed from his pen.'
^ This

testimony is scarcely less emphatic and explicit than

the preceding.

We do not need to produce further witnesses, for

the testimony is most positive, unhesitating, and

convergent. And the sum of the matter is this. We
have cited as witnesses the heads and representatives

of the unbelieving schools in Germany, France, and

England, and we find them uniting in the admission,

that the first four Epistles of Paul are incontestably

genuine and authentic. We have only to add that

the critics in question agree in holding that the

apostle lived at the time usually accepted by Chris-

tians. Baur holds that he died as a martyr under

Nero in the year 64, and with this view the repre-

sentatives of the French and English schools agree.

Here then we have a definite aud unassailable

foundation on . which to stand, even our opponents

themselves being judges. The representative critics

^

Supernatural Religion, vol. iii. p. 496.

I
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of the hostile school agree in accepting Romans,
I and 2 Corinthians, and Galatians, as unquestion-

ably genuine Epistles of Paul, and have no doubt

that they were written previously to A.D. 64. We
now accept this result as our basis, and proceed to

inquire what it distinctly implies. In the sequel, it

will be our object to show that even if our New
Testament were cut down to these four Epistles, we
should still possess a clear statement of all the

fundamental historical facts and doctrines of the

gospel, and these at the same time supported by the

very highest evidence.

In proceeding to this department of our work, it

will be our duty at the present stage to ascertain the

value of the witness, who gives us his testimony in

regard to Christ and Christianity in the four epistles

in question. In doing so, we have to begin by

ascertaining the condition and character of Paul

before his conversion
; and, of course, we are

restricted to the four Epistles as our sources of

evidence. From these we learn that he was a Jew.

He speaks of himself as a Jew by nature (Gal. ii, 15).

In contrasting himself with the false teachers, he says,
' Are they Hebrews } So am I. Are they Israelites ?

So am I. Are they the seed of Abraham ? So am
I

'

(2 Cor. xi. 22) ;
and in Rom. xi. i he further

declares that he was of the tribe of Benjamin. As to
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his religion, he tells us that he was of the 'Jews'

religion,' and was 'exceedingly zealous for the tra-

ditions of his fathers
'

(Gal. i. 14), which points to

the fact that he was a Pharisee. He made pre-

eminent advancement in his Jewish studies, was what

we would call a most promising student, and had

every expectation of preferment.
'

I made progress,'

he says, 'above many who were my equals in years

in mine own nation' (Gal. i. 14). To crown all, he

was a bitter persecutor of Christianity, and gloried

in wasting the Church. To this fact he refers again

and again. He not merely says of himself,
'

I am

not meet to be called an apostle, because I perse-

cuted the Church of God '

(i Cor. xv. 9), but refers to

his persecuting zeal and activity as both excessive

and notorious :

' Ye have heard of my former way of

life in the Jewish religion, how that beyond measure

I persecuted the Church of God and wasted it'

(Gal i. 13). Here then we have a bigoted Jew, full

of his own Pharisaic self- righteousness, with the

highest hopes of preferment in connection with his

own religion, and at the same time a well-known

and furious persecutor. His position is the most

directly antagonistic to Christianity which the imagi-

nation can conceive
;
his education and his worldly

interests are all against it
;

he has taken up his

position in the most public and decided manner
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possible ; and consequently, if such a man should

ever become a Christian, we may conclude that the

reasons and causes which lead to his conversion must

appear to his mind to be of the most convincing and

overwhelming kind.

But the conversion of Paul to Christianity did take

place, as appears from the four Epistles beyond the

possibility of a doubt. Baur admits frankly that he

was suddenly converted on the way to Damascus,

and that * the apostle recognised in his conversion a

supernatural event, a miracle, a thing incompre-

hensible even to himself.' Of the fact of his sudden

conversion and its thorough genuineness, Baur and

the other witnesses now before us do not entertain

the shadow of a doubt. It is written in letters of

sunlight on all the pages of the four epistles. The

burden and spirit of them all is Christ.
* God forbid

that I should glory save in the cross of our Lord

Jesus Christ.'
'

I am crucified with Christ : never-

theless I live
; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me

;

and the life which I now live in the flesh, I live by

the faith of the Son of God, who loved me and gave

Himself for me.'

But not only does the genuineness of Paul's con-

version appear from the statements and general tone

of his epistles ;
it was also tested in the most

thorough manner conceivable and possible. The
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witness was sifted, cross-questioned, examined, we

might almost say, by torture, and yet he adhered

unflinchingly to his conviction and his testimony.

He was a Jew, and gave up his people for the society

of the hated Nazarenes. He was a Pharisee, and

gave up his old religion for the religion of the

despised and crucified Jesus ;
his own legal right-

eousness for salvation by grace through Christ. He

gave up friends, and property, and prospects of a

worldly kind, for hostility, and loss, and worldly ruin.

He who before had been a mad and malignant

persecutor, not only became a Christian, but exposed

himself to all manner of persecution in turn for his

new religion, and bore it willingly, unflinchingly,

exultingly. He submitted not only to hatred, shame,

and contempt at the hands of Jews and Gentiles, but

to scourging, imprisonment, and even at last to a

martyr's death. Space does not permit us to refer

to, far less quote, all the passages which might be

adduced from the Epistles before us in illustration of

his manifold trials and persecutions. One passage

will be sufficient. In 2 Cor. xi. 23-27 he speaks of

himself as being
'

in labours more abundant, in stripes

above measure, in prisons more frequent, in deaths

oft
;

' and then he continues,
' Of the Jews five times

received I forty stripes save one. Thrice was I

beaten with rods, once was I stoned, thrice I suffered
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shipwreck, a night and a day have I been in the

deep : in journeyings often, in perils of rivers, in

perils of robbers, in perils from mine own country-

men, in perils from the Gentiles, in perils in the city,

in perils in the wilderness, in perils in the sea, in

perils among false brethren
;
in weariness and pain-

fulness, in watchings often, in hunger and thirst, in

fastings often, in cold and nakedness.' And if it be

asked how the apostle bore these trials and persecu-

tions, he is ready with his reply :

'

I take pleasure in

infirmities, in reproaches, in necessities, in persecu-

tions, in distresses for Christ's sake' (2 Cor. xii. 10).

Surely when we see such a transformation taking

place, the furious and bigoted persecutor becoming

himself the persecuted Christian
;
when we see him

so tested and cross-examined by trial, and suffering,

and death, we may certainly conclude that his belief

in Christianity was of the deepest and intensest

kind, and that he regarded it as the undeniable,

irresistible truth of God.

But we go on to say that if Paul believed

Christianity to be true, then it must have been

substantially true, for he had every possible means

of attaining to certain knowledge. Our represen-

tative critics hold that he died in the year 64, four

years earlier than the date usually assigned. Ac-

cordingly he must have been contemporary with the
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events connected with the founding of Christianity ;

for in the Epistle to the Galatians, which was written

in A.D. 56 or 57, we have mention made of seventeen

years (three and fourteen, Gal, i. 18, ii. i), which had

elapsed since his conversion, not to speak of the

unknown years between the close of these seventeen

years and the date at which that Epistle was written.

This plainly points to some year before A.D. 40 as

the time of his conversion
;
and when we remember

that he was old enough to have become a notorious

persecutor before that date, we see that he was

certainly contemporary with the events recorded in

the Gospels. His very position and occupation as a

persecutor, closely connected with the Sanhedrim, if

not actually a member of it (Acts xxvi. 10), must

have given him the very best opportunity of be-

coming acquainted with the facts, of sifting them

thoroughly, and of hearing all that could be said by

the most able and learned Jews against them, or in

explanation of them. He tells us also distinctly of

his intercourse with Peter and John, the Apostles,

and with James the brother of the Lord, who were

eye-witnesses of our Lord's life, and must have had

the best opportunity of examining into the historic

facts of that life (Gal. i. and ii., and i Cor. xv.). He

must have come into personal contact with some of

the five hundred brethren referred to in i Cor. xv. 6,
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the greater portion of whom were still alive, and to

whom he confidently appeals for testimony. He

actually saw the risen Lord for himself, and received

his revelations directly from Him. He speaks of

miracles taking place in the circle of his own experi-

ence, he is conscious of possessing the power, at

least at times if not always, of working miracles, and

obviously declares that he wrought such miracles

himself. We adduce these facts just now only for

the purpose of showing that Paul had the best con-

ceivable means of arriving at the truth
;
and therefore

the facts and doctrines to which he testified by his

teaching and his suffering, his life and his death,

must have been true.

We do not overlook the objection which may at

first sight be started to the statement now made,

namely, that many men have suffered and died as

martyrs for beliefs which we now know to have been

quite unfounded. Many men have been '

martyrs by
mistake.' This is no doubt the case

;
but it is not

the case before us, not the case of the Apostle Paul.

The martyrs referred to died for mere opinions or

beliefs which were founded only on inferential and

indirect evidence which might be and was fallacious
;

but the apostle died for facts for which he had the

most direct, overwhelming, and infallible evidence,

and in regard to which he could not possibly be
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mistaken. He suffered and died, in short, not for

opinions, but for facts, which he might have learned,

and undoubtedly did learn, from the most direct

witnesses, and to many of which he had the testi-

mony of his own senses and his own consciousness.

He could not possibly be mistaken in regard to what

he saw with his own eyes, and heard with his own

ears, or felt within the circle of his own natural

consciousness, or actually wrought with his own

hands, as in the case of his own miracles. We say

he could not be mistaken in such a case, unless he

was positively insane
;

and when we find him

suffering shame, loss, scourging, imprisonment, and

death itself, for the facts and doctrines to which he

testified, we must surely accept his plain statements

as the plain truth. Accordingly, while the ordinary

martyr by his sufferings and death only proves the

genuineness of his belief, the Apostle Paul by his

sufferings and death proves not only his own in-

vincible belief, but also the moral certainty of the

facts for which he suffered and died. In short, he

had such means of arriving at the truth that he could

not possibly be deceived, and hence, when he testifies

to the historic facts and doctrines of the gospel, his

testimony must be allowed the greatest weight con-

ceivable and possible.

Such then is the character of the witness with whose
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testimony we have at present to do, as it is recorded

in the Epistles to the Romans, Corinthians, and Gala-

tians. We now proceed to consider the substance

of that testimony somewhat in detail. And first of

all, we would draw attention to the witness which the

apostle directly bears to miracles and the super-

natural as palpable and undeniable realities. We
do not enter into this department minutely at

present, preferring to reserve it for a separate dis-

cussion. But we draw attention to the fact that in

these epistles, the apostle bears explicit testimony

to the gift of tongues (i Cor. xiv.), and to his own

supernatural vision of the Lord (i Cor. ix. i, xv. 8).

He bears testimony no less explicit, though indirect,

to the resurrection of our Lord (i Cor. xv. 4-7).

He speaks of miracles as undeniably existing in the

Church (i Cor. xii. 9, 28, 30, etc.), and even when

reasoning with his bitter opponents at Corinth, he

appeals, in proof of his apostleship, to the miracles

which he himself had actually wrought among them,

and which they could not possibly deny (2 Cor.

xii. 12). According to all reasonable and fair inter-

pretation of his language, there cannot be a shadow

of a doubt that Paul in the four Epistles bears the

most explicit and emphatic testimony to miracles

and miraculous gifts as notorious and undeniable

matters of fact
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When we turn to our Lord's life, we find the

fundamental historical events in it referred to most

distinctly by the apostle in the epistles before us.

If any one thinks that the references of this kind are

strikingly few, it is at least a sufficient answer to

reply that they are more numerous in the four

Epistles than in all the other books of the New

Testament, the Gospels and the Acts excepted.

The facts to which the apostle testifies are mainly

these : Our Lord was not only a Jew (Rom. ix. 5),

but of the seed of David according to the flesh

(Rom. i. 3). If the statement that He was ' made

of a woman *

(Gal. iv. 4) does not imply the miracu-

lous conception, it is still more certain that the

other statement that He was of the seed of David

does not exclude it. He lived most obviously

in the first part of the first century, for He had

already ascended before Paul's conversion, which

took place, as we have seen, before A.D. 40 ;
and yet

not long before this, for James the Lord's brother

was a contemporary of the apostle. Our Lord had

certain brethren (i Cor. ix. 5), sons of Joseph and

Mary, as we understand, and one of them was

called James. He gathered round Him twelve

apostles (i Cor. xv. 5), chief among whom were

Cephas and John, 'who seemed to be pillars.' He

lived a life which was at once sinless (2 Cor. v. 21),
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and yet deeply marked by poverty and suffering

(2 Cor. i. 5, viii. 9). At the close of His ministry

He was betrayed at night, after instituting the

sacrament of the Supper (i Cor. xi. 23 fif.), evidently

at the season of the Passover (i Cor. v. 7). He

died by crucifixion, as we learn from various refer-

ences (i Cor. i. 23, ii. 2, 8, etc.). He was buried, He

rose again the third day, and appeared to Cephas

and to James, twice to the twelve, and to more than

five hundred brethren at once (i Cor. xv. 3-7). The

apostle refers also to the fact of our Lord's ascension :

'

It is Christ that died, yea rather, that is risen again,

who is even at the right hand of God, who also

maketh intercession for us' (Rom. viii. 34). Indeed,

the death, resurrection, and ascension of Christ are

everywhere interwoven with the texture of the

epistles. We may also safely agree with Baur with

all assurance when he says,
' He who could speak

so definitely and in such detail about matters of

fact in the gospel history as the apostle does, could

not have been unacquainted with the rest of its chief

incidents.'

The views of the apostle in regard to the person of

Christ obviously imply both a human and a divine

element. No proof is needed that the former is the

case, and accordingly our attention must be directed

to the latter. With our unbelieving critics, the
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person of our Lord is next to nothing ;
He is only

a man, dead for eighteen centuries, and we may hold

the absolute religion without any reference to the

person of Jesus at all. But with the Apostle Paul

the person of Jesus is everything.
'

Christ Jesus was

made unto us from God, wisdom, and righteousness,

and sanctification, and redemption' (i Cor. i. 30).

' Other foundation can no man lay than that which

is laid, which is Jesus Christ' (i Cor. iii. 11). He

says,
'

I determined not to know anything among you,

save Jesus Christ, and Him crucified' (i Cor, ii. 2),

and he speaks of his gospel as the '

gospel of the glory

of Christ' (2 Cor. iv. 4). He everywhere makes

salvation depend on our relation to the personal

Saviour :

' There is therefore now no condemnation

to them who are in Christ Jesus' (Rom. viii. i) ;
and

'

If any man be in Christ, [he is] a new creature
'

(2 Cor. V. 17). Such a person as this implies must

be more than human, and accordingly Baur admits

it to be clear that we cannot believe Paul to have

regarded Christ's personality as originating only at

His human birth. The apostle speaks of Christ as

the Son of God, God's own Son (Rom. viii. 32), in a

way which evidently implies His exalted nature.

He contrasts His human nature with the
'

Spirit of

holiness
'

(Rom. i. 4), in which His Sonship had its

sphere. He speaks of God as sending His Son, in
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such a way as clearly to imply His pre-existcncc

(Gal. iv. 4), and he calls Him, as distinguished from
'

the first man,'
' the second man [the Lord] from

heaven' (i Cor. xv. 47). In Rom. ix. 5, he speaks of

Him as 'over all, God blessed for ever;' and again in

2 Cor. iv. 4 as the
'

image of God,' in whose face the

glory of God is seen (ver. 6). He is the
' Lord Jesus

Christ, by whom are all things, and we by Him

(i Cor. viii. 6). The apostle names Him in the

Trinity of the apostolic benediction even before the

Father (2 Cor. xiii. 14), and distinctly regards Him

as an object of worship and prayer, invoking grace

and peace, and other spiritual blessings from Him

equally with God the Father (Gal. i. 3, etc.). He
describes Christians as those * who call upon the

name of Jesus Christ our Lord' (i Cor. i. 2); and

again, he says,
' Whosoever shall call upon the name

of the Lord (Heb. Jehovah) shall be saved
'

(Rom.

X. 13, quoted from Joel ii. 32, LXX.), a verse in

which he clearly refers to Christ, and practically

applies to Him the name Jehovah. Christ is also

reigning Mediator (i Cor. xv. 24 ff.), and is to be the

final Judge (Rom. xiv. 10; 2 Cor. v. 10). But the

fact is that no reference to a few select texts can

possibly convey any idea of the importance and

dignity of Christ's person in the eyes of Paul. He

plainly looks upon our Lord's divinity as an axiom-
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atic gospel truth, and we have only to read the four

Epistles with the purpose of discovering his views in

regard to this question, in order to have this fact

borne in overwhelmingly on the mind.

When we come to the grand doctrines of Chris-

tianity, we find them all laid down in our Epistles

in the clearest language. We find there the doctrine

of the Fall :

'

By one man sin entered into the world,

and death by sin' (Rom. v. 12). We find the

universal sinfulness of man clearly taught: 'for all

have sinned' (Rom. iii. 23). Our Lord's death is

sacrificial and substitutionary :

' Him who knew no

sin, God made sin for us, that we might become the

righteousness of God in Him' (2 Cor. v, 21). He
died for all, so that all died in Him (2 Cor. v. 14).

He is the propitiation (Rom. iii. 25), our Pass-

over Lamb who is sacrificed for us (i Cor. v. 7); and

He 'redeemed us from the curse of the law, being

made a curse for us' (Gal. iii. 13). The salvation

wrought out by Christ becomes ours by faith. *A

man is not justified by the works of the law, but by
the faith of Jesus Christ' (Gal. ii. 16). The doctrine

of the sovereignty of God is clearly taught (Rom ix.

and xi.), and the need of the Holy Spirit to quicken

the merely natural soul (i Cor. ii. 14). The apostle

inculcates the necessity of sanctification (Rom. vi.),

and clearly teaches the doctrines of the resurrection,
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the final judgment, and everlasting life in heaven

(i Cor. XV.). It is obvious also that he regards his

gospel as a finality, as the ultimate revelation, so that

there is no room for change in regard to its substance :

* Even though we or an angel from heaven preach

any other gospel unto you than that which we have

preached unto you, let him be accursed
'

(Gal. i. 8).

While we find in the four Epistles a full statement

of the system of Christian doctrine, we find a no less

complete statement of the system of Christian ethics

or morality. We do not need to enter into this at

length, for it is beyond the possibility of doubt. The

root of Christian morality, according to the apostle,

is
'

faith working by love
'

(Gal. v. 6). He inculcates

perfect holiness of body and spirit towards God

(2 Cor. vii. i), and a complete surrender of ourselves

to His service (Rom. xii. i
;

i Cor. vi. 20). Towards

our fellow-men ' love is the fulfilling of the law
'

(Rom.

xiii. 8 ff.
,
xiv. 10

;
I Cor. xiii.) ;

and he teaches us to

carry it out into all the relations of life, not forgetting

the conscientious discharge of our duties as citizens

(Rom. xiii.). In short, while the true root of Chris-

tian morality is love, the perfect pattern of it is

Christ (i Cor. xi. i
;

2 Cor. iii. 18).

We also find in these Epistles tolerably distinct

teaching in regard to the Church, its sacraments, and

office-bearers. The apostle recognises the existence

K
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of a 'Church of God' (Gal. i. 13), broken up into

distinct churches or congregations (Gal. i. 2
;

i Cor.

xvi. 19). This Church is composed of those who are

believers or consecrated persons (i Cor. i. 2, vii. 14),

who are evidently admitted within its pale by baptism

(Rom. vi. 3 ;
i Cor. i. 13 ff.).

He refers once and

again to the Lord's Supper, and gives the full and

well-known account of the institution which we have

in I Cor. xi. 23-29. The Lord's day is apparently

the day of worship in the Church (i Cor. xvi. 2), and

the services consist in offerings, praise, prayer, and

preaching. When we come to the office-bearers, it is

true that we have no specific mention in the four

Epistles of elders and deacons by name. But we

find a Church constitution plainly taken for granted in

our Epistles. In Rom. xii. we have distinct references

of this kind. The man who is charged with the

ministry is to wait on his ministry ;
the teacher on his

teaching ;
and he that ruleth is to do so with diligence

(vv. 7, 8). In I Cor. xii. 28 the apostle mentions

'

teachers,'
'

helps,' and '

governments,' which we may

reasonably suppose to embrace the two departments of

ruling and teaching that belong to the office of the pres-

byter, and also the diaconate. In Gal. vi. 6 he speaks

of the teacher having a right to temporal support,

and he inculcates submission to those who ' have set

themselves to minister unto the saints' (i Cor. xvi. 16).
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It may tend in no small degree to strengthen our

argument if we consider the extent to which the

Church, according to our four Epistles, had already

spread. We learn explicitly from their casual state-

ments that before the year 58, when not more than

twenty-eight years had passed away since our Lord's

ascension, Christianity had spread far and wide

throughout the length and breadth of the Roman

Empire. We read in these Epistles not only of the

church at Jerusalem, but of the churches in Judaea

(Gal. i. 22). We find that the church has made itself

a home in Syria, and especially at Antioch (Gal. ii.).

The gospel has been preached in Cilicia (Gal. i. 21),

while far north in Asia Minor,
'

the churches of

Galatia' are already in existence (i Cor. xvi. i), and

the apostle addresses to them one of his four un-

questioned Epistles. We also read of *

the churches

of Asia,' that is, of the Roman province of that name

(i Cor. xvi. 19), and Ephesus is expressly mentioned

(i Cor. xvi. 8, 19). We read of 'the churches of

Macedonia' (2 Cor. viii. i), and the gospel has been

preached even in wild and remote Illyricum (Rom.

XV. 19). We read of the churches of Achaia, or

Greece
;
and of these we have special mention made

of that at Cenchreze (Rom. xvi. i), while to that at

Corinth two of his unquestioned Epistles are addressed.

By this time there is also a flourishing church at
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Rome, how and by whom planted we cannot tell,

whose faith is famous throughout all the world, and

to which he addresses his most celebrated Epistle

about the year 58, and certainly not later than 59.

In short, though darkness still covers the earth, yet

here and there we see multitudes of little fires already

kindled, whence the sacred flame is sure to spread on

every side until it meets, and all the Roman Empire

is enveloped in the blaze. All this shows most

distinctly that the Church reaches back to the very

time of Christ, and that therefore multitudes of His

contemporaries, who had every means of testing the

truth of the gospel facts, cordially accepted the faith,

the self-same faith as we now possess. In other

words, we have in these Epistles not merely the testi-

mony of the apostle, but of a widespread Church

whose members were really contemporary with most

of the events.

What then is the conclusion which we are war-

ranted to draw from the above, and that with the

highest historical assurance ? We see that the most

hostile criticism, as represented by the acknowledged

masters of the school in Germany, France, and Eng-

land, unites in unhesitatingly accepting the first four

Epistles of Paul as indisputably genuine and authentic.

We have seen that the apostle is a witness who had

the best possible opportunity of arriving at a full and
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direct knowledge of the facts, a witness who not only

was a man of the very noblest and loftiest moral

character, but who gave his testimony at the con-

stant peril of his life, and finally confirmed it by

dying as a martyr for the truth. We have further

seen that his testimony is most explicit in regard to

the fundamental facts of our Lord's life, in regard to

all the important doctrines of Christianity and the

duties of Christian life, and in regard to the existence

of the Church and the sacraments. Surely this result

is most satisfactory. Surely we may feel confident

in our conviction that in these four Epistles of Paul

we have our feet upon the rock, and are at the

very fountainhead of the stream of Christian truth.

Surely we may reasonably rest content as having

attained the highest historical and personal evidence

which we can possibly expect in regard to facts or

truths transmitted from the distant past : for the

evidence is practically the same as if the apostle were

really standing before us, as if we saw him distinctly

with our eyes, as if we had put him under oath, and

heard him answer our questions with our own ears.

But, it may be remembered, it was stated at

the outset that there is another book of the New

Testament which the representatives of extreme

negative criticism are agreed in accepting as genuine.

This book is the Revelation of John. It will not be
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at all necessary to enter into the discussion in regard

to it with anything like the same detail. Let it

suffice to say that Baur declares that ' the iindouhted

result of convergent lines of proof is that it is the

work of the Apostle John, written about the year 59/

and with this conclusion Renan and the author of

Supernatural Religion substantially agree. But when

we look somewhat carefully into Revelation, we soon

find that even this peculiar book, whose object is not

primarily to teach Christian doctrine, contains ex-

plicitly or implicitly the great facts and truths of our

most holy faith. It teaches that our Lord is pos-

sessed of a human nature, is sprung from David

(xxii. 16), was crucified (xi. 8), and rose again (i. 18,

ii. 8). But He is obviously more than man. He is

' the Word of God '

(xix. 1 3),
' the beginning of the

creation of God '

(iii. 14),
' the Alpha and the Omega,

the beginning and the end, the first and the last'

(xxii. 13), and the object of the highest adoration

(i. 5, 6, V. II, 12), The doctrine of the atonement

is distinctly taught. Christ is the * Lamb that was

slain' (v. 12, etc.), who 'redeemed us by His blood'

(v, 9), who
* loved us and washed us from our sins in

His own blood
'

(i. 5). The followers of the Lamb

are '

called, and chosen, and faithful
'

(xvii. 14). The

^ Kritische Untersuchungen, p. 376 ; Kirchengeschichte d. drei ersten

Jahrhimderte, p. 147.
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present system of things is to be wound up with a

resurrection and a general judgment in which Christ

will be Judge, and which is to be followed in the

case of the saints by a blessed immortality (xx., xxi.,

xxii.). We have even the trace of Church govern-

ment not merely in the four and twenty elders, but

in the angels of the churches. Here then we have

the testimony of Paul in his four unquestionably

genuine Epistles corroborated by the testimony of

John in his unquestionably genuine Apocalypse, and

it must be borne in mind that the latter was not

only the contemporary, but the immediate disciple

and companion of our Lord. Surely we may

reasonably assume that his evidence contributes

in no small degree to strengthen the evidence of

Paul, which we have already seen to be so over-

whelmingly strong.

Before closing, it may be of importance to mention

that in this study we have taken as our sources only

the minimum of New Testament books, only the

books which have been, we may say, unanimously

and unhesitatingly accepted by the extreme repre-

sentatives of the hostile schools of criticism. It would

be a great mistake, however, to suppose that these

are all the books accepted by the general run even of

the most hostile critics. The truth is, that the present

representatives of the negative school are gradually
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coming back to the recognition of more books as

genuine productions of the ApostoHc Age, and in

regard to the so-called spurious books they agree in

dating them much nearer that age than was done by
Baur.^ Hilgenfeld, the present head of Baur's imme-

diate school, accepts not only the last two chapters

of Romans, the three closing verses excepted, as the

genuine production of Paul, but also i Thessalonians,

Philippians, and Philemon. He regards the Epistle

to the Hebrews as not the work of Paul, but certainly

written in the Apostolic Age, and probably before

A.D. 66. He accepts the present Matthew as written

soon after the destruction of Jerusalem in A.D, 70, and

as founded on a still older Gospel, while he assigns

Mark and the Epistle of James to the reign of

Domitian, A.D. 81 to 96. He also regards the portions

of Acts narrated in the first person ('
we

')
as genuine,

and probably the work of Luke. In like manner,

Renan accepts as genuine Pauline Epistles i and 2

Thessalonians, Philippians, Colossians, and Philemon

in addition to the four unquestioned Epistles, not to

speak of the fact that he assigns to Hebrews,* Mark

and Matthew, Luke and Acts, James and i Peter,*

^ ' The number of those who represent Baur's standpoint whole and
entire is, at least among German theologians, very small. In Tubingen,
there is now no longer a Tubingen School.'—Christlieb, Modern Doubt
and Christian Belief, p. 547 (T. & T. Clark).

^
St. Paul, p. Ix. 3 ^^_ p^^^l^ p_ xxxiii.
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a date far within the Hmits of the first century and

before the death of the Apostle John.

We have a practical remark of the very highest

importance to make in conclusion. The object of

the preceding discussion is not merely to satisfy the

logical understanding, but to lead up to intelligent

faith in Christ : and unless this be achieved, very

little is gained. It is quite true that such faith

implies a moral element or state of soul, as well as

an intellectual one, but the intellectual element is an

important, even a necessary preparatory factor. Our

present object is to contribute in some small degree

to this intellectual preparation and element. And

what we would now emphatically say is this, that in

these five New Testament books, the minimum left

us by the extreme representatives of hostile criticism,

we have far more than enough to warrant saving

faith in Jesus, to form the firm foundation of such

faith, and to nurture it into the highest degree of

intelligence, power, and fulness. Any one who has a

reasonable assurance of the genuineness and truth-

fulness of the books specified should not remain a

moment longer apart from Christ, and does so at his

peril. His bounden duty as a guilty sinner is, with-

out a moment's delay, to cast himself at the feet of

Jesus as an expression of his penitence, faith, and

self-surrender. And the very instant he docs so as
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a real act of his soul, these books assure him that he

is pardoned, accepted, made a son of God, and if a

son then an heir
;

' an heir of God and a joint-heir

with Christ* Then as he comes to know the reality

of Jesus and His truth in the experience of daily life,

he will soon be able to say with the Samaritans of

old,
' Now we believe, not because of thy saying : for

we have heard Him for ourselves, and know that this

is indeed the Christ, the Saviour of the world.'

\



VI.

The Christian Miracles.

It is our object in the present study to discuss the

subject of miracles, which may be emphatically said

to be one of the 'burning questions' of the age. In

approaching it, it is not at all necessary for our

purpose that we enter into any abstruse analysis or

elaborate definition of what a miracle really is. Our

object is mainly practical, and all that is required is

a definition which is essentially correct and sufficient

for working purposes.

We find around us everywhere in the world a

realm and order of physical nature, in whose net-

work we live. This system is made up of matter,

physical force, and the so-called laws of nature.

Viewed from the merely scientific side, these laws

work by physical necessity, moving on in straight

lines, so that their action can be expressed by mathe-

matical formuL-c or equations. But when a being

possessed of intelligence and free-will interferes with

the necessary course of nature, works on or in nature,

»55
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SO as by means of his intelligent volitions or will to

make an entirely new beginning, and produce an

entirely new result or event which never could have

been produced by the mere physical laws and forces

themselves, then we have the essential element of a

miracle. It matters not whether the action be that of

a man, an angel, or God : in the direct interference of

an intelligent will in the iron course of nature, so as to

produce a new and designed result totally above the

power of mere physical law, we have the very soul

of the miraculous and supernatural. In ordinary

language, however, the term miracle is generally

restricted to visible results produced in nature by

superhuman agents; and more particularly still, to

visible results produced in nature by the special and

direct volition of God. As examples of what we
mean may be instanced any of the miracles of Christ,

such as stilling the storm, changing water into wine,

healing the sick, raising the dead, and all by a direct

volition brought to bear in and upon nature. It is

with the word in this last sense that we have more

immediately to do.

It must be obvious that miracles, as now described,

cannot be ordinary events. If they were so, they
would not indeed cease to be essentially miracles,

but they would lose much of their evidential power,
and would largely interfere with human action and
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moral training. In such a case, God by His constant

miracles would not only cast a slight upon His laws

of nature which He has established for man's guid-

ance, but would make a scientific knowledge of those

laws, and calm confidence in them, next to an impos-

sibility. The true view is, that for ordinary life and

history we have to look at the ordinary laws as the

visible or perceptible factors, while the miracles with

which we have now to do are only introduced in

connection with the birth of Christianity to authenti-

cate the divine Commissioner, and show that the new

religion is one of supernatural origin and contents,

power and purpose. Just as man sprang into being

at first in a special way, which, whether the way of

direct creation or modified evolution, has never been

seen in a single case in all the countless millions that

have lived since history began, so also was it with

the origin of Christianity. Just as a singular mani-

festation of divine volition and power was put forth

at the origin of the new race, so in like manner, a

singular manifestation of divine power and volition

in the form of miracles accompanied the introduction

of the new religion into the world. But as the new

race after its origin was left, as a rule, externally to

the ordinary laws of nature and history which were

pre-ordained with a view to its life, so was it to a

large extent with the new religion. Continuous
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visible miracles were no more required in this case

than in the other, and the new religion was left to

make itself at home in the current of laws which

had been pre-ordained of God with this purpose

distinctly in view. When a person empties a vase

full of richly coloured water into the mountain

streamlet, it produces in the act of falling into it

no small disturbance and commotion, and sends out

wavelets on every side
;
but soon it mingles with the

stream, and afterwards flows on quietly with its

current, only giving to it its own peculiar tinge. So

has it been in a manner with the entrance of Chris-

tianity into the stream of the world's history; the

miraculous manifestations accompanying its intro-

duction in due time giving way to the course of more

ordinary law.

It is not a right mode of expression to speak, as

Hume and many others do, of the New Testament

miracles as a ' violation of the laws of nature,' or as a

means of introducing disorder into the course of the

world. The very opposite of this is the case. God

is the God of order, and His miracles take place

only in the interests of the highest order. If there

had been nothing in the world but constant and

unchangeable physical laws, there would of course

have been nothing in the world but mechanical order,

and therefore no occasion for miracles. But then the
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world would have been a very poor world, however

large. It was the entrance upon the scene of a moral

being like man, a being possessed of free-will, and

therefore with the power to sin, that changed the

whole. As a most certain fact, man fell into sin and

sinful courses, and it is this dark fact of sin which

is the great disturber of order, the grand cause of

disorder in the world. And just in this deep and

ruinous disorder which has been caused by sin, do

we find the true root and ground of miraculous inter-

vention. It was designed to put an end to the dire

disorder and misery, and restore the divine order
;

and in doing so, the supernatural religion no more

violates the order of nature than the physician, who,

by skilful medicine and treatment, arrests the pro-

gress of the disease, or removes it altogether, and

restores the suffering patient to perfect health. It

was sin that introduced the real violation of the

laws of nature, and it is against it alone that the

charge of disorder is to be brought. Christianity, the

supernatural religion, was introduced and exists in

the interests of divine order.

The truth just now touched on, namely, that

miracles are in accordance with the principle of

the highest order, will appear the more clearly the

more carefully we consider it. There is obviously

an ascending gradation in nature, of which we may
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name as outstanding steps, matter, chemical force,

vegetable life, animal life, spiritual life. The Theist

naturally believes that in this scale the lower exists

for the higher ;
matter for chemical force

;
chemical

force for vegetable life
; vegetable life for animal

life; and all for spiritual life, which is the apex of

the pyramid. Surely then, if the spiritual or highest

element should by any means become the prey of

disorder and disease, it cannot be but that the

lower stages must admit of being used in such a

way as to conduce to the restoration of order and

health therein. To say that their common order or

laws of working must never be disturbed, even though

the supreme object for which they exist should

collapse in disorder and disease, surely seems con-

trary to reason. Rather it would seem most reason-

able that these lower stages should, from the very

nature of the case, admit of being so used as to

contribute to the healthful order of the highest. In

a great house, all the furniture, the servants, and the

different arrangements, exist and work for the welfare

of its inhabitant and lord
;
and surely we may rea-

sonably expect, that when he falls into disease or

trouble, all the arrangements must admit of being

changed as far as may be obviously necessary to

secure his recovery. To say that such a change is

impossible would be simply preposterous. It would
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be to esteem the means more important than the end,

the house than its inhabitant, the lower order than

the higher. The Theist regards the world and its

laws as made for man, and not man for the world

and its laws. Accordingly, if man should fall into

spiritual disease and disorder, then the world and its

laws may be used by God, even in the way of

miracles if necessary, to contribute to the restoration

of his spiritual health and order. It is the soul of

the very highest order that the lower laws and powers

should be used in the interest of order in the supreme

or spiritual sphere. A so-called miracle, therefore,

even though it may appear to cause a momentary dis-

order of a lower kind, may be in strict accordance with

the highest order. On the other hand, the absence of

miracles may, in certain cases, be a breach or failure

in the principle of the highest or spiritual order.

There are some who look on the miraculous element

in the New Testament as of little importance. They
think they can reject it entirely, and yet hold fast by

Christianity. We do not need to enter into any

lengthened discussion, in order to show that this is

impossible. The miraculous element is the very back-

bone of the Christian system, and all, or almost all,

that distinguishes it from other systems is to be

found in this very element. Christ is Christianity,

and His incarnation, person, life, resurrection, and
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ascension are all things which are intensely super-

natural or miraculous.' Accordingly, the man who

leaves all the supernatural out of Christianity must

leave out Christ. In any case he can believe in

Christ only as a mere man, who lived and died like

other men, whose body saw corruption, and whose

dust has long since been scattered to all the winds

that blow. Not only are all the supernatural facts

gone, but also all the supernatural doctrines which

were accredited by the facts, such as our Lord's true

divinity and atonement, justification by faith, the

resurrection, judgment, and immortality. All are

gone, at least to a shadow, and there is left little

more than the mere morality, with perhaps a few of

the doctrines of natural religion, and these without

their grandest proof and authentication. The man

who renounces all the supernatural in Christianity,

^ Is it necessary to say anything as to the distinction between the

supernatural zxi^ the miraculous? By the ^M#fr«a/2<ra/ we mean that

permanent world of mind, and especially the Divine Mind, which

exists above mere nature. Every direct manifestation or act of a

supernatural being is essentially a miracle, and every direct act or

manifestation of God is a miracle in the narrower sense with which

at present we have especially to do. We say every direct act or mani-

festation ; for all nature is an indirect manifestation, and all its opera-
tions indirect operations of the supernatural Creator and Upholder.

Accordingly, we would say that the growth of the grain is not a miracle,

because it is an indirect manifestation of a supernatural power ; but

that the incarnation and miracles of Christ are properly miracles,

because they are direct manifestations of such power. In short, a

direct or immediate supernatural manifestation or action is a miracle.
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and who still flatters himself that he is a Christian

in the New Testament sense, or indeed in any really

distinctive sense, is only deluding himself.

There are others who see that the miraculous is

evidently an essential element in Christianity, but

find herein their greatest obstacle to its reception.

Theodore Parker says, 'Miracles hang like a mill-

stone about the neck of many a pious man, who can

believe in religion, but not in the transformation of

water into wine, or the resurrection of a body.'
'

If

miracles,' says Baden Powell,
'

were, in the estimation

of a former age, among the chief supports of Chris-

tianity, they are at present among the main difficulties

and hindrances to its acceptance.' They are so, no

doubt, to those who are determined not to believe

in the supernatural or any special action of the super-

natural, and will have no religion but that of mere

nature. But, as we have seen, the supernatural element

is just the very essence and soul, the glory and power
of Christianity, and to desire a Christianity without

this element is to desire fire without the power to

burn, matter without gravitation, electricity without

the power of giving a shock, a soul without free-will.

Revelation implies the supernatural, and it can

scarcely be denied that a revelation is desirable and

not unreasonably to be expected. In a w^orld in

which immortal men are sunk in sin, and liable to all
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the miseries which accompany it here and the woes

which may possibly accompany it hereafter; in which

earnest souls in all ages have yearned, and wrestled,

and peered into the thick and silent darkness with the

deepest anguish, crying in agony for light : in a

world in which death reigns, and men, as they feel its

terrible shadow beginning to darken over them, are

filled with an awful anxiety to know whether there be

a hereafter, a heaven or a hell, or both : in a world

where men are utterly at sea as to whether or not

there is salvation for the lost, and if so, how it is to

be obtained, guess warring against guess, specula-

tion against speculation, system against system, surely

no one can deny that a reasonably certain revelation

is a thing most devoutly to be desired. To those

who beheve in a personal God it must seem to be a

thing not impossible. To those who have any idea

of God as a being possessed in some degree of a

Father's goodness and love, it must appear to be a

thing not utterly unlikely, but rather most likely,

that He should reveal to His children that truth

which they so deeply need, for which they so earnestly

cry, and which it is of paramount importance for

them to know, but which, as all history proves, they

cannot possibly discover for themselves with any
reasonable degree of certainty.

But when we think of such a revelation, the ques-
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tion at once arises, How can it be proved to be really

a revelation from heaven ? How can the messenger

be sufficiently accredited as an authoritative commis-

sioner from God ? The distinct answer is, that it

must be mainly by miracles. No doubt the moral

character of the messenger must be of the right kind
;

but this of itself is no sufficient authentication
;
for

there have been multitudes of the best of men who

have not been commissioned from heaven to reveal

truth beyond the reach of human reason. Therefore,

we say, the special credentials of the divine messenger

must be miracles.

There is the best reason to believe that the human

mind, when unsophisticated and unbiassed, naturally

and instinctively regards miracles as the appropriate

credentials of an authoritative commissioner from

heaven. Men as a rule have held this view in all

ages, and notwithstanding all the acute reasoning of

philosophers, nothing will ever drive this conviction

out of the general mind of man. For even instinctive

logic and practical common sense perceive at a glance,

that nothing can prove a supernatural commission

but supernatural credentials. Nothing but distinct

manifestations of mathematical or musical power

could ever prove to us, that a person who is a com-

plete stranger is a distinguished mathematician or

musician, and so nothing but supernatural credentials,
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or miracles, can possibly prove a messenger to have

a supernatural commission. Mere natural credentials

can no more prove a professed teacher of truth to

be supernaturally commissioned, than the ability to

speak or write English can prove the stranger re-

ferred to above, to be a great mathematician or

musician. The proof must naturally correspond with

the thing to be proved, and positively imply it.

Clearly therefore, from the nature of the case, nothing

but a supernatural action can ever prove a super-

natural commission, nothing but miracles can imme-

diately and satisfactorily authenticate a man to be

an authoritative messenger from God. Neither the

excellence of the morality alone, nor the apparently

high moral character of the teacher, nor both com-

bined, can be sufficient for this purpose ;
for all these

may be within the reach of mere human nature. To

authenticate in a sufficient way a teacher of super-

natural truth, that is, truth beyond the reach of mere

reason, miracles are necessary ;
at least they are the

most direct and natural proof. Hence, while Mozley

says that ' a supernatural fact is the proper proof of

a supernatural doctrine
;

' and Mansel, that
' a super-

human authority needs to be substantiated by super-

human evidence
;

'

even J. S. Mill frankly affirms

that
' a revelation cannot be proved divine unless by

external evidence
;
that is, by the exhibition of super-
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natural facts.' To sum up with the expression of

Butler,
' Revelation is miraculous, and miracles are

the proof of it'

That the Lord Jesus Himself meant His miracles

to be credentials of His divine commission, can scarcely

be denied or even doubted. In various texts He

expresses most explicitly what their purpose was,

and what their effect should be.
'

I have greater

witness than that of John,' He says ;

'

for the works

which the Father hath given Me to accomplish, the

very works that I do, bear witness of Me, that the

Father hath sent Me' (John v. 36). And again He

says,
* The works that I do in My Father's name,

they bear witness of Me' (John x. 25). When the

disciples of John the Baptist came to Him to

ascertain whether He was the true Messiah or not,

He replied,
' Go your way, and tell John what

things ye have seen and heard
;
how that the blind

receive their sight, the lame walk, the lepers are

cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised
'

(Luke

vii. 22). To the cavilling Jews He answered,
* That

ye may know that the Son of man hath power

on earth to forgive sins (then saith He to the sick

of the palsy). Arise, take up thy bed, and go

unto thine house' (Matt. ix. 6, 7). Accordingly we

also find that the Jews were declared to be highly

culpable for rejecting the evidence afforded by
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His miracles :

'

If I had not done among them the

works which none other man did, they had not had

sin
'

(John xv. 24) ;
and again,

' Woe unto thee,

Chorazin ! woe unto thee, Bethsaida ! for if the

mighty works which were done in you, had been

done in Tyre and Sidon, they would have repented

long ago in sackcloth and ashes' (Matt. xi. 21 ff.).

All this is extremely plain, and means beyond doubt

that our Lord meant His miracles to be credentials

of His heavenly mission.

It has been occasionally objected by a certain class

of thinkers from the time of Spinoza downwards,

that miracles are impossible. But surely, if we reflect,

we may well ask. What mortal man can undertake

such a sweeping assertion with modesty and reason-

ableness ? Only the man who absolutely knows that

there is no personal God : only the man who is an

absolute atheist, materialist, or pantheist : for obviously

if there be a God at all, it must be rash and unwar-

rantable in any mere man to assert that a miracle is

an impossibility. We know that God has interfered

in nature from time to time to make new beginnings

in it, and this is substantially a miracle. As geology

rolls back the volume of the earth's history before

our eyes, we come at last to a time when man most

certainly did not exist upon the earth. Here man is,

but there man is not, and between these two pages
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he sprang into being. But his coming into being,

whether by creation or development, was a new

beginning, and essentially a supernatural action on

the part of God. And if God could perform a super-

natural action then, we cannot suppose that He, who

is from everlasting to everlasting, is unable by a

direct act of His will to make a new beginning in

nature, or perform a supernatural action now. All

nature is God's nature
;

its matter, forces, and laws

are God's matter, forces, and laws, and surely it must

be unwarrantable to suppose that they are not His

obedient servants, and that He cannot use them for

supernatural purposes or to bring about supernatural

events. It may be the case that we cannot tell how

God's will directly works on nature so as to accom-

plish the miracle, any more than we can tell how our

will raises our hand to perform the human miracle of

holding up the stone that is in it. But in spite of all

the mystery, we know that our will does raise our

hand. And the laws and forces of nature are but the

hands of God, and may be infinitely more obedient

to His will than the human hand to the human will.

To say that God created nature and its laws, but that

He cannot now use or even modify them, looks very

much like an absurdity, if not a contradiction ;
for

surely it is a far less thing to use, or even modify

those laws and forces, than to create them at first.
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In short, we must remember that God has made

nature not to be His master, but His servant.

But does not modern physical science prove that

miracles must be impossible ? We confidently answer

that it has never proved and never can prove any such

thing. As we have seen in a previous study, it cannot

even reach God, for He is quite beyond its sphere ;

and much more must it lie beyond its sphere to affirm

that God cannot perform a miracle. It can no more

prove that it is impossible for God to use the laws of

nature to bring about a supernatural event, than it can

prove that it is impossible for man to use the laws of

nature to make a stone rise in the air. What physical

science shows is that the forces and laws of nature, as

a rule, are constant after they are brought into exist-

ence, not that they must be constant by a meta-

physical necessity in spite of the will of God. But

this so-called uniformity of nature does not exclude

supernatural action on the part of man, and much

less does it exclude it on the part of God. If man,

in spite of this uniformity, is able not merely to act

on nature from without, but even to use its laws and

forces as a means to his end, surely this must be

true much more of God. What physical science has

shown is, that the miracles of Jesus are absolutely

beyond the power of nature or of man, and must

therefore be miracles in the highest sense
;
but it has
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not proved, and it cannot prove in the least, that

miracles are impossible.

It has been already implied that man can perform

that which is essentially a miracle. And this is the

certain fact. We find in nature a system in which

constant laws rule, which act of necessity, and only

on their own lines. But in man we find a mind, and

the elements of intelligence and free-will. Man, in

virtue of this mind, can act upon the fixed laws of

nature from without, and use them to accomplish

new results and introduce new beginnings into the

course of nature, which mere nature itself never could

introduce. Every intelligent volition which takes

effect in outward action is such a new beginning,

introducing something quite new into the course of

nature, and therefore it contains within it the essence

of a miracle. In other words, when we form an

intelligent plan, and use our free-will to set action

going to carry it out into realization, we do a thing

which the constant laws of nature never could have

done, and which is therefore essentially supernatural.

We really bring a supernatural act into being, and

in doing so, we may appear even to 'violate' some

of the laws of nature. But after all we arc only

using the laws of nature as they were m.eant to

be used, as the trusty servants and instruments of

intelligent free-will. Every law of nature still con-
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tinues to act in its own way, and where we appear

to '

violate
'

these laws, it is only by counteracting

them by other laws of nature or by the laws of

mind.

Perhaps it may be well to make this clear by an

example or two. When we hold up a stone in the hand,

it is plain that we are counteracting,
*

violating
'

let

us even say, the law of gravitation. But it is plain

that we are counteracting the law of gravitation only

by the higher laws of mind making use of the

physical power of the arm for this very purpose.

Yet even in this simple act we have all the different

and all the difficult elements of the miraculous, an

intelligent will producing a totally new effect in nature

which nature itself never could produce. Or again,

let us take the case of the steam-engine. In the

production of such an object you have all the essen-

tial difficulties of the miracle. You have a totally

new thing produced by an intelligent will acting in

and upon nature, a thing which mere nature never

could have produced itself. Yet it is all produced

by mind thinking out the thought, putting forth the

will, and using the laws and forces of nature, so as to

make them co-operate to realize the intelligent pur-

pose. The mind seizes and utilizes the law of gravi-

tation, the laws of the air, of iron, of motion, of fire,

of water, of steam, and the like, unites them all and
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plays them ofif against each other, and so produces

the useful steam-engine.

In all such cases as the above, we have first the

intelligent plan in the mind, then the volition to carry

it out, the setting free of new force, or transmutation

of dormant energy by the will, in order to move the

arm, perform the act, or execute the work, and the

skilful use of the laws of nature so as to carry out our

purpose. The step here which is the central mystery

where the supernatural essentially lies concealed, is

the intelligent action of the will, the setting free of

new power which would have remained only blind

dormant potential energy, and the passage over of

that action and power into realization as a new

existence in the world of sense. It is quite true

that this step is enveloped in mystery ;
we cannot

give a logical analysis or statement of it in detail
;

but the fact is as certain as any fact of consciousness

can be. Now, if the finite mind of man can form

such new and intelligent plans, can by the action of

the will originate new beginnings, can set free new

power or transmute and direct potential energy, and

can use the forces and laws of the physical world so

as to accomplish its supernatural ends, surely the

infinite mind of God may do the same, and that in

an immeasurably higher degree. He who is the

supreme intelligence can form the new purpose : He
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who is the fountain of all will can put forth the new

volition
;
He to whose will all power and potential

energy lying in the unseen are entirely subject, can,

by an act of His will, at once set free that energy in

actual form so as to make it spring up in the seen in

a new existence
;
He to whom all nature is under

direct and complete control, even more than the arm

is under the control of our will, can, by His will, use

the power and laws of nature as His pliant instru-

ments, whether in the way of action or counteraction,

so as to accomplish the end which He wills.^

We cannot, of course, in the least understand, far

less exactly analyse and state, how God breaks

through nature, and works in and by the laws and

forces of nature, so as to produce a new beginning

or event. We know almost nothing as to how our

mind works in and through means of the brain.

We know absolutely nothing as to how the will sets

free nerve force, or whatever it may be, to command

and move the muscles. We know next to nothing

about the manner in which it works in and by the

muscles to raise the arm, as to how it changes in the

act of volition mere potential into actual energy.

We are almost totally ignorant as to how mind

works in and on and through means of matter,

although we know the fact for certain.
' The pro-

^ See Appendix, Note IX.
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blem of the connection of the soul and body,' says

Professor Tyndall,
'

is as unsearchable in its modern

form as it was in the pre-scientific ages.' In like

manner, we can still less expect to know and analyse

the mode in which the mind of God may act

in nature to produce a new beginning or a new

event. It may be that, in some instances at least,

He uses only natural laws to produce the miracle.

Or it may be, as Lotze holds, that the natural laws

remain unaltered, but that God so modifies the

essential state of the existing forces and elements of

matter directly bearing on the special case, that they

now work out the miracle according to the universal

laws of nature.^ Or, it may be, as the authors of

the Unseen Universe hold, that God accomplishes

the miracle by the direct transference of new energy

through an act of the divine will from the invisible

into the visible universe, by
' the transmutation of

energy from the one universe into the other.' ^
Shall

we say that just as the contact of the conductor sets

free the electricity in the battery, so as to make it

flow into the body and produce the shock, or just

as the will sets free the potential nerve force to flow

into the arm to move it
;

so God by His divine

volition injects a new rush of power, or sets it free

to flow from the invisible into the visible sphere .'

^ See Appendix, Note X.
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But perhaps, after all, it is more modest and safe to

say that we cannot tell how the end is accomplished

in the case of God any more than in the case of

man. * Such knowledge is too wonderful for us
;

it

is high, we cannot attain unto it' What we know

for certain is, that God has produced such new

beginnings and events, as the records of creation

both in Scripture and in the structure of the earth

declare, and as the records of Christianity both in

the New Testament and the continuously existing

Church no less explicitly proclaim.

But though we may not be warranted in declaring

miracles impossible, nay, even though we expressly

admit them to be possible, it is further objected that

they cannot possibly be proved. This is the position

taken up by Hume in his famous argument. No
better statement of the argument can be given than

his own. *A miracle is a violation of the laws of

nature
;
and as a firm and unalterable experience

has established these laws, the proof against a

miracle, from the very nature of the fact, is as entire

as any argument from experience can possibly be

imagined.'
^ That is, the miracles of the New Testa-

ment are proved by testimony, but 'experience'

tells us * that testimony sometimes deceives us,'

whereas it tells us that the laws of nature are

^
Essay on Miracles, Part i.
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'uniform.' When testimony, therefore, comes into

collision with the '

uniformity of nature,' the former

must go to the wall. But in the miracle this is

what takes place: and therefore we must reject

the evidence of testimony for the miracle, as being

more than counterbalanced by the 'uniformity of

nature.' In other words, miracles cannot be proved,

and are utterly incredible.

Now, that Hume's argument is a very acute logical

puzzle is no doubt the case. It is tolerably certain

that the instinctive common sense of men in general

regards it more in the light of a puzzle than of a

solid argument. It is a puzzle of somewhat the

same kind as those who maintain the freedom of the

will regard the argument of Edwards against that

doctrine to be. While few can logically unravel or

refute it, just as few believe it; for though they

cannot solve the puzzle by logic, they nevertheless

directly solve it by consciousness. It is a puzzle

somewhat like the argumentation employed by
Hume himself, and by the idealists, against our

certainty in regard to the reality of the external

world. It is extremely subtle, and difficult to refute

logically ;
nevertheless but few believe in it

;
for

though they may not be able to refute it by logic,

they do so readily by instinct and common sense.

In like manner men in general feci that though
M
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Hume's argument against miracles may be very-

subtle, and difificult to refute logically, it is quite as

easily and directly refuted by consciousness and

common sense as either of the preceding. Men have

an instinctive perception and conviction that the

argument is fallacious. They have an invincible

belief that there is such a thing as sufficient evi-

dence of the senses and of testimony for an object

or event. When that sufficient evidence exists,

they feel constrained to accord their belief, even to

miracles. And that men have an instinctive con-

viction of this, deeper than their conviction of the

uniformity of the laws of nature, is shown by the

fact that they have in all ages almost universally

believed more or less in miracles. Instead of regard-

ing them as incredible and unprovable, they have no

difficulty in certain circumstances in regarding them

both as credible and proved. To use Hume's own

words employed elsewhere :

' We need not fear that

this philosophy will ever undermine the reasonings

of common life. Nature will always maintain her

rights, and prevail in the end over any abstract

reasoning whatsoever.' ^

In any case, the argument or puzzle notwithstand-

ing, we know that things which are essentially

miracles may be as certain as any historical fact in

^
Inquiry concerning Human Understanding, Part i. sect. v.
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the universe, and believed to be as certain. Per-

haps we shall see this most vividly by means of a

simple illustration. It is quite certain that it is

contrary to all 'experience' in Hume's sense of the

word, that man should come into existence in any
other way than by ordinary generation. All ' ex-

perience
'

declares that this is the only way : and

therefore we should believe that man must have

existed from all eternity by ordinary descent. But

it is perfectly certain that there was a time when

man did not exist upon the earth. There must

therefore have been a first man. And how did he

come into existence ? It matters not whether he was

developed or created, he clearly did not come into

existence by ordinary human birth. But whether he

sprang into existence by development or immediate

creation, either is alike contrary to all 'experience.'

The development or creation of a man has never been

seen in all the ages of history, and being contrary

to all experience, it ought to be unprovable and

incredible. Man therefore must certainly be eternal
;

at least we ought to believe this, if we arc to trust

Hume's argument. But in spite of his argument,
we know that man did not exist from all eternity,

that he did at some past time or other come into

existence in a way entirely contrary to universal

human 'experience.' So in like manner, in spite of
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Hume's argument or puzzle, miracles may have

taken place, and we may have reasonable assurance

of the fact.

But after all, from the Christian point of view, the

Christian miracles, and those of Christ in particular,

are not *

contrary to experience
'

in Hume's sense of

the expression, and therefore his argument does not

apply. We are not to think of the miracles as

sporadic, purposeless, accidental occurrences. We
must remember that they stand in living and organic

connection with the incarnation of Christ, and His

mission as the Divine Saviour and the Founder of

the ultimate world-religion. They are the proper

credentials of His heavenly commission, and a vital

part of the new religion.^ The case of the Christian

miracles is therefore entirely unique. It stands utterly

alone in the history of human *

experience.' We have

no '

experience
'

whatsoever in regard to the intro-

duction of such a religion and the advent of such a

Person Into our world. We have no more 'experi-

ence
'

in regard to such a thing than we have in

regard to the creation of the world. As there is

only one case of each in the past, we cannot be

said to have any experience in regard either to the

one or the other. Our *

experience
'

cannot say

what is likely or is not likely to be the mode of

^ See Appendix, Note XI.
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procedure at the creation of a world, for we have

never had any experience in regard to the matter.

Accordingly, to say that it was accompanied with

this or that class of phenomena cannot be said to

be 'contrary to experience.' In the same way our

'experience' can prove nothing about the improba-

bility of miracles as phenomena accompanying

Christianity and the advent of Christ, for we have no
*

experience
'

whatsoever in regard to the introduc-

tion of such a religion. In other words, our 'experi-

ence,' in Hume's sense, has really nothing to say

on the matter, nothing at any rate which can prove

miracles in such a conjuncture incredible.

In any case, this so-called argument against

miracles from '

experience
'

may be checkmated in

another way. Let it be granted for the moment

that miracles in the general sense are 'contrary to

experience ;

'

it is also
'

contrary to experience,' that

evidence such as we have for the Christian miracles

should be false. A jury has no hesitation in giving

a fatal verdict of guilty against a murderer on the

evidence of two honourable and trustworthy eye-

witnesses of his crime, so certain is our confidence

in proper human testimony. But here we have

the best testimony converging upon the Christian

miracles. The witnesses are beyond all doubt men

of the highest moral character, not to speak of our
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Lord, who plainly claimed the power of working

miracles, and speaks as if He actually wrought them.

No one can believe the apostles and their fellow-

disciples to be impostors. All selfish interests must

have disposed them to abjure and forsake Christ, if

He had been an impostor ; but, on the contrary, they

forsook all for Him. For His sake they exposed

themselves to shame and scorn, to worldly loss and

ostracism, to unremitting persecution and death.

They were not merely cross-examined, they were

examined by suffering and torture
;
and yet they

held fast to their testimony and sealed it with their

blood. They did not hear of the miracles at second

hand
; they saw them with their own eyes, heard

them with their own ears, felt them with their own

hands, so that they could not possibly be mistaken.

The witnesses were not merely two or three, but

numerous
;
not merely twelve, or even a hundred

and twenty, but hundreds. They were not only

numerous, but in spite of all their persecutions no

one ever came forward and divulged the secret

imposture, or showed up the falsity of the juggle.

Not even Judas the traitor, not even the hostile

Jews attempted such a thing, for it is notorious that

they admitted our Lord's miracles to be really such,

however they might seek to evade the proper infer-

ence. These miracles were wrought not in darkness.
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but in open day ;
not in private, but in public ;

not

merely among friends, but before the most deter-

mined enemies
;
not with any previous preparation,

but as the event presented itself, so that any
collusion was impossible. They were, as we have

already seen, the naturally-to-be-expected concomi-

tants and credentials accompanying the introduction

of a divine religion. They were followed by the

spread of the new religion in the midst of enemies,

in the very places where they are said to have been

wrought, and when there was no worldly inducement

to believe except shame and loss, persecution and

a martyr's death. They were followed by the rise

of the Christian Church, which has had an un-

broken continuity of existence down to the present

day. This is a brief but imperfect summary of the

evidence for the Christian miracles. It is evidence

of such a nature that it is contrary to all 'experi-

ence
'

that it should be false. There never has been

a single case in which such evidence has been

found to be false in the whole history of man.

Accordingly, if a miracle be '

contrary to experi-

ence,' it is no less contrary to all experience that

such evidence, or anything approaching to it, should

be utterly false.^

^ See this well discussed by Chalmers, Evidences of Christianity,

Book i. chap. iii. sect. iv.
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But after all, what has '

experience
'

to say, as a

witness, against the miracles of Jesus ? Directly it

can say nothing positive. At the very utmost, it can

only say that it cannot bear witness in their behalf.

It can only say : I was not present to see, and there-

fore I am not a proper witness and ought to be out

of the witness-box. The matter is one beyond my
competency, and not having been present at the time,

I can bear no valid testimony against those miracles,

if I can bear none in their favour. But the testimony

presented in the New Testament, and of which a

summary has just been given, is positive testimony.

In other words, we have the testimony of the most

trustworthy and thoroughly tested witnesses, all on

the same side, backed up by varied and important

circumstantial evidence, and that must decide the

verdict. In the case of a trial for murder, it would

avail the murderer but little if he should offer to pro-

duce as witnesses a hundred, or a hundred million

men, who were ready to swear that they had not seen

him commit the murder. The question would im-

mediately be raised, Were they actually present, so as

to be able to see what was going on at the time and

place at which the murder was committed ? If they

were not present, their testimony would go for

nothing, they would properly speaking have no

testimony at all to give ;
and if two trustworthy
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witnesses swore that they positively were present and

saw the murder, the prisoner would be unhesitatingly

condemned. In like manner, the millions represented

by Hume's general 'experience' were not present on

the unique occasion, so as to be able to see whether

or not the miracles of Jesus were actually wrought.

They are therefore not properly witnesses in the case,

and are out of court
;
their testimony, if it does not

exactly go for nothing, is at the best only indirect ;

while the direct and positive testimony that remains

is substantially untouched, and therefore the verdict

of the jury must be in favour of the reality of the

Christian miracles.

But it may be objected. After all, does any intelligent

man nowadays really believe in the Christian miracles ?

Does not every man totally reject the idea of miracles

in practical life ? When we hear that some professed

miracle has taken place, as for example the miracles

at Lourdes, or others of the Romish Church, does not

every intelligent man, whether a Christian or not, at

once reject them without examination as absurd }

Do we not set them down as mere delusion and im-

posture, and does not this show that every man in

his heart of hearts really disbelieves in miracles ? It

does no such thing. Take even the unwarrantable

case of the man who positively disbelieves that any

miracles can, or do, or will take place in these later
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Christian ages, we may easily see that such a position

is quite consistent with a firm belief in the gospel

miracles. No one believes in instances occurring at

the present day in which men are directly created by

God, and thus come into the world in the same way
as Adam did

;
but very clearly that position is in no

way inconsistent with the belief of man's original

creation. No one believes in cases of man being

developed out of the ape in the present age, and yet

that may be quite consistent, it is held, with a belief

in development in the past. The creationist and the

evolutionist alike believe in the unique origin of man

according to their respective theories
;
but after the

becfinning- was made and man inserted in the course

of nature, they may both hold that he was left to the

reign of ordinary natural law. So in like manner,

the Christian may consistently believe that Chris-

tianity was miraculously introduced at first, and

inserted into the course of the world's life, but that

afterwards it was left to the more ordinary laws of

history, without the constant intervention of miracles.

What was necessary both for man and Christianity

in order to bring them into existence, is by no means

necessarily required for their continuance. After

the Founder of Christianity has duly authenticated

His mission and work by miracles, it is possible that

they may be safely withdrawn. When a foreign

I
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ambassador arrives in our country, he must at the

becrinnincT of his residence show his credentials, in

order to authenticate himself; but once his position

has been acknowledged, and still more when he has

become in a manner naturalized in the country, he

no longer flaunts his credentials in the eyes of men,

or * wears them on his sleeve for daws to peck at.'

We must, of course, be careful to distinguish what

is the only kind of evidence which we can naturally

and reasonably expect for the New Testament

miracles. We cannot expect the evidence of uni-

versal, or even general, experience from age to age.

That is precluded to a large extent by the very idea

of a miracle, which is just this, that it is something

outside of the course of positive general experience.

And just as plainly we cannot have the evidence of

direct intuition, such evidence as we have for a

mathematical axiom, or a first principle in morals.

The miracles of the New Testament are to us events

of past history, and accordingly as such they can be

known as true not by general experience or by intui-

tion, but only by historical testimony. This follows

from the very nature of the case. A man may no

doubt say that he will not accept historical testimony

as sufficient, even along with the moral and circum-

stantial evidence by which it is supported ;
but if so,

there is no help for him. He rejects the only evidence
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of which the case admits, and the matter is at an end

so far as he is concerned. If a man will not accept

mathematical evidence for a mathematical truth, or

experimental evidence for a physical truth, he is

doomed to remain in unbelief; and in like manner,

if a man will not accept historical evidence, even

when well supported all round, for a past historical

fact, he must be content to remain in unbelief. He

rejects at the very threshold the only kind of evi-

dence of which the case admits, and which can be

had, and thus he practically shuts himself out from

the possibility of conviction.

The conditions have indeed been sometimes laid

down, which alone would be sufficient to demonstrate

the reality of a miracle. Renan has done this more

than once.^ According to him, in order to make the

result completely satisfactory, Jesus in raising a dead

man to life, for example, would have needed to sub-

mit to some such conditions as the following. A
committee of distinguished physiologists and physi-

cists should have been formed. They should have

selected the corpse, and tested scientifically that it

was really dead. They should have fixed on the hall

where the experiment was to be made, and if it

could only have been in Paris so much the better.

They should, in short, have taken all the necessary

^ Vie de Jesus, p. 51, I2th edition
;
Les Apdtres, p. 44.
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scientific precautions ;
and then in the face of day

and before an excited assembly ;

—we leave the rest

of the picture, however, to the reader's imagination.

But even the performance of the miracle once and

again after this fashion would not have been sufficient.

He must have repeated it in different circumstances,

and on different dead bodies. Such is a sketch of the

necessary conditions. But who does not instinctively

feel that such a method partakes far too much of the

mere theatrical, and is quite foreign to the spirit of

Jesus, to the natural way in which His miracles

always sprang up out of the actual life and history,

and to the real gospel meaning of the miracles, as

object lessons teaching positive truth ? And further,

we may safely say that such a method would never

have satisfied even Renan himself For he doubtless-

would have said, as he does say, that miracles are

not performed nowadays ;
no man ever sees or ever

saw a miracle in our age ;
and therefore they cannot

have taken place then. The committee who con-

ducted the experiments must either have been

deceived themselves, or must have united with Jesus

in His deception. In any case, it is much more than

likely that deception took place somewhere
;
for are

not miracles contrary to all experience ?

In a previous study we have discussed the authen-

ticity of the leading books of the New Testament,
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and of course we now accept them as veracious and

trustworthy witnesses in behalf of the Christian

miracles. But it may strengthen their testimony,

especially in view of the consideration that there are

some who think they can reject the miracles and yet

accept our Lord's teaching, if we emphasize the fact

that the New Testament miracles are often closely

interwoven with the ordinary narrative, the dialogue,

and the teaching. So closely are they interwoven at

times, that they cannot be separated without the

utmost arbitrariness and violence, without producing

confusion, and making much of the teaching unin-

telligible. We see this very clearly in regard to the

miracle of feeding the five thousand, recorded in the

sixth chapter of John, when viewed in connection with

the discourse which follows concerning the bread of

life. We see it again illustrated in the narrative of

the raising of Lazarus (John xi.) ;
for here the conver-

sation is closely connected with the miracle, and the

miracle in its turn becomes the means of stirring up
further hostility on the part of the Jews. We see the

same thing in the account of Paul's conversion (Acts

ix.), in which the natural incidents, the miracles, the

dialogue, and the resultant new life fit into each

other and are inseparably interwoven. Accordingly

nothing can be more capricious or arbitrary than the

way in which such critics as Renan, for example, are
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compelled by their foregone denial of the super-

natural to deal with such narratives
;
for while they

accept substantially the natural facts, the dialogue,

and the teaching, they utterly reject the miraculous

element, though the evidence for it is exactly the

same as for the elements which they accept.
* The

miracles,' as Godet remarks,
'

are not, as people often

believe, a mere embroidery upon the web of the

gospel history ; they form part of the very web itself,'

And hence, in the words of Dr. M'Cosh, 'it is im-

possible to separate between the ordinary acts and

discourses of our Lord on the one hand, and His

miracles on the other. They are woven through and

through each other as the weft and woof. They could

be separated only by tearing the garment to pieces.'
^

This fact is important and instructive, and greatly

strengthens the testimony of the New Testament

books to the miracles.

But while miracles are so inseparably interwoven

with the narrative and teaching, it may still further

confirm their credibility when we reflect that they

exactly fit into the nature and personality of Jesus.

' This is clearly perceivetl and fully acknowledged even by Strauss.

He says :
'
If the Gospels are really and truly historical, it is impossible

to exclude miracles from the life of Jesus ;

'

th )Ugh he goes on character-

istically to remark :

'

If, on the other hand, miracles are incompatible
with history, then the Gospels are not really historical records.'—Nc-u)

Life 0/ Jesus, vol. i. p. 19.
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In Other words, there is a perfect congruity or

consistency between them and Him.^ He is repre-

sented as altogether a supernatural Person
;
and

this He Himself explicitly claims to be. In like

manner, true to all this, He acts as a supernatural

Person. But to act like such a Person is to do

supernatural things, that is, to work miracles. In

other words, it is as natural for Him to perform

miracles in the higher sense, as it is for man to

perform intelligent, voluntary actions, which are

miracles in the lower sense. Richter somewhere

remarks that 'miracles on earth are nature in

heaven.' This saying has its truth
; and, applied to

Jesus, it means that what appear the highest miracles

to us were nature to Him. We feel that there is a

consistency in it that Jesus should perform miracles,

as He was Himself the grand miracle. We even

find it difficult to conceive that He who was incar-

nate God should have gone through life without

miraculous manifestations, just as we find it difficult

to think of a man going through life without the

usual manifestations of humanity. It is a funda-

mental law that everything should act according to

its own nature, and for Christ to act according to

His true nature is to perform supernatural actions

in the highest sense.
'

Being a miracle Himself, it

^
Compare Appendix, Note XI,
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would be the greatest of all miracles, if He did not

work miracles.' ^

Once more, it is worthy of remark that the

miracles of Jesus were not fantastic, puerile, mean-

ingless monstrosities, like the miracles of the apocry-

phal Gospels and of later Mohammedanism. On the

contrary, they were the natural expression of what

was in Jesus, of what His grand purpose was. They
were 'signs,' full of significance. They served not

only as credentials to authenticate the Messenger
and His teaching, but they were also the actual

means of expressing and teaching the truth. They
extend over all the realms of nature, the wind and

the sea, the vegetable and the animal kingdoms, the

bodies and the minds of men, the world of death

and the world of evil spirits : and they prove thereby

that Christ is truly Lord of all. They are all

miracles of healing, of mercy and benevolence, and

thereby they proclaim that His mission was one of

mercy and healing, that He is the life and the light

of men, the bread of life, the resurrection and the

life. We may read the gospel in His miracles as

well as in His oral teaching and His parables, and

we find that it is the self-same gospel. In other

words, the miracles harmonize not merely with the

person but also with the mission and teaching of

' See Appendix, Note XII.

N
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Jesus, and this consistency becomes another powerful

consideration establishing their reality.

We close the present study with a simple state-

ment of what the miraculous element in Christianity,

once reasonably established, distinctly implies. When

taken along with the moral character of Jesus, it

demonstrates His divine commission and the full

authority of His teaching. By doing so, it proves

in the only way in which they can be proved the

supernatural doctrines which He proclaimed. More

especially it proves the doctrines of His divinity and

propitiation, salvation by grace through faith, the

resurrection, the final judgment and immortality
—

doctrines which are clearly beyond the reach of mere

reason to ascertain with practical certainty, and which

could only have been made known by a supernatural

revelation. The miraculous element carries with it,

in short, all those high doctrines which make our

religion full of the unsearchable riches of Christ and

the treasures of the Godhead, and without which it

would have been poor and feeble indeed, and would

long since have vanished as a living power from the

earth. It proves that the supernatural is a great

reality, the reality of all realities, in which the soul

of the spiritual man lives and breathes as in an

unseen, ethereal ocean, interpenetrated by its subtle

influence through and through. It shows us that
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the little circle of our life on earth is surrounded in

its utmost horizon, by a supernatural zone, which,

like 'a glorious rose of dawn,' gives us the good

hope through grace, that when our 'life's star' sets

in the west, it only sets to rise beyond the ridge of

the everlasting hills in that heavenly sphere where

all is life and day.



VII.

Direct Personal Testimony to Miracles in

THE New Testament.

Our object in the following study is to discuss the

question whether we have in the New Testament any

indisputably direct personal testimony to miracles.

Do any of the writers, speaking undeniably in their

own name, directly bear their own testimony to

miracles as matters of fact .'' Is there, in short, any

first-hand testimony ? To this we answer emphati-

cally in the affirmative
;
and as the matter is some-

times spoken of as if it were doubtful, we proceed

to investigate it at some length.^

Assuming the authenticity of the chief books of

the New Testament, which has been already treated

^ For example, the author of Supernatural Religion speaks as

follows :

'

Throughout the whole New Testament, . . . there is no

instance whatever, that we can remember, in which a writer claims

to have himself performed a miracle. Wherever there has existed even

the comparatively accurate means of information, which a person who

himself performed a miracle might possess, the miraculous entirely

fails, and it is found only where faith or credulity usurps the place of

knowledge.'
—Supernatural Religion, vol. i. pp. 200 f. This statement

the author endeavours to justify at length in vol. iii. pp. 325 ff".
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of in a previous study, we might say at first sight

that the direct personal evidence is abundant. There

is the testimony of Matthew, who was an apostle

and companion of the Lord, and therefore an eye-

witness of many of the numerous miracles which he

reports. There is the testimony of Mark, who was
'

the interpreter of Peter,' and who ' wrote accurately

all that he remembered
'

of that apostle's narratives.

There is the testimony of Luke, who, though like

Mark not an eye-witness himself, nevertheless, as he

tells us in the preface to his Gospel, narrates the

Gospel incidents as 'they delivered them unto us,

who from the beginning were eye-witnesses.' In

other words, his Gospel is a narrative of what he had

directly received from the eye-witnesses. There is

above all the testimony of John, which was direct

and personal in the highest sense, and embraces

some of our Lord's most striking miracles, and more

especially the raising of Lazarus from the dead.

' He saw and believed,' even ' the disciple who testi-

fieth these things, and wrote these things,'
^ in the

fourth Gospel. Accordingly in the Gospels we have

full and explicit testimony to our Lord's miracles, in

two direct, in two indirect, no doubt, but indirect very

much in the sense that they are the immediate reporters

of the testimony of those who were eye-witnesses.
^
Compare John xx. 8 and xxi. 24.
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When we pass to the other books of the New

Testament, we find similar and direct testimony.

The Acts of the Apostles was written by Luke, and

as we have already seen, he relates a considerable

portion of it in the first person, 'we.' That is, he

narrates as one who had been present as an eye-

witness. But it will be found that those portions

which he narrates in his own name are just as full of

miraculous events as the other portions. He relates

in the personal passages the expulsion of ' the spirit

of divination' from the damsel at Philippi (ch. xvi.

16-18) ;
and also, we may safely say, the miracu-

lous deliverance of Paul and Silas from the prison

in that city (xvi. 25-40). We find in the narrative

given in the first person, the restoration of Eutychus

to life (xx. 6-12), Paul's deliverance from the evil

results of the viper's bite in Malta, and the healing

of Publius and others of their diseases in that island

(xxviii.). Again, passing to the Epistle to the

Hebrews, we find its author also bearing direct per-

sonal testimony to miracles as well-known facts. He

testifies that the gospel
' was confirmed unto us by

them that heard [the Lord], God also bearing them

witness with signs and wonders and divers miracles,

and gifts of the Holy Ghost
'

(Heb. ii. 3, 4). In

view of the peculiar nature of the work, we do not

adduce the evidence of the Revelation of John,
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though it is accepted by the most negative school

of critics as the genuine production of that apostle.

Enoujih has been said to show that we have abun-

dant personal testimony of the direct kind to miracles

in the New Testament, and that it is given in such

a way as to imply that they were regarded in the

Church as undeniable facts.

We come now, however, to what is more especially

the object of this study, namely, to consider the

unquestioned and unquestionable evidence of Paul to

miracles. In doing so, we restrict ourselves, as in a

previous study, to his first four Epistles,
—Romans,

I and 2 Corinthians, and Galatians. We restrict our-

selves rigidly to these Epistles for the reason there

referred to at length, that while the extreme school

largely reject the Gospels, the Acts, and the other

New Testament books except Revelation, they are

united in accepting these four Epistles. Baur, the

representative and late head of the negative school

in Germany ; Renan, the representative of the school

in France
;
and the author of Supernatural Religion,

the representative of the school in England,
—all unite

in accepting these Epistles as indisputably genuine.^

Here then we have a firm and sure foundation on

which to stand, even in the judgment of our most

1 See Study V. ,

' The Testimony of the Unquestioned Epistles of

Paul ;' and especially pp. 127 ff.
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determined opponents. Accordingly we confine our

attention at present to these incontestably genuine

Epistles, and we affirm that in them Paul bears his

explicit and direct personal testimony to miracles.

We do not need to dwell at present on the

character of the witness. We have done so already,

and have seen that he is a witness of the very highest

class, who proved his truthfulness by forsaking all for

Christ, by suffering for His sake shame, persecution,

and a martyr's death; who lived in the midst of

the events, and had, both as persecutor and apostle,

the very best means of sifting the whole matter

to the very bottom, so as to arrive at the absolute

truth.

It seems almost certain that no man of average

intelligence and unbiassed mind can read the four

Epistles just referred to without concluding that Paul

himself believed in miracles, and that he appears to

bear his testimony to their existence as a fact notori-

ous in the Church. This is admitted even by the

negative school itself. The author of Supernatural

Religion says :

*

It must not be supposed that we in

the slightest degree question the fact that the Apostle

Paul believed in the reality of supernatural interven-

tion in mundane affairs, or that he asserted the actual

occurrence of certain miracles.'
^ Of course these

^
Supernatural Religion, vol. iii. p. 346.
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critics must try to break down this testimony in every

possible way. They attempt to do so partly by

affirming that Paul was an ecstatic visionary, partly

by the rationalistic process of explaining away words

and passages, and partly by what we cannot but call

the process of special pleading ;
in short, by the most

arbitrary and capricious methods. What we now

mean to do is, to collect the testimony of the witness,

and place it clearly before the minds of readers in its

simple and natural meaning, leaving them as the jury

to come to a decision for themselves.

We merely mention at present the apostle's narra-

tive of the testimony of
' the twelve

'

(twice), of

Cephas and James, and of the more than '

five hun-

dred brethren,' to the miracle of our Lord's resur-

rection (i Cor. XV. 3-7). The apostle came into

close contact with many of these witnesses, so that if

his testimony in that passage is not quite first-hand,

it is certainly second-hand testimony of the very

highest type. But we pass over the passage at pre-

sent, not merely because it may be said to contain

second-hand testimony, but because it will come up

in its proper place in the following study.

We now come to the apostle's direct personal testi-

mony. We find him bearing testimony to the fact that

he had received revelations of truth directly from

Christ. He says in Gal. i. 11, 12, 'I certify you
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brethren, that the gospel which was preached of me

is not after man
;
for I neither received it of man,

neither was I taught it, but by the revelation of Jesus

Christ' The plain meaning of such language is, that

Paul had supernatural or miraculous revelations of

the truth, though in what particular way we may not

be able exactly to tell. We cannot get rid of the

force of this by affirming, that this was only his way

of expressing the dawning of the truth on his mind

by the natural processes of thought or logic ;
for he

can and does distinguish clearly between his own

thoughts or opinions and such revelations. Hence

we find him speaking of certain things as being

his own 'judgment,' and distinguishing explicitly

between his own teaching and commandments, and

those of the Lord (see i Cor. vii. 6, lo, 12, 25, 40).

That is, he can and does distinguish between his own

views, and truth received by direct revelation from

Christ
;
so that, when he speaks in such emphatic

terms as he does in the passage quoted above, of

having received the gospel 'by the revelation of

Christ,' we may confidently accept his statement as a

simple fact. In other words, he bears direct personal

testimony, the testimony of his own consciousness, to

a miraculous event.

Another most important contribution to the

apostle's testimony to the miraculous is his own
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vision of the risen Lord. He says, in i Cor. ix. i-

' Have I not seen Jesus Christ our Lord ?' And

again, in i Cor. xv. 8, after recounting five different

appearances of the risen Saviour, he adds,
' Last of all,

He was seen of me also, as of one born out of due

time.' When we view this vision in the light of Gal.

i. 15-17, we may well believe that it took place on

the way to Damascus. In any case, it was clearly a

view of Christ, as an external object, by the physical

eye. He says, and means his readers to believe, that

he saw the Lord Jesus on that occasion, as an out-

ward reality, in the same way as He was seen by Peter,

James, the eleven apostles, and the five hundred

brethren immediately after His resurrection and be-

fore His ascension. This is proved by the facts that

it is mentioned along with the five appearances, and

that the very same word is used in reference to it as

in reference to these appearances. Beyond a doubt

Paul means the reader to believe that it was a view

of Christ with his bodily eyes. It is true that he tells

us in 2 Cor. xii. i ff. of an ecstatic vision which he

had had
;
and the objection is at once raised, May

not this appearance on the way to Damascus have

been merely a subjective vision also,
—the vision of a

mere enthusiast with excited nerves,
—a vision which

had no corresponding external reality .-' But the

apostle clearly means to distinguish between the two.
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His vision of Jesus he regards as a case of actual

sight with his eyes ;
the other vision was a vision by

the mind in a state of ecstasy or rapture, he classes

it with 'visions and revelations,' and declares that he

cannot tell whether he was in the body or out of the

body. And surely the consideration that he distin-

guishes so explicitly between physical and ecstatical

vision, should confirm our belief that the appearance
of Christ to him on the way to Damascus was an

objective fact, that is, a real miracle.

The next step in our argument is his testimony to

the existence of miracles and miraculous powers in

the early Church. And first of all we make a passing

reference to the '

gift of tongues,' This gift is referred

to once and again in i Cor. xii., and at great length

in chap. xiv. What was the exact nature of this

phenomenon may be matter of dispute among Chris-

tians themselves
;
but one thing at least is plain

—
viz.,

that it was something supernatural or miraculous.

The apostle bears explicit testimony to the existence

of the gift as notorious in Corinth, and he declares

that he himself spoke with tongues more than any of

them. That is, he testifies to the gift of tongues as

existing around him in the Church, and declares that

he himself possessed it. Could he mistake the testi-

mony of his own ears and his own consciousness .''

We admit however that the dust and difficulty which
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have been raised around the gift of tongues, even among

evangeHcal writers, is so great as to mar the force of

the evidence to the supernatural which it involves.

Accordingly we pass on to other forms of the apostle's

testimony, and come next to the 'gifts of healings,'

of which we find reiterated mention in i Cor. xii.

(vers. 9, 28, 30). The obvious and natural meaning

of this expression is very plain. It signifies gifts or

powers of miraculous healing, which manifested them-

selves in miraculous healings. We cannot explain it

away by saying that, as some of the other gifts men-

tioned in the chapter may be explained on merely

natural principles, therefore this may be merely

natural too, and may only mean natural skill in deal-

ing wath sickness, and a knowledge of medicine.

This, it seems very apparent, is a process of the purest

rationalism. There can be no reasonable doubt as to

the intended and fair meaning of the words. There

can be no doubt as to the way in which a Greek would

interpret them, and there can be as little doubt as to

the New Testament usage. We not only find that

many miracles of healing were performed by our

Lord, but we also find it said that ' He gave His

apostles power to heal all manner of sickness and all

manner of disease' (Matt. x. i
;
Mark iii. 15, xvi. 8

;

Luke ix. i). We also see in the Acts that His

apostles are stated to have performed
' miracles of
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Jicaling'' (Acts iii., etc.) ;
and when we compare the

expression
'

gifts of heahng
'

with the above expres-

sions, we see, from their close similarity, that some-

thing miraculous is meant, and not merely natural

skill in medicine. No doubt, the texts just referred to

will be said by negative critics to be taken from New
Testament books which were written Ions; after the

Epistles of Paul
;
but even on their own supposition

that they were written in the first half of the second

century, they are sufficiently near the age of the

apostle to establish the force of the expression, espe-

cially when we consider that, on their supposition, the

language must have been used orally long before the

writing of the Gospels and the Acts. We conclude,

therefore, that the apostle bears distinct testimony

to the existence of miraculous gifts
—and therefore

miracles—of healing.

But we also find the apostle bearing testimony to

the existence of miracles as a fact apparently un-

denied and undeniable in the Church. In i Cor. xii.

we find him saying :

' To another (is given) the work-

ing of miracles'^ (ver. lo) ;
'God hath set in the

Church miracles '2
(ver. 28); and again, 'Are all

(workers of) miracles
'

(ver. 29) ? We find him, in

like manner, in Gal. iii. 5 referring to him 'that

worketh miracles among you,' where the word is the

^
Greek, Ivs^yw^ara 1via,(i.iui.

*
Greek, St/va^as/j.
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same. In these passages, we venture to affirm, the

meaning is sufficiently plain, and would never have

been seriously questioned, except for dogmatic and

apologetic purposes of a negative character. There

is no adequate ground whatever for holding that Paul

uses the Greek word under consideration ^ in a differ-

ent sense from what it bears in the New Testament

and early writers of the Church. According to New
Testament usage, it means either miracles, or the

power of working miracles, which comes to the same

thing. The passages which may be adduced in proof

of this are sufficiently numerous and plain. We find

the 'mighty works' which our Lord had done in

Chorazin, Bcthsaida, and Capernaum denoted by the

very word employed by Paul (Matt. xi. 20-23). We
find it used in exactly the same sense in Mark (vi. 2,

5), in Luke (x. 13, xix. 37), in Acts (viii. 13, xix.

11), and in Hebrews
{ii. 4), From this we see that

the word is commonly used in the New Testament

as signifying objective or external miracles. In a

few passages it may perhaps be taken rather as mean-

ing miraculous powers, as, for example, in Matt. xiv. 2,

where Herod is represented as saying of Jesus that

'

mighty powers work in Him '

(cf also Mark vi. 14 ;

Matt. xiii. 54). But in either case, the result is sub-

stantially the same, and points to objective miracles.

\ iz. ouvdfiti;.
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And, as we have said, there is no sufficient reason for

supposing that Paul used the word in an entirely

different sense from the other New Testament writers.

He uses the singular in the same way as they do
;
he

uses the plural once in the sense of governments,—
just as they also do,

—in a context where the meaning
is plain (Rom. viii. 38) ;

and therefore in the other

passages, which are in contexts plainly dealing with

the miraculous, we must conclude that he uses it in

the sense which it generally bears in the New Testa-

ment, that is, miracles, or powers of working miracles.

Indeed, we may affirm that in every passage in the

New Testament, outside of the four Epistles with which

we have to do, where the word under consideration

is used with verbs of working, it means miracles or

miraculous powers, and there is no valid ground for

interpreting it otherwise in the writings of Paul. We
maintain, accordingly, that the expression 'working

of miracles
'

or
' miraculous powers,' in the passages

adduced, must refer either directly or indirectly to

objective miracles. The apostle therefore bears his

testimony to the existence of such miracles or powers

of working miracles in the Christian Church, and

refers to them as notorious and undeniable.

We come, last of all, to examine another and most

important passage. In 2 Cor. xii. 12, Paul says to

the Corinthians,
'

Truly the signs of an apostle were
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wrought among you in all patience, i?i signs, and

li'onders, and mighty deeds'^ It is necessary to ob-

serve the connection in which this verse stands. His

apostleship had been questioned by certain opponents

at Corinth, and in the preceding verse he says,
' In

nothing am I behind the very chiefest apostles.'

Then he goes on in this verse to give the proof;

for
'

truly the signs of an apostle were wrought among

you,' etc. There is scarcely any need to say that past

interpreters have unanimously understood this verse

to mean that Paul, or God through Paul, wrought

among the Corinthians visible miracles in attestation

of his apostleship. We may venture to affirm that

this is the only natural meaning of the verse, and that

no other would ever have been wrested out of it un-

less it had been necessary for the support of dogmatic

unbelief. The verse, we believe, unquestionably means

that Paul claims to have wrought miracles himself at

^
Greek, \i amfn'ioi;, xa) rifafi, Kai "huyafuri.

It may be expected that we should add here, as a second passage in

which the apostle explicitly refers to his own miracles, Rom. xv. 18,

19 ; but as the last two chapters of this epistle are rejected by both

Baur and the author of Supcrttatural Religion, they are excluded

from our consideration. At the same time, it is right to say that

these chapters are accepted by Hilgenfeld and Reran, and, to

use Alford's expression, can only be rejected by the 'very insanity

of hypercriticism.' Accepting them as unquestionably genuine, we

see that Paul therein bears explicit testimony to the facts that he

himself wrought miracles, and th<U the other apostles wrought them

also.

o
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Corinth, and on no other ground can his argument
have the slightest force.

The question which we have first to look at here is,

What is the meaning of the accumulated expression,
'

signs and wonders, and mighty deeds
'

? It is the

strongest and most emphatic expression for ex-

ternal miracles known in the New Testament, and

in ancient scriptural Greek. We have already con-

sidered the meaning of the word rendered '

mighty
deeds.' We have now to consider the meaning of

the other two, 'signs and wonders,' and we take

them together for the sake of brevity, and because

they are frequently used together. The question

then is, What do the words so translated ^

habitually

mean in Scripture Greek? The answer is by no

means difficult.

The apostle may have derived the formula from

the Septuagint or Greek translation of the Old

Testament. He used this translation habitually ;
it

was his Bible to a large extent, and hence we natur-

ally ask what is the meaning of the words there.

The formula is used altogether between twenty and

thirty times in the Septuagint, and there can be no

doubt whatever about its meaning. It is the highest

expression which this version knows for miracles.

It is found three times in Exodus, applied to the

^ Viz. (TtifitTa xai Tipara,
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'

signs and wonders
'

performed by God through

Moses in the land of Egypt (vii. 3, xi. 9, 10). It is

used ten times in Deuteronomy, and in seven it

is applied to the same miracles in Egypt (Deut. iv.

34, vi. 22, vii. 19, xi. 3, etc.) ;
once in Nehemiah

(ix. 10), thrice in the Psalms (Ixxvii. 43, civ. 26,

cxxxiv. 9), twice in Jeremiah (xxxii. 20, 21), all with

the same explicit reference. In these passages, there-

fore, it means miracles, beyond a doubt. Of the

remaining passages, in one it refers to the '

curses
'

which God would bring upon Israel for disobedience

(Deut. xxviii. 46), where the idea of the supernatural

is also apparent. In two passages (Isa. viii. 18,

XX. 3) Isaiah uses it of himself as being a sign and

a wonder to Israel, where it is true the miraculous is

not so obvious. In three other passages the miracu-

lous is clearly meant—Deut. xiii. i, 2, and Dan. iii.

33, vi. 27,
— the last two passages referring to the

miraculous incidents in the life of Nebuchadnezzar

and Daniel. In every case where the formula is

used with a verb of action, it signifies external and

visible miracles, and we see that it is especially

applied to the miracles of Moses. In short, the

Septuagint knows no higher form of words to denote

miracles, and it was the Bible which Paul used, and

from which he probably derived the expression.

We find the continuity of meaning between the
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Old Testament and the New Testament age kept

up in the Apocrypha. The expression occasionally

occurs there, and evidently with the same general

force. In Baruch ii. ii it is used explicitly of the

signs and wonders in the land of Egypt. It occurs

twice in the Wisdom of Solomon, which was written

about 100 B.C., and was possibly known to Paul (cf.

Rom. ix. 21 with Wisd. xv. 7). In one of these

passages it may mean unusual natural events (viii. 8),

yet in the other (x. 16) it again has its usual refer-

ence to the miracles in the land of Egypt.

Turning to Josephus, who was not only a Jew, but

also a contemporary, to a certain extent, of Paul,

we find the expression used occasionally in his

writings, and distinctly in the sense of something

miraculous or supernatural. We do not refer to the

fact that he uses both words separately, and generally

' sien
'

in reference to the miracles of Moses, but to

his use of both words together, as in the verse at

present before us. We find him applying them to

the regression of the shadow on the sun-dial of Ahaz,

the sign given to Hezekiah {Antt. x. 2. i) ;
to

miracles which impostors pretended should be

wrought by the providence of God (xx. 8. 6) ;
and

again, to the signs and wonders which preceded

the destruction of Jerusalem {Wars, Introd. 11).

There can be no doubt that Josephus, the con-
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temporary of Paul, still uses the words as denoting

miracles.

We now come to the New Testament, and the

meaning of the words there. The expression occurs

about fourteen times outside of those Pauline Epistles

to which we are at present restricted. It is applied

in three passages to miracles which impostors pro-

fessed to work (Matt. xxiv. 24 ;
Mark xiii, 22

;

2 Thess. ii. 9) ; eight times to miracles wrought by
the apostles or apostolic men (Acts ii. 43, iv. 30,

V. 12, vi. 8, xiv. 3, XV. 12
; [Rom. xv. 19] ;

Heb. ii. 4) ;

once to the miracles performed by Moses in the land

of Egypt (Acts vii. 36), and twice to the miracles

performed by our Lord (Acts ii. 22
; John iv. 48,

more generally), in all of which the meaning plainly

is external, visible miracles. The addition of the

word '

mighty deeds
'

to these two words only in-

creases the force of the expression, as in other

passages (Acts ii. 22
;
Heb. ii. 4 ; [2 Thess. ii. 9]).

Surely it is plain from these texts what is the

meaning of the expression in the New Testament.

Beyond all reasonable contradiction, it refers to

visible miracles or supernatural events. It is the

strongest New Testament expression for miracles
;

and if it does not mean miracles, then what other

stronger word or expression can be used for them ?

If Paul adopted the expression from the Gospels,
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written or oral, it is clear that he can have meant

only visible miracles in the highest sense. When
we find that the expression means '

miracles
'

both in

the Septuagint and the New Testament (written

or oral), from one or other of which sources Paul

must have taken it, can it mean anything else than
'

miracles
'

in the writings of the apostle ? Surely

not. We are therefore forced to the conclusion,

that the apostle used the formula in its accepted

sense as the highest expression for a real, objective,

visible miracle. The verse, accordingly, contains a

plain statement by the apostle that he himself

wrought miracles
;
and clearly, unless he v/as insane,

he could not be mistaken in his testimony. Is not

this direct, personal testimony to miracles ?

But may not the phrase which we have been dis-

cussing refer to moral effects of a striking nature

wrought within the minds of the Corinthians, akin

to reformation, new impulses, increase of moral

strength, and the like ? Is not this proved by the

fact that the Greek for
'

among you
'

is really
'

in

you
'

? 1
Certainly not. For, first 'of all, in no case

whatever is the phrase
*

signs and wonders
'

used of

merely moral effects wrought in the soul, but only

of objective events visible to the eye. And secondly,

while the words rendered '

among you
'

may mean '

in

'

Greek, \i ifjui.
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you,' they are the common Greek for
*

among you,' and

no other preposition than that employed could have

expressed
'

among
' more perfectly. To show that

the preposition used habitually means '

among
' when

joined to a plural noun, we might adduce numerous

passages from the New Testament. Let the follow-

ing out of many from the four Epistles suffice :

' That he might be the first-born among many
brethren

'

(Rom. viii. 29) ;

'

I say to every one that

is among you
'

(xii. 3) ;

*

I determined not to know

anything among you
'

(i Cor. ii. 2) ;
'We speak wis-

dom among them that are perfect
'

(ii. 6) ;

*

Is it so

that there is not a wise man among you 1
'

(vi. 5),

etc. As expressions exactly akin to the present,

we may quote the following :

'

If I had not done

among them the works which none other man did
'

(John XV. 24) ;

'

By the hands of the apostles were

many signs and wonders wrought among the people
'

(Acts V. 12); 'Stephen did great wonders and

miracles among the people' (vi. 8). In these ex-

pressions the preposition is used with reference to

external miracles, exactly as in the verse we have

been discussing. In short, the preposition used

regularly means '

among
' when joined with a plural

noun, and is so used in the Greek, and translated

in the English Testament, upwards of a hundred

times. There is therefore nothing in all this to
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shake the reference to physical miracles, but every-

thing exactly as if such miracles had been meant.

It is sometimes adduced as a fatal objection to

Paul's testimony, that he only makes general state-

ments, and does not narrate any one particular case

in which he wrought a miracle. This is true, but

the reason is plain. The miracles referred to were

notorious,
—well known to the Corinthians as wrought

amongst them, and not denied apparently by any
of them. It would therefore have been quite out

of place to have given detailed cases, and quite

foreign to the apostle's manner. Accordingly, it is

utterly groundless to affirm that because he gives

no detailed case, but only general references, there-

fore he did not really work any miracles. As well

might we argue that because he does not give any

fully-detailed cases of conversion in the Epistles to

the Corinthians and Galatians, but only general

statements, therefore no one in these churches had

been converted by Paul.

Once more, it is very natural to object that we
have not the opportunity of cross-examining the

witness. This, of course, is literally the case, and it

cannot be helped. Still, we have what is very much

equivalent to a cross-examination. There were

many men in the churches of Corinth and Galatia,

and in other churches, bitterly opposed to Paul, who
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were ready to scan with eager eyes any flaw in his

character, his reasoning, and his testimony, and

expose it to the utmost. Yet, in addressing such

men, he boldly and categorically refers to miracles

as existing facts,
—to his own miracles as notorious

and undeniable facts, so undeniable that he refers to

them as a matter of course, and admitting of no

doubt even on the part of his enemies. To have

done this, had the whole thing been a delusion or a

hoax, would have been sheer madness on the part

of Paul
;
and his opponents would soon have shown

up the hollowness of his pretence, overwhelmed him

with infamy and ridicule, and hurled him for ever

from his position as an apostle. It is certain, how-

ever, that they did no such thing, and that the

opposition to the apostle soon died out of the Corin-

thian Church. In other words, the statements of the

apostle in reference to his own working of miracles

in particular, and the existence of miracles in general,

bore the test of hostile scrutiny and cross-examina-

tion. We accept, therefore, the testimony of Paul to

miracles as of the highest possible kind.

We can now go a step further. Looking at 2 Cor.

xii. 12, we see that Paul says, in the verse immedi-

ately preceding,
' In nothing am I behind the very

chiefest apostles.' He does not say he is ahead of

them in regard to miracles, but only that he is at
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least abreast of them. Surely this naturally implies

that the other apostles wrought miracles as well

as himself. Again, he goes on in ver. 13 to say,
' For what is it wherein ye were inferior to other

churches?' The Corinthians were not inferior to

other churches in regard to the miracles which had

been wrought among them, but he does not say they

were superior, and surely this implies that miracles

had been wrought in other churches also. In short,

just as Paul had wrought miracles, so had also the

other apostles ;
and as miracles had been wrought

in Corinth, so had they also been in other churches.

In other words, we have here the distinct testimony

of Paul to the fact that miracles were wrought not

merely by himself and in the church at Corinth,

but by the other apostles and in the other early

churches.

It should likewise be distinctly noted that the

testimony of Paul is practically the testimony of the

early Church. To speak of it as the testimony of

a solitary and perhaps peculiar man is evidently

absurd. He spoke as the representative of the

Church, and gave utterance to what was the

universal belief of the Church. These Epistles

bear positive testimony to the fact that he had the

closest relationship with the churches in Jerusalem

and Judaea, Syria and Cilicia, Galatia, Ephesus, and
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Asia Minor in general, Macedonia and Greece,

and even indirectly with Rome,—in short, with the

churches in almost all the Eastern world (2 Cor.

xi. 28). This, too, was in the first generation of

Christians, before the year 60, when the Church was

fully able to criticise and correct his statements,

had that been possible and necessary. Accordingly,

when we find that this testimony to miracles is that

of a man who was so widely and vitally connected

with the Church, and that it was accepted and

endorsed by the whole Church, when the work of

refuting it, if at all assailable, was very easy, we may

reasonably accept it as practically the testimony of

the universal Church.

We now conclude our investigation, and the

general result is this. We have had before us a

witness of the very highest character and veracity,

a man of the best education, who had been a

bigoted Jew and a furious persecutor, but under the

force of irresistible evidence became a Christian ;

who, both as persecutor and Christian apostle alike,

had every opportunity of examining into the truth

of the Christian miracles, and who was prepared to

seal, and did seal, his testimony with his blood. He

declares that the apostles and other early Christians

with whom he came into the closest contact had seen

the risen Lord
;
he declares that he himself had seen
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Him
;
he bears testimony to the existence of various

kinds of miracles in the Church as a notorious fact
;

he declares that he himself wrought miracles, and

speaks of it as a thing well known, undenied, and

undeniable even by his bitterest enemies. Surely,

unless he was positively insane, he could not be

deceived as to the testimony of his own senses, and

as to that which he actually did himself, and for

which he had the testimony of his own conscious-

ness. Accordingly, we venture to affirm that the

conclusion to which our investigation has led us is,

that in the New Testament we have direct personal

testimony to miracles, and that of the highest kind
;

so that if we regard miracles as provable by testi-

mony at all, we have the most powerful reason for

still accepting them as belonging to those things

which are to be 'most surely believed among us.'



VIII.

The Resurrection of Christ, and what
it implies.

' It is said that the theo-philanthropist LarevelHere-

Lepeaux once confided to Talleyrand his disappoint-

ment at the ill-success of his attempt to bring into

vogue a sort of improved Christianity, a sort of

benevolent rationalism which he had invented to

meet the wants of a benevolent age.
" His propa-

ganda made no way," he said. "What was he to

do?" he asked. The ex-bishop politely condoled

with him, feared it was a difficult task to found a

new religion, more difficult than could be imagined,

so difficult that he hardly knew what to advise !

"
Still,"

—so he went on after a moment's reflection,—
" there is one plan which you might at least try : I

should recommend you to be crucified, and to rise

again the third day."
' ^

This statement so tersely put contains within it

an all-important double-edged truth. It contains the

' Natural Religion, p. l8l.

SSI
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explanation of the failure of mere man-made systems

of religion. They fail to a large extent because

they want the divine credentials of miracles like our

Lord's resurrection, and the spiritual power contained

in such a supernatural fact. But it also contains the

explanation of the success of Christianity. It is to

be found in the fact and power of our Lord's resur-

rection. We may sometimes meet with those who

profess to be Christians, and yet affirm that the truth

of Christianity depends but little upon the reality of

the resurrection
;

' but Strauss, from his position

of determined antagonism, is acute enough to per-

ceive that it is
* the centre of the centre, the real

heart of Christianity,' and says, that '

it can scarcely

be doubted that with it the truth of Christianity

stands or falls.'

It is clear from the New Testament that the

apostles attached the profoundest importance to the

resurrection of Christ. In their estimation, it was

the crowning test in regard to His divine mission

and propitiatory work. If it was false, then His

mission was a delusion. His teaching no less a

delusion, and His death that of an impostor, or at

best that of an amiable enthusiast. If it was true,

then He is the divinely-appointed Messiah, His

teaching the eternal truth of God, and His death

^ See Appendix, Note XIII.
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the propitiation for the sins of the world. Hence

it is that the apostles were required, as an important

part of their work, to bear personal testimony to

the resurrection. Hence it is that we find them

in their early sermons, as recorded in the Acts,

always giving a foremost place to this grand truth.

Hence it is that we find it not only laid down as a

fact, but taken for granted in all the leading books

of the New Testament. And hence it is that we find

Paul very explicitly declaring, 'If Christ be not

risen, our faith is vain, and we are yet in our sins
'

(i Cor. XV. 17). Indeed, we might almost say, that

the resurrection of Christ is the key-stone in the

arch of the Christian evidences. If it be removed

or broken to pieces, the arch collapses : if it holds,

the arch is strong and safe, and able to bear upon it

the weight of a sinful, heavy-laden world.

In endeavouring to establish the fact of the resur-

rection, it is of importance at the outset that we

clearly see what is the kind of proof which we have

a right to expect. It is an event of the past, an

historical event, and that determines at once that the

proof must be mainly historical. We cannot expect

mathematical proof; for it is not a mathematical

truth. We cannot expect the proof of our own

senses
;

for it is a past and not a present event.

We cannot expect the proof of intuition
;
for that is
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restricted to necessary and axiomatic truth. It is an

historic event belonging to the past, and therefore,

from the nature of the case, we must be content

mainly with historic proof.

In approaching the consideration of the evidence,

it may be well at the outset to observe, that there

is a distinctly-felt fitness and consistency between

the person and character of Christ and the fact of

His resurrection. He is represented as the Incar-

nate Word, as God manifest in the flesh, as the

Holy One of God, holy and harmless and undefiled

and separate from sinners. Our Christian instinct

at once sees that it falls in with the nature of

things that such a Person should not see corrup-

tion. We can scarcely think of Him becoming the

prey of ordinary decomposition in the grave, with-

out a feeling of the utmost repugnance. It may
be very natural for man, whose body has been

poisoned and permeated with sin, to become the

prey of corruption ;
but it is quite otherwise with

the body in which God became incarnate, and which

knew no taint of sin.
*

It was not possible that He

should be holden of death.' Furthermore, it is very

obvious that the resurrection was a most natural

pledge that He had completed His appointed work,

that the conditions of the covenant had been ful-

filled, and that the Father had fully accepted His
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propitiation. In short, it fits, with the utmost

consistency, into the New Testament doctrine in

regard to the person and work of Christ, and there-

fore has all the force which the argument from natural

congruity can give.

We find that our Lord distinctly foretold the fact

that He should rise again. He did so repeatedly,

and utterances to this effect are recorded in all the

evangelists. He declared that, 'as Jonah was three

days and three nights in the whale's belly, so shall

the Son of man be three days and three nights in

the heart of the earth' (Matt. xii. 40). This pro-

phecy is all the more noticeable, and likely to have

been vividly remembered, from its peculiar and

memorable form. We find another explicit state-

ment in Matt. xvi. 21, in connection with the strong

rebuke to Peter,
* Get thee behind me, Satan,' a cir-

cumstance well calculated to impress it deeply upon
the minds of the apostles. It is to be noted that

this prophecy is also contained in Mark (chap. viii.

27-33), ^"d that he wrote his Gospel from the recollec-

tions of Peter, who could not possibly have forgotten

the circumstance. Again, He charged His disciples

after the transfiguration, that they should 'tell the

vision to no man, until the Son of man be risen

again from the dead' (Matt. xvil. 9; Mark ix. 9).

It is to be noticed that this announcement is not
P
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only given in two Gospels, but is also connected

with an incident which must have helped to fix it

indelibly in the minds of the apostles. Once more,

we find Him saying in John ii. 19, 'Destroy this

temple, and in three days I will raise it up,' in which

He refers, as John declares, to His resurrection.

That this statement was actually made by Christ is

rendered certain in the highest degree by the fact,

that it is brought up in Matthew and Mark in con-

nection with His crucifixion (Matt. xxvi. 61, xxvii.

40 ;
Mark xiv. 58, xv. 29). Here again the prophecy

is bound up with a statement which made a deep

impression on the minds of those who heard it.

We pass over other prophecies of a more general

kind, such as Matt. xvii. 22, 23, Mark ix. 30, 31,

and John xii. 24, and confine ourselves to the above.

We would only draw attention to the fact, that they

are to be found in all the evangelists, and are con-

nected with incidents or utterances so striking that

they were sure, apart from any theory of inspiration,

to have been correctly remembered.

We now come to the fact itself and the historical

proof of it. It is natural, first of all, to inquire what

the Roman guards had to say ;
for they were the

only persons present. They were not men likely to

be easily deceived or frightened, and had no friendly

feeling towards Jesus ;
not to speak of the stern
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severity of the Roman discipline. Yet they reported

to the chief priests that an earthquake had taken

place, that a strange apparition had appeared and

rolled away the stone. It is not said that they

actually saw Jesus come forth from the tomb, and

probably this may not have been the case. But over-

whelmed though they were with terror, it is certain

that they knew that the tomb was opened, and that

the body had disappeared. They reported so much

to the chief priests, and agreed on the reception of a

bribe to keep silence in regard to the miracle, and

to declare that ' His disciples came by night, and

stole Him away while they slept
'

(Matt, xxviii. 2-4,

11-15). In other words, we find that the Roman
soldiers who acted as guard over the sepulchre by

night, bear their testimony, as far as could be ex-

pected, to the fact of our Lord's resurrection.

We next come to the testimony of the apostles.

And here let it be observed that we have no reason

to believe that we have a record of the whole of our

Lord's appearances after the resurrection. Indeed,

we have good reason for believing that we have not,

just as we have not a full record of His miracles

before the resurrection. At all events, when Luke

says that to His apostles He 'showed Himself alive

after His passion by many infallible proofs, being

seen of them forty days, and speaking of the things
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pertaining to the kingdom of God/ there is room to

believe that other appearances and conversations took

place besides those recorded in the sacred books.

We find the fact that the resurrection took place

on the third day recorded by all the evangelists and

the Apostle Paul, and that in the most explicit terms.

We have distinct notice in the New Testament

of at least ten separate appearances. It is a little

difficult to determine the exact order of these, but

the following is probably correct:— I. The appear-

ance to Mary Magdalene, Mark xvi. 9; John xx. 16 :

II. To the other women, Matt, xxviii. 9, 10 : III. To

Peter, Luke xxiv. 34 ;
i Cor. xv. 5 : IV. To the two

disciples in the way to Emmaus, Luke xxiv. 13-33 :

V. To the apostles, Thomas being absent, Luke xxiv.

36-44; John XX. 19-23 : VI. To the eleven apostles,

John XX. 26-29: VII. To the disciples at the Sea

of Tiberias, John xxi. : VIII. To 'more than five

hundred brethren,' probably including the eleven

apostles, on a mountain in Galilee, Matt, xxviii. 16;

I Cor. XV. 6 : IX. To James, i Cor. xv. 7 : X. To the

apostles at the Mount of Olives immediately before

the ascension. Acts i. 4-12. In short, we have two

appearances recorded by Matthew, three by Mark,

four by Luke, four by John, and five by Paul.

We cannot enter into a detailed discussion of those

different appearances : but a few remarks are neces-
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sary. They are numerous, sufficiently numerous to

attest the fact beyond a doubt. They were made to

numerous witnesses of different classes, at different

times, in different places and circumstances. Some

of the cases are fully detailed, as that to the two

disciples on the way to Emmaus, that to the seven

disciples at the Sea of Galilee, and that to the eleven

at the ascension. They had not merely the testi-

mony of their eyesight, but of their ears, and even

their hands as well (Matt, xxviii. 9). They had

this witness, not merely in the dark or twilight, but in

the daylight ;
not merely for a passing moment, but

for a length of time. They not only saw the Lord,

but heard Him speak ;
and they not only heard Him

speak, but carried on lengthened conversation with

Him. The apostles could not possibly be deceived

in regard to the matter, and they had no reason to

tell lies about it. They showed the depth of their

conviction by devoting their lives to the proclama-

tion of the truth, in spite of loss, of toil, of shame and

persecution, and finally in many cases sealed their

testimony with their blood. If ever there was suffi-

cient testimony to the real appearance and identity

of a person, we may reasonably say that we have it

here.

When we pass from the direct testimony of the

four evangelists to the other books of the New Testa-
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ment, we find that the fact of the resurrection runs

through them all. It formed one of the grand funda-

mental themes of the preaching of the apostles as

recorded in the Acts. Peter dwelt on it at great

length on the day of Pentecost in Jerusalem, where

the event had taken place only seven weeks before,

and when the imposture, had it been such, could

easily have been detected and exposed (Acts ii.

22-33). He not only declares the resurrection of

Christ, but affirms that he and all his fellow-apostles

were witnesses of the fact. He boldly declares the

same truth in the Sanhedrim, the very council which

a few weeks before had condemned Jesus ;
and it is

plain that, instead of producing the dead body and ex-

posing the delusion, they quailed before the dauntless

witnesses, as they affirmed,
' We cannot but speak the

things which we have seen and heard' (Acts iv. 10,

15-20). We find the same truth fully proclaimed by

Paul in the synagogue at Antioch in Pisidia (Acts

xiii. 29-37), in Athens, the very centre of ancient

culture and philosophy (xvii. 31), and before Festus

and Agrippa at Caesarea (xxvi. 23, 26).^ Clearly, if

we are to accept the testimony of the Acts at all, it

is certain that the Church was founded on the fact of

our Lord's resurrection.

We next proceed to consider the testimony of Peter

•"

Cf. also Acts i. 21, 22, iii. 15, iv. 33, x. 40, 41.
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as recorded by himself in his First Epistle.^ This, as

we have seen, is one of the fully-accredited books of

the New Testament, and continued unquestioned

down to the days of modern unbelief. We must

bear in mind, as we discuss the testimony of Peter,

that he was an apostle, an eye-witness of the risen

Saviour, and even had a special appearance granted

to himself. Now as to his testimony there can be no

doubt. He declares that God the Father
' hath

begotten us again unto a lively hope by the resurrec-

tion of Jesus Christ from the dead
'

(i. 3). Again he

says,
' God raised Him up from the dead and gave

Him glory, so that your faith and hope might be in

God'
(i. 21). And once more, at the close of the

difficult passage in the third chapter, he declares that

'

baptism doth now save us through the resurrection

of Jesus Christ' (iii. 21). It is as certain as language

can make it, that Peter, the frequent eye-witness of

the risen Lord, in his First Epistle testifies explicitly

to the resurrection, and everywhere takes it for

granted as an understood and fundamental fact.

From the testimony of the eye-witness Peter, we

pass to that of the eye-witness John, as given in the

Revelation. And we have a very special reason for

^ I leave the Second Epistle out of consideration, because of the

doubts which long existed in regard to its authenticity, and which are

still entertained even by some Christian authors.
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laying stress upon this testimony ;
for it will be

remembered that this is one of the five books of the

New Testament accepted by the extreme school of

negative criticism in our day. On their authority we

may certainly accept it as genuine, and as written

about the year 68. We ask then, Have we any testi-

mony to our Lord's resurrection in this book, which

our opponents accept as the genuine work of John ?

We have, beyond all reasonable possibility of doubt.

In chap. i. 5 he speaks of Jesus Christ as * the first-

born of the dead,' which, in spite of all ingenious and

special pleading, can only mean that He was the first

who had risen from the dead to resurrection-life. In

the same chapter (ver. 18) he represents the glorified

Christ as saying,
'

I was dead, and behold I am alive

for evermore, and I have the keys of death and of

Hades.' In like manner we read in chap. ii. 8,

' These things saith the first and the last, which was

dead, and lived again.' There can be no reason-

able doubt that these passages distinctly state, as

much of the book distinctly implies, the fact of our

Lord's resurrection. In other words, John the be-

loved apostle and eye-witness, in this book which is

accepted as genuine by the most hostile scholars,

bears clear testimony to the resurrection.

In considering the testimony of Paul, we restrict

ourselves to that contained in his first four Epistles,
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already shown to be accepted as incontestably genuine

by the extreme school of negative criticism in Ger-

many, France, and England. It is not at all neces-

sary to adduce general references to the fact
;
for from

the beginning of Romans to the end of Galatians

such references are numerous, both implicit and

explicit.

The passage which chiefly claims our attention

is the well - known statement contained in i Cor.

XV. 3-8,
'

I delivered unto you first of all that which

I also received, how that Christ died for our sins

according to the scriptures ;
and that He was buried,

and that He rose again the third day according to

the scriptures ;
and that He was seen of Cephas,

then of the twelve : after that. He was seen of above

five hundred brethren at once
;
of whom the greater

part remain unto this present, but some are fallen

asleep. After that, He was seen of James, then of

all the apostles. And last of all He was seen of me

also, as of one born out of due time.'

Now the testimony of this passage is very explicit

and very much to the point. Paul had the most

abundant and direct means of communicating with

these apostles and disciples. He tells us in Galatians

(chaps, i. and ii.) that he came into the closest contact

with Cephas, James, and John, and those ' which were

of reputation
'

at Jerusalem, and compared his gospel
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with theirs. But as the resurrection was the keystone

of the whole, it is certain that it must have formed a

central question for consideration. Accordingly, there

can scarcely be the slightest doubt that the apostle

here relates the testimony which he had received

from the apostles and early disciples.
'

It cannot be

doubted,' says the author of Supernatural Religion,
'

that Paul was told that such appearances had taken

place.' And Strauss declares no less emphatically,
' There is no occasion to doubt that the Apostle Paul

had heard this from Peter, James, and perhaps from

others concerned
;
and that all of these, even the five

hundred, were firmly convinced that they had seen

Jesus who had been dead, and alive again.'
^

It ought

also to be remembered that the apostle had himself

been a persecutor, accustomed to examine and cross-

examine the Christian martyrs and confessors, so that

he knew all about the resurrection from the side of

the enemies as well as of the friends of Christianity.

And once more, it should be remembered that the

apostle is here dealing with opponents who denied

the doctrine of a real resurrection, and who would

only have been too eager to refute his statements,

had that been possible. Here then we have the state-

ment of an undoubted contemporary, a man who

knew the facts both as a persecutor and as an apostle,

1 New Life of Jesus, vol. i. p. ifio.
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a statement made to opponents, a statement by a

witness of the very highest character, who forsook all

for his testimony, was ready at any moment to die

for it, and at last did die for it. What higher testi-

mony can we have or even conceive ?

But it may be said that we have even higher and

more direct testimony than this. The apostle says :

' Last of all He was seen of me also, as of one born out

of due time' (i Cor. xv. 8). We have already dwelt

at some length on this appearance in a previous

study, and it is not necessary to do so again. As we

then saw, there can be no doubt that the apostle

here refers to a real external view of the risen and

glorified Lord
;

to no spectral illusion, but a true

objective appearance of Christ in His resurrection-

body as it continues in heaven. As such it was

really a proof of the resurrection. Still, as several

years, perhaps six or seven, had passed since the

event, this appearance, to many minds, may not seem

so powerful a proof It may be said that if Moses

could appear with a glorified body in the mount of

transfiguration, without a previous resurrection, so

also may it have been with Christ. Yet even in this

view it was a miraculous appearance of Christ, which

implied the truth of His resurrection. We say that

it implied the reality of His resurrection
; for, like

other miracles, it must have been at least a '

sign
'

in
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attestation of truth, and very particularly, as appears
from the connection in which Paul introduces it and

the stress which he lays upon it, in attestation of the

fact of Christ's resurrection. In either case, therefore,

directly or indirectly, the appearance to the apostle

was a proof of the event

Another powerful argument is to be found in the

extraordinary change which took place in the minds

of the apostles at the supposed date of the resurrec-

tion. It was a change, sudden, deep, thoroughgoing,
and abiding. Before this date they were entangled
in narrow, worldly views of Christ's Messiahship ;

immediately thereafter, they broke through into a

clear perception of its spiritual nature and world-wide

bearing. Before it, they were overwhelmed with

unutterable sorrow and depression, almost with help-

less despair ; immediately thereafter, they burst forth

into exultant assurance and joy, and inextinguishable

hope. Previously, they were feeble, timid, almost

cowardly, so that the boldest among them denied the

Lord when questioned by a servant-maid
;

all at once

they became fearless and unflinching in their confes-

sion of Him, and in testifying to His resurrection.

Previously, they were small and selfish in their aims,

quarrelling about the most lucrative and honourable

places in the expected worldly kingdom ; immediately

thereafter, they have trampled out their selfishness,
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and are ready to sacrifice, and do sacrifice, all things,

even life itself, for Christ. Such a change as this

could have been produced only by a firm belief in the

fact of the resurrection. This is admitted even by

negative critics themselves. Baur, for example, says :

'

Only the miracle of the resurrection could dispel the

doubt which appeared necessarily to dismiss faith

itself into the eternal night of death." It is no doubt

true that Baur might try to explain away the miracle

here as being only something mysterious and mental,

though by no means supernatural. But he holds that

the disciples had the
' most firm and immoveable faith

'

in the resurrection. This, however, in their case

almost necessarily implies that it was a real fact
;
for

they had the best means of knowing, and could not

be deceived as to what they saw, and heard, and felt.

Closely connected with the above, is the argument

derived from the early planting and remarkable

success of the Church in Jerusalem. Of this we have

the narrative at length in the opening chapters of the

Acts. The apostles did not go away to Samaria or

Antioch, Ephesus, Corinth, or Rome, to preach the

resurrection and make the first beginning of the

Church. They began at Jerusalem, where the event

had taken place, and just seven weeks after it had

taken place, when the memory of the past must have

*
Kirchengeschkhtc d. drei erstett Jahrhunderie^ p. 39.
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been quite fresh and minute. If it was an utter de-

lusion, it would still be easy to extinguish it. The

priests might still produce the dead body, and that

would settle the matter. Or they might bring for-

ward the soldiers of the Roman guard and have them

examined on oath. Instead of doing that, however,

they bribed them to keep silence in regard to what

had actually taken place. Some at least of the

disciples might have been frightened by persecution

and the terror of death, to become informers and

expose the deception. But no such thing ever took

place. On the contrary, three thousand were added

to the Church in one day ; very soon after, we read

of five thousand Christian men in Jerusalem, not to

speak of women and children
;
and we are expressly

told that
' a great company of the priests were

obedient to the faith.' And all this was accomplished

by the preaching of the resurrection, in the very city

where it was declared to have taken place, and only

seven weeks thereafter. If it was an utter delusion

and a myth, surely it is impossible reasonably to

account for the planting and rapid progress of the

Church, as described in the Acts and in Paul's

Epistles. In other words, the early planting, the

rapid success and continuance of the Church is

a very substantial proof of Christ's resurrection.

The Church is indeed the monument of His resur-
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rection, and a monument reaching back to the very-

date.

It may not be amiss to draw attention to the fact,

that the existence of the Lord's day as the special

worship-day of the Church, is also a proof possessed

of no small force. It is an institution running back

without interruption to the very resurrection. In the

Revelation of John (i. 10), one of the books accepted

by negative critics, we have explicit mention made

of it, under the name of ' the Lord's day,' in such a

way as to indicate that it was familiarly known. We
find mention made of it under the name of ' the first

day of the week '

in i Cor. xvi. 2, another of the books

accepted by negative critics, and written about

A.D. 57. In the Acts, we find that the disciples
' came together on the first day of the week '

(Acts

XX. 7). In the Gospel of John we find them

assembled on the first Lord's day after the resurrec-

tion (John XX. 26). And why was the worship-day

changed from the seventh to the first day of the

week ? No other reason worth notice has been

given, or can be given, than the fact that it was the

day on which the resurrection took place. When
we can trace a commemorative institution back to

the very time of the event commemorated, as in the

present case, it becomes a most powerful proof of the

event.
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We may now proceed to look at some of the hypo-

theses suggested by opponents to explain away this

to them very troublesome fact of Christ's resurrec-

tion. We need only to mention the earliest of these

methods. It was that adopted by the priests, as

recorded in Matthew, viz. that the disciples stole

away the body by night. The text which records it

also refutes it, by declaring that it was, and was

known to be, a device for explaining away a most

damaging truth. Furthermore, if the disciples stole

the body, they must have known that Christ remained

dead, and saw corruption. But this supposition, in

view of their conduct afterwards, is utterly incredible,

and may be at once dismissed.

Another hypothesis which has been propounded is,

that Christ was never really dead
;
that He only fell

into a temporary swoon through suffering and the

loss of blood
;
and that in course of time animation

was restored, perhaps through the influence of the

fragrant spices. But in view of this, what are we to

make of the great wound in His side from which the

blood and water flowed ? What are we to make of

the fact that the Roman soldiers, who had some

experience in such matters, and those who took part

in His burial, clearly regarded Him as dead ? What

are we to make of the statements of the New Testa-

ment, which everywhere regards His death as a most
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certain fact? Also, what became of Jesus after He
recovered from the swoon ? Did He hide Himself

from His disciples and retire to some desert cave ?

Did He live and die in utter obscurity, and quietly

allow His disciples to go on preaching the great lie

of the resurrection, and to suffer martyrdom for it ?

Surely this also must be utterly incredible.

In view of the above hypothesis, we may also well

ask how we are to explain the many recorded appear-

ances. They must have been fatal to the belief in

a true resurrection
;

for the appearance of a poor,

feeble, wounded, ghastly man never could be mis-

taken for a triumphant resurrection from the dead.

But perhaps we cannot do better than let Strauss

sweep away this hypothesis in his usual trenchant

way :

'
It is impossible that a being who had stolen

half-dead out of the sepulchre, who crept about weak

and ill, wanting medical treatment, who required

bandaging, strengthening, and nursing, and who yet

at last yielded to His sufferings, could have given

to the disciples the impression that He was a

conqueror over death and the grave, the Prince

of Life, an impression which lay at the basis of

their future ministry. Such a resuscitation could

only have weakened the impression which He had

made upon them in life and in death, but could

by no possibility have changed their sorrow into

Q
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enthusiasm, have elevated their reverence into wor-

ship/
^

There yet remains the third, and for the present

the favourite explanation, namely, that by means of

spectral illusions. It is known by the name of the

*

vision hypothesis.' That is, the appearances of the

risen Lord were not real objective appearances. They
were spectral illusions, mere inward visions, having

their seat in morbid nerves, and souls full of sorrow,

of eager desire, of enthusiasm and expectation.

This is the view adopted by Strauss, Renan, and the

author of Supernatural Religion. It is, however,

more especially Renan who has brought it into notice

in oiir country. According to him, it is mainly to the

love, the strong imagination, and peculiar nervous

system of Mary of Magdala that we owe the resur-

rection. She had a spectral vision of the Lord, and

from that illusion arose the myth of the resurrection.

' Divine power of XavG. !

'

he exclaims in a way quite

characteristic,
* sacred moments, when the passion of

a woman under hallucination {d'une luillucince) gives

to the world a God restored from the dead !

'*

But very slight reflection will enable any one to

see that this view is quite as absurd and untenable as

^ Nnu Life of Jesus, vol. i. p. 412. Compare a passage of equal

vigour and to the same effect in Keim, GeschuJUe Jesu von Nazara,

vol. iii. p. 576.
* Vie de Jesus, p, 434, I2th edition.
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either of the preceding. If there had been only one

appearance, and that to Mary Magdalene, it might

not have seemed so unreasonable
; although, of

course, there would still remain the certain fact of

the open and empty grave to be explained. But

the multitude and variety of the witnesses, and the

number and the circumstances of the appearances,

place this explanation beyond the bounds of all

probability. The apostles and the early disciples

were not all crazy, or men of feeble and diseased

nerves, the kind of subjects for seeing spectres and

illusions. Furthermore, they do not appear to have

had any expectation of the resurrection, and were not

looking for it in the least. They were utterly sur-

prised by the fact, and did not believe in it until they

were overwhelmed with the evidence. They were

not therefore in a state predisposing them to see such

visions. In any case, spectral illusions are extremely

rare occurrences, and it is infinitely more rare that

the very same spectral illusion should occur to dif-

ferent individuals. But what have we here? We
have the same form appearing to men of different

temperaments and in perfect health, which is not the

case with spectral illusions. We have the risen Lord

appearing at different times, and in very different

parts of the country, which is not the case with mere

illusions. We have Him appearing not to one or two
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merely, but to groups of ten or eleven, and even to a

company of more than five hundred, which is not the

case with spectral illusions. We see Him not only

appearing, but even being touched and held fast,

which is not the case with mere illusions. We see

Him not only appearing to the disciples, but holding

long conversations with them, speaking and being

spoken to, and surely that is not the manner of

spectral illusions. Why also did these visions cease

at the end of forty days, and not reappear at the

excitement of the first Pentecost ? It is not necessary
to proceed further. Such spectral illusions as this

hypothesis requires are plainly contrary to all
' ex-

perience,' and utterly inadequate to explain the facts.

The very desperateness of the hypothesis is one of

the best proofs that the reported facts are real facts.

In short, the only method of explanation, which is

simple with all the simplicity of the truth, is that

which accepts the resurrection as a certain fact.^

We now conclude our present study. And what is

the natural outcome of the whole? It is that the

resurrection of our Lord is an historical reality. The
Church is not founded on a spectral illusion, still less

on deception or a deliberate lie, but on a fact, the

fact of Christ's resurrection. And who does not see

at a glance the supreme importance and wide sweep of

^ See Appendix, Note XIV.
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this conclusion ? It gives us new reasons for believ-

ing in God, proving His existence as a free Person

above and behind nature; for 'He raised Him up from

the dead, so that our faith and hope might be in God.'

It proves the divine commission of the Lord : He
was '

declared to be the Son of God with power, by
the resurrection from the dead.' It proves the com-

pleteness of His propitiatory work, and that God

fully accepted it as such
;
for

' He was raised up on

account of our justification
'

being completed. It is

a seal set upon all His teaching, so that we may now

accept His revelations of truth above the reach of

human reason as being fully authoritative and

certain: we must 'believe Him for His very works'

sake.' It is the highest assurance which we could

possibly conceive that He will carry on the work of

salvation to completion, both in the individual and

in the world :

* For if when we were enemies we were

reconciled to God by the death of His Son, much

more, being reconciled, we shall be saved by His

life.' It is a proof that He ' hath abolished death,'

and 'destroyed him that hath the power of death.'

It is a pledge of a coming judgment - day, when

Christ will sit as Judge : for of this
* God hath given

assurance unto all men, in that He hath raised Him
from the dead.' It is a proof and earnest of our

own resurrection to a glorious immortality ;
for
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'

Christ is risen from the dead, and become the first-

fruits of them that slept.' Yes, when the stone was

rolled from His sepulchre, the crushing weight of

hopeless despair was rolled from the bosom of

humanity. When the resurrection morning broke,

there dawned a day of brighter hope, of purer life,

of sweeter light upon the benighted world. When

the sepulchre was opened, it proved a fountain

whence a stream of heavenly grace and blessing

flowed forth for the quickening, refreshing, and

cleansing of a dead, and sad, and sinful world. That

stream has flowed on, the strong central artery of

the world's history, during the eighteen Christian

centuries
;

it is flowing on in the present day ;
and

as we look down the future, we see it still flowing

on from age to age, until at last, far ofl" on the dim

horizon, where the earth and heaven seem to meet in

a circle of uncreated light, we behold it blending with

the eternal ocean. Looking then into this empty

grave, we may well take up the doxology of Peter :

' Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ, which according to His abundant mercy hath

begotten us again unto a lively hope by the resurrec-

tion of Jesus Christ from the dead, to an inheritance

incorruptible, and undefiled, and that fadeth not

away.'^

^ See Appendix, Note XV.



IX.

The Argument for Christianity from the

Unique Personality of Christ.

No one can deny that the results produced by Christ

in history have been of the most extraordinary

kind. He is the fountainhead from which not merely

the Church, but all the river of modern history has

flowed. He was at once the solvent which silently

disintegrated the mighty power of ancient religion

and civilization, and the constructive spiritual force

which built up a new civilisation and religious life.

And, indeed, it is not merely Christianity and modern

civilisation which owe their origin to Christ, but even

such an antagonistic system as Mohammedanism as

well
;
for if Christianity and the Bible had not pre-

viously existed, it is certain that Mohammedanism

would never have appeared.

But in all this it is evident, that it is Christ Him-

self who is the living heart, the fountain of spiritual

power and energy. The current of modern Christian

history received its original impulse directly from

Him. If we think of those men who throughout the
247
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ages have been the powerful actors and the leading

forces therein, we may see at once that it was from

Him they drew their inspiration. These men were

such as Paul and John, Athanasius and Augustine,

Luther and Knox, not to mention hundreds of less

famous names. But these men were and would have

been nothing without Christ. It was not they, but

Christ in them. Their torches were kindled at the

heaven-descended fire that burned in Him, and but

for Him would have remained for ever dark. At

the very first sight, we see that there is evidently

something quite unique and extraordinary in Christ.

Looking at the matter in another aspect, we readily

see that Christ stands to Christianity in a very different

relation from that in which the founder of a philo-

sophy stands to his system. We may have a very

complete knowledge of the systems of Aristotle or

Epicurus, of Kant or Hegel, of Reid or Herbert

Spencer, without any reference whatever to the

person and character of their respective authors.

But we cannot so separate between Christ and

Christianity. In fact, Christ is Christianity. Every
doctrine in it of fundamental importance runs up into

Him and ends in Him. If we speak of the doctrine

of sin, it was that dark fact that brought Him into

the world and to the cross
;

if of the Trinity, it is

around His person that the doctrine of the Trinity
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has always turned ;
if of atonement, He is the

sacrifice. If we think of Christian faith, He is the

explicit object of it
;

if of justification, He is the

ground of it
;

if of sanctification, He is both the

pattern of it and the source of all sanctifying power.

If we speak of the resurrection, He is the Resurrec-

tion and the Life
;

if of judgment, He is the

divinely-appointed Judge ;
if of heaven, it is because

He lives there that His people live there also. As

in some of the old ecclesiastical cities of the Con-

tinent, the chief streets all lead up to the cathedral

at the centre, so all the chief doctrines of Christianity

lead up to Christ, and find their centre of system

and order in Him. He is the Christian system, the

living centre in which all things in it consist. We
can no more separate Christ from Christianity, than

we can separate the soul from the body without

producing instantaneous death.

Nothing shows more convincingly that the per-

sonality of Jesus is felt to be something wonderful,

than the many attempts which arc constantly made

by unbelievers to account for it on mere natural

principles. They feel instinctively that it is a terrible

stumbling-block to them, and that they must explain

it away if their systems are ever to succeed. They

are fain to ask with Pilate of old,
' What shall we do

with Jesus, who is called Christ ?' Hence they wear}'
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themselves with the vain problem, how they may-

best dissolve Him into mythic haze, or resolve Him
into natural elements. But they have not yet suc-

ceeded, and they themselves feel that they have not

succeeded. For no sooner has one come forward with

his explanation, than brother unbelievers show them-

selves to be conscious that it is not quite satisfactory.

Accordingly, they set themselves anew to the task,

only to meet with a similar fate. Paulus explains

Jesus on the grounds of the old rationalism
;

the

miracles were only natural events, but mistaken as

miraculous through the stupidity of the apostles.

Strauss arises and demolishes Paulus, and explains

Christ by the hypothesis of myths. Baur, and espe-

cially his more extreme followers, prefer to explain

Him by modified forgery. Renan finds his explana-

tion in the legendary, not without a decided element

of intrigue and intentional deception on the part of

Christ. This course of action shows that even the

opponents of Christianity consciously feel that the

stone of stumbling has not yet been removed. They
rush against the Rock of Ages at the risk of dashing

themselves to pieces upon its eternal adamant
;
but

it remains firm and immovable as ever,
—

' As some tall cliff, that lifts its awful form,

Swells from the vale, and midway leaves the storm ;

Though round its breast the rolling clouds are spread.

Eternal sunshine settles on its head.'
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In considering the person and character of Jesus,

we are confined mainly to the four Gospels as the

source of our materials. It is held, indeed, by some

that the Christ of the three so-called Synoptics,

Matthew, Mark, and Luke, is quite a different person

from the Christ of John. That there is a difference

between the portraits is true. It is not, however, the

difference between two distinct persons, but only

between two different views of the same person.

The Synoptists show us Jesus teaching among the

peasants of Galilee
; John, the same Jesus discussing

with the priests. Rabbis, and learned Jews of Jeru-

salem. The former show us Jesus in His more public,

outward life
;
the latter, largely, Jesus in His inner life

and intercourse with His disciples, and revealing the

higher truths of faith. The former show us Jesus

speaking mainly in the sunshine
; John shows us

Jesus speaking when He is already under the shadow

of the cross, and in the strange other-world light of

His eventide. 'The Christ of the fourth Gospel is

the Word of God ;
but He is still the Son of

man. He utters no Sermon on the Mount
;
but still

He preaches the kingdom of heaven. The sheep

scattered abroad find in Him still the Good Shepherd.

There is no exorcism, but the prince of this world is

cast out. There is no transfiguration, but His glory

is throughout beheld
;
no agony in the garden, but
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His soul is troubled. Mary and Martha reappear,

but attended by Lazarus. He does not say,
" This is

My body," but He gives His flesh to eat
;
and words

as heavenly and in fuller measure soothe the parting

meal. He has the same night watches. He sheds the

same tears. He walks the same waters, and ascends

up where He was before. His prayer in all the Gospels

is intercession—in the last most prolonged and tender.

He returns from the grave to breathe the Holy Ghost,

and to connect that name with the Father's and His

own. His presence is the final hope of the earlier

Gospels; His coming, of the last; and the closing

charge but repeats all former calls, "Follow thou Me."
' '

Perhaps the difference between the Synoptics and

John may have some light cast upon it by an

example. There was no more original and lofty

character in ancient Greece than Socrates, none that

at a distance more resembled Christ. We have two

portraits of him preserved to us, one by Xenophon,
and another by Plato, and these very different the

one from the other. On the ground of this difference

some have rejected one or even both as fictitious,

just as some critics have done with the portraits of

Christ in the Gospels. But this is acknowledged by
the ablest thinkers to be a mistake, and it is rightly

held that the portraits are of the same real man,

^
Principal Cairns, Christ the Central Evidence of Christianity, p. lo.
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only from different points of view. Xenophon, the

clear, practical, objective narrator, gives us one view,

in which he photographs what suited his taste and

stuck to his mind, while he leaves out or even mis-

apprehends the greater heights and depths in his

master. Plato again, a man of a far more exalted

type, presents boldly and abundantly those higher

and deeper reaches of the character and teaching of

Socrates which fell in with his philosophic taste and

mind, to the exclusion largely of more superficial

elements and traits. Sometimes he even interfuses

his own personality with that of Socrates in such a

degree, that Plato and Socrates imperceptibly blend

in thought and style of language. Yet, after all, the

accounts of Xenophon and Plato are only two dif-

ferent aspects, the outer and the inner, of a rich and

varied personality, each author having treasured up

that for which he had a special receptivity. And so

is it in great measure with the Jesus of the Gospels.

The two representations are the outer and the inner,

the simpler and the deeper aspects of the character

and teaching of Jesus, with here and there innumer-

able points of contact between them, which show that

the two streams ever and anon run braided into one

another, and are therefore one and the self-same

river of life.^

^ See Appendix, Note XVI.
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Now the Gospels present to us Jesus as unique in

His sinlessness. While the Old Testament and the

New alike represent all men as tainted with sin and

guilty of sinful acts, the Gospels represent Jesus as

the Holy One of God. They tell us that He ex-

plicitly claimed to be sinless. 'I am the Truth;'
* Which of you,' saith He,

* convicteth Me of sin .''

'

And He not only made the claim, but His whole life

and conduct were consistent with His claim. The

Gospels contain no acknowledgment at any time of

sin on the part of Jesus, and record no word of

confession that ever escaped His lips. His friends

who knew Him best, and His enemies who hated

Him most, alike unite in their testimony to His

stainless character. Peter, a constant, close, and

favoured eye-witness, declares that He was ' without

blemish and without spot,' that ' He did no sin,

neither was guile found in His mouth.' Pilate and

Herod find no fault in Him, and alike declare Him

innocent. The Jews never bring forward any charge

of sin or wrong-doing against Him, not even at His

trial. The very traitor himself, the miserable Judas,

who no doubt would have been glad to soothe his

conscience with the excuse that Jesus was just a

sinner like other men, and deserved to die for His

pretensions, declared,
'

I have sinned in that I have

betrayed innocent blood,' and went and hanged him-
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self. The Gospels, like the Epistles, represent Jesus

as 'holy, harmless, undefiled, and separate from

sinners.'

But the idea of a sinless man was something quite

new and uncommon among the Jews, and not likely

to have occurred to a forger. The Old Testament

contains the strongest expressions in regard to the

universal sinfulness of man :

' There is not a just

man upon the earth, that doeth good and sinncth

not.' The doctrine of the New Testament is the

very same. It takes up and repeats the saying of

the Old Testament,
' There is none righteous, no, not

one,' and adds its own strong statement thereto,

' All have sinned, and come short of the glory of

God.' From this we see that the idea of a sinless

man was quite foreign to Jewish modes of thought,

and not likely to have been ventured on by a mere

forger.

But what is of far more importance, is the fact

that the Gospels do not merely affirm Jesus to be

sinless, but consistently depict Him as always living,

speaking, and acting as the sinless One. This is just

the rock on which the forger would have gone to

pieces. It was easy to declare Jesus sinless, but a

very different and difficult thing to represent Him

naturally all through as leading a sinless life. Yet

this is exactly what we find in the Gospels. They
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exhibit to us the real living Jesus. They show Him
to us in all departments of life

;
in public and in

private ;
in quiet, and in sudden and trying crises

;

in the midst of applause and success, and in the

midst of bitter opposition and persecution ;
in the

enjoyment of social intercourse and friendship ;
in

the agonies of Gethsemane and the cross
;
in short,

in all conceivable circumstances. Yet in them all,

He is still the same sinless One. He is never over-

taken in a fault, never loses His self-possession for a

moment, ever maintains the most complete equili-

brium and presence of mind. Yea, His self-pos-

sessed and stable holiness only shines out more

clearly as the circumstances are more trying, just as

the stars shine out most distinctly in proportion as

the night is dark.

Without condescending to further details, it may
be well to look for a little at the way in which He
faced and went through death. It was altogether

wonderful and strange. He went on towards it

knowingly, under an awful inward impulse ;
so awful

that His very manner, when He was consciously

under it, filled the disciples with fear. When He set

His face stedfastly to go to Jerusalem to suffer,

'

they were amazed, and, as they followed Him, they

were sore afraid.' It is clear that He might have

escaped His death, humanly speaking, at any moment
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up to the last. There was no outward necessity

compelHng Him to go up to Jerusalem, or, once there,

to remain there
;
no necessity for continuing in the

garden of Gethsemane, or for surrendering Himself

to Judas and his band. It was all a matter of pure

free-will on His part. Then what divine dignity and

calm self-possession during all His unrighteous and

insulting trial ! What divine self-forgetfulness and

compassion as He toils under the weight of the cross

along the way to Calvary !

'

Daughters of Jerusalem,

weep not for Me, but weep for yourselves, and for

your children.' What divine self-forgetfulness and

compassion even in the agonies of the cross !

Though in the intensest suffering, He thinks of all

others before Himself; of them first, and of Himself

last of all. He prays for His murderers :

'

Father,

forgive them, for they know not what they do.' He
answers the prayer of the penitent thief: 'Verily I

say unto thee. To-day shalt, thou be with Me in

Paradise.' He makes tender provision for His

widowed mother, as He says to John,
' Behold thy

mother.' Only after His murderers, the penitent

malefactor, and His mother, does He think of Him-

self, and say,
'

I thirst : it is finished
; Father, into

Thy hands I commend My spirit.' Surely such a

death is not after the manner of men
;
and as we

reverently behold afar off, we may well confess
R
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with the centurion,
*

Truly this was the Son of

God.'i

In short, when we compare Jesus with the ordinary-

sons of men, even when ennobled and sanctified by

the Spirit of God, we find that He gathers up into

Himself, as into a perfect flower, all the moral beauty

and fragrance that can adorn humanity. In Him we

find meekness greater than that of Moses, meekness

that never fails
;
firmness greater than that of Elijah,

a firmness that never falters
;
a nature more kingly

than that of David, and which never stoops to a

single act of meanness
;
wisdom greater than that of

Solomon, a wisdom never at fault
; patience greater

than that of Job, a patience that never murmurs
;
a

zeal and an activity which were greater than those of

Paul ;
and a love most pure and lofty, of which that

of John was but the shadow. Every grace is found in

Him in its own proper place and setting, every grace

at its best and fairest, every grace without a flaw.*

In thorough keeping with His moral perfection,

we can also see at once that the personality of Christ

is one of transcendent power. Nothing shows its

singular power more overwhelmingly than the eflect

which it produced upon His apostles. They were

very ordinary men, humble fishermen for the most

1 See Appendix, Note XVII.
^ See Appendix, Note XVIII.
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part, who but for Him would have lived and died

utterly unknown. It was not they who made Jesus,

but Jesus who made them what they afterwards

became. It was Pie who awakened, quickened,

ennobled, transfigured their common earthly natures.

He put into them a new life, was indeed the very

life of their life. He inspired them with an all-

consuming love and devotion to Himself, so that they

were willing to live, to work, to die for Him, even
'

rejoicing to be counted worthy to suffer shame for

His name.' It was He who delivered them from

their carnal views, and enabled them to rise up to

the conception of an intensely spiritual religion and

kingdom of God. He freed them from the galling

chains of a proud and narrow Judaism, and pos-

sessed them with the sublime idea of a universal

religion and a holy brotherhood of man. He in-

spired them with His own bravery and firmness, so

that they who were previously timid and feeble were

able to suffer persecution, to stand undaunted before

kings and magistrates, and to face a martyr's death

with a heroic dignity hitherto unknown. He filled

them with that irrepressible and inexhaustible energy

which made them known as the men who turned the

world upside down, and enabled them to inaugurate

the most wonderful revolution and movement that

the world has ever seen. When we consider that He
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produced such wonderful effects on such common-

place materials, and made out of them such noble

and powerful personalities, we must see herein a

proof of the supreme power of Christ's own person-

ality.
' The faith, the enthusiasm, the constancy of

the first generation of Christians can be explained

only by supposing at the origin of the movement a

man of colossal proportions ;

'
^
yea, One who is more

than man.

When we pass from His character and person to

His teaching, we perceive the same uniqueness and

originality. We observe this in the very manner of

it. To a large degree it assumes the outward form

of the parable. It is not meant that Jesus was the

first and only teacher who used the parable, for we

have some specimens in the Old Testament and the

Talmud
;
but He is the one great Teacher who made

a supreme use of this method. Further, and looking

a little more deeply into His manner. He teaches not

by reasoning out His truths from previous premises,

as is the case with man. He does not gather up facts

and evidence by laborious study, and then by ordinary

processes of logic draw His conclusions from them.

He sees and knows the truth directly and intuitively.

He does not reason it out. He reveals it. He teaches

by direct and authoritative revelation :

'

Verily, verily,

' Renan, Vie de Jesus, p. 448.
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I say unto you, We speak that we do know, and

testify that ^we have seen.' He speaks directly to

heart and conscience, as one who knows exactly what

is the state of each individual man. He frequently

replies even to the unuttered thought, doubts, and

feeling of the hearer—a fact which explains much of

the difficulty and many of the sudden transitions

that we have in His utterances. ' He taught as one

having authority, and not as the scribes.'

Another grand characteristic of Christ as a teacher,

was the fact that He aimed at the inmost soul. His

great and immediate aim was to reach the essential

man, and to implant there the potent germ of a new

principle and life. This method was not indeed alto-

gether peculiar or original, for it had been largely the

method followed by the ancient prophets. But it

was almost if not entirely unique in that age in

Palestine—an age in which religion had crystallized

into external, punctilious ritualism. He alone had

the divine originality, the strength and the courage,

to break through the method of mere ritualism, to

break away from it and to break it up. He taught

men that religion was not merely an outward church

etiquette or conventionality, but an intensely inward,

real thing of the heart and spirit. The man whose

religion is a matter of mere rites and ceremonies is

like the whited sepulchre, whose exterior may be
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beautiful enough, but which within may be full of

rottenness and dead men's bones. There must be a

new heart within
;
a man must be born not merely of

water, but of the Spirit, if he is ever to enter into

the kingdom of God.

When we come to the material of His teaching, we

see no less clearly His divine originality. To exhibit

this in full, however, would be to give a statement

of all the characteristic doctrines of the Christian

system. It will be enough to flash the fact upon the

mind if we touch upon a few main points. We see

this originality in His revelation of God. He revealed

Him as Father, as well as King. By this is not

meant Father in the general sense of being the origin

of our existence, which was almost all that the Greeks

and the Romans meant when they spoke of Zeus

under this name. We mean Father in the highest

sense, all that the infinite and ideal Father ought to be.

He reveals Him as a God of mercy and love, as well

as a God of justice and judgment. He teaches the

doctrine of regeneration by the Spirit, and gratuitous

justification on the ground of His own blood. He
teaches that personal faith in Himself is the saving

state of the soul—that true faith which identifies the

soul with Him, and contains within it 'the potency

and promise' of all the Christian graces and virtues.

When a man enters into this relationship to Him, then
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salvation is his that instant, full and free, as a gift of

God. He declares love to be the ruling principle, the

grand energetic motive power of the Christian life,

and Himself as the incarnate law to be the rule and

ideal of that life. The whole is fresh and original
—

fresh with all the freshness of the breezes that blow

from the eternal hills
; original with all the origin-

ality of God. Well might the people be ' astonished

at His doctrine.'

Another quite unique and unparalleled feature in

the teaching of Christ, is the place which He gives to

His death. It is no doubt true that He does not

develop the doctrine of His death as a sacrifice and

propitiation to the same extent as His apostles do.

This of course was to be expected, for His death

had not yet taken place, and therefore the time had

scarcely come for revealing the fulness of its signifi-

cance. Nevertheless, He does assign an all-important

and most singular place and power to His death. It

was one grand object of His incarnation
;
He 'came

to give His life a ransom for many.' It was a divine

necessity :

' the Son of man must be lifted up
'

on the

cross. His blood was a true atonement
;

it was

' shed for many for the remission of sins.' It sealed

and ratified the covenant of redemption with God

the Father :

' This cup is the new covenant in my
blood.' His body and blood sacrificed in death, are,
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through the great truths and forces which underHe

them, the life of the world :

'

Except ye eat the

flesh of the Son of man and drink His blood, ye have

no life in you.' Yea, His death is the sowing of the

seed which is to spring up in the spiritual harvest of

a glorious Church
;
He is the corn of wheat which

falls into the ground and by dying brings forth much

fruit. Then, to crown the whole, how unique, how

significant the institution of the Supper—an institution

which beyond all contradiction goes back to the time

of Christ, and which was designed to represent and

commemorate through all ages the supreme import-

ance of His death !

Again we see the unique originality of Christ when

we contemplate the peculiar kingdom which He pur-

posed to found and actually did found. He entered

on His ministry, declaring it to be His mission to

found a spiritual society or kingdom, which He called

the kingdom of God, or the kingdom of heaven.

This was both His first and last message ;
for He

refers to the same subject in His trial. By this

expression He meant a kingdom which should have

God as King, which should be founded on the truth,

which should be governed by moral and spiritual

laws, and exist for moral and spiritual ends. It was

a kingdom not of this world, but one in which men

were to unite for mutual help in moral and spiritual
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things, and for spreading the reign of truth and

righteousness throughout the world. It was a

kingdom which was to interpenetrate all earthly-

kingdoms like a heavenly leaven, as the life permeates

the body, or as the summer warmth and fragrance

are diffused throughout the air. It was a kingdom
of which the world and time are only an outlying

province, and heaven and eternity the true home-

country, and capital. Now this was an entirely new

and original idea. It was not a mere duplicate of the

ancient Jewish theocracy. At the most it was only

related to that as the spirit of the glorified saint is to

his earthly body. It was in direct antagonism to the

gross earthly views of the Messianic kingdom enter-

tained by the Jews of that age, who looked for a

kingdom after the type of imperial Rome rather than

the New Jerusalem. It was a conception which had

never dawned upon the Greek or Roman mind, even

in its highest flights of speculation. There can be no

doubt that the kingdom of God as taught by Christ

was a new and original idea in the world, and, like

the holy city in the vision of John, it descended from

God out of heaven.

We see also the originality of Christ in the

universality of His purpose. Beyond all cavil. His

aim was to unite all mankind as members or brothers

on equal terms in His great spiritual kingdom. It
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mattered not to what people or rank they belonged.

Whether they were white or black, cultured or un-

cultured, rich or poor, Pharisee or Sadducee, publican

or sinner, bond or free,
—all were equally welcome to

citizenship in His kingdom, and to its privileges both

here and hereafter. He required His disciples, no

doubt, to begin the spiritual conquest of the world at

Jerusalem ; but they were to carry the banner of the

cross to Sam.aria and the ends of the earth. The

field was the world, and they were to go into all

the world and preach the gospel to every creature.

And in this universal purpose we have something

sublimely new. It was far beyond the conception of

the contemporary Jews, who regarded the Gentiles as

dogs, as unclean animals, with whom they would not

even so much as eat. It was in direct contradiction

to the spirit of the Greek, who looked upon all other

nations in a manner as barbarians. It was beyond

even the farthest stretch of Roman thought ;
for the

Roman citizen fondly regarded himself as a very

superior being compared with the conquered nations

who did homage to the imperial senate and people.

Yet here we have a peasant from the mountains of

Galilee, into whose native glens the tide of the world's

great ocean had never flowed, who had scarcely heard

its confused roar even from afar, coming forward at

once with- this universal, world-wide conception fully
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matured ! Surely this is something grandly original

and strange.

Another very peculiar feature in Christ's plan is

the fact that He puts Himself forward as the corner-

stone of this spiritual temple, the very heart and

centre of this new body. Men were to be admitted

to its membership, not by any adherence to an

abstract creed or code of rules, but by personal trust

in Christ and loyalty to Him. He knew the weak-

ness and need of man, knew that nothing reaches

and takes his heart like real, brotherly humanity.

While men have no enthusiasm for a dry code of

laws, however excellent, perhaps even shrink from

it, they are powerfully drawn by the mystic cords

of human sympathy, and deep, tragic, loving self-

sacrifice. By His divine wisdom He at once

transcended that fatal weakness of all Greek and

Roman philosophy
—the want of an incarnation of

God's law and will in a loving, pure, sympathizing

life, and its culmination in a tragic, self-sacrificing

death of heroic martyrdom. Having provided in

Himself a powerful centre of spiritual attraction and

energy, He put Himself forward with the astounding

claim that men should rest themselves on Him as the

one Saviour, build themselves upon Him as the one

Foundation, and join themselves to Him as the one

Head and Centre of the new spiritual body or society.
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In short, loyalty to Himself was the condition of

membership in His kingdom—a feature in which He

totally differed from all ancient philosophers.

We see not less clearly the wonderful originality of

His plan, when we consider the special means which

He adopted to bring men into His kingdom.
The weapons of His warfare were not carnal. He
did not use the power of mere physical omnipotence

to force them in. He did not use the arts of human

diplomacy or intrigue. He did not bribe men by
the hope of wealth and power and fame. Still less

did He seduce them by pandering to their lower

tastes. He did not even take the method of beating

down men's reason by crushing argument. He took

a much more new and wonderful and godlike way.

It was the method of subduing men's opposition and

melting their hearts by love. He knew that if any

power could accomplish this and make them truly

willing, it would be the power of self-sacrificing love.

He shows this love for men in all His life, and especi-

ally in His suffering for them on the cross. He shows

this love to them even when dead in trespasses and

sins, and ignorantly and thoughtlessly treading Him
under foot. He shows it to them to the very uttermost.

This love was that mighty power by which He sought

to break down, and does break down, yea, even

melt, the hard and stony heart. The heart which
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can resist arguments and threats and physical pain,

and even grow harder under them, yields to love.

He conquers by the power of His love, especially as

expressed and exhibited upon the cross, and draws

and binds the heart of man to Him by its everlasting

bonds. His kingdom is the only great kingdom or

society in the world whose grand secret is the power
of pure, self-sacrificing love

;
and surely here again

we have something divinely new and strange.

Once more, it is worthy of notice that Jesus came

forth from His mountain home in Galilee, certainly

from His temptation in the wilderness, with the idea

of His plan complete. It is extremely rare to find a

man who appears and plays a large part in the scene

of history, whose plan is perfect from the very first,

and followed out without alteration. Still more rare

is this when the plan is something new and original ;

and most rare of all, when it meets with much

opposition on every side. But all this was the case

with Jesus. Plainly He came forth from the wilderness

with His plan finished and fixed. Just as plainly

He adhered to it all His life through ;
and not less

plainly did He adhere to it in His death. His life

was a straight line through the world leading up to

the cross, and through the cross and the darkness

of death to the establishment of His spiritual king-

dom. How different from the lives of men in general,
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which rather resemble the motion of the empty boat

upon a troubled sea than the straight pathway of a

firm purpose leading up to a fixed and glorious

termination !

Let it be clearly noticed also, that all these unique

and original elements are not heaped up together

about Christ in a heterogeneous mass. They unite

and harmonize in Him in a real personality and life.

Indeed, one of the grand peculiarities of Jesus is just

the fact, that in Him the most opposite virtues are

not merely present, but blend into an harmonious

and well - balanced whole. In Him we have the

utmost strength united with the utmost gentleness ;

the extreme of firmness with the extreme of tender-

ness. He has a hand so powerful that it can wield

the mightiest worlds, and yet so gentle that it can

bind up the wounds of the broken heart. In Him

we see the highest justice glorified by the sweet light

of the highest mercy ;
the purest truth going hand in

hand with the purest love. In Him the closest unity

with God co-exists harmoniously with the utmost

sympathy with sinful, sorrowing man, the loftiest

ideal with the intensest practical. While He follows

on His pathway straight to His sublime aim amid

the strain of opposition and persecution, He has yet

time to notice the flower by the wayside, to take up

the children in His arms and bless them. He puts
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forward claims the most extraordinary, such as would

be ridiculous and blasphemous in the mouth of any-

mere man, and yet His is clearly the most modest

and humble of natures. There is something in Him

that overawes the hypocrite and hardened sinner
;

something that draws to Him the children, the

penitent, and broken-hearted. In Him mercy and

truth meet together, righteousness and peace kiss

each other. Just as the different colours seen in the

rainbow unite to form the pure, colourless light ;
so the

different virtues and graces in the character of Christ

blend harmoniously together to give us the pure,

colourless light of perfect holiness. His personahty

is not only real and rich, but of the most harmonious

balance and blending.

In view of what we have seen, it is clear that we

cannot possibly regard the personality of Christ to

be the evolution of merely natural forces and ordinary

historical elements. Every attempt to explain Him

satisfactorily by mere natural evolution has hitherto

been baffled. No chemistry has ever yet succeeded in

analysing Him into mere earthly elements. What is

true of man is infinitely more so of the Son of man.

Materialists may resolve the human body into its

component parts, so much oxygen, so much hydro-

gen, so much nitrogen, so much carbon, so much

lime, so much phosphorus, and the like. They may
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present us with the mixture all right in regard to

weight and measure
;
and as we look at the heap, they

may triumphantly say,
' There is the man

;
that is the

whole
;
and there is no mystery about it.' But a

thousand times no. The life is wanting, the co-

ordinating soul, the man. The heap of dust is not

even a human body. And just as no mere earthly

chemistry can account for man, much less can it do

so for Christ. No theory of mere natural evolution

can explain Him
;
He refuses to be expressed by

any mere earthly equation. Unbelieving critics may

try to explain Him by showing that there is in Him

so much drawn from Jewish monotheism and

morality ;
so much from Greek culture and sun-

shine
;
so much of the universal, suggested by the

world-wide empire of Rome, and the like. They

think that when they have said so much, they have

explained Him away, and deprived Him of all title to

' the Wonderful' But after all, the grand and divine

personality stands up before us unsolved and unex-

plained as ever, baffling the utmost efforts of human

ingenuity to analyse Him into mere natural elements,

or account for Him by mere natural evolution.^

But may not this wonderful personality be an utter

fiction and forgery ? The supposition, as indeed we

have already seen, is inadmissible. It is clearly not

^
Comp. Principal Rainy, as quoted in Stalker's Life of Chi-ist, p. 141.
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a fiction, but history. Had it been a fiction, it must

have been the production of one great mind
;
but

instead of this, we see it represented by different

writers of very different types, all of whom contribute

some traits which are distinct but which nevertheless

harmonize into one whole. Besides, the humble

followers of Jesus were quite unable of themselves to

devise, and most manifestly unable to carry out, such

a fiction. It would have required a greater genius

than Scott or Shakespeare to do so, and there was

no Scott or Shakespeare there.
'

It is more incon-

ceivable,' says Rousseau, 'that several men should

have united to forge the gospel, than that a single

person should have furnished the subject of it. It

has marks of truth so great, so striking, so utterly

inimitable, that the inventor of it would be more

astounding than the hero.'i 'It takes a Newton to

forge a Newton,* says Parker. * What man could have

fabricated a Jesus? None but a Jesus.'2 'Who

among His disciples,' says J. S. ]\Iill, 'or among
their early proselytes, was capable of inventing the

sayings ascribed to Jesus, or of imagining the life

and character revealed in the Gospels? Certainly

not the fishermen of Galilee
;

as certainly not St.

^
Emilc, Livre iv. p. 370 (Firmin-Didot).

*
Quoted by Bushncll, JVaticre and the Supernatural, p. 279

(Strahan, 1861).

S
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Paul, . . . still less the early Christian writers.'^ We
must give up the idea of forgery and fiction as utterly

untenable.

But if it is not a fiction, then the perfect moral

character of Christ must force us to the conclusion

that His claims were thoroughly well founded. He
must be all that He really claimed to be. Any
other supposition is morally impossible. He must

either be what He claimed to be, or be the most

consummate deceiver the world has ever seen,—a

deceiver, too, whose grand object was to banish from

the world all deception and hypocrisy. When He
who is the truth, who everlastingly inculcates truth-

fulness, and who was the very essence of humility,

claims to be from heaven, the Son of God, the

divinely
- commissioned Messiah, possessed of all

power in heaven and in earth, surely this claim

must be well founded, otherwise it must be the

most sublime insanity or deceit. The supposition

of insanity is utterly impossible, and that of deceit

scarcely less so. Is it conceivable that One whose

moral character is the highest the world has ever

seen, even the opponents of Christianity being judges,

should have lived a life of thoroughgoing and un-

interrupted deception ? Is it conceivable that a

deceiver would have planned and proclaimed and

* TAree Essays, p. 253.
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established a system of such pure, high, uncompro-

mising morality as we have in the teaching of

Christ ? Is it conceivable that He should have

practised all manner of intense deceit and hypocrisy

in order to drive deceit and hypocrisy and sin in

every form from the face of the earth for ever ? If

so, then the point of Schwab's epigram' must be true,

and Jesus, throughout the Christian ages, must have

been driving out the devil through Beelzebub. But

it cannot be. Nothing can act habitually in a way

directly contrary to its essential nature. Heat can-

not freeze water, nor gravitation make the stone

ascend, nor can a man of perfect truth live a life of

habitual deceit and hypocrisy. The tree is known

by its fruit. In short, the unquestionable moral

excellence of Christ carries with it that He was

all that He really claimed to be.

We would very particularly emphasize the fact,

even at the risk of repetition, that the unique person-

ality and character of Christ demand something more

than the merely human to explain them. They

^ On the Tubingen hypothesis in regard to the origin of the fourth

Gospel :
—

' Hat dieses Buch, das ewige Wahrheit ist,

Ein liigenhafter Gnostiker geschriebcn,

So hat seit tausend Jahren Jesus Christ

Den Teufel durch Beelzebub vertrieben.'

See Schaff, History of the Christian Church, vol. ii. p. 724.
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point explicitly to the scriptural doctrine of His

true divinity. For it cannot fairly be doubted that

the Gospels and the Epistles alike represent Him

as more than man, as, indeed, very God. It can

scarcely be doubted that He Himself calmly claims

to be divine—the Son of God in the highest sense
;

so that if not really divine, He must either be an

impostor or a deluded enthusiast. No other view,

indeed, will carry us through the New Testament

than that of His true divinity. It will not read intelli-

gibly on the supposition that He is only a mere man.

Even thoroughgoing Unitarians and unbelievers are

at times frank enough to admit this fact.
' The

orthodox are right,' says a leading American Uni-

tarian, 'in interpreting the Scriptures as they have

done and are doing.' And, as we have just said,

the personality, character, life, influence of Christ

harmonize with His real divinity, and demand it for

their explanation. In contemplating them with

thought and sympathy, we feel instinctively that

they are just such a character, life, and influence

as we could naturally suppose to belong to God

incarnate. When we hear Jesus saying,
'

I and My
Father are one,'

' He who hath seen Me hath seen

the Father,' and the like, we feel that there is a

perfect harmony and consistency between His life

and His claims. Apart from any array of separate
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proof texts, His character, life, and influence all

alike lead us up to the doctrine of His divinity.

We feel that Rousseau was right when he said,
'

Yes,

if the life and death of Socrates are those of a sage,

the life and death of Jesus are those of a God.'

And if Christ is divine, then so is Christianity ;
for

its heart and essence is Christ.

In Christ then, such is our conclusion, we have

a truly supernatural personality. In the very fact

of His perfect holiness itself we see this demon-

strated. For perfect holiness is not a thing found

in the sphere of nature.^ It is something that

distinctly comes from above, it is supernatural in

the highest sense. It is even a higher type of the

supernatural than superhuman knowledge or power,

the power of working physical miracles. It is

higher than these, in proportion as the moral is

higher than the merely intellectual and physical.

But this perfect holiness we have in Jesus, and not

that alone. We have such originality, such a com-

pleteness and fixity of plan from first to last, such

insight into man and the future, as to betoken a

wisdom and knowledge more than human, just as

His miracles betoken a power more than human.

In other words, we see united in Him the threefold

supernatural
—

supernatural power, wisdom, holiness,

' See Appendix, Note XIX.
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which betoken, at the root of them, His supernatural

essence. Accordingly His unique personality can

be the result of no mere earthly chemistry or evolu-

tion. A spring that rises so very high must have

its origin beyond the highest summits of earth, in

the very heaven of heavens itself. As the chemist

can, from the slightest analysis, deduce that a stone

is meteoric, and has descended upon the earth from

a higher sphere ;
so the analysis of the Person

of Jesus shows that He, the second Adam, is the

Lord from heaven. As the sun demonstrates his

existence, surpassing splendour, and power by his

light, heat, and attraction
;

so Christ demonstrates

Himself to be the Sun of Righteousness by the

surpassing heavenly light and splendour, and the

mighty, attractive power of His Person. 'His

©soTpaTTS/of or God - becoming impress of majesty,

sovereignty, omniscience, independence, holiness,

justice, goodness, wisdom, and power, is not only

a sufficient and real, but in very deed the greatest

objective light and evidence imaginable.'
'

In the

very act of looking at Him, we see Him to be not

only a reality, but a supernatural, yea, a divine

Person. In fine, Christ as seen in the Gospels is

His own best proof, and the best proof of the super-

natural and divine character of His religion.

^
Halyburton, Nature of Faith, chap. iii.



X.

Some important Converging Lines, and the

Argument therefrom.

The object of the present study is to adduce some

important facts and elements not yet discussed,

and show how they converge on and in Christianity ;

to prove that, according to the Theory of Proba-

bihties, they cannot well have united in Christianity

by mere chance, but only by intelligent design ;
and

to draw the reasonable conclusion therefrom, that its

origin must be supernatural and divine.

The general principle of the argument is very

simple. It resolves itself very much into the com-

monplace question. How can we distinguish whether

an object or event is the outcome of mere chance

or of intelligent design ? It may be that the dis-

covery of a single element in it which looks like the

adaptation of means to an end, may not exactly

prove it to have been the product of intelligence.

But when two such elements, and still more when

three or four, are plainly discovered, the likelihood

279
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that intelligence was present becomes vastly in-

creased. When ten or twenty or more singular

elements, all converging to the same end, have been

discovered, the case becomes certain. Without any

doubt we take it out of the category of mere chance,

and set it down as the outcome of intelligence.

In what follows we mean to adduce a number of

singular facts, which converge and focus in Chris-

tianity, all contributing to one and the same end,

and to conclude therefrom that Christianity cannot

reasonably be supposed to be the outcome of mere

drift and chance, but must be regarded as the pro-

duct of a divine intelligence coming down upon

history from above, and working within its current.^

We have now to look at the genesis and history

of Christianity, to adduce some of the suggestive

features and peculiarities referred to, and to consider

their natural bearing and reading.

One of these peculiarities is the monotheism of

the Jewish race in which Christianity emerged. We
do not enter into any discussion as to whether

monotheism was the primary religion of man or

not. It is plain that if it was, it did not long con-

tinue to be so. Hume holds that
'

polytheism and

idolatry was and naturally must have been the first

and most ancient religion of mankind.' Rawlinson

^ See Appendix, Note XX.
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says,
'

It seems impossible to maintain that men

are instinctively monotheists.'
'

If we are asked,'

says Max Miiller,
' how it was that Abraham passed

through the denial of all the gods to the knowledge

of the one true God, we are content to answer that

it was by a special divine revelation.' Here, then,

is how the matter stands. Of all the thousand or

more tribes and nations of antiquity, the Jews, and

the Jews alone, possessed and held fast in the central

current of their history and life the doctrine of the

'one living and true God.' Amidst multitudes of

temptations from idolatrous nations around them,

and even in the midst of their own country, in spite

of a powerful tendency, even among themselves,

constantly to apostatize into polytheism, their mono-

theism remained the grand peculiarity, the palladium,

the life and reason of the national existence. This

is a very striking and undeniable fact, however we

may choose to explain it.

Another very important fact in the Christian line

of history is our collection of sacred books. In

this expression we are to include at present the

Old Testament as well as the New. These sacred

books form a progressive organic religious unity,

such as is found in the literature of no other nation.

They begin with the germs of a religion which

goes on developing by a gradual but supernatural
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growth, like that of some sacred tree, for a period of

fifteen hundred years, until we arrive at the blossom

or fruit in the form of Christianity. They form a

unity with one spirit and life running through them

all. However different the authors, and however

distant from each other in time or place, their con-

tributions, instead of coming into collision, harmonize,

and fall into their proper place in the organic growth

and whole, until the culmination is reached in the New

Testament. This is something extremely singular,

quite unique in the history of nations. We find no

such consistent, organic religious unity in the litera-

ture of any other people. We do not find it in

that of ancient Greece
;

on the contrary, it has

almost no unity except that of language. We find

thinker standing up against thinker, and philosophers

denouncing and opposing the systems of each other

with the utmost freedom and determination. In like

manner, we find no such religious organic growth

and unity in the literature of our own country. It

is impossible to regard its multifarious productions,

its warring literary, philosophic, scientific, and theo-

logical schools, as forming any organic unity. It

presents, indeed, a perfect contrast to the Bible

literature. Accordingly, when we contemplate the

literature of the Jews as we have it in the Holy

Scriptures, and see that it is a unity, a religious
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unity and growth, the organism of one reh'gious life

and spirit, we discover that this forms another and

an essential characteristic in the Christian line of

history.

Another extremely striking element is the wonder-

ful preservation of the Jewish nation itself. This

is also quite a unique phenomenon. This singular

people maintained their separate existence in the

iron furnace of Egyptian bondage. In Palestine

they contrived to survive, though ground between

the upper and the nether millstones of Assyria and

Egypt. They were carried away captive into Babylon,

but their nationality was not destroyed
—was only

intensified thereby. They were dispersed still more

widely under the sway of the Syrian kings, during

the four centuries between the Old Testament and

the New, so that at the advent of Christ they were

found in every large town of the Roman Empire ;

but in spite of it all, they tenaciously preserved

their national distinction. They continued during the

dark ages, scattered throughout Christendom, every-

where exposed to furious persecution and the most

fearful barbarities and massacres
; yet the stubborn

people still maintained their independent existence.

After thousands of years have passed away, they

exist at the present day dispersed among all nations,

but separate from them, and likely to remain separate
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for an indefinite time to come. This is a fact

quite unparalleled in history. There is no case on

record of a people driven from their native country,

scattered among all nations, and speaking their

respective languages, and yet, in spite of the most

powerful inducements to the contrary, continuing

quite distinct from them for millenniums. This, what-

ever we may make of it, is a most singular and

instructive fact. It is said that Frederick William I.

of Prussia once asked one of his chaplains for a

proof of Christianity, adding that he must be short

with it, for business was pressing. The chaplain

answered instantaneously,
*

Sire, the Jews.' And
there is a large amount of truth in the reply ;

for

the unique history of the Jews is in itself a very

striking proof of Christianity.

But what makes this wonderful truth more wonder-

ful still, is the fact that it was distinctly prophesied.

It was distinctly and repeatedly foretold that the

Jews should be scattered amongst all nations, and

yet not be annihilated or absorbed. We find this

clearly prophesied in the books of Moses. We do

not require to consider at present the question of

their date. It is certain that they were written

before the year 400 B.C., and that is clearly enough
for our purpose. We read in these books statements

like the following :

'

I will scatter you among the
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heathen, and will draw out a sword after you :

and your land shall be desolate, and your cities

waste. . . . And yet for all that, when they be in the

land of their enemies, I will not cast them away,

neither \vill I abhor them, to destroy them utterly,

and to break my covenant with them '

(Lev. xxvi.

33, 44). Again, in Micah (v. 7) we read that 'the

remnant of Jacob shall be in the midst of many

people as a dew from the Lord.' Our Lord, in His

prophecy of the destruction of the Holy City, declares

that the people 'shall be led away captive into all

nations
;
and Jerusalem shall be trodden down of

the Gentiles, until the times of the Gentiles be

fulfilled' (Luke xxi. 24). The Apostle Paul takes

it for granted that the separate existence of the Jews

in their dispersion will continue until the complete

Christianization of the Gentile world, an event ob-

viously as yet far enough off. He says,
'

Blindness

in part is happened unto Israel until the fulness of

the Gentiles be come in
;
and so shall all Israel be

saved' (Rom. xi. 25, 26). From all this it appears

that it was a matter of distinct prophecy that the

Jews should be scattered among the nations, and

yet maintain their separate national existence. This

was a most unlikely event, the prophesying of which

no astute impostor would have dared to venture.

But after all, we find that this most unlikely prophecy
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has been, is being, and is likely to be wonderfully

fulfilled to the very letter. Surely such a strange

coincidence could not possibly happen by any mere

chance.

Another very striking truth is this, that just in

this singular race Jesus Christ actually came—' Of

them, as concerning the flesh, Christ came.' We
do not say anything at present concerning His

divine nature and mission, but only accentuate the

fact just mentioned, which all will admit. A unique

Person did appear among this people, more than

eighteen hundred years ago, whose character must

be admitted to be peculiarly noble, powerful, and

original. He revolutionized the religion of the world,

and that too in a way quite unparalleled. However

great a man's capacity for scepticism may be, no

sane man can deny that Jesus of Nazareth has

produced a greater effect upon the world than all

Greek and Roman sages, statesmen, and generals,

with all their mighty appliances. Surely it is very

strange, that just in this wonderful stream of history,

and nowhere else amid the thousand tribes of the

earth, the Founder of the great world-religion should

have appeared. Surely it must begin to dawn upon

the mind that so many singular elements could not

drift together by mere wild chance.

But what increases the wonder a thousandfold, is
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the fact that such a Messiah was distinctly prophe-

sied in the Old Testament as destined to arise in

the Jewish race. Not to mention the suggestive

symbolism of the law, we find an almost unbroken

current of prophecy, clearly Messianic in its spirit,

pointing to some great Messiah or Anointed One

who was to come. ' The testimony of Jesus is the

spirit of prophecy.' Sometimes the utterance is

more dim
;
sometimes it is very clear

;
but it meets

us everywhere. He is the Seed promised to Abraham,

in whom all the families of the earth are to be

blessed
;
the Shiloh who was to come

;
the Prophet

like unto Moses. He is David's Son and David's

Lord, who was to be King on Zion, whose dominion

was to extend from sea to sea, and endure as long

as the sun and moon. He was to be the Wonderful,

the Counsellor, the mighty God, the Father of

Eternity, the Prince of Peace, the Rod out of the

stem of Jesse ;
who was to be wounded for our

transgressions, to make His soul an offering for sin,

and on whom the Lord was to lay the iniquity of

us all. He was the Branch of righteousness who

was to grow up unto David
;
the Lord our Righteous-

ness
;
the Son of man who was to come in the clouds

of heaven
;
the Messiah who was to be cut off, not

for Himself, but for the sins of the people. All this

is admitted in his own way even by Strauss.
' The
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expectation of the Messiah had become a peculiar

national idea.' It was 'the expectation of a sove-

reign of David's sort, of the lineage of David
;

' and
' the name of Messiah, or the Anointed, was adopted

for the expected Deliverer.' i
Surely this current of

antecedent prophecy, which even unbelievers are

compelled in some measure to admit, makes the

strange fact of the advent of Christ in the Jewish

race yet more strange and striking.

But this wonder is still more intensified by the fact

that the Jews universally expected the Messiah about

the time at which He actually did appear. If

scepticism should try to explain away the so-called

prophecies as mere poetry or happy guesses, yet

here is a stubborn fact that cannot be denied. At

the time of Christ's advent, the Jews were on the

very tiptoe of Messianic expectation. We see this

from the New Testament. Not only was it the

assured expectation of the devout, like Simeon

and Anna, but also of the Jews in general. When

John the Baptist began his ministry, they sent a

1 See A'^etv Life of Jesus, p. 225 ff. Renan, Vie de Jesus, chap. i.

' Lord Bolingbroke asserts Jesus Christ to have brought on His own
death by a series of wilful and preconcerted measures, merely to give
the disciples who came after Him the triumph of an appeal to the old

prophecies !

'—
Chalmers, Evidences of the Christian Revelation, Book

ii. chap. vii. 3. Surely this implies that Bolingbroke believed very

strongly that the death of the Messiah was explicitly prophesied in the

Old Testament.
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deputation to him, to ask if he was the Christ; and

the coming of the Messiah was also a foremost

thought even in the Samaritan mind, as we learn

from our Lord's conversation with the woman at

Jacob's well. But we know of this widespread ex-

pectation among the Jews not merely from the New

Testament, but from their own books—their Targums
and apocryphal literature.^ The air of Judea was

perfectly electric with feverish hope and expectation

that the Messianic day was just about to break.

This is frankly acknowledged even by negative

thinkers. Keim testifies that 'the times of Jesus

were full of a restless expectation of the salvation

that was to come.' ' The old prophetic watchwords
—the Messiah, Christ, the kingdom of the Great

King, the kingdom of heaven, the throne and seed

of David—were, in the days of John the Baptist and

Jesus, on every man's lips in Judea and Galilee, and

even in Samaria.'^ And the still more necrative-Jd"^

 Thus even Josephus :

' But now, what did most elevate [the Jews]
in undertaking this war [which ended in the destruction of Jerusalem],
was an ambiguous oracle that was also found in their sacred writings,
how "about that time one from their country should become governor
of the habitable earth." The Jews took this prediction to belong to

themselves in particular, and many of the wise men were thereby
deceived in their determination.' He characteristically adds: 'This

oracle certainly denoted the government of Vespasian, who was ap-

pointed emperor in Judea.'
—

IVars, Book vi. chap. v. 4.
-
Keim, Geschuhte Jcsii von Nazara, vol. i. pp. 244 f. Compare the

whole section,
' Die messianische Hoffnung,' vol. i. pp. 239-250.

T
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Renan witnesses to the same effect :

' In Judea

expectation was at its full. Men felt that the age

was travailing with mighty events
; they felt the

approach of something unknown. Revolution, or,

in other words, Messianism, set all heads working.

People believed they were on the eve of seeing the

advent of the great renewal.' 1
Nothing can be

plainer than the fact that the Jewish people were

full at this very time of Messianic expectation, and

by this same fact they bore their testimony that

this was the age in which Jesus was to come. And
when we consider that the Messiah not only came,

but came in the very age in which He was expected,

surely this must seem so passing strange that we

cannot reasonably regard it as the outcome of mere

chance, but only of a gracious Providence guiding

the current of history.

Another consideration which is very strange and

striking, is the fact that the advent of Christ took

place at what is well called
' the fulness of the time.'

The Jewish people still existed as a nation under

one government, and the sceptre had not quite

departed from Judah ;
and yet only forty years

elapsed after the crucifixion until Jerusalem was

destroyed, the nation broken up and dispersed, and

the Jewish religion in its true ceremonial at an end

^
Renan, Vie de Jesus, pp. i8, 63.
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for ever. Furthermore, the Jews were now scattered

over all the civilised world, and had a community

and synagogue in every large city. These formed

so many hearths for receiving the sacred fire of

Christianity, and hence we find that as a rule the

apostles sought out and preached the gospel first

of all to these communities, and found their first

converts there. We also find that, through the con-

quests and colonization, the culture and the commerce

of the Greeks, their language had in this age become

a kind of common tongue. A knowledge of Greek

was almost enough to carry the early preachers of

the gospel over the length and breadth of the civilised

world. Once more, it was an age in which the

world-wide empire of Rome, by its vigorous rule,

maintained practically universal peace. Under its

imperial canopy the missionary of the cross had at

first no hindrance or difficulty in passing from pro-

vince to province, from country to country, from

tribe to tribe, in a way which would have been

utterly impossible had they all been in a state of

mutual hostility, or even isolation. The inscription

on the cross, written in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin,

was a suggestive symbol that the three great lines

of ancient history
—the Hebrew, the Greek, and the

Latin—converged to prepare the fulness of the times,

and met as in a focus at the cross. In this con-
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vergence of historic lines we see another very strange

phenomenon connected with Christianity.

We find another singular fact in the establishment

of the Church by Christ. He established it in the

world, humanly speaking, by the most unlikely

means, as we have already seen in a previous study.

He not only established it, but caused it to make

rapid and wonderful progress. As we look at the

tiny barque of the Church setting sail, we see that

it begins at once to move up the stream against all

the opposition of moral and social currents and

forces, and in spite of political storms and waves.

Steadily but surely, propelled by no mere human

power, we see it moving against stream and wind

and tide, contrary to all the laws of earthly naviga-

tion. The Church encountered even the most fearful

persecution on the part of kings and governors,

who did their very utmost by the prison, the sword,

and the stake, to sweep it from the face of the earth.

But by and by, in spite of Jewish bigotry and

hatred
;
in spite of Greek culture, philosophy, and

contempt ;
in spite of Roman pride, determination,

and imperial power, it conquered the very Empire

itself, and sat down upon the throne of the Caesars.

It remains unto this day able and eager for further

conquests ;
for it is founded upon the Rock, and the

gates of hell cannot prevail against it. Here then
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is another wonder. Out of this same Christian line of

history,
—out of Christ springs that religion which, in

spite of all opposition, has won the sovereignty over

the flower of the nations, has organized itself in the

Christian Church, and alone promises to be the

ultimate religion of the world. This is another of

those singular elements which unite in the line of the

Christian history, and take it out of the realm of

blind chance, and the grinding of mere unintelligent

laws and forces.

But we have further to remark, that the planting

and spread of the Church was also an explicit subject

of prophecy. It was from the earliest ages a theme

of Old Testament prophecy. It was pointed to in

the promise made to Abraham, and already quoted,

that in his seed all families of the earth should be

blessed. It was referred to in the Messianic pro-

phecies :

'

I shall give Thee the heathen for Thine

inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for

Thy possession ;
He shall have dominion also from

sea to sea, and from the river unto the ends of the

earth.' The Jews of Christ's day understood these

and similar prophecies as implying universal do-

minion on the part of the Messiah. And this line

of prophecy is taken up by Christ Himself when He
declares: 'All power is given unto Me in heaven and

in earth
; go ye into all the world and preach the
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gospel to every creature.' It was clearly taught in

the apostolic writings :

' He must reign till He hath

put all enemies under His feet' And in the Reve-

lation of John, Messiah is represented as going on

conquering and to conquer, until at last 'all the

kingdoms of this world are become the kingdoms of

our Lord and of His Christ.' Obviously the universal

dominion of the Church is the theme of clearest

prophecy ;
and when we reflect that, so far as man

could foresee, this was one of the most unlikely

events, we may safely conclude that such prophecies

are no mere lucky guesses, but genuine prophecies

with a real fulfilment which is being actualized from

age to age.

Over against this we may look at another very

singular fact, viz. the prophecy of the great corrup-

tion of the Church, followed, alas! by a fulfilment

only too literal. This was a kind of prophecy not

likely to be indulged in by a mere forger. Such a

writer would have portrayed the future in the most

brilliant colours, and would never have spoiled the

dramatic effect by dashing the picture with dark

shades and discordant elements. But we find that

the New Testament explicitly foretells the fearful

degeneracy and corruption of even the Church of

Christ. Our Lord distinctly does so Himself in the

parable of the Tares (Matt. xiii. 24 ff.).
The Apostle
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Paul does so once and again, and very particularly in

one of his very earliest Epistles, 2 Thcss. ii., a chapter

which has a very distinct bearing on the present

point. The same is true of the Apostle Peter. In

his Second Epistle (ii. i, 2) he says: 'There shall be

false teachers among you, who privily shall bring in

destructive heresies, and many shall follow their

pernicious ways.' And not to mention the Apoca-

lypse, the Apostle John speaks once and again of

the Antichrist who was to come. These and other

similar prophecies were not only made, but as all

history declares, were literally fulfilled. No one can

glance at the multitudes of heretics and sectaries in

ancient and modern times without seeing that this is

true. No one with an unbiassed mind can contem-

plate the Romish Church, especially in the dark ages,

and compare it with the Church of the New Testa-

ment, without feeling the vast change that has taken

place in spirit, in doctrine, in ritual and practice.

Nevertheless, it was also the distinct burden of

other prophecies that the Church would surmount

and survive such inward corruption, as well as all

outward hostility. And this also has been realized

in history. These prophecies, and their fulfilment,

we may well regard as another singular fact, though

perhaps not of the same high rank with most

of the others mentioned, pointing to the conclusion
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that Christianity is not of chance, nor of man, but

of God.

There is one very special prophecy by our Lord,

referring to a singular event occupying an important

place in the line of Christian history, to which it may
be well to refer in this connection. We mean the

complete destruction of Jerusalem and the Jewish

temple, and the consequent termination of the Jewish

dispensation. This event has special significance

when viewed alongside of the prophecies referring to

the beginning and perpetuity of the Christian Church

and dispensation. That our Lord actually uttered

such a prophecy, there is no well-founded reason to

doubt. It is strongly and literally declared in the

utterance to which He gave expression when He

wept over the city, an incident so remarkable that

the utterance connected therewith could not easily be

forgotten. It is implied in His words to the daugh-

ters of Jerusalem on His way to Calvary ;
another

incident and utterance not likely to be forgotten.

But above all, it is fully detailed in Matt, xxiv., Mark

xiii., and Luke xxi. Of these, the first two narratives

were certainly written before the event took place ;

for not only do they refer to it as future, but they

contain a parenthetic note apparently meant for

the timely warning of their readers :

' Let him that

readeth understand
;

'

a note which has no point
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whatever unless the events be still future. The early-

Christians rightly understood those prophecies as

referring to the destruction of Jerusalem, and when

the thunder-brooding clouds began to lower over the

city, they fled to Pella beyond Jordan, and so escaped

the ruin. We do not require to dwell on the fact

that Josephus, though no Christian, testifies to the

literal fulfilment of our Lord's prophecies in the

utter destruction of the city and temple—an event

which formed the end of the Jewish dispensation, and

implied that it had given way to the Christian age.

This is another singular event which falls in with the

current of the Christian history.

Another line of evidence, both interesting and

important, which may well find a place here, is that

which we possess in the continued existence of the

Lord's Supper. We know as a most certain fact that

the Lord's Supper has existed, and been the central

ordinance of the Church, from the days of the

apostles and the other contemporaries of Christ.

We do not require to trace its observance back, step

by step, until we arrive at the Apostolic Age ;
for we

know directly and most certainly that it existed then.

It will be remembered that we have very full refer-

ences to this sacrament in the tenth and eleventh

chapters of First Corinthians. We may especially refer

to the words of institution as they are delivered to us
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by Paul in the latter chapter in a passage familiar

to every Christian (vv. 23-29). But it will also be

remembered that First Corinthians is one of those

Epistles of Paul which, as we have seen in a previous

study, are incontestably genuine,
—

undisputed, and

indisputable, according to the great representatives

of the unbelieving schools of criticism in Germany,

France, and England. We know, then, for a certain

fact, acknowledged even by the most thoroughgoing

opponents of New Testament Christianity, that the

Lord's Supper was a common ordinance at the

meetings of the faithful on the Lord's day from the

very beginning of the Christian Church.

Now this sacrament may be regarded as a monu-

ment or memorial ordinance of the very highest class.

Every one can see at a glance that an almost contem-

porary monument, memorial, or memorial ordinance

must be the very best evidence possible in regard to

a past event. Narratives may be forged, but monu-

ments and memorials cannot be so easily forged, and

memorial ordinances least of all. The monument

upon the field of Waterloo is an excellent witness to

all succeeding ages of the great battle there. A coin

with the head and name of Aretas is the very best

proof that there existed princes of that name, though

we find little mention made of them in history. The

arch of Titus at Rome is an incontrovertible proof of
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the capture of Jerusalem. The celebrated Moabite

stone is an irresistible witness to the historical reality

of Mesha, king of Moab. But while such monuments

and memorials as these are very high evidence,

memorial ordinances are higher still. The observ-

ance of the fourth of July by the Americans, as the

anniversary of their independence, must continue for

ever an unassailable proof of the event. The cele-

bration of the Passover is, independently of the

narrative in Exodus, an excellent proof of the

deliverance of Israel from Egypt. Memorial ordi-

nances like these are the very highest kind of

evidence, because it is scarcely possible that they

can have been forged. Any wealthy man who takes

the whim may raise the monument, any coiner may

forge the coin, but it is next to impossible to fabri-

cate a memorial ordinance to commemorate an event

which is alleged to have just taken place, but which

every one knows to be a pure myth. People will not

allow such an observance to be palmed off upon

them
; they will not readily lend themselves to such

a gross public deception ;
and hence it follows that

a memorial ordinance, reaching back to the age of the

event commemorated, is evidence of the very highest

kind.

Now all this holds good in regard to the sacrament

of the Supper. It is a very characteristic memorial
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ordinance. It reaches back, beyond all contradiction,

as we have seen, to the New Testament age. We
can trace back the regular observance of it until

within a few years of Christ's death, along with the

observance of the Lord's Day, on which it was cele-

brated. It is impossible that it could have been

forged and foisted in upon the early Church
;
for not

only were the apostles themselves alive at the time,

but multitudes besides, who knew whether Christ had

actually lived, and died, and risen again from the

dead. We may accept the regular celebration of the

Supper on the Lord's Day as testimony of the very

highest order.

What, then, does the Lord's Supper, taken along
with the Lord's Day on which it was held, testify ?

We see that it testifies to the historical reality of

Jesus. There was such a person. It testifies to His

real humanity, for it symbolizes and mentions His

body and His blood. It testifies to His divinity. It

does so not merely by its name—the LORD'S Supper,

but by the fact that the whole ordinance is a service

of the highest worship to the Saviour. It testifies to

His death
; for, not to speak of its explicit design,

and the breaking of the bread, the separation of the

bread and wine distinctly symbolizes the separation

of the body and blood
;
in other words, a violent

death by blood-shedding. It testifies to His death
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as a true atonement :

' This is My body which is

broken for you ;

' ' This cup is the new covenant in

My blood.' It testifies to His resurrection very

especially, because of its celebration on the first day

of the week, the day set apart from the very first in

commemoration of our Lord's resurrection. It testi-

fies to the need of personal appropriating faith in

Christ and His atoning death : 'Take, eat ;' the cup

is 'the communion of the blood of Christ
;

'

the bread

is 'the communion of the body of Christ' It testifies

to the idea, existence, and unity of the Holy Catholic

Church :

' For we being many are one bread and one

body ;
for we are all partakers of that one bread.'

In other words, restricting ourselves entirely to First

Corinthians, we see that in the Lord's Supper we

have a memorial ordinance going back to the time

of Christ, an ordinance which could not be forged,

and which testifies most explicitly to the grand facts

and doctrines which form the basis and substance of

Christianity. It furnishes us, in short, with a separate

and independent line of proof of the very highest

order, which cannot be explained by mere chance.

Such are a few lines and elements of importance

that converge in the sacred history of which Chris-

tianity is the flower and crown. Their number might

easily be increased
;
but the preceding are enough to

indicate the nature and the point of our present
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argument It is this : that such a multitude of verj/

striking and special elements and lines, many of

them distinctly prophesied, and all converging to one

and the same great end, cannot have originated and

met together by blind chance. It must have been

the result of a guiding intelligence somewhere. It is

quite obvious that it cannot be explained as the

result of intelligence merely human
;

for the con-

tinuity of the Jewish race, the coming of Christ, the

spread of the Church, and the antecedent prophecies

in regard to these wonderful events, are obviously

beyond the reach of man. Accordingly, it follows

that here we have a current of history which is under

special divine guidance, in which God manifests

Himself in a positively miraculous and supernatural

way. In short, mere chance is out of the question,

and therefore we must recognise in it the hand of

God.

But to many minds nothing gives so vivid and

firm a grasp of a result as figures. Let us consider,

then, how we might approximately express the possi-

bility of all this happening by mere chance in virtue

of the mathematical Theory of Probabilities.^ It is a

simple and easily demonstrable mathematical law,

that ' the probability of the joint occurrence of any

set of independent events is the product of their

^

Compare Appendix, Note XIV.
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separate probabilities.' To make this plainer by an

example. If we have a bag with a hundred balls, of

which ninety-nine are black and only one white, the

probability of drawing the white ball at the first trial

is only i to 100 {jIq) ;
the probability of drawing it

twice in succession is not i to 200, but i to 10,000

(100^700)5 ^^''^ chance of drawing it thrice in suc-

cession is only i to 1,000,000 (too ^
Too'

^
Too)» ^^c.

In other words, the ultimate chance or probability is

the product of the separate chances or probabilities ;

so that to find the ultimate probability we have

simply to multiply the separate probabilities.

Now it is not difficult to apply this in a general

way to the case before us. The main difficulty is to

estimate the chance or probability of each individual

instance
;
but as our object is a practical illustration

rather than mathematical exactness, we shall content

ourselves with a general estimate of the probabilities,

which in most cases will fall far within the mark.

We take up the elements in the order in which they

have been given in the previous pages.

The first of these was the unique monotheism of

the Jewish race. It was the only ancient race that

possessed and held fast to monotheism. There were

probably a thousand difTerent tribes existing in the

ancient world
;
but let us say that there were only

100. The probability, therefore, that just this race
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out of 100 should alone be monotheistic, was only as

I to loo (yJo)- The uniqueness of the sacred litera-

ture was the next point. There is no other sacred

literature like it in existence. The chance that it

should have been found in the Jewish race is again

only I to lOO (yoo)- Accordingly, by the Theory of

Probabilities, the chance that the two elements men-

tioned should have been found in the Jewish race,

and there alone, is the product of the above, i.e.

To.'ooo' o"" I ^o 10,000. Again, the very wonderful

preservation of the Jews, quite singular among
the supposed lOO nations, gives a chance of i to

lOO (j^o)- That this unique historic fact should

have been distinctly prophesied and exactly fulfilled,

is a thing so unlikely to have resulted by blind

chance, that it is hard to express the probability by

mere figures ;
but let us put it down as also i to

lOO (y^o)- ^^ ^^^^ manner, we might go on through

all (let us say) the twelve special elements which

we have adduced, estimating the probability that

each one should take place at all, and take place

just in this line and nowhere else, as i to lOO

(loo)- To find the resultant probability that all

these should have happened to converge by chance,

we must multiply the separate probabilities. The

result is x.o 00,0 00,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 on.croo- J- hat is to

say, the probability that the above elements should
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have taken place and united in the Christian

line of history by mere chance is only as i to

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000, a probability so

infinitcsimally small that it is impossible to have

any clear idea of it. In other words, it is improb-
able in the highest conceivable degree that Chris-

tianity can be the result of mere blind chance and

not of divine intelligence. At all events, the pro-

bability of its being the outcome of chance is

so excessively small, that in all ordinary cases it

would be considered as practically equal to nothing,

and would be totally disregarded.

The method commonly adopted to break down
such cumulative evidence as we have adduced above,

is the method of special pleading. The advocate of

unbelief takes up the different lines of proof one by

one, shows how there is nothing in them separately ;

how they are found elsewhere separately in other

systems ;
and how they can all be accounted for by

mere nature and historical evolution. After doiner

this, he thinks his task triumphantly accomplished,

and practically he turns round and says to the be-

wildered inquirer,
' Behold how the entire mass of

evidence has vanished !

'

But after all, he has scarcely

touched the heart and strength of the argument,
which consists not merely in so many separate,

independent lines, but in the fact that so many
u
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singular lines should converge to otie and the same

end.

Perhaps we may make the matter clearer by a

simple illustration. Let us take the case of a jury

trial, in which the prisoner at the bar is clearly guilty.

The evidence consists, let us say, of a dozen strong

converging lines. The advocate in defence is a skil-

ful special pleader, and addresses himself to the task

in detail. He takes up the first line of evidence

fastening the crime upon the prisoner, and shows

that it may have happened quite naturally, and yet

the man be innocent. He takes up the second con-

verging line, and shows that it has happened in such

and such a case before and yet meant nothing. And

so he goes over the whole twelve lines, explaining each

of them away, and showing how they really prove

nothing. But by this method he does not move a

common-sense jury in the least. They will reply that

it is very skilful pleading, but it does not touch the

heart of the matter. It is possible that one, or even

two, of the lines may hold good, without proving the

prisoner necessarily guilty. But the fact that six

such lines should converge upon him, makes his guilt

practically certain
;
while the convergence of twelve

such lines places his guilt beyond all possibility of a

moment's doubt. The advocate with all his clever-

ness fails to account for the convergence of so many
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lines upon the same person, and it is just in this that

the strength of the evidence Hes. The jury see this

by their practical logic and common sense, and with

the utmost confidence they convict the prisoner, and

bring in a verdict of guilty, though it is certain to

cost him his life.

Now the course of procedure adopted by the advo-

cates of unbelief is very much the same, and the

cause of its weakness very much the same. They
take up one by one the elements of the evidence

bearing on Christianity, and attempt to dispose of

them as best they can by showing that there is in

them nothing supernatural or even uncommon. If

we speak of the monotheism of the Jews, they will

adduce dim and lingering indications that mono-

theistic views were secretly held by the priests of

Egypt. If we point to the peculiarity of our sacred

books, they will point to those of the ancient Parsees.

If we mention the marvellous preservation of the

Jews, they will place over against it the case of

the gipsies. If we adduce the wondrous character

of Christ, they will affect to parallel it with that of

Socrates, who himself declared that he had in his

heart the germs of all evil inclinations. If we speak

of His matchless moral teaching, they will sing the

praises of Buddha, of Epictetus, or Marcus Aurelius.

If we bring forward His miracles, they will talk of
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the fictitious wonders of Apollonius of Tyana. If

we point to the marvellous spread of the Church,

they will point to the marvellous spread of Moham-

medanism. By thus taking up the different elements

of proof one by one, and trying to parallel them by

something brought from the north, or south, or east,

or west, they think that they have destroyed the

force of the argument. But they have scarcely even

touched it. Their parallels only need to be looked

at in order to see that, for the most part, they are no

real parallels at all, and some of them more properly

cases of conspicuous contrast than of parallelism.

But even though they were ten times more apt than

they are, the essential point is yet untouched—the fact

that all those lines of evidence should converge upon

and unite in Christianity. The problem is not. Can

we explain away this or that element by mere

chance or natural causes ? but. How do the elements

all come to meet in one and the same centre ? Was

it by chance that all the military roads led to ancient

Rome, or was it because it was the imperial city ?
^

What then is the natural outcome of the whole ?

What is the inference most reasonably to be drawn

from the many converging lines, some of them

strange and unique, which unite in and around

Christianity } Is it not that there must have been

1
Compare Davison, Discourses on Prophtcy, p. 31.
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presiding over it a great Intelligence, watching and

working on throughout the weary ages, and

graciously directing all for the highest good of

man ? Or are we to suppose that this wonderful

convergence is only the result of a happy, or rather

of an unhappy, and delusive chance ? Surely it

must require no small capacity of faith to believe

this latter. We cannot imagine that the noble ship

riding in all its stateliness at anchor in the river, with

its freight of hopeful emigrants bound for a new

world, is the result of mere chance. We cannot

suppose that its planks and cordage and other

material kept floating up and down all oceans, until

at last they were wrought into proper shape and size

by tossing and friction
;

and then were luckily

drifted together by a thousand different winds and

currents from all seas and all directions of the com-

pass, so as to meet at last in some secluded High-

land loch. We cannot suppose that, on a night of

mysterious darkness and storm, the different materials

were luckily washed and jolted and lifted up into

their proper places and there fixed, by the play of

wild winds and waves, so that when the morning

broke the completed ship floated upon the water in

all its queenly pride. And just as little can we

reasonably suppose that the wonderful elements of

which we have spoken in this and the preceding
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studies, after tossing hither and thither for ages as

flotsam upon the surface of human history, were

wrought by the tossing into proper form,— were

wafted at last by a thousand different storms and

currents and counter - currents from all possible

quarters into the little troubled bay of Jewry ;
and

that there, by some strange conjuncture of blind

chances, they were united and built up into that

noble Ark of our common Christianity, which rides

so triumphantly upon the surging sea of time,

freighted with the highest destinies of man, with all

the noblest hopes of the future, and with many happy

pilgrims bound for the world beyond.



XI.

Christianity proving itself by the Principle

OF THE * Survival of the Fittest.'

In the seventh chapter of Exodus we meet with a

singular and suggestive miracle. We see Aaron in

the presence of Pharaoh confronted with the wise

men of Egypt. Wc are told that he cast down his

rod, and it became a serpent ;
and that the wise men

did the same with their rods, and these became

serpents also. But the end of the scene was, that

'Aaron's rod swallowed up their rods;' and we read

that afterwards it budded, and blossomed, and brought

forth almonds.

The miracles of Moses and Aaron, like those of

Christ, were not mere wonders to gratify man's

empty curiosity, but are habitually called 'signs.'

They are
'

signs,' that is, significant or symbolical of

some truth. They are what we would nowadays

call a kind of object lesson. And it is not difficult

to discern what is the lesson taught, or at least sug-

gested, by the present miracle. The rod is the

3"
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symbol of authority, power, office. It is, in short,

the sceptre. Aaron, as the future high priest, is the

representative of the true God and His heaven-

descended religion. Accordingly his rod or sceptre
is the symbol of the power and dominion of God
and His religion. The wise men of Egypt, on the

other hand, are the representatives of mere man-
made religions, human speculations, and earth-born

systems. Their rods or sceptres are the symbols of

the power and dominion of these human religions

and systems. But Aaron's rod swallowed up their

rods, and this fact teaches by a very vivid symbolism
that the dominion of the divine religion is destined

to supersede all man-made systems and mere nature-

religions, to overturn their thrones and set up in

their place its own eternal throne.

Of course, living in the Christian Age, we natur-

ally apply the truth taught by this symbolism to the

Christian religion. As the heaven-born, ultimate

worid-religion, it is demonstrating its power and final

destiny by superseding all other religions.

The science of the present age speaks much about

a great principle that determines and regulates the

continuity and upward progress of life on the earth.

That principle is the *

Survival of the Fittest
'

in

the struggle for existence. The means of support-

ing life on the earth are of necessity limited, and
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hence arises a constant struggle for existence. In

this struggle it is only the most powerful,
' the fittest,'

and best adapted to the circumstances, that survive.

And there is, without doubt, a large measure of truth

in the principle. We see that this is the case in the

vegetable kingdom. It is the plants that are best

adapted to the soil, climate, and general environment,

that survive and spread. AVe see the same thing in

the animal kingdom. It is those animals that are

most powerful, and are the best adapted to the

special surroundings and circumstances, that survive

and prevail. We see it in the human species itself.

When a more vigorous race comes into collision with

a race possessed of less vitality, then, unless the

moral power of Christianity intervene to prevent it,

the more vigorous race tends to push the feebler off

the face of the earth. We see the same thing still

more in human systems of science, philosophy,

government, and the like. It is the one with the

most power of truth in it, the one best fitted to the

age, the people, the general environment and circum-

stances, that survives. It is, in short, the fittest that

survives in the struggle ;
and the fact that it does

survive is, as a rule, a tolerably good proof that it is

the fittest.

Now this principle just enunciated tells in favour

of Christianity. It has been, and still is, superseding
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other systems in the struggle for existence. Its rod

swallows up their rods. It survives in the struggle,

and by its very survival it shows itself to be pos-

sessed of greater power of truth, greater vitality and

fitness for humanity.

We see the fact of this survival very clearly when

we contemplate the early spread of Christianity.

When it entered on the scene of history, eighteen

centuries ago, it found the world already possessed

by various religions. It was at once launched into

a life-and-death struggle for its existence. Every

one sees from the New Testament that it had a

terrible contest to maintain at first with the hard

and narrow Judaism of the age. As it passed

beyond its first stage, it had to enter on a much

more formidable struggle with the old paganism

of Greece and Rome. At a later period it was

launched into a similar struggle with the strong

and wild religion of our old Teutonic ancestors.

And what was the result .-* It was that in each

case Christianity showed itself to be the fittest by

its survival in the struggle. So complete was its

victory in the contest with Greek, and Roman, and

Teutonic paganism, not to mention many other less-

known systems, that it drove them out of existence

altogether, just as the animals of our present

geological age have superseded the inferior animals
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of the previous ages. In the present day, we know

about these obsolete forms of heathenism only from

ancient literature, or the remains of their idolatrous

service preserved in our museums, just as we know

about the remains of those earlier but now obsolete

animals from their remains in the rocks of the earth.

Clearly Christianity, in its struggles with these ancient

systems, has triumphantly approved itself by the

principle of the survival of the fittest.

But it may be said, Are not the original power and

vitality of Christianity now spent .'' Is it not waxing

old, and becoming ready to vanish away, like some of

the ancient plants and animals referred to ? By no

means. The fact is, that, since the centuries of its

youth, Christianity has never shown its aggressive

power and vitality to such a degree as in the present

century. This is especially demonstrated by the

wonderful advance that it has made in mission work

throughout the length and breadth of the world.

Within the last fifty years or so, we have seen whole

groups of islands in the South Seas Christianized,

such, for example, as the Fiji and the Sandwich

Islands. We have seen Madagascar furnishing con-

verts by tens of thousands every year to the Church,

so that there are now in that island 250,000 pro-

fessing Christians, and the progress still going on.

In India, in 185 1, there were only 103,000 native
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Protestant Christians, whereas in 1881 there were

453,cxDo.^ Fifty years ago, probably there were not

ten native Christians in China, and now there are

50,000 who bear that sacred name. At the begin-

ning of the century there were not more than 50,000

converts from modern heathenism, and now there

are more than 1,700,000. That is to say, the Christian

Church during the present century has reclaimed

from heathenism, and much of it of the grossest

type, a number nearly equal to one-half the entire

population of Scotland, and the work is going on

at the present time with greater rapidity than at

any previous portion of the century.^

We have reason to believe that the spread of

Christianity in heathen countries, in the present age,

compares not unfavourably with that of the early

centuries. It is, of course, difficult to bring this to

the test in the form of statistics
;

still an approxima-
tion may be made which may be instructive and

interesting. Of course, so far as the ancient Church

is concerned, we cannot possibly attain to exactness,

and can only guard against error by leaving a suffi-

ciently large margin. We do not descend into

details, but only give results. What, then, are some
'
Statistical Tables of Protestant Missions in India, Burma, and

Ceylon (1881), p. xiii.

* See Christlieb's Protestant Missions, pp. 99 fif. (Hastie's Transla-

tion).
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of the results at which competent men and special

students of the early Christian ages have arrived ?

Lange, at the close of his Commentary on Matthew,

estimates that the number of professing Christians at

A.D. lOO was 5CX),ooo, and that at the time of Con-

stantine, say A.D. 320, it was 10,000,000.^ Uhlhorn

estimates that at the latter date they formed less than

one-twelfth of the population in the East, and less

than one-fifteenth in the West
;
that is, perhaps about

nine or ten millions.^ Schaff gives a similar general

estimate. At the close of the first century,
' the

estimate of half a million among the one hundred

millions or more inhabitants of the Roman Empire

is probably exaggerated. At the time of Constantine

the number of Christians may have reached ten or

twelve millions, that is, about one-tenth of the total

population of the Roman Empire.'
^ Gibbon also

enters into a lengthened discussion of the question,

and he comes to the conclusion that at the latter

period the Christians formed about one-twentieth of

the population of the Empire ;
in other words, they

amounted to six or seven millions.* Dean Milman

thinks that Gibbon is
'

perhaps inclined to underrate
'

the relative number of the Christians, but believes that

^
Bihelwerk, Matt, xxviii. 16-20.

* Kampf dcs Christenthums, p. 367.
"^

History of the Christian Church, vol. i. pp. 196-197.
* Decline and Fall, chap. -xv.
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' with regard to the West he is clearly right'
^ Let

us agree with Milman that Gibbon's estimate, and even

all those given above, are too low, and set down the

number of Christians at the year 320 as 16,000,000.

Let us also accept 500,000 as the estimated number

at A.D. 100, and the result is that their number

doubles everyforty-fouryears.

Let us now consider how this increase compares

with the spread of Christianity in the mission-field at

the present day. We select one important field, viz.

India, including Burmah and Ceylon, partly because

it is one whose case is somewhat parallel to that of

the ancient Roman Empire, and partly because we

have the most trustworthy statistics in regard to

mission work in our Indian Empire. How, then, do

the statistics stand ? Confining ourselves solely to

the work of Protestant missionaries, we find that the

number of professing Christians brought over from

heathenism amounted in the aggregate in 185 1 to

103,000; in i86r, to 213,000; in 1871, to 318,000;

and in 1881, to 528,000.^ And what is the rate of

increase indicated by these figures } It is, that the

Protestant Christians of India are doubling every

thirteen years or so
;
and we have the best reason for

^ History 0/ Christianity, vol. ii. p. 276, note.

^ Statistical Tables of Protestant Missions in India, Burma, and

Ceylon (1881), pp. x. and xiii.
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believing that other fields, such as Madagascar, and

not a few of the South Sea Islands, could show an

equally satisfactory result. Surely this compares not

unfavourably with the increase during the second and

third centuries, when the Christians doubled not in

every thirteen, but in every forty-four years. In

other words, modern missions demonstrate that

Christianity has lost nothing of its ancient regene-

rating power and energy, and is still proving its

divinity as much as ever by the principle of the

survival of the fittest.

We might even say that we get a more vivid proof

of the wonderful regenerative and elevating power of

Christianity in modern mission work than in that of

the ancient Church. In the early ages it came into

contact only with the comparatively high civilisation

of the Roman Empire, and for centuries encountered

no such degraded peoples as the Esquimaux, the

Australians, and many of the tribes of Southern and

Central Africa, of the South Seas, and even of India.

But it has encountered such tribes in its modern

advance, and has demonstrated that it has the capa-

city of descending to the very lowest depths, of

meeting the wants of the most degraded nations,

and of raising them up to the platform of Christian

life and civilisation. Of this the thrilling story of

mission work in many of the above-mentioned fields,
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as detailed not merely by missionaries, but by other

intelligent observers, furnishes a most interesting and

satisfactory proof. Surely this shows us that the

vitality and elevating energy of Christianity, far from

being spent, are as fresh and vigorous as in its early

dawn, and that it is still possessed of all its youthful

power of adaptation.

But in estimating the energy of modern Christi-

anity, we must also bear in mind that it has not been

contending merely with low and feeble systems of

superstition and idolatry. It is engaged in close and

deadly contest with systems that are among the very

highest in the scale of mere human religions. It is

face to face in India and Japan with Buddhism,
which is perhaps the most powerful system of idola-

trous religion that the world has ever seen, and yet

it is winning its converts every day from its mighty

grasp. It is in direct conflict with the religion of

China, one of the most civilised and conservative of

heathen nations, and even in China it is receiving

converts by hundreds every year within the Christian

fold. It has begun to attack Mohammedanism,—a

religion sprung in no small measure from itself; and

notwithstanding the mortal hatred which Moham-

medans bear to Christianity, and the most barbarous

and sanguinary laws which visit the convert to the

Cross with persecution and death, it has won not a
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few noble trophies from the reh'gion of the Crescent.

Besides, nothing can be more certain than the fact

that the days of Mohammedanism as a mighty

aggressive force are numbered, and that both as a

rehgion, a civilisation, and a world-power, it is des-

tined to hopeless disintegration and collapse in the

face of Christianity and Christendom. The Crescent

of Mohammed is beyond all doubt a waning Crescent.

In conflict with such modern systems, some of them

much more powerful than any of the ancient world,

Christianity is demonstrating itself more fully every

year to be the fittest and most powerful by its sur-

vival in the struggle.

But we may see still more vividly the regenerative

power of Christianity when we contemplate the moral

transformation which it has effected wherever it

reigns. It is extremely difficult to conceive, and

utterly impossible to represent in books to be read

by Christian eyes, the unspeakable change which it

has produced in the moral state of the human race.

For the sake of greater definiteness we may fix our

mind more especially on the ancient Roman world.

Of course, as a rule, the ordinary eye sees only the

best of ancient heathenism, the results of its high

culture, its noble edifices, its peerless works of art,

its better and purer literature. But every one who

has looked behind the veil, knows what a hideous
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spectacle lies there concealed. There meets his

horrified gaze a festering mass of pollution and

abomination the most unspeakable. Chastity is

almost unknown
; self-indulgence of the most sen-

sual kind everywhere prevails ; lying and deception

in trade, bribery and corruption, cruelty and op-

pression, suicide and the reckless contempt of human

life, leaven the whole community. This is the

picture not merely drawn by Paul in the first chapter

of the Romans, but it is the very picture portrayed

by the satirists and by the more sober historians of

the ancient world
;
the picture preserved for modern

eyes by a singular but awful providence in the re-

velations of buried Pompeii. The very gods them-

selves were sunk in vice, and a man cannot well be

expected to be better than his god. In short, the

heathenism of ancient Rome in its more degene-

rate age, shows us just such a deplorable mass of

reeking corruption as that which our missionaries

find rampant in heathendom at the present day.

And yet Christianity succeeded in effecting a radical

and incalculable moral change. It was not merely

the salt which preserved the race from further cor-

ruption and from rotting off the face of the earth, but

the vital power which put a new spiritual life into

the carcase, which first stopped the leprosy, then

mastered it, and finally made the healthy
'

flesh come
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acrain like the flesh of a little child.' No doubt the

morality of Christendom is still far short of the

Christian ideal
;
but as compared with that of ancient

Rome, not to speak of modern heathendom, it is high

as the heaven is above the earth
;
and this is a fact

which is substantially admitted by men without as well

as by men within the circle of catholic Christianity,

by men like Leckyas well as men like Loring Brace.

But we see the transcendent moral power of Chris-

tianity not less in national life and government, and

international relations. We see it in the abolition of

slavery. In ancient Greece and Rome alike, slavery

prevailed to an almost incredible extent. In Athens,

it is said that out of 400,000 inhabitants only 100,000

were free citizens. And the case of Rome was some-

what similar, for it is calculated that about one-half

of the population of the Empire consisted of slaves.

But Christianity slowly remedied the terrible evil

and let the oppressed go free. The gladiatorial

shows fed the Roman thirst for blood with tens of

thousands of wasted lives every year ;
but Chris-

tianity stepped into the arena, and put an end to the

horrid cruelty. Woman occupied a most degraded

position in most parts of the ancient world
;
but

Christianity took her by the hand, raised her up, and

set her by the side of man. Marriage was in the later

Roman age a matter of mere temporary and sensual
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convenience
;

divorce was so easy and so frequent

that women, it was sarcastically said, counted the

years by their husbands
;

but Christianity uttered

its blessing over the marriage bond and made it

sacred. Infanticide was a custom common even in

Greece
;
for had not parents an absolute right to do

what they liked with their own .'' But Christianity

took the little children up in her arms and blessed

them. War was the natural state of things, the most

honourable life for a man to follow, and it was

generally carried on with bloody barbarity ;
but

Christianity has not only infused its own merciful

spirit into it, but greatly lessened its frequency by

means of diplomacy and arbitration, and by declaring

peace and honest toil to be in the highest degree

right and honourable. But why enlarge ? Even

Plato, the noblest of ancient philosophers, in his ideal

republic, admits such things as slavery, the com-

munity of women, the exposure of infants, and the

like. How very different the religion of Jesus !

How much higher its morality ! How mighty its

spiritual power, which has succeeded in crushing out

these and similar evils, and in supplanting them by

their opposite virtues !

But another consideration, which shows that Chris-

tianity is in our day as much as ever the support and

energetic power of all high morality, is the sad fact
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that the decHne of the former sooner or later means

the decHne of the latter. Mere culture or education

or aesthetic taste, yea, all of them together, are quite

inadequate. Christianity alone suffices. It may no

doubt be true, that a nation for two or three genera-

tions may maintain a fairly high morality after posi-

tive religion has lost its hold on the faith and heart

of the people, just as the train may continue to move

for some time after the engine has been detached, or

the twilight remain for a while after the sun has set.

But by and by the train comes to a stand without

the engine ;
and so with the continuance of morality

after the motive power of Christianity has been

withdrawn. By and by, after the sun has set, the

twilight darkens into night ;
and so with morality

after the sun of Christianity has gone down. It

takes, of course, two or three generations to enable

us to demonstrate this fact by statistics
;
but such

statistics as we have, point distinctly in this direction.

Luthardt, a distinguished German writer, in one of

his late volumes, shows very clearly the sad results

of the prevalence of pantheism and materialism in

modern Germany. He adduces statistics which de-

monstrate a rapid and fearful increase of crime, espe-

cially crimes against chastity, and a terrible advance

in the deepening darkness and intensity of the '

social

evil.' His statistics are certainly enough to show
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that where gross materialism prevails, mere culture

can no more sustain genuine morality and virtue, as

distinguished from the outward semblance thereof,

than it could in the declining days of Rome or in

the age of the first French Revolution. The mighty

spiritual power of Christianity is as necessary for

this purpose now as ever. It and it alone has the

strength to support, and the motive energy to propa-

gate, true morality in the average run of men of which

nations are mainly composed.^

The question even admits of being seriously dis-

cussed, whether a nation or people can continue to

exist without a religion. Certainly no such people of

any historical importance has ever yet existed on the

surface of the earth. In proportion as religion has

declined in any nation, morality has decayed ;
and in

proportion as morality has decayed, the nation has

become rotten within, honeycombed, and ready to

collapse on the first vigorous assault from without, or

even in course of time from the decay and hoUow-

ness within. Past history affords us num.erous illus-

trations of the fact from the time of ancient Babylon

downwards, and, as we have just seen, modern history

and statistics point in the same direction. If it be

too much to affirm that
' there cannot be a second

generation of an infidel state, for society would fall

^ See Appendix, Note XXI.
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to pieces,' we may safely maintain that Professor

Flint speaks forth the words of truth and soberness

when he says,
' The prevalence of atheism in any

land must bring with it national decay and disaster.

Its triumph in our land would bring with it, I believe,

hopeless national ruin.'
^

Nor does it militate against our present argument

to object that Christianity has been the cause of not

a little misery in the world. It could not possibly

overthrow hoary systems of evil, or tear up ancient

and deep-rooted vices and customs, without violence

and suffering. And just as little does it tell against

the substance of our argument, that many cruelties

have been committed in the name of our most holy

faith. We refer particularly to the fearful persecu-

tions and massacres carried on by Christians against

Jews, infidels, and heathens, and even fellow-Chris-

tians. These horrible crimes were not the outcome

of Christianity, but of fallen human nature as yet

imperfectly Christianized. They were directly con-

trary to the spirit and the teaching of our religion ;

and it is even a powerful argument in favour of its

divinity, that though it took Christendom eighteen

centuries to learn the doctrine of religious toleration,

yet all the time it was there in the New Testament

as clear as the sun. The crimes referred to sprang

» See the whole passage. And- Theislk Theories, pp. 36 ff.
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not from full Christian faith, but from the want of it
;

and therefore they do not prove, as is sometimes

supposed, that Christian faith is and has ever been

only a well-spring of evil in the world. On one

occasion some one remarked in the hearing of Carlyle,

that belief had done immense evil in the world.

'

True,' he replied with vehemence, almost with fury,

'

true belief has done some evil in the world
;
but it

has done all the good that ever was done in it, from

the time when Moses saw the burning bush, and

believed it to be God appointing him to be deliverer

of His people, down to the last act of belief that you

or I executed. Good never came from aught else.'
^

From such considerations as the preceding, we see

that Christianity has been and still is proving its

divinity, its moral power, and final destiny by its

triumphant survival in the struggle for existence. In

this respect it differs as much from modern specu-

lative systems of religion as from those of the past

ages. These new and rival systems may seem very

logical and ingenious ;
but they are earth-born,

with nothing but human authority to support them.

They may do well enough for the study, the easy-

chair, the lecture-room, or summer weather
;
but they

fail when they come to practical matters of life and

death. They want the inherent spiritual power of

1 Froude's Life of Thomas Carlyle, vol. ii. p. 331.
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making their adherents wilhng to consecrate them-

selves to works of self-sacrifice, and, if necessary, to

martyrdom, for the spread of their cause and the

welfare of humanity. We hear little or nothing of

them undertaking benevolent and mission work amid

the slums at home, or among the still more degraded

heathen abroad. We never hear of any heathen

tribes which they have civilised, not to say Christian-

ized. They have scarcely even the power of organi-

zation and self-support, and are more at home in

trying to break down the walls of Christianity than

those of vice and heathenism. In decided contrast

to them, the persistent aggressive energy of Chris-

tianity shows that the future, the survival in the

struggle, and the final triumph as the fittest religion

for man, belong to it and not to them.

It may be well for us briefly to inquire what are

some of those elements in Christianity which give it

its mighty power and make it
' the fittest' We mean

to touch on only a few of the more important points.

One powerful element is to be found in the practical

certainty which Christianity affords us in regard to

those matters which are of paramount importance to

man. The soul which is in earnest cannot do otherwise

than yearn anxiously and intensely after reasonable

assurance in reference to those matters which may
concern its welfare for eternity. Is the soul mortal.
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or is it immortal ? Is there a heaven ? Is there a

hell ? Does God forgive sin, or does He not ? If He

does, then on what terms ? Is there any way by which

we may be delivered first from the guilt, and then

from the power and bondage of sin ? In regard to

questions such as these, human philosophies have no

certain answer to give, or they give answers diametri-

cally opposed to one another. In such a state of

doubt and dissension Christianity offers a real, a

well-founded, and a reasonable certainty ;
and to

earnest souls seeking agonizingly after the truth,

this certainty gives it, of necessity, a vast power over

mere human speculations, which can only attain at

the utmost to a '

perhaps.' This reasonable certainty

produces in the mind of the Christian a true, energetic

faith, which is always a mighty power in itself; for,

as J. S. Mill says,
' One person with a belief is a

social power equal to ninety-nine who have only

interests.' One element of the power of Christianity

is found in this reasonable, well-assured faith.

Another source of its power is to be found in the

fact that it reaches down into the eternal, and has its

well-springs in God. It brings souls into the most

direct contact with the Fountain of life and power.

Human systems at the best are only like mere surface

wells, which penetrate but a little into the ground

and do not reach the perennial springs. They do
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well enough in favourable seasons, but in times of

burning, trying drought they become utterly dry, and

fail altogether just when they are needed most. But

Christianity is like the Artesian well, which penetrates

away down through the layers of rock to the inex-

haustible supplies of water beneath, and which accord-

ingly keeps springing up with undiminished force and

abundance at all seasons and in all weathers. In

other words, Christianity reaches down into God,

connects the soul with God, and draws its life and

power and supplies of grace from Him. These sup-

plies keep gushing, welling up from the infinite ocean

beneath, through the ordinances of the Church and

the means of grace. In the devout Christian who is

united to Christ by faith, the Spirit is as a well of

water springing up unto everlasting life, quickening,

refreshing, cleansing, strengthening the soul with all

might in the inner man. Assuredly another cause of

the conquering might of our holy religion is to be

found in the Spirit of life and power which it draws

from the eternal source, and which is the river the

streams whereof make glad the city of our God.

We must also emphasize the fact that much of

this power of which we speak arises from the person

of Christ, from the incarnation of God and of the

moral law which we have in Him. The ordinary

mind has a difficulty in thinking about a God who is
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a pure, invisible, formless Spirit ;
but the incarnation

exactly meets this need. In Jesus Christ we have

one who lives and moves before us, and on whom

it is easy for us to fasten our minds and think.

Because of His real humanity, we are drawn to Him

by the mysterious bonds of human sympathy. By
means of His holy and beautiful character and life,

we are strongly attracted to Him by all the magic

power of holy beauty. In virtue of His unselfish

love, His exquisite tenderness, grace, and mercy, our

heart is taken wholly captive. On account of His

painful and tragic death, borne for the noblest pur-

pose, and with the divinest dignity, the soul is drawn

to Him with the deepest and most romantic interest.

In Him everything meets which can captivate and

fill the mind, the heart, the imagination, and make

them rest on Him with ease and delight. But He is

God
;
He is the mioral law. That God, that moral

law, of which we found it difficult to think in the

pure, colourless, abstract form, we now find it easy

and delightful to think of and love as brought before

us in the person of Christ. The incarnate Son is

indeed the very power of God, because He meets

man's want of a real incarnation of the invisible God

and the abstract moral law. Accordingly, Christianity

derives much of its power from Him. He is its very

fountainhead of spiritual power and life. All the
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grand movements in its history throughout the ages

are but the throbbings of His heart. All the great

Christian reformers and workers have drawn their

inspiration, enthusiasm, and spiritual force from Him.

But another fact which gives much of its mighty-

power to Christianity, is its adaptation or fitness to

meet the moral and spiritual wants of man. Human
nature is a perfect bundle of spiritual wants

;
and

Christianity girdles it all round and exactly fits into

it on every side. When a true soul has been really

awakened and sees its guilt, it sighs for pardon ;
and

Christianity presents it with a pardon full, and free,

and righteous. The God - awakened man, in his

deepest nature, yearns not only for pardon but for

inward holiness
;
and Christianity meets this want

by working in us a new and holy nature which

enables us to love and practise all the Christian

graces and virtues freely, and to find our true

delight therein. We have a natural yearning for a

genuine friend, around whom our affections and

esteem may twine, and who may fully satisfy all the

insatiable longings and desires of our heart
;

and

such we have in Jesus, who is a Friend that sticketh

closer than a brother. And not to enlarge, we have

an instinctive desire for immortality; and Christianity

meets this desire by assuring us of a glorious immor-

tality of intellectual and spiritual perfection and
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blessedness in the very presence of the Lord for ever.

Just as the crystal water flows into all the intricate

corners of the intricate vessel and fills them up, so

Christianity exactly fits into and fills up all the

manifold wants of our spiritual nature. And herein

is another secret of its blessed power, and not only

that, but another proof that it is of God and the one

true religion.

Another source of the overmastering might of

Christianity consists in the motive power with which

it fills and possesses the soul. No other religion can

supply or bring such motive power to bear upon the

soul. We are not to think at present of that motive

power which arises from a healthful dread of hell, or

from a strong desire after the blessedness of the

Christian heaven. We are rather to think of the

enthusiastic love and devotion awakened in the

Christian's heart by the Lord Jesus, which form indeed

the distinctive motive power of our religion. When
the faithful soul realizes how much it owes to Jesus,

it becomes filled of necessity with a perfect storm

of grateful feeling. When we contemplate Jesus

leaving glory for us, bearing privation, sham.e, and

suffering for us, dying a felon's death upon the cross

for us, seeking out us His lost sheep in our wayward,

wandering days, how can Christian hearts be other-

wise than consumed with love for Him ,'* When we
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think that He saved us of His own grace, bought us

and washed us with His own blood
;
when we think

of the awful hell from which He has rescued us, of

the glorious heaven to which He has brought us, and

that He Himself is to be our inheritance for ever,

how can Christian hearts do otherwise than glow

with a holy enthusiasm of gratitude to Him ? Surely

such considerations, when we realize them, must

kindle the fire of an unquenchable love in the soul.

And who does not see that this love is not only a fire

which purifies and burns away all that is low and

mean in us, but a grand motive power 'in our heart,

as a burning fire shut up within our bones, so that

we become weary with forbearing, and cannot stay
'

?

It moves us to shun sin because it crucified the

Lord, to grow holy like Himself because it pleases

Him, to work our little best for Him who did His

great work so willingly for us. The enthusiasm of a

holy love to Christ, which Christianity awakens and

feeds, is another secret of its marvellous power.

Nor must we omit to state that the joy with which

true religion fills the soul as with a heavenly light, is

another element in its mighty spell. Men sometimes

speak of Christianity as a gloomy, morose, melancholy

thing. There never was a greater mistake. From its

very nature, where it is real it is a religion of peace and

joy and hope. The soul which has been delivered from
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hell, reconciled to God, and made an heir of heaven,

and which knows it as it ought, cannot help living in

an air of peace and joy and hope. Nay, Christianity

inculcates joy as an abiding habit of mind, for it

commands us to rejoice in the Lord alway, to rejoice

evermore. It is not Christianity but atheism that is the

deeply hopeless, melancholy system. Let Professor

Clifford, who wandered into the dark and lonely and

dreary wilderness of the latter, speak :

'

It cannot be

doubted that theistic belief is a comfort and solace to

those who hold it, and that the loss of it is a very

painful loss. It cannot be doubted, at least, by many
of us in this generation, who received it in our child-

hood, and have parted with it since with such search-

ing trouble as only cradle-faiths can cause. We have

seen the spring sun shine out of an empty heaven to

light up a soulless earth
;
we have felt with utter

loneliness that the Great Companion is dead.'^

There we see the spirit of atheism, full of sadness

and of wailing. But Christianity gives us a Father,

a Saviour, a Brother, a blessed immortality, and a

glorious home. Its spirit is a spirit of hope and joy ;

and the hope and joy which it inspires add to its

divine power in the world. ' The joy of the Lord is

its strength.'

Another element in the power of Christianity is its

* Lectures and Essays, vol. ii. p. 247. See Appendix, Note XXII.
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wonderful capacity of self-adaptation and assimila-

tion. It is essentially a constructive and conservative

system, and only destructive with a view to be truly

constructive and conservative. It adapts itself alike to

all men of every clime, of every degree of civilisation,

of every form of government. It stoops to raise from

their deg-radation the Australian and the Hottentot.

It meets the case of the learned and philosophic sons

of India and China. It finds itself equally at home

under the paternal government of the African chief,

the autocracy of the Russian Czar, the constitutional

monarchy of Britain, and the republicanism of

America. Whatever it finds peculiar, but right and

healthful, in national life and civilisation, it not

only conserves, but works up into itself, and assimi-

lates, so as to form a new and special type of

Christianity particularly adapted to the nation. And

there can be no doubt that herein lies much of its

power as compared with Judaism, Mohammedanism,

and other religions. Every one knows the story of

Winfrid, the apostle of Germany, and the sacred

oak of Geismar, hallowed by dim ages of pagan rites.

The mighty spell which the tree cast like an awful

shadow over the minds of the heathen people, proved

a powerful entanglement to keep them back from

embracing Christianity. Winfrid saw this, and

determined on the bold stroke of hewing it down
Y
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by the root. He did so, and with the material he

built a little Christian chapel ;
so that by his wise

action he not only removed the obstruction and

broke the spell, but made use of the material and

even the spell itself for Christian purposes. And this

is the true spirit of all healthy Christianity. It hews

down the old and sacred trees, but only to use them

for Christian chapels. It loses nothing- that is good

and healthful in ancient religions, civilisations, and

nationalities, but preserves it, works it up into the

national type of Christianity, and turns it to a new

and noble use. Nay, it even gathers fresh life, and

strength, and fruitfulness from the assimilation, as

Aaron's rod after the absorption of the rods of the

Egyptians budded and blossomed and brought forth

almonds. There can be no doubt that this capacity

for adaptation and assimilation contributes largely to

the fitness of Christianity for becoming the ultimate

religion of the world.

But once more, and to crown the whole, the

irresistible power of the Christian religion arises

from the fact that God is on its side. In the fourth

chapter of Revelation, the King of kings is repre-

sented as sitting on His exalted throne, which is

surrounded with an emerald rainbow, the well-

known symbol of covenant grace and mercy. As

He looks forth upon the affairs of men, He looks
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at them through the emerald rainbow. He looks

out upon the course of history through the covenant

of grace and mercy, and directs it all in the

interests of this blessed covenant. In other words,

lie regulates history and the current of events in

the case of the individual, the Church, the world,

with a view to the interests of grace and Christianity.

He overrules even persecutions, schisms, and heresies

in the Church with a view to a purer life, greater

emulation and activity, a simpler, clearer, and better

balanced theology and teaching. He directs the

spread of education, science, and commerce in the

world, and even revolutions and wars, with a view

to make crooked places straight and rough places

plain, for the advancement of Christianity, and to

open up the way for the Church to enter in and

possess the land for Christ. With God upon its

side, Christianity must survive and prevail, until at

last it is completely triumphant, and the shout

ascends from a redeemed humanity, 'Alleluia! for

the Lord God omnipotent reigneth.' As we look

down the future and strain our eyes to behold the

vision of the latter days, we see the world in the

summer evening of time lying wrapt all round in the

light and glory of a universal Christianity, and a

banner floating in the breeze and waving blessings

over the nations : but that banner is not the blank
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flag of a know-nothing scepticism ;
not the black

flag of a hopeless, materialistic atheism
;

not the

Crescent of Mohammed, but the CROSS OF Christ.

In drawing these studies to a close, I wish to say

to the reader, in parting, that their aim has been

supremely practical ;
not to exercise or satisfy

merely the logical understanding, but, if possible,

to prepare the way and lead up to a living faith

and trust in Christ. Unless this be accomplished

in some degree, their object is lost
;

if it be accom-

plished in any degree, their object is fully gained.

It has been my devout wish to take you by the

hand and lead you up to the gate of the City of

God, And now I would leave you there alone to

knock for yourself, with the assurance that the

Lord of the City will open to every true and honest

seeker, and with the prayer that you may enter

in through the gate into the City.

Let me respectfully but earnestly remind you

that there are other capacities in your mind which

have to do with religion besides the logical intellect.

One of these is your moral nature, including especially

conscience. It has to do with God and religion

even more directly than the pure intellect has. It is
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much more sensitive towards God and divine truth,

and can feel in the dark where the intellect cannot

see. Accordingly, in matters of personal religion,

it is safer, as a rule, to trust your moral nature and

conscience than mere logic ;
for the former will often

guide you aright when the latter stands bewildered

and dumb, or even leads astray. The conscience

is, indeed, the highest summit of the soul,
—the one

which raises itself up farthest towards God and heaven,

and is freest from clouds and vapours. And just

as the loftiest Alpine peak retains the light of the

setting sun long after the plain land and the lower

ridges are bathed in evening twilight, so conscience

often retains the light of God when the gloomy

night of scepticism is setting in upon the intellect.

But just as the same sublime Alp receives the light

of the rising day long before the lower hills and

plains, and even while they are as yet lying covered

with darkness and mist
;
so the conscience, as a rule,

receives the rising light of God and religion before

the intellect, and even while the latter is yet in the

mists, and clouds, and glimmering twilight of scep-

ticism. I pray you to recognise this fact. Consult

your conscience, your moral nature, and not your

logical intellect alone. It will respond, if only you
will honestly listen

;
and it will reply that you, even

you, are a sinner in the eyes of the All-holy
—a
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sinner guilty and helpless, and it will impel you to

cry, 'What must I do to be saved ?
'

Let me say that the only satisfactory answer to

that question must still be that of the Apostle Paul :

*

Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt

be saved.' In other words, the one divinely-authorized

way is the way of personal faith in the Lord Jesus

Christ. Even supposing that other ways might

perhaps save you, if you believe in the possibility of

salvation at all, you must believe that the Christian

way, when honestly followed out, will certainly save

you. But in such a matter no wise man ought to

peril his all on a mere perJiaps, when he can find,

and find at hand, a method of salvation which is

yea and amejt, the way of personal faith in Christ.

Do you ask what this faith is .'' What is the

distinctive nature and feature of saving faith .-' It

is simply this, that it rests on Christ as its object,

on Christ as set before you in the Gospel, on Christ

for your personal salvation. You renounce all trust

for salvation in self or in any arm of flesh, and rest

solely, consciously, intentionally, abidingly on the

Lord Jesus, His person, work, and word. When

your mind settles down in this state as its final

attitude, it enters into the condition of saving faith.

It has that faith which accepts Christ as your

Covenant Head, Saviour, and Lord
;
which identifies
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you with Him in His life, and death, and righteous-

ness, so that you become a sharer in the blessing

of full and free and instantaneous justification for

His sake. You have now that faith which unites

you with Christ as the branch with the vine, with

Christ the source of all spiritual life and power,

holiness and activity. This faith puts you into

possession first and at once of pardon and accept-

ance, thereafter of increasing holiness and spiritual

energy, and finally of a blessed immortality with

Him in heaven.

But you also ask how you can awaken and pro-

duce this saving faith towards Jesus in your soul.

You cannot work yourself up into it by mere bodily

exercise or excitement. You cannot get yourself

translated into it by any mere outward ritualistic

charm or spell. You cannot vault into it by any grand

volition or transcendent effort of mere human will.

You can enter it only by the reasonable and scrip-

tural way of turning your mind towards Christ,

while you pray for His Spirit to open your eyes

and incline your heart to the truth. It is the very

nature of Jesus and the truth as it is in Him, when

properly contemplated, to produce faith in the soul.

Look therefore at Him. Keep Him persistently

before your mind. Try to understand Him. Dwell,

think, and meditate upon Him, and the different
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features of His life and character, teachino- and

work. Give them the time and the opportunity to

bear and tell upon your heart. And as you do so,

you will feel, you cannot tell how, your obstinacy

giving way, your hard heart melting, your interest

awakening, faith and trust arising, and your soul

finally settling down, gently, naturally, quietly on

the Lord Jesus, as all your salvation and all your
desire. Then, that blessed moment, you will enter

into the position of a justified man, a pardoned and

accepted son and heir of God, and citizen of the

Holy City. A new day will begin to break in upon

your soul, a day of light and life, of hope and joy ;

and amid the changes and troubles, the bereavements

and heart-aches of life, you will find that Christ

meets all the wants and experiences of your many-
sided nature. He will turn for you at last the

shadow of death into the morning; and alike in

time and eternity, He will prove Himself to be the

Faithful and True.

';
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NOTE I. P. 30.

THE SCIENTIFIC SPECIALIST NOT NECESSARILY AN
AUTHORITY IX THEOLOGY OR CRITICISM.

' When the human mind has achieved greatness and

given evidence of extraordinary power in any domain,
there is a tendency to credit it with similar power
in all other domains. Thus theologians have found
comfort and assurance in the thought that Newton
dealt with the question of revelation, forgetful of the

fact that the very devotion of his powers, through
all the best years of his life, to a totally different

class of ideas, not to speak of any natural disquali-

fication, tended to render him less instead of more

competent to deal with theological and historic ques-
tions.'—T)-ndall, Belfast Address, p. 13.

The above principle surely applies to scientific men
in the present day, who set themselves up for meta-

physicians and theologians, as well as to the case of

Newton.

NOTE II. r. jj-

RELIGIOUS TRUTH BEYOND THE REACH OF
PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

'The mere study of physical nature does not carry
us beyond matter and its processes. Its most ela-
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borate methods can give us no apprehension of God,
or soul, or moral sense. So far as mere physical
science can discern, "if God had slept a million

years, all things would be the same." No telescope
or microscope can enable us to detect free-will or

any other attribute of mind. Physical science can

only tell us of physical objects, physical properties,
and physical laws.'— Professor Flint, Anti- TJieistic

Theories, p. io6.
' In the preceding portion of these remarks, we

have adverted only to that class of truths which are

connected with external nature, reduced to laws,—
and the evidence of sense elaborated by reason into

science. But no extent of physical investigation can

warrant the denial of a distinct order of impressions
and convictions, wholly different in kind, and affect-

ing that portion of our compound constitution which
we term the moral and the spiritual.'

—Baden Powell,

Order of Nature, p. 276. Compare also Essays and

Revieius, p. 152, 12th edition. So far Powell is

correct, but he limits the principle far too much in

its application.

NOTE III. P. 39.

THE BIBLE NOT A REVELATION OF SCIENCE.

' From a very early period in the history of scientific

inquiry, it has been more or less clearly recognised
that the Bible is not a science-revelation, but a

revelation of religious truth and duty, discovering the

true ideal and destiny of man in fellowship with God.

Let us have it kept clear on both sides that there is

no divine revelation of scientific truth. Nature is

its own revelation.'
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' But what \vc most need in these days to keep
conspicuous, is the true view of the Bible as a professed
revelation from God. It does not profess to be a

revelation of facts such as scientific appliances are

adequate to ascertain, while it docs profess to dis-

cover facts, both as to the universe and as to man,
which science cannot approach. It is not a history of

the earth, but it includes within it historical records

of events closely connected with man's moral and

spiritual wellbeing.'
' From these few statements it may readily appear

what is the attitude of the Bible towards science. It

leaves man to his own research for the structure of

science in all its divisions ; it proffers no help in such

work, but has a range of application quite beyond
the area traversed by science.'— Professor Calderwood,
Science and Rcligio7i, pp. y6, yj, y'S.

NOTE IV. P. 41.

EVOLUTION NOT NECESSARILY INCONSISTENT
WITH THEISM.

' Some of the profoundest theologians and ablest

defenders of religion in the early Church were be-

lievers in the doctrine of spontaneous generation
—

which may be consistently held in modern times by
believers in natural and revealed religion. There is

really no ground for the fears of the timid on the one

hand, nor on the other hand for the arrogant expec-
tation of the atheist, that he will thereby be able to

drive God from His works. Spontaneous generation
is not to be understood as a generation out of no-

thing, an event without a cause, an affair of caprice
or chance. It is a production out of pre-existing
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materials by means of powers existing in the materials,—powers very much unknown, working only in certain

circumstances, and requiring, in order to their opera-
tion, favourable conditions, assorted by Divine wisdom.

'

It is now admitted that Christians may hold, in

perfect consistency with religion and Genesis, that

certain layers of rock were formed, not at once by a

fiat of God, but mediately by water and fire as the

agents of God. And are they not at liberty to hold,

always if evidence be produced, that higher plants
have been developed from lower, and higher brutes

from lower, according to certain laws of descent,
known or unknown, working in favourable circum-
stances .'' There is nothing irreligious in the idea of

development properly understood.'—M'Cosh, CJiris-

tianity and Positivism^ pp. 36, 37.
* That the doctrine of evolution is gaining ground

over the doctrine of special creations we will not deny,
but the much more general doctrine of a finality^ in

things is not at all impugned thereby. For the rest, the

learned and acute defender of evolution under its most
recent form, Mr. H. Spencer, seems himself to recognise
the truth of this, when he tells us :

" The genesis of an
atom is no easier to conceive than that of a planet.

Indeed, far from rendering the universe less mysterious
than before, it makes a much greater mystery of it.

Creation by fabrication is much lower than creation

by evolution. A man can bring a machine together ;

he cannot make a machine that develops itself. That
our harmonious universe should formerly have existed

potentially in the state of diffused matter, without

form, and that it should gradually have attained its

present organization, is much more wo7iderful than its

formation, according to the artificial method supposed

by the vulgar, would be. Those who consider it

^ M. Janet uses this word, of course, in the common French meaning
of '

final cause or purpose.'
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legitimate to argue from phenomena to JWJivicna,

have good right to maintain that the nebular hypothesis

implies a primary cause as superior to the mechauical

God of Paley as that is to the fetish of the savage"
' '

—
Janet, Final Causes, p. 223 (Clark). See also pp.

268 f.

*

It follows that science is completely disinterested

in the properly scientific question (of evolution), as

moreover it ought to be
; for, as we have often said,

so far as science contents itself with verifying facts,

grouping them together, and drawing from them the

consequences required by its methods, it is sovereign.
Let Darwinian evolution be demonstrated or not,

theism has nothing to lose thereby : let the conditions

of existence be determined as we may wish, the

question of cause and origin remains intact. Darwin-

ism has been accepted by men who believe in spirit,

as is shown by the chief work of Mr. A. R. Wallace

on natural selection. It is well known that Mr.

Wallace, who had arrived, by his own investigations,
at a solution identical with that of Darwin, even

before the latter had formulated and systematically

expounded his view, has not less established in the

most categorical manner that natural selection implies

finality, at least as much as the theory of successive

creations.'—Pressense, Les Origines, p. 180.

'The present disputes concerning the origin of the

hujnan species we regard with indifference. Once we
have grasped the fact that every operation in nature,

' The italics are mine. Perhaps it may be well for me to give the

footnote appended by M. Janet to the above extract :

' Let us remark
in passing that the God of Paley is not a mechanical God. As it is

impossible to speak witliout a metaphor, it is certain that when one

compares the machines of nature to those of man, we are apt to speak
of God as a mechanician. So, at other times, one talks of the divine

Poet, the great Geometrician, tiie great Lawgiver, the sovereign Judge,
etc. These are modes of expression, and if they are forbidden, we
must cease to speak of these things.

'
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down even to the most minute, takes place only under

divine assistance, the greater dignity of man and his

nearer relation to God can be injuriously affected

by no method of origination of the race which the

testimony of experience may compel us to adopt. It

is therefore, from the religious point of view, a matter

of indifference what the investigation of nature may
educe on this point.
'The development of simpler organisms to higher

is without doubt indisputable, though the more exact

mode of this may be perhaps beyond our reach
;

but the irreligious tendency, so industriously propa-

gated, to regard this development only as a series of

chalices, is utterly untenable. It is theoretically un-

tenable.'—Lotze, Grimdziige der ReligionsphilosopJiie,

p. 78.
As it may be interesting to see what was one of

Darwin's latest utterances on the consistency of evolu-

tion with theism, I append the following letter,

written in May 1879 to Mr. John Fordyce, and

printed by him in his Aspects of Scepticism, p. 190 :
—

'

It seems to me absurd to doubt that a man may
be an ardent theist and an evolutionist. You are right

about Kingsley. Asa Gray, the eminent botanist, is

another case in point. What my own views may be

is a question of no consequence to any one except

myself. But, as you ask, I may state that my judg-
ment often fluctuates. Moreover, whether a man
deserves to be called a theist depends on the defini-

tion of the term, which is much too large a subject

for a note. In my most extreme fluctuations I have

never been an atheist in the sense of denying the

existence of a God. I think that generally (and
more and more as I grow older), but not always, that

an agnostic would be the most correct description of

my state of mind.'
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NOTE V. P. 44-

EVOLUTION ONLY AN HYPOTHESIS AND NOT AN
ASCERTAINED TRUTH OF SCIENCE.

The following extracts, bearing on the statement

that the development hypothesis is as yet only an

hypothesis or speculation, and not an ascertained

scientific fact, are taken from a source of the first

rank. I refer to a well-known lecture by Professor

Virchow of Berlin, which was delivered at the fiftieth

Conference of the German Association of Naturalists

and Physicians, held at Munich in September 1877,

and which produced no small sensation at the time.

The source is not only of the first rank, but may be

regarded as entirely free from all
'

theological
'

bias :
—

'

I once advanced the view—in opposition to the

doctrine then prevalent, of the development of organic
life from inorganic matter—that every cell was de-

rived from a cell . . . and I still hold this view to be

quite correct' (p. 17).
' This gcncratio (sqicivoca [and by this he means

spontaneous generation] which has been so often

contested and so often contradicted, is nevertheless

always meeting us afresh. To be sure, we know not a

single positive fact to prove that a gcneratio <2quivoca
has ever been made, that there has ever been a case of

procreation in this way, that inorganic masses—such

as the firm of Carbon & Co.—have ever spontaneously

developed themselves into organic masses. No one
has ever seen a generatio ccquivoca effected, and who-
ever supposes that it has occurred is contradicted by
the naturalist, and not merely by the theologian. . . .

If it were capable of proof, it were indeed beautiful !

But we must acknowledge it has not yet been proved.
The proofs of it arc still wanting.'

—
Pp. -^^^ ff. And
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again :

' With respect to the connection of the or-

ganic and inorganic, we must simply confess that, in

fact, we know nothing about it. We ought not to

represent our conjecture as a certainty ;
nor our

hypothesis as a doctrine. This is inadmissible.'—
P. 40.

Speaking of the development of man from the ape,
he says: 'You are aware that I am now specially
engaged in the study of anthropology, but I am
bound to declare that every positive advance which
we have made in the province of prehistoric anthro-

pology has actually removed us farther from the proof
of such a connection [of man with the ape] . . . When
we study the fossil man of the quaternary period,
who must, of course, have stood comparatively near
to our primitive ancestors in the order of descent, or
rather of ascent, we find always a man, just such men
as are now. . , . The old troglodytes, pile-villagers,
and bog-people, prove to be quite a respectable
society. They have heads so large that many a

living person would be only too happy to possess
such . . . Nay, if we gather together the whole sum
of the fossil men hitherto known, and put them
parallel with those of the present time, we can de-

cidedly pronounce that there are among living men
a much larger number of individuals who show a

relatively inferior type than there are among the
fossils known up to this time. . . . Not a single fossil

skull of an ape or an "ape-man" has yet been found
that could really have belonged to a human being.
Every addition to the amount of objects, which we
have attained as materials for discussion, has removed
us farther from the hypothesis propounded.'—Pp. 60.

62, 63.
His conclusion is :

' We CANNOT TEACH, WE CAN-
NOT PRONOUNCE IT TO BE A CONQUEST OF SCIENCE,
THAT MAN DESCENDS FROM THE APE OR ANY
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OTHER ANIMAL.' '—Virchow, The Freedom of Science

in the Modern State, p. 6},, 2nd edition
;

cf. Wallace,
Natural Sehxtion, Essay x., and specially pp. 335 ff.

In the preface (p. vi.) Virchow says :

'

It seemed to

him high time to utter an energetic protest against
the attempts that are made to proclaim the problems
of research as actual facts, the opinions of scientists

as established science . . . With a few individual

exceptions, this protest has met with cordial assent

from German naturalists.'

The following extract shows that some of our first

physicists believe that they have excellent evidence

for holding that the age of the earth is not sufficient

to admit of the requirements of the development

hypothesis :
—

' The subject [how long the earth has been habitable

by plants and animals such as we see now] has been
taken up very carefully within the last few years by
Sir William Thomson, and the brief resume I shall

give of his results contains nearly all that is accurately
and definitely acquired to science upon the subject.
He divides his arguments upon it into three heads.

The first is an argument from the internal heat of

the earth
;
the second is from the tidal retardation

of the earth's rotation
;
and the third is from the sun's

temperature.
' Each of these arguments is quite independent of

the other two, and is—for all tend to something
about the same—to the effect that ten millions of

years is about the utmost that can be allowed, from
the physical point of view, for all the changes that

have taken place on the earth's surface since vege-
table life of the lowest known form was capable of

existing there.
' But I daresay many of you are acquainted with

the speculations of Lyell and others, especially of
' Of course the capitals are Virchow's.

Z
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Darwin, who tell us that even for a comparatively brief

portion of recent geological history three hundred
millions of years will not suffice ! We say so much the
worse for geology as at present understood by its chief

authorities
;
for physical considerations, from various

independent points of view, render it utterly impos-
sible that more than ten or fifteen millions of years
can be granted.'

—Professor Tait, Recent Advances in

Physical Science, pp. 165 ff.

NOTE VI. P. 49.

LENORMANT ON THE RELATION OF RELIGION AND
SCIENCE.

' My faith rests upon too solid a foundation to be
timid

;
and should I happen in the course of my

researches to encounter an apparent antinomy
between science and religion, I should not for a
moment dream of understating or concealing it. I

should boldly put forth the two contrary statements,
certain beforehand that a day will come when they
will attain a harmony which I should not have been
skilful enough to discover. But I must add, in all

sincerity, that never yet, in the course of a career

which already reckons a quarter of a century given
to study, have I come face to face with a genuine
conflict between science and religion. As far as I am
concerned, the two domains are absolutely distinct

and not exposed to collision. There can be no

quarrel between them, unless one encroach improperly
upon the territory of the other. Their truths are of

a different order : they coexist without contradic-

tion, and I shall never consent to sacrifice one set

to the other, for I shall never find it necessary to
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attempt it.'— Francois Lenormant, Bcgmniiigs of
History^ p. x.

NOTE VII. P. T^.

HODGE IN REGARD TO PLENARY INSPIRATION.

The church doctrine of plenary inspiration 'denies
that the sacred writers were merely partially inspired ;

it asserts that they were fully inspired as to all that

they teach, whether of doctrine or fact. This of

course does not imply that the sacred writers were
infallible except for the special purpose for which

they were employed. They were not imbued with

plenary knowledge. As to all matters of science,

philosophy, and history, they stood on the same level

with their contemporaries. They were infallible only
as teachers, and when acting as the spokesmen of
God. Their inspiration no more made them astro-

nomers than it made them agriculturists. Isaiah

was infallible in his predictions, although he shared
with his countrymen the views then prevalent as to

the mechanism of the universe. Paul could not err

in anything he taught, although he could not recollect

how many persons he had baptized in Corinth.
' The errors in matters of fact, which sceptics search

out, bear no proportion to the whole. No sane man
would deny that the Parthenon was built of marble,
even if here and there a speck of sandstone should be
detected in its structure. Not less unreasonable is it

to deny the inspiration of such a book as the Bible,
because one sacred writer says that on a given
occasion twenty-four, and another says that twenty-
three thousand men were slain. Surely a Christian

may be allowed to tread such objections under his

feet.
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'

Admitting that the Scriptures do contain, in a few

instances, discrepancies which, with our present means
of knowledge, we are unable satisfactorily to explain,

they furnish no rational ground for denying their

infallibility.
" The Scripture cannot be broken." This

is the whole doctrine of plenary inspiration taught
by the lips of Christ Himself The universe teems
with evidences of design, so manifold, so diverse, so

wonderful, as to overwhelm the mind with the con-
viction that it has had an intelligent author. Yet
here and there isolated cases of monstrosity appear.
It is irrational, because we cannot account for such

cases, to deny that the universe is the product of

intelligence. So the Christian need not renounce his

faith in the plenary inspiration of the Bible, although
there may be some things about it in its present state

which he cannot account for.'—Hodge, Systematic
Theology, vol. i. pp. 165, 170 f

NOTE Vni. p. 100.

QUOTATIONS FROM THE NEW TESTAMENT FOUND
IN THE FATHERS.

In looking into the early Christian writers for

quotations from the New Testament, we must not

expect them always to quote with perfect, or even

modern, exactness. They had no concordances, no
convenient books such as we have, and no divisions

into chapters and verses. As a rule we must expect
them to quote from memory, and therefore with all

the little inaccuracies of quotations of this kind.

It is in this very matter that the autlior of Super-
natitral Religion makes one of his grand mistakes
as a practical critic. He seems almost to expect that
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the Fathers should have habitually quoted with all

the accuracy of the modern recluse student, who has
his concordance at hand, and turns up every verse

before he writes it down
;
and because they do not

so quote, he rashly infers that they must quote from

Gospels different from those which we now possess.
But nothing can be more unreal than such a view. He
has only to attend a prayer-meeting or simple service

conducted by any working minister, who prays with-

out a prayer-book and speaks without a manuscript,
in order to have an illustration of the true state of

the case. He will find men in such circumstances

habitually quoting Scripture inaccurately as to the

words, and repeating the same inaccuracies from time
to time. But this does not prove in the least that

they draw their quotations from another source than
the Authorized English Version.

On one occasion, after the publication of the work

just mentioned, a party of ten city ministers happened
to be present in my house, and in the course of con-

versation we fell upon the discussion of this author's

mode of treating quotations. Attention was especially
drawn to the use which he made of small inaccuracies,
and the conclusions which he drew from them. One
of the party was strongly impressed with the fact

that similar phenomena might be met with over and
over again in every Presbyterian service in the city

every Lord's day, and suggested a very simple test.

It was agreed that every one of the company should
write down the apostolic benediction in the very
form in which he was accustomed to give it in the

church services. We did so, and the result was found
to be, that not two of the ten gave it in exactly the

same words, and not one of the ten gave it in the

exact words of the apostle (2 Cor. xiii. 14). Here
there was not only variation, but the same variation

repeated from service to service. But this did not
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prove that there were ten different sources whence
the benediction was drawn. The man who has not
shut himself up in his study all his life, but has had
a little experience of practical Christian work, and
has at the same time a little healthy common sense,
will be prepared to expect such inaccuracy of quota-
tion, more or less. He will have no difficulty in

discounting it at its proper value
;

it will cause him
no perplexity, and assuredly he will never think of

requiring a new gospel to account for every new

inaccuracy. Indeed, we meet with similar inexactness
in the quotations which the writers of the New
Testament make from the Old Testament, and
we can scarcely expect to find a different state of

things in the early Christian authors.

I may add the following statement from a very
high authority :

' The Fathers were better theo-

logians than critics ; they frequently quoted loosely
or from memory, often no more of a passage than
their immediate purpose required ;

and what they
actually wrote has been found peculiarly liable to

change on the part of copyists and unskilful editors.

... In [many] cases, the same author perpetually
cites the selfsame text under two or more various

forms
;
and in the Gospels it is often impossible

to determine to which of the three earlier ones

reference is made.'—Scrivener, Plain Introditction to

the Criticism of the New Testament, 3rd edition,

pp. 416 f.

NOTE IX. P. 174.

J. S. MILL ON MIRACLES AS A ' VIOLATION OF LAW.'

'

It will be said, however, that if these [miracles] be
violations of law, then law is violated every time that
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any outward effect is produced by a voluntary act

of a human being. Human volition is constantly

modifying natural phenomena, not by violating their

laws, but by using their laws. Why may not divine

volition do the same? The power of volitions over

phenomena is itself a law, and one of the earliest

known and acknowledged laws of nature. It is true,
the human will exercises power over objects in

general indirectly, through the direct power which
it possesses only over the human muscles. God,
however, has direct power not merely over one

thing, but over all the objects which He has made.
There is, therefore, no more a supposition of violation

of law in supposing that events are produced, pre-
vented, or modified by God's action, than in the

supposition of their being produced, prevented, or

modified by man's action. Both are equally in the

course of nature, both equally consistent with what
we know of the government of all things by law.

' Those who thus argue are mostly believers in

free-will, and maintain, that every human volition

originates a new chain of causation, of which it is

itself the commencing link, not connected by invari-

able sequence with any anterior fact. Even, there-

fore, if divine interposition did constitute a breaking
in upon the connected chain of events, by the intro-

duction of a new originating cause without root in

the past, this would be no reason for discrediting it,

since every human act of volition does precisely the
same. If the one is a breach of law, so are the
others. In fact, the reign of law does not extend
to the origination of volition. . . . The alleged [above]
analogy holds good : but what it proves is only what
I have from the first maintained—that divine inter-

ference with nature could be proved if we had the
same sort of evidence for it which we have for human
interference.'—Mill, Three Essays, pp. 226 ff.
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NOTE X. P. 175.

THE MODE OF DIVINE INTERVENTION IN MIRACLES.

' The continuance of the creation is not conceivable
without the action of the WILL which created its

actual elements, and which alone can furnish the

ground of their reciprocal action.

'We must affirm that every process of reciprocal
action in nature, however insignificant, is possible

only through the continual co-operation of the one
true Reality, which in religion we call "God." Ac-

cordingly we cannot reject the continual active

influence {Eimvirkimg) of God upon the course of

nature, because of the theoretical objection that the
order of nature cannot be interfered with.

'

It is not correct to say that a miracle involves
" the suspension of the laws of nature." Its peculiarity
consists in this, that it really subjects itself to these,
but with other proportions, masses, and values in the

co-operating elements than belonged to them by mere

previous nature.
' When a miracle takes place, the divine influence

does not aim at producing a change in the general
laws of nature. We have much rather reason to

hold that these laws must maintain their validity

unchanged during the whole period of the world's

existence. But an actual course of nature does not
consist merely oi general laws, which do not exist for

themselves at all. On the contrary, it rather consists

of innumerable elements, endowed with power of

different kinds and measures, elements which are

subordinate to the laws of nature. What these

elements are and what their special condition at any
time may be,—that is determined not by the laws of
nature, but by the plan of that ivorld, which God,
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out of numerous possible worlds, has called into

realization. Consequently, if this special plan (or idea)
of the world demands a change in the nature of the

elements, there is nothing whatever to hinder such an
interference.

'

Accordingly (in a miracle) God works by an
immediate influence which changes the inner nature

of things, so that while they work according to the
same general laws, they nevertheless bring about the
miraculous event, which they would not have pro-
duced zvithoui His influence.'—Lotze, Grund::iige der

ReligionspJiilosophie, pp. 59, 60, 61.

That is, the continuance of nature and its opera-
tions depends directly and continually on the will of
God. Miracles are therefore possible. But they are
not a violation of the laws of nature. On the contrary,
these laws remain the same. But God has direct

access to the original elements which obey these laws
to change their inner nature and condition, and the
force or power inherent in them. These elements so

changed or modified continue to work according to
the laws of nature, but in virtue of the change or modi-
fication they produce the miracle. In other words,
the point where the divine will directly intervenes is

not at the laws, but at the elements or forces which

obey these laws while they bring about tlie miracle.
Cf. also Lotze, Mikrokosmns, vol. ii. pp. 52 and 54;
Dorner, Christliche GlaubensleJirc, vol. i. pp. 603 ft'.

* We are thus led to believe that there exists now
an invisible order of things intimately connected with
the present, and capable of acting energetically upon
it

; for, in truth, the energy of the present system is

to be looked upon as originally derived from the
invisible universe, while the forces which give rise to
transmutations of energy probably take their origin in

the same region.
' We have now reached a stage from which we can
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very easily dispose of any scientific difficulty regard-
ing miracles. For if the invisible was able to produce
the present visible universe with all its energy, it

could, of course, a fortiori, very easily produce such
transmutations of energy from the one universe into

the other as would account for the events which took

place in Judea [at the advent of our Lord]. Those
events are therefore no longer to be regarded as

absolute breaks of continuity, a thing which we have

agreed to consider impossible, but only as the result

of a peculiar action of the invisible upon the visible

universe.
'

It appears to us as almost self-evident, that Christ,
if He came to us from the invisible world, could

hardly (with reverence be it spoken) have done so

without some peculiar sort of communication being
established between the two worlds.'—Professors B.

Stewart and P. G. Tait, TJie Unseen Universe, pp.

199, 247, 248 (loth edition).

NOTE XI. P. 180.

ISAAC TAYLOR ON THE ARGUMENT FROM
CONGRUITY.

' But is it not "
reasoning in a circle

"
thus to

believe the miracles because the religion is felt to be
from heaven, and to believe the religion because it

has been attested by miracles .-* Grant it that this is

reasoning in a circle, when thus formally stated
;
but

it does not follow that therefore the reasoning is not

valid. A misapprehension on this ground has too

easily been admitted, as well on the side of those who
have conducted the Christian argument as with those

who have impugned it. A sophism, boldly obtruded
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on the one side, has been timidly dealt with on the
other.

' The very firmest of our convictions come to us
in this same mode,—that is, not in the way of a

sequence of evidences, followin^^ each other as links

in a chain, and carrying with them the conclusion
;

but in the way of the CONGRUITY of co-ordinate

evidences, meeting or collapsing in the conclusion.

This is not the same thing as what is called
" cumu-

lative proof," nor is it proof derived from the coin-

cidence of facts. Those impressions which command
the reason and the feelings in the most imperative
manner, and which in fact w^e find it impossible to

resist, are the result of the meeting of congruous
elements

; they are the product of causes, which,

though independent, arefelt so to fit the one to the other,
that each as soon as it is seen in coinbinatio?i authenti-

cates the other ; and, in allowing the two to carry our

convictions, w'c are not yielding to the sophism which
consists in alternately putting the premise [and
conclusion] in the place of each other, but are

recognising a principle which is always true in the

very structure of the human mind.
' Let the case be this—that you have to do with

one who offers to your eye his credentials — his

diploma, duly signed and sealed, and which declare
him to be a Personage of the highest rank. All
seems genuine in these evidences. At the same time,
the style and tone, the air and behaviour, of this

Personage, and all that he says, and what he informs

you of, and the instructions he gives you, are in

every respect consistent with his pretensions, as set

forth in the instrument which he brinies with him.
It is not in such a case that you alternately believe
his credentials to be genuine, because his deportment
and liis language are becoming to his alleged rank

;

and then, that you yield to the impression which has
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been made upon your feelings by his deportment,
because you have already admitted the credentials to

be true. Your belief is the product of a simultaneous

accordance of the two species of proof : it is a com-

bined force that carries conviction ;
it is not a

succession of proofs in line.
* The same force of congruity, not a catena of

proofs, gives us the most trustworthy of those im-

pressions upon the strength of which we act in the

daily occasions of life
;
and it is the same Law of

Belief which rules us also in the highest of all

arguments
—that which issues in a devout regard to

Him, by and through whom all things are. On this

same ground, where logic halts, an instinctive reason-

ing prevails, which takes its force from the confluence

of lines of reasoning.'
—Isaac Taylor, The Restoration

of Belief, pp. 94 f.

NOTE XII. P. 193.

MIRACLES NATURALLY TO BE EXPECTED OF
CHRIST.

' We could not conceive of [Christ] as not doing
such works

;
and those to whom we presented Him

as Lord and Saviour might very well answer.

Strange, that one should come to deliver men from

the bondage of nature which was crushing them, and

yet Himself have been subject to its heaviest laws,
—

Himself "Wonderful" (Isa. ix. 6), and yet His

appearance accompanied by no analogous wonders

in nature,—claiming to be the Life, and yet Himself

helpless in the encounter with death
;
however much

He may have promised in word, never realizing any

part of His promises in deed
; giving nothing in
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hand, no first-fruits of power, no pledges of greater

things to come. They would have a right to ask,
" Why did He give no signs that He came to connect

the visible with the invisible world ?
" '—Trench, The

J\Iiracles of our Lord, pp. 102 f.

NOTE Xni. P. 222.

ALLEGED EVIDENTIAL UNIMPORTANCE OF THE
RESURRECTION OF CHRIST.

* M. Prudot, in his work La Resurrection de Jesus
Christ, p. 299, gives a declaration signed at a general
conference of pastors and elders of the French Pro-

testant Church, held in Paris A.D. 1865, which con-

tains the following statement :
—

' " The undersigned pastors and laymen, considering
that the modern religious conscience, instructed in

the school of Jesus Christ Himself, and slowly

developed by eighteen centuries of Christian educa-

tion, has learned, on the one side, not to make the

divinity of the Master's teaching depend upon His

bodily reappearances ;
on the other, to consider as

independent of this fact the certainty of eternal life,

in such a manner that faith henceforth rests, not

upon the perilous arguments of critical erudition

unapproachable to simple believers, but upon the

evidence of the truth itself:
' " Declare that, divided as they are among them-

selves upon the historical question, they frankly

acknowledge the right of distinguishing between this

question and Christianity itself, and of founding the

living and simple demonstration of faith upon the

agreement of the holy word of Jesus Christ with the

principles and needs of the human soul."'—Professor

Milligan, The Resurrection of our Lord, p. 259.
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*

It is difficult now, whether we look at the first

rise of Christianity or at its later history, to admit
that it hangs by a thread, as St. Paul declares,

logically attached to the testimony of Cephas, and
the Twelve, and the Five Hundred.' — Natural

Religion, p. 253.

NOTE XIV. P. 244.

THE THEORY OF PROBABILITIES APPLIED TO THE
EVIDENCE FOR CHRIST'S RESURRECTION.

It may be of importance to some minds that we
should attempt to represent by the mathematical
'

Theory of Probabilities
' what are the chances that

the witnesses to the risen Saviour were deceived by
their senses. Of course, any attempt of the kind

can only be an approximation, an illustration and
aid to thought rather than a result mathematically
exact.

The Law of Probabilities bearing on the case is

thus laid down by Todhunter in his Algebra: (722)
'

If there be any number of independent events, the

probability that they will all happen is the product
of their respective probabilities of happening.' To
make this clear by a simple illustration, let us suppose
that we have a bag with a hundred balls in it, of

which one is white and ninety-nine are black. The
chance that we draw the white ball at the first trial

is only i to 100, or as it is represented arithmetically,

^^Q. The chance that we -draw the white ball twice

in succession is found by multiplying together the

chance of drawing it the first time, which is yoo> ^7
the chance of drawing it the second time, which is,

of course, also ^\q. In other words, the chance of
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drawinc^ the white ball the first and second times in

succession is y^f, ^ Too ^^ To.ooo- ^•^- i ^o 10,000.
The chance of drawing it three times in succession

is only i to 1,000,000, i.e. j^q- x yoo ^ iorr» ^^

T.ooo.ooo- -^^ short, we get the ultimate chance by-

multiplying the original chance into itself the same
number of times as the white ball is supposed to be
drawn in succession. More briefly, the chances of

drawing it ;/ times in succession will be d^y)".
Now it is extremely easy to apply this principle to

the case of the witnesses of the risen Saviour. The
only difficulty here is to be found in the calculation

of the original chance that any one witness could be
deceived. We may safely say that our eyesight in

ordinarily favourable circumstances does not deceive
us once in a million times. Let us say, however, that

it does so once in a thousand times. That is, the
chance that we may be deceived by our eyesight in

fully favourable circumstances is i to 1000, or
iq'oo'-

We may with equal safety make the same assumption
in regard to our sense of hearing. It does not in

fully favourable circumstances deceive us once in a
million times

;
but let us say once in a thousand

times. That is, the chance that we are deceived by
our hearing in the circumstances described is as i to

1000, or yo\,o. Now, if we take a case in which we
have the concurrent testimony of both our eyes and
ears, the chance that they are both deceived is the

product of the two chances, or y,/„„ x poVff' ^vhich

is x.OTTo.oou- ^^ other words, the chance that both

eyes and ears should be deceived is only i to

1,000,000, and this is vastly short of the truth.

Let us now apply this to the witnesses to our
Lord's resurrection mentioned in i Cor. xv. 4-7.
These witnesses saw and heard Christ, had the

testimony of both their eyes and ears. The pro-
bability, therefore, that any one of these witnesses
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was deceived is only i to 1,000,000, i.e.
7,()o"o,o'0"0''

The probability that two were deceived is of course

T,o 00,000 -^
1 ,0FO . ooD' *^'* T.ooo.iTOo.^oiy.oOo- J- hat is,

the chance that two of them were deceived is only
I to 1,000,000,000,000, etc. But there are really
twelve apostolic witnesses distinctly mentioned, most
of whom saw the Lord at least twice. What then is

the chance that all the twelve were deceived? To
find the answer we must multiply t.ooo.ouo ^"^^o

itself 12 times, i.e. (y.ooo.ooo)^'*- This, of course, gives a
fraction whose numerator is i and whose denominator
is I followed by 72 ciphers. That is, the chance that

the twelve apostolic witnesses were deceived is only
as I to the number which consists of i with 72 ciphers
attached. If we take in the testimony of the * more
than five hundred brethren' on the same terms, the

result is vastly more overwhelming. We have now
512 witnesses at the least who saw and heard the

risen Lord. The chance that any one of them could
be deceived is, as we have seen, only x.ooo.ooo >

consequently the chance that all of them could be
deceived is^y.ooJ.ooa)'''. ^'-f-

the product of y.ooo.ooo

multiplied into itself 512 times, which gives a fraction

whose numerator is i and its denominator i with

3072 ciphers attached. In other words, the chance
that all of them could be deceived is only as i to

the number which consists of i followed by 3072
ciphers, a number which it would take about two
and a third pages of this appendix to express.
That is to say, the chance that the disciples and

the five hundred were deceived as to the appear-
ance of Christ is practically nothing, the probability
that they were right and actually saw the Lord is

practically the highest certainty. And Strauss says :

' There is no occasion to doubt that the Apostle
Paul had heard this [about the appearances] from

Peter, James, and perhaps from others concerned
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(comp. Gal. i. 18 K, ii. 9), and that all of these,

and even the five hundred, were firmly convinced
that they had seen Jesus who had been dead, and
alive again.'

—Neza Life of fesus, vol. i. p. 400.

Surely all this points most clearly to the utter

improbability of the hypothesis of visions which
were the outcome of mere hallucination.

NOTE XV. P. 246.

DIFFICULTIES IN THE WAY OF STRAUSS'S
EXPLANATION OF THE RESURRECTION.

' The explanatory attempts [of Strauss], as well as

those of ail other aiiti-iniracii/ous critics \to explain

azvay our Lord's resurrection], are entangled in an
endless chain of enigmas and difficulties. Difficulties

exegetical: There is the clear testimony of St. Paul,
and the great distinction made by New Testament

writers, between the description of visions and the

narratives of our Lord's appearances. Difficulties

psychological : All likelihood is wanting for the supposi-
tion that so many and such differently constituted

persons should, even by hundreds at a time, have
been simultaneously predisposed to see visions

;
there

is the sudden and thorough change in the disciples'
frame of mind, especially, too, the sudden conversion

of St. Paul
;
and finally, the speedy cessation of our

Lord's appearances. Difficulties dogjuatical : Arising
from the question, Whence should the idea of an
isolated individual resurrection, hitherto foreign to

their belief, arise in the minds of the disciples ?

Difficulties chronological : Unanimous historical evi-

dence points to the third day ;
and this leaves no

space for the gradual development of visions, or for

2 A
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the translocation of the first appearances to Galilee.

Difficulties topograpJiical : There in a well-known spot
stands the empty tomb, with its loud question, Where
is the body ? which neither Jew nor Roman attempts
to answer, though investigation would have been easy.
Difficulties historical: There is the firm and immov-
able belief of the disciples in their Lord's resurrection,
their preaching so full of victorious joy and martyr's

courage, which not even their most bitter enemies
dare on this point to gainsay ;

there is the Christian

Sunday, a continual celebration of the first Easter

victory ;
there is the Christian Church, founded and

victoriously growing on the rock of her belief in the

crucified and risen Saviour. And finally, difficulties

moral: There is the entire moral regeneration of the

world which proceeded from the preaching of the

apostles ;
there we see the kingdom of truth coming,

and are told to believe, as has been well said, that at

first it was false, afterwards it constantly became
more true, and at length

"
developed

"
into the

sublimest truth !

' —
Christlieb, Modern Doubt, pp.

500 f. (Clark).

NOTE XVI. P. 253.

HASE ON THE SOCRATES OF XENOPHON AND PLATO.

' The Socrates of Xenophon is different from the

Socrates of Plato. Each has grasped that side which
was to him the nearest and the dearest. Only from
both representations conjoined can we recognize the

true Socrates. The graphic simplicity of Xenophon
carries with it the full impress of the truth of that

which he relates. Nevertheless, this Socrates who
moves about in the narrow circle of moral and
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political representations is not the complete Socrates,
the wisest man of Greece, who called forth the great
revolution in the minds of his people. On the other

hand, the Platonic Socrates is much better fitted to

be the creator of the new period of Greek philosophy,
and accordin_f^ly appears as the Attic Logos, as having
brought down the wisdom of heaven to the earth.'—
Hase, Geschichte Jesu, p. 61, from the German, quoted
in Schaff's History of the Christian Church, vol. ii.

p. 695.

NOTE XVII. P. 258.

THE TRULY JUST MAN AS DESCRIBED IN
PLATO'S REPUBLIC.

It may not be out of place here to remind the

reader of Plato's well-known description of the truly

just or righteous man, as given in h\s Republic. After

having finished the picture of the unjust man, he
continues :

—
' Such being our unjust man, let us, in pursuance of

the argument, place the just man by his side—a man
of true simplicity and nobleness, resolved, as yEschylus
says, not to seem, but to be good. We must certainly
take away the seeming ;

for if he be thought to be
a just man, he will have honours and gifts on the

strength of this reputation, so that it will be uncertain

whether it is for justice's sake, or for the sake of the

gifts and honours, that he is what he is. Yes, we must

strip him bare of everything but justice, and make
his whole case the reverse of the former. Without

being guilty of one unjust act, let him have the worst

reputation for injustice, so that his virtue may be

thoroughly tested, and shown to be proof against
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infamy and all its consequences ;
and let him go on

till the day of his death, stedfast in his justice, but
with a lifelong reputation for injustice.

'After describing the men [just and unjust] as we
have done, there will be no further difficulty, I

imagine, in proceeding to sketch the kind of life

which awaits them respectively. They will say that

in such a situation the just man will be scourged,
racked, fettered, will have his eyes burnt out, and at

last, after suffering every kind of torture, will be
crucified.'—Republic, Book ii.

;
Davies and Vaughan.

If ever this test of the truly righteous man was
fulfilled to the letter, it was fulfilled in Jesus.

NOTE XVIII. P. 258.

TESTIMONIES TO THE CHARACTER OF JESUS.

In the following pages I venture to gather together
a few of the testimonies of eminent negative or anti-

supernaturalist writers to the moral character of Jesus.
Of course these writers do not all occupy exactly
the same position, some of them, like Keim and
Ewald, taking up a more favourable and friendly

position ;
and others, like Strauss in the last stage

of his religious aberration, a position of extreme

negation. It is instructive to contemplate the im-

pression made by Christ upon the minds of upright
and honourable men who feel themselves unhappily
constrained to take up a position outside of catholic

Christianity, or even distinctly antagonistic to it.

I may state that the reader will find in Professor

Schaff's book, The Person of Christ, a few of the

testimonies given below, and a number of others in

addition. I had all but finished this collection before
I came across Dr. Schaff's interesting work.
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(i) Strauss.
'

If we ask how this harmonious mental constitution

had come to exist in Jesus, there is nowhere in the

accounts of His Hfe that he before us any intimation
of severe mental struggles from which it proceeded.
... In all those natures which were not purified
until they had gone through struggles and violent

disruption (think only of a Paul, an Augustine, and
a Luther), the shadowy colours of this exist for ever

;

and something harsh, severe, and gloomy clings to

them all their lives
;
but of this in Jesus no trace is

found. Jesus appears as a beautiful nature from the

first, which had only to develop itself out of itself, to

become more clearly conscious of itself, ever firmer
in itself, but not to change and begin a new life.'—
Nezv Life of Jesus^

vol. i. pp. 282 f

'Among these improvers of the ideal of humanity,
Jesus stands, at all events, in the first class. He
introduced features into it which were wantinjT to it

before, or had continued undeveloped ;
reduced the

dimensions of others which prevented its universal

application ; imported into it by the religious aspect
which He gave it a more lofty consecration, and
bestowed upon it, by embodying it in His own
person, the most vital warmth

;
while the Religious

Society which took its rise from Him provided for

this ideal the widest acceptance among mankind.'—
Nezv Life offesus, vol. ii. p. 437.

It is right to state that Strauss held that there

were 'defects' in Jesus, in regard, for example, to

His teaching concerning man's relationship to the

state, trade and art, citizenship, 'the elegancies of
life

'

! Cf New Life of jfesus, vol. ii. 438.

(2) Keivt.
' The question concerning the religious personality

of Jesus leads us into the mysterious. Is it reality, or
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is it a mere expression, if we call this virtuous, God-
connected life the noblest blossom of a noble tree,

the crown of the cedar of Israel ? In a dry and
barren age, a full and abundant life

; among falling

ruins, a construction
; among broken natures, one

upright and strong ; among souls empty of God and

God-abandoned, a son of God
; among the sad and

despairing, a joyous, hopeful, generous personality ;

among slaves, a freeman
; among sinners, a holy One

;

in this contradiction to the facts of the age, in this

gigantic elevation over the depressed, flat, low level

of the century ;
in this transmutation of stagnation,

retrogression, and fatal sickliness into progress,
health, the power and colour of eternal youth ;

finally, in this eminent distinction of His activity.
His purity, His nearness to God, He makes, for

new and endless centuries, which tJiroiigJi Him have

conquered their stagnation and retrogression, the im-

pression of mysterious loneliness, superhuman miracle,
divine creation.'—Gesdiidite Jesii von Nazara, vol.

iii. p. 662.
' There has been in the midst of us a true man, in

whom the divine seed which is deposited in the bosom
of human nature, by a miracle of divine power, has

expanded to perfection. The innate communion of

man with God has reached its consummation in

Him, in a manner unique and valid for evermore.
He is the ideal man, foreseen and loved of God from
all eternity as the crown of the creation

;
in the

contemplation of whom all the desires of the love of

God the Creator are satisfied, because in the heart

and face of that human Person He sees Himself—
DeT- gescliicJitliche Ckristus, p. 198 ; quoted by Godet,

Conferences Apologetiques, vi. p. 6.
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(3) Ewald.

Of many passages which might be quoted from his

Life and Tunes of Christy the following may suffice.

He speaks of Christ as one to whom 'not the smallest

actual sin attached,' and says :
—

' He brought the invincible gladness, strength, and

activity of the purest divine love, pervading all per-

ception no less than all action, fulfilling all the good
laws already in existence, and not less alive to every
new fact of knowledge and every new divine dut}-,

authenticating itself to the world most distinctly in

government, work, assistance, and guidance, but also

in all obedience, self-limitation, and all self-sacrifice.

Thus He became the Son of God as no one had
hitherto been, in a mortal body and in a fleeting

space of time, the purest reflection and the most

perfect image of the Eternal Himself Thus He
became the Word of God, speaking from God by His
human word no less than by His whole appearing
and work

;
and thus declaring to the world by an

overwhelming force, an eternal, indelible clearness

such as no one before had equalled and no one after

surpassed, God's most hidden mind, and indeed the

very spirit of His activity itself ... Is perfection in

what is humanly imperfect, undying immortality in

what is perishably mortal, possible .-' He shows that

it is, and proves it as nothing else has done
;
and

will eternally show and prove it to all those who do
not flee from His light. . . . How far does Christ

stand even above these greatest ones out of Israel

[Socrates, Buddha, Confucius] ! And if the kingdom
of the two latter nevertheless still endures so wonder-

fully long, what is to be expected from the duration

and stability of His kingdom !

'

' O Christ, what after all these centuries, with all

its ignoring and misdeeming of Thee, is the world of
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to-day seeking after and effecting ? They who are

Thine know Thee, as they always in the past perceived,
and also in all the future will always perceive, that

Thou art the sole unfailing instrument of the salvation

of this world which history has brought to it.'
—

History

of Israel, vol. vi. pp. 453 f., English translation

(Longmans, Green, & Co.),

(4) Rousseau.

' Can it be that He whose history the gospel
relates is but a man ? Is that the tone of an
enthusiast or an ambitious sectary ? What sweet-

ness, what purity in His manners! What touching

grace in His instructions ! What elevation in His
maxims ! What profound wisdom in His discourses !

What presence of mind, what acuteness, what just-
ness in His replies ! What command over His

passions ! Where is the man, where is the sage,
who can act, suffer, and die without weakness
and without ostentation ? When Plato paints his

imaginary righteous man, covered with all the

opprobrium of crime, and worthy of all the rewards

of virtue, he paints feature for feature Jesus Christ.

The resemblance is so striking that all the Fathers

felt it, and it is impossible to mistake it. What
prejudice, what blindness must we have, to dare to

compare the son of Sophroniscus to the Son of Mary .'*

What a distance the one is from the other ! Socrates,

dying without pain, without ignominy, easily sustained

his character to the close
;
and if that easy death

had not honoured his life, one might have doubted

whether Socrates with all his genius was anything
more than a sophist. They tell us he invented

morality : others had put it into practice before he

lived. He had but to say what they had done : he

had but to reduce their example into the form of
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precepts. Aristides had been just before Socrates
declared what justice was

;
Leonidas had died for

his country before Socrates made patriotism a duty ;

Sparta was temperate before Socrates praised sobriety ;

before he had defined virtue, Greece abounded in

virtuous men. But where did Jesus learn among His

people that pure and elevated morality of which He
alone has given us the precepts and the example }

From the bosom of the most bigoted fanaticism, the

highest wisdom makes itself heard, and the simplicity
of the most heroic virtues honoured the vilest of
all nations. The death of Socrates, philosophizing
tranquilly with his friends, is the gentlest one could
wish : that of Jesus expiring in anguish, reviled,

mocked, cursed of a whole people, is the most horrible
that one can fear. Socrates in taking the cup of

poison blesses him who presents it weeping ; Jesus,
in the midst of terrible agony, prays for His infuriated

executioners. Yes, if the life and death of Socrates
are those of a sage, the life and death of Jesus are
those of a God. Shall we say that the gospel history
is a mere invention ? My friend, it is not so that
men invent

;
and the facts concerning Socrates, of

which no one entertains a doubt, are less attested
than those concerning Jesus Christ. In reality, this

supposition is only to shift the difficulty a step farther

back, not to banish it. It would be more inconceiv-
able that several men should have united to fabricate
that book, than that a single person should have
furnished the subject of it. Jewish authors would
never have invented either that style or that morality;
and the Gospel has marks of truth so great, so strik-

ing, so utterly inimitable, that the inventor of it would
be more astonishing than the hero.'—Emile, Book iv.

pp. 369 f. (Firmin-iSidot).
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(5) Renan.

'They— Sakya-Mouni, Plato, St. Paul, St.

Francis of Assisi, St. Augustine—felt the divine in

themselves. In the front rank of this great family
of the true sons of God we must place Jesus.

Jesus has no visions : God does not speak to Him
from without : God is in Him : He feels Himself
with God, and He draws from His own heart what
He says about His Father. He lives in the bosom
of God by a direct communication at every moment :

He does not see Him, but He hears Him without the

need of thunder and the burning bush like Moses,
of a revealing tempest like Job, of an oracle like

the ancient Greek sages, of a familiar genius like

Socrates, or of the angel Gabriel like Mahomet. . . .

He believes Himself in direct relation with God, He
believes Himself the Son of God. The highest con-

sciousness of God which has existed in the bosom of

humanity was that of Jesus.'
— Vie de Jesus, p. 75,

1 2th edition.
' Whatever may be the transformations of dogma,

Jesus will remain the Creator of pure sentiment :

the Sermon on the Mount will never be surpassed.

Any revolution will only connect us in religion more

closely with that grand intellectual and moral line at

the head of which shines the name of Jesus.'
—Ibid.

p. 447.

'Jesus is the highest of those pillars which show
to man whence he comes and whither he ought to

tend. In Him is concentrated all that is good and
elevated in our nature. . . . He found His very life

in His Father, and in the divine mission which He
believed it to be His duty to fulfil. . . . Whatever

may be the unexpected phenomena of the future,

Jesus will never be surpassed. His worship will re-

new its youth for ever; His story will call forth tears
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without end
;
His sufferings will melt the noblest

hearts
;

all ages will proclaim that among the sons
of men there is none greater than Jesus.'

— Vie de

Jesus, pp. 457 ff.

(6) KcsJnib Chundcr Sen.

This eloquent Hindu is (or rather was) the well-

known leader of the Bralimo-Somaj, or Indian theistic

movement. Speaking of Christ, he says :
—

' He was the son of a humble carpenter, and He
laboured in connection with His ministry only three
short years,

—do not these simple facts conclusively
prove, when viewed in reference to the vast amount
of influence He has exercised on the world, that

greatness dwelt in Jesus ? Poor and illiterate,

brought up in Nazareth—a village notorious for its

corruption
—under demoralizing influences. His asso-

ciates the lowest mechanics and fishermen, from
whom He could receive not a single ray of enlighten-
ment, He rose superior to all outward circumstances

by the force of His innate greatness, and grew in

wisdom, faith, and piety by meditation and prayer,
and with the inspiration of the Divine Spirit working
within Him. Though all the external conditions of
His life were against Him, He rose above them with
the strength of the Lord, and, with almost super-
human wisdom and energy, taught those sublime

truths, and performed those moral wonders for which

succeeding ages have paid Him the tribute of grati-
tude and admiration. Verily He was above ordinary
humanity. Sent by Providence in order to reform
and regenerate mankind. He received from Provi-
dence the wisdom and the power for that great work.'—Keshub Chunder Sen, Lectures and Tracts, pp. 9 f.

(Strahan).
' The two fundamental doctrines of gospel ethics
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which stand out prominently above all others, and

give it its peculiar grandeur and its pre-eminent
excellence, are, in my opinion, the doctrines of for-

giveness and self-sacrifice; and it is in these we
perceive the moral greatness of Christ. These

golden maxims how beautifully He preached, how
nobly He lived ! What moral serenity and sweet-

ness pervade His life ! What extraordinary tender-

ness and humility
— what lamblike meekness and

simplicity ! His heart was full of mercy and for-

giving kindness
;
friends and foes shared His charity

and love. And yet, on the other hand, how resolute,

firm, and unyielding in His adherence to truth ! He
feared no mortal man, and braved even death itself

for the sake of truth and God. Verily, when we
read His life. His meekness, like the soft moon,
ravishes the heart, and bathes it in a flood of serene

light ;
but when we come to the grand consummation

of His career. His death on the cross, behold how
He shines as the sun in its meridian splendour !

'—
Ibid. pp. 37 f.

(7) Theodore Parker.

' Now here we see a young man, but little more
than thirty years old, with no advantage of posi-
tion

;
the son and companion of rude people ;

born
in a town whose inhabitants were wicked to a pro-
verb

;
of a nation above all others distinguished for

their superstition, for national pride, exaltation of

themselves and contempt for all others
;

in an age
of singular corruption, when the substance of reli-

gion had faded out from the mind of its anointed

ministers, and sin had spread wide among a people
turbulent, oppressed, and downtrodden

;
a man ridi-

culed for his lack of knowledge, in this nation of

forms, of hypocritical priests and corrupt people.
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falls back on simple morality, simple religion, unites
in himself the sublimest precepts and divinest prac-
tices, thus more than realizing the dream of prophets
and sages ;

rises free from so many prejudices of his

age, nation, or sect
; gives free range to the Spirit of

God in his breast
;

sets aside the law, sacred and
time-honoured as it was, its forms, its sacrifices, its

temple, and its priests ; puts away the doctors of
the law, subtle, learned, irrefragable, and pours out

doctrines, beautiful as light, sublime as heaven, and
true as God.'—Discourse of Matters pertainvig to

Religion, p. 195 (Triibner & Co.).
'That mightiest heart that ever beat, stirred by

the Spirit of God, how it wrought in his bosom !

What words of rebuke, of counsel, comfort, admoni-
tion, promise, hope, did he pour out

;
words that stir

the soul as summer dews call up the faint and sickly
grass ! What profound instruction in his proverbs
and discourses

;
what wisdom in his homely say-

ings, so rich with Jewish life
;
what deep divinity of

soul in his prayers, his action, sympathy, resigna-
tion ! Persecution comes, he bears it : contempt ;

it

is nothing to him.'—Ibid. p. 197.
' He stands alone, serene in awful loveliness, not

fearing the roar of the street, the hiss of the temple,
the contempt of his townsmen, the coldness of this

disciple, the treachery of that
;
who still bore up, had

freest communion when all alone
;
was deserted,

never forsaken
; betrayed, but still safe

; crucified,
but all the more triumj)hant. This was the victory
of the Soul

;
a man of the highest type. Blessed be

God that so much manliness has been lived out, and
stands there yet, a lasting monument to mark how
high the tides of divine life have risen in the human
world. . , . Here was the greatest soul of the sons
of men

;
a man of genius for religion ;

one before
whom the majestic mind of Grecian sages and of
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Hebrew seers must vail its face. What man, what

sect, what church has mastered his noblest thought !

'

—Discourse of Matterspertaining to Religion, p. 200.

(8) /. 5. Mill.

' Above all, the most valuable part of the effect

on the character, which Christianity has produced by-

holding up in a Divine Person a standard of excel-

lence and a model for imitation, is available even to

the absolute unbeliever, and can nevermore be lost

to humanity. For it is Christ, rather than God,
whom Christianity has held up to believers as the

pattern of perfection for humanity. It is the God
incarnate, more than the God of the Jews or of

Nature, who being idealized has taken so great and

salutary a hold on the modern mind. And what-

ever else may be taken away from us by rational

criticism, Christ is still left
;

a unique figure, not

more unlike all His precursors than all His followers,

even those who had the direct benefit of His per-
sonal teaching. It is of no use to say that Christ as

exhibited in the Gospels is not historical, and that

we know not how much of what is admirable has

been superadded by the tradition of His followers.

The tradition of followers suffices to insert any num-
ber of marvels, and may have inserted all the miracles

which He is reputed to have wrought. But who
among His disciples or among their proselytes was

capable of inventing the sayings ascribed to Jesus,
or of imagining the life and character revealed in the

Gospels ? Certainly not the fishermen of Galilee
;

as certainly not St. Paul, whose character and idiosyn-
crasies were of a totally different sort

;
still less the

early Christian writers, in whom nothing is more
evident than that the good which was in them was
all derived, as they always professed it was derived,
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from the higher source. . . . About the hTc and say-

ings of Jesus there is a stamp of personal originality
combined with profundity of insight, which, if we
abandon the idle expectation of finding scientific

precision where something very different was aimed

at, must place the Prophet of Nazareth, even in the

estimation of those who have no belief in His inspira-

tion, in the very first rank of men of sublime genius
of whom our species can boast. When this pre-
eminent genius is combined with the qualities of

probably the greatest moral reformer and martyr
to that mission who ever existed upon earth, reli-

gion cannot be said to have made a bad choice in

pitching upon this man as the ideal representative
and guide of humanity ;

nor even now would it be

easy, even for an unbeliever, to find a better trans-

lation of the rule of virtue from the abstract into the

concrete, than to endeavour to live so that Christ

would approve our life.'— Three Essays on Religion,

pp. 253 ff.

(9) W. R. Greg.
'

It is difficult, without exhausting superlatives
even to unexpressive and wearisome satiety, to do

justice to our intense love, reverence, and admira-
tion for the character and teaching of Jesus, We
regard Him not as the perfection of the intellectual

or philosophical mind, but as the perfection of the

spiritual character, as surpassing all men of all times
in the closeness and depth of His communion with
the Father. In reading His sayings, we feel that we
are holding converse with the wisest, purest, noblest

being that ever clothed thought in the poor language
of humanity. In studying His life, we feel that we
are following the footsteps of the highest ideal yet

presented to us on the earth.'— Creed of Christendom,
vol. ii. p. 168.
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' Such a one we believe Jesus to be, the most
exalted religious genius whom God ever sent upon
the earth

;
in Himself an embodied revelation

;

humanity in its divinest phase,
" God manifest in

the flesh," according to Eastern hyperbole ;
an ex-

emplar vouchsafed, in an early age of the world, of

what man may and should become, in the course of

ages, in his progress towards the realization of his

destiny ;
an individual gifted with a grand, clear

intellect, a noble soul, a fine organization, marvellous
moral intuitions, and a perfectly

- balanced moral

being ;
and who by virtue of those endowments saw

further than all other men—
' '

Beyond the verge of that blue sky
Where God's sublimest secrets lie ;

"

an earnest not only of what humanity may be, but of

what it will be, when the most perfected races shall

bear the same relations to the finest minds of exist-

ing times, as these now bear to the Bushmen or

Esquimaux. He was, as Parker beautifully ex-

presses it,
" The possibility of the race made real."

'

—Creed of Christendom, vol. ii. p. 177,
'

I believe that [Jesus] was the greatest and purest
of those great and pure souls to whom glorious
intuitions are granted, or in whom they rise, or on
whom they flow. I believe that these intuitions were
to Him convictions, certainties, and that His belief in

His mission to teach them was a part of Him.'—
Nineteenth Century, Feb. 1883, p. 202

; quotation from
a letter.

(10) W. E. H.Lecky.

' The later Stoics had often united their notions

of excellence in an ideal sage, and Epictetus had
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even urged his disciples to set before them some man
of surpassing excellence, and to imagine him con-

tinually near them
;
but the utmost the Stoic ideal

could become was a model for imitation, and the

admiration it inspired could never deepen into afiec-

tion. It was reserved for Christianity to present to

the world an ideal character, which through all the

changes of eighteen centuries has filled the hearts of

men with an impassioned love
;

has shown itself

capable of acting on all ages, nations, temperaments,
and conditions; has been not only the highest pattern
of virtue, but the strongest incentive to its practice ;

and has exerted so deep an influence that it may
be truly said, that the simple record of three short

years of active life has done more to regenerate and
to soften mankind than all the disquisitions of philo-

sophers and all the exhortations of moralists. This
has indeed been the well-spring of whatever has
been best and purest in the Christian life. Amid
all the sins and failings, amid all the priestcraft
and persecution and fanaticism, that have defaced
the Church, it has preserved, in the character and

example of its Founder, an enduring principle of

regeneration.'
—

History of Eiiropea?i Morals, vol. ii.

pp. 8, 9, 5th edition.

(11) Author of Supernatural Religion.

* The teaching of Jesus carried morality to the

sublimest point attained or even attainable by
humanity. The influence of His spiritual religion
has been rendered doubly great by the unparalleled
purity and elevation of His own character. Sur-

passing in His sublime simplicity and earnestness
the moral grandeur of Sakya Muni, and putting to

the blush the sometimes sullied, though generally
admirable teaching of Socrates and Plato, and the

2 B
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whole round of Greek philosophers, He presented
the rare spectacle of a life, so far as we can estimate

it, uniformly noble and consistent with His own lofty

principles, so that the
" Imitation of Christ

"
has

become almost the final word in the preaching of

His religion, and must continue to be one of the most

powerful elements of its permanence. . . . Whilst all

previous systems had sought to purify the stream,

[His system] demanded the purification of the foun-

tain. It placed the evil thought on a par with the

evil action. Such morality based upon the earnest

and intelligent acceptance of divine law, and perfect

recognition of the brotherhood of man, is the highest
conceivable by humanity ;

and although its power
and influence must augment with the increase of

enlightenment, it is itself beyond development, con-

sisting as it does of principles unlimited in their

range and inexhaustible in their application.'
—

Super-
natural Religion^ vol. ii. pp. 487 f.

(12) Jea7i Paid Richter.

Perhaps I cannot do better than close this series

of testimonies with the following extracts from that

'strange and tumultuous' genius, Jean Paul Richter:—
'Jesus, the purest among the mighty, the mightiest

among the pure, with His pierced hand raised empires
off their hinges, turned the stream of the centuries out

of its channel, and still commands the ages. . . .

Only one spirit of surpassing power of heart stands

alone, like the universe, by the side of God. For
there stepped once upon the earth a unique being,
who merely by the omnipotence of holiness subdued

strange ages, and founded an eternity peculiarly His
own. Blooming softly, obedient as the sunflower, yet

burning and all-attracting as the sun, with His own
gentle might He moved and directed Himself and
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peoples and centuries at the same time towards Him
who is the orif:^inal and universal Sun. That is the

gentle spirit whom we call Jesus Christ. If He
really existed, then there is a Providence, or He
Himself were Providence. Tranquil teachini^ and

tranquil dying was the only music by which this

higher Orpheus tamed wild men and charmed rocks

harmoniously into cities.'—Jean Paul Richter, Ucber
den Gott in dcr GcsdiicJite und im Leben ; Sammtliche

Werke, vol. xxv. pp. 53, 60 (Berlin, 1862).

Surely in view of such testimonies, all of them
from men of the highest ability and literary repute,
and most of them from men decidedly antagonistic
to catholic Christianity, we may safely say without

offence, in the words of Holy Scripture, 'Their rock
is not as our Rock, even our enemies themselves

being judges.'

NOTE XIX. P. 277.

A PERFECT MORAL CHARACTER CONTRARY TO
EXPERIENCE.

' Should a traveller, returning from a far country,

bring us an account of men wholly different from any
with whom we were ever acquainted,

— men who were

entirely divested of avarice, ambition, or revenge ;

who knew no pleasure but friendship, generosity,
and public spirit,

—we should immediately from these

circumstances detect the falsehood, and prove him
a liar, with the same certainty as if he had stuffed

his narration with stories of centaurs and dracrons,

miracles and prodigies. And if we would explode
any forgery in history, we cannot make use of a more

convincing argument than to prove, that the actions
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ascribed to any person are directly contrary to the

course of nature, and that no human motives in such
circumstances could ever induce him to such a con-

duct.'— Hume, Inquiry concernmg Hiiiuan Under-

sta7iding, section viii.

That is, according to Hume, such holiness as that

of Christ is not to be found in mere human nature,
is in short contrary to *

ordinary experience.' Since,

however, it is a fact, it must therefore be super-
natural in an emphatic sense.

NOTE XX. P. 280.

THE INDEPENDENCE AND CONVERGENCE OF THE
CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES.

'There is one quality or condition comprehended
in these mixed and various evidences of our religion,
which deserves to be further considered by itself;

a condition highly characteristic of its truth, and
indeed replete with the strongest confirmation of

it. The condition is this, that the evidences are so

exceedingly dissimilar in their several descriptions.

They are not necessarily connected in their origin ;

they do not infer each the other
; they are connected

only in the subject which they conspire to attest.

This independence of the component members of the

argument is a material consideration. Perhaps it

has not been urged in the defences of Christianity
with the force it is entitled to. It affords, however,
a very decisive criterion of truth, as the following
remarks may serve to show.

'

If man's contrivance, or if the favour of accident

could have given to Christianity any of its apparent
testimonies

;
either its miracles or its prophecies,
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its morals or its propagation, or, if I may so speak,
its Founder, there could be no room to believe,
nor even to imagine, that all these appearances of

great credibility could be united together by any
such causes. If a successful craft could have contrived

its public miracles, or so much as the pretence of

them, it required another kind of craft and new
resources to provide and adapt its prophecies to the

same object. Further, it demanded not only a differ-

ent art, but a totally opposite character, to conceive

and promulgate its admirable morals. Again, the

achievement of its propagation, in defiance of the

powers and terrors of the world, implied a new
energy of personal genius and other qualities of

action, than any concurring in the work before.

Lastly, the model of the life of its Founder, in the

very description of it, is a work of so much originality
and wisdom as could be the offspring only of con-

summate powers of invention
; though, to speak more

fairly to the case, it seems, by an intuitive evidence,
as if it could never have been even devised, but must
have come from the life and reality of some perfect
excellence of virtue, impossible to be taken from, or

confounded with, the fictions of ingenuity. But the

hypothesis sinks under its incredilDility. For each
of these suppositions of contrivance being arbitrary,
as it certainly is, and unsupported, the climax of
them is an extravagance. And if the imbecility of
art is foiled in the hypothesis, the combinations of
accident are too vain to be thought of.'—Davison,
Discourses oil Prophecy, pp. 29 f., 4th edition.

'VVe have a system of proof; an evidence drawn
from testimonies differing in kind, but conspiring in

effect, and combining together to an accumulated
demonstration

;
in which neither the conclusiveness

of any of the branches of the argument taken alone,
is charged with the whole weight of the question ;
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nor the imputed insufficiency of any of them, when
so taken, can touch the validity of the collective

inference.'—Ibid., pp. 34, 35.

NOTE XXI. P. 326.

STATISTICS BEARING ON THE DECLINE OF
MORALITY IN GERMANY.

*
It is statistically demonstrated that immorality

(Utizuchi) has increased in a terrible degree of late

years. During the last six years, in the eight older

provinces of Prussia, crimes against morality have
risen from 1072 to 2378—that is, an increase of I2i

per cent. In the jury courts, before which only the

more aggravated cases of criminality are brought up
for decision, the following are the numbers of sentences

passed for crimes against morality :
—

1871, 501 ; 1872,

614; 1873,752; 1874,982; 1875,1013; 1876,1382;
1877, 1975; in other words, an increase of 294 per
cent, in six years. In Bavaria the same class of

offences rose in the same years from 165 to 556—
that is to say, 237 per cent. In Baden, during the

period extending from 1872 to 1877, this class of

crimes rose from 144 to 321, or 122 per cent. In

Saxony, in the six years from 187 1 to 1877, from 345

(489, 519, 579, 607, 800) to 972, or 181 per cent.

These numbers reveal a truly shocking state of things.
'In Prussia, in the eight older provinces, the

number of investigations on account of crimes and
misdemeanours rose, in the years 1 877-1 879, from

88,233 to 145,587, or 65 per cent. Amongst these

the cases of perjury rose from 491 to 1017, or 107

per cent.
; assaults, from 7883 to 18,361, or 133 per

cent.
;

cases of robbery and extortion, from 168 to
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504, or 200 per cent In Saxony, in the years 1860-

1877, the civil processes that actually came before
the courts rose from 78,539 to 138,817; the number
of those condemned on account of crimes and mis-

demeanours rose from 9363 to 19,354, or more than the

double. In Bavaria the sentences passed on account
of perjury mounted, in the years 1872- 1877, from 166
to 431, or 159 per cent. In IViirtemberg, during
the same years, the sentences of the different courts

rose from 7987 to 14,655, or about 83 per cent.

These numbers require no comment.'— Luthardt, Die
tnodernen WeltanscJiauicngen and Hire praktiscJieJi

Konseqiienzen, pp. loo f
* In Berlin there stood under po/ice control of women

who notoriously lived by prostitution in 1852,695 ;

1853, 980; 1854, 1 156; 1855, 1338; 1856, 1338;
1866, 1360; 1867, 1447; 1868, 1625; 1869, 1776.
The number of those i-z/jr^^*:/^^ of prostitution increased
in the following manner:—In 1853, 4500; 1855,

6000; 1863,8000; 1864,10,000; 1865,12,000; 1867,

12,491; 1868,13,610; 1869,14,362; 1870, 1 1,382 (?) ;

1871,15,064. The increase of prostitution amounted
to double the increase in the population.'

—
Ibid.,

p. 235-
' While the population of Berlin between 1858 and

1863 increased 20 per cent, public prostitution in-

creased during the same time more than 66 per cent.'—
Oettingen, Aloralstatistik, p. 456. 1868.

The above, at least according to Luthardt, arc

some of the consequences of the prevailing atheistic

materialism of Germany. It is said that Frederick
the Great of Prussia, a most competent and impartial
judge in such a matter, towards the close of his life

expressed himself as follows :
— '

I would give my
most glorious battle, if only I could again have

religion and morality where I found them when I

ascended the throne. I see well that I ought to have
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done more for this purpose.' What would he say
he were living now ?

NOTE XXII. P. 336.

THE SADNESS OF ATHEISM.

' Forasmuch as I am far from being able to agree
with those who affirm that the twilight doctrine of
the "new faith" is a desirable substitute for the

waning splendour of "the old," I am not ashamed to

confess that, with this virtual negation of God, the
universe to me has lost its soul of loveliness

;
and

although from henceforth the precept
" to work while

it is day" will doubtless but gain an intensified force

from the terribly intensified meaning of the words,
*'the night cometh when no man can work," yet
when at times I think, as think at times I must,
of the appalling contrast between the hallowed

glory of that creed which once was mine, and the

lonely mystery of existence as now I find it, at

such times I shall ever feel it impossible to avoid
the sharpest pang of which my nature is susceptible.
For whether it be due to my intelligence not being
sufficiently advanced to meet the requirements of

the age, or whether it be due to the memory of
those sacred associations which to me at least were
the sweetest that life has given, I cannot but feel

that for me, and for others who think as I do,
there is a dreadful truth in these words of Hamilton—

philosophy having become a meditation, not

merely of death, but of annihilation, the precept
know thyself \\^s become transformed into the terrible

oracle to CEdipus—"
Mayest thou ne'er know the
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truth of what thou art.'"—Physicus, A Candid
Exajnination of Theis^n, p. 114.

Well may Professor Flint, in quoting this passage,
add: 'Be not martyrs by mistake.'—Anti-Theistic

Theories, p. 456.
'Those who flatter themselves that they have

shaken off the horror [of religion as a superstition],
find a colder, more petrifying incubus, that of

annihilation, settling down upon them in its place,
so that one of them cries out,

" Oh ! take away
annihilation, that abyss, and give us back Satan."

'—
Natural Religion, p. 239.
How very different the spirit inspired by the

religion of the Bible, as we find it expressed by
the ancient saints: 'Whom have I in heaven but
Thee ^ and there is none upon earth that I desire
beside Thee. My flesh and my heart faileth

;
but

God is the strength of my heart, and my portion
for ever. Death is swallowed up in victory. O death,
where is thy sting ? O grave, where is thy victory ?

Thanks be to God, which giveth us the victory
through our Lord Jesus Christ !

'
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of Strauss's explanation, 369.

Revelation an acknowledged work of

John, 127, 149; its testimony to

Christ and Christian doctrine, 149,
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Revelation needed, 163.

Kichter on the character of Christ,

386.

Roman world, moral state of, 321.

Romans an unquestioned epistle of

Paul, 127.

Rousseau on the character of

Christ, 376.

ScKAFF on the number of the early

Christians, 317.

Science, physical, cannot reach reli-

gious truth, 32 ; its special instru-

ments and field, 32 ; obligations
of theology to, 45.

Scientific men not generally material-

ists, 27.

Scrivener on patristic quotations of

the New Testament, 35S.

Sects in the Church do not imply

uncertainty as to Christian truth,

86.

'Signs and wonders and mighty
deeds,' meaning discussed, 210.

Sinaitic manuscript, 96.

Socrates of Xenophon and Plato,

252, 370 ; compared with Christ,

376.

Specialists of authority only in their

special field, 28, 345.

Spectral illusions as a means of ex-

plaining Christ's resurrection, 242.

Spencer, Herbert, 'Creeds not

priestly inventions,' 70.

Spirit not less clearly known than

matter, 55.

Strauss, view as to the supernatural,

31 ; statement as to the import-
ance of Christ's resurrection, 222

;

on the swoon -
hypothesis, 241 ;

testimony to the character of

Christ, 373.

Supernatural Religion, its testimony
to Paul's unquestioned epistles,

129; on the character of Christ,

385.
'

Survival of the fittest,' 312.

Swoon-hypothesis as a means of

explaining Christ's resurrection,

240.

Synoptics, their representation of

Christ compared with that of

John, 251.

Tait, Professor, his testimony as to

scientific men, 27 ; as to age of
the earth, 353.

Taylor, Isaac, on argument from

congruity, 362.

Tertullian cited as witness, 104.

Tongues, gift of. 204.

Trench, miracles to be expected of

Christ, 364.

Tiibingen school, its origin, 127 ;

falling away from its original

position, 151 ; no longer existing
at Tiibingen, 152, note.

Tyndall, Professor, on material

Atheism, 27 ; on scientific special-
ists dealing with theology, 345.

Uhlhorn on the number of the

early Christians, 317.

Unbelief, causes of modern, 19.

Unity of the Church, 86.

Unseat Universe, mode of divine

action in a miracle, 175, 361.

Vatican manuscript, 95.

Virchow on evolution, 351.
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